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THE SUCCESSFUL TANNOY SIXES RANGE 
In every aspect or sun; periorrinance, unique cabinet 
design and finely detailed construction, the Tannoy 
SIXES have won consistent praise from the international 
hi fi press. 
Tannoy dealers have Sief.or you to audition now. If 
you'd like a second opinior howeer, we'd be delighted 
to send you a copy of the Press Reviem book which we 
assembled some months op and to which we've added 
many more equally complimentary reviews which have 
appeared recently. 
Yr read, for instance of the compact 603 'A speaker 
nis size simply should not sound that good'. Stereo 
Review, ( USA, February '92). 
Of the 605, the LI.K's ' What Hi Fi 7' wrote in March '92 
'Unrivalled ability to reproduce details of musical 
expression'and 'eyestopping good looks' 
Audio Video in February '92 also said 'The 605 Tannoys 
positively shine with almost any kind of musi, 

delivering with an enthusiasm and fullness that 
can make even the most jaded reviewer sit up 
and listen'. 
Hi Fi News On October -91) wrote that the 6o7 provides 
'detailed sound', 'vivid imagery'and are 'value for 
money speakers which perform well across a wide 
range of musical programming'. Hi Fi Video of France 
(in October'91) said much the same - in French of course. 
Australia's Audio Video Lifestyle, in January'92, placed the 
609 'streets ahead of the compelition'with 'quite 
stunning'performance 
Australian journal Hi Fi Review, in their January'92 
issue, praised the 613 - 'Midrange was excellent' 
their reviewer adding 'nothing had prepared me for 
the depth of bass the speakers are capable 
of producing' 
These, plus many more recent reviews are your, 
asking. Please ask - we'd like you to. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

Please send me the SIXES 'Press Reviews' 

book and other recent SIXES reviews. 

I'd also like a brochure and price list. 

NamE 

; 
Scotland 
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Look at this...I told 

you there'd be a new improved 

version of the DM620! 

Talk ag 

Indeed, we could talk for hours. Because after 

25 years making some of the world's finest 

domestic and professional monitors, we 

believe that the 600 series is our best yet. 

All models in the range are fitted with a new 

magnetic-fluid cooled metal dome tweeter, first 

developed for our world famous 801 studio 

monitors and capable of handling the high level 

transients of today's digital systems. Careful 

attention has been paid to the bass/midrange 

drivers which have excellent powerful magnets 

akers 
coupled with low mass, helping to provide 

faster dynamic response. Each 600 serie. 

model has been styled by Kenneth Grange ' 

ensure that their looks match their hig 

performance. With this careful attentinn t 

detail each model in the range represen's ti 

ultimate in contemporary acoustic desig 

The 600 series is at your local B&V • 

now. So call in for a der. 'strat on, 

once you've herd them 

left to say. 

THE 600 SERIE. 
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Broken by the bank at Monte Carlo? 
Never fear, our budget guide will still 
leave you with pennies in your pocket. 
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NORTHERN IRELAND SOUND AND 
VISION EXHIBITION: Good sounds and high 
visib lity from hi-fi manufacturers in Belfast. 
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WORLD FAVOURITES: Thinking of an 
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84 

88 
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You couldn't get closer than this. 

You are together, sharing 
the same sounds, the same 
emotions. It's your song, 
and it always will be. 
This is music as it's 
meant to be heard. The 
KEF experience. Superb 
loudspeakers; beautifully 
constructed for unerringly 
faithful reproduction. 
What else could be as pure 
or as natural? 

Thanks to KEF Uni-Q tech-
nology the 080s broad 
and solidly focused stereo 
spread provides depth and 
clarity, wherever you are 
in your room. 

THE EXPERIENCE OF SOUND 

KEF Audio ( UK) Limited, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6OP. 

For further information please telephone 0622 672261 





"Genuinely convincing music that lives and breathes" " 
is now positively alive and kicking. 

Every CD player designed and built by 

NAD has quickly built up a glowing 

reputation. 

From the flattering comments made 

by reviewers in the past, we hold our breath 

wondering what they will say about the new 

NAD 502. 

Because, quite simply, it comes 

closer to reproducing music as it should be 

reproduced from compact disc than ever 

before. 

It encompasses all the latest 

advances made in CD technology since its 

conception. One- bit MASH digital-to-

analogue converter restores the warmth to 

the music sometimes lacking in other, much 

more expensive players. 

It's also very easy to use. Improved 

operational logic/ergonomics and full 

function remote control with direct track 

access means your favourite music is at 

your fingertips. 

THE NEW 502 CD PLAYER FROM NAD 

NAD 

Furthermore, NAD-link connectors 

also allow control to and from other units, 

such as the NAD 701/705 remote control 

receivers. 

An audition at your local hi-fi dealer 

will quickly show how the new NAD 502 

breathes new life into the reproduction of 

music. 

Miss the experience and you'll be 

kicking yourself. 

• Hi-Fi Choice talking about the NAD 5420 CD player. 

BRITISH BY DESIGN 

NAD MARKETING LTD. ADASTRA HOUSE, 401-405 NETHER STREET, LONDON 1C)G. TELEPHONE 081-34^ 3240 3 



news jan '93 

AMC NEW POWER 
AMC, who have just announced a Compact Disc player to partner 
their hybrid integrated valve amplifier, have also released a new 
2x I 00watt power amplifier which can also be Lsed for surround 
sound co- multi-room applications. Price is £289. Coming soon will be 
the AV8 I remote control Audio Video preamplifiec, also pictured here. 
Campus International Ltd., P.O. Box 496, Amersham, Bucks. HP7 
OSA. Tel: (0494) 431460. 

ULTIMATE LUXMAN 
First of:he high-end ' Ultimate' range from Lux.-nan to appear in this 
country is the £3,490 D-500 X's (no, that's not a printing error) 
Compact Disc player. A wedge-shaped top- loader, finished in chari-
pagre gold, the transport is a solid CD-ROM mecnanism. It is remote-
controllable, with functions - including Favourite Track Selection - also 
accessed via small buttons on the sloping top panel. Luxman's stylish 
player is very heavy, using a variety of anti-vib-ation materials in its 
construction, audiophile components and a copper-plated chassis 
which is divided into separate mechanical, electrical and signal sec-
ton's. A sensor is fitted to indicate correct mains polarity. 
We 1-deard of - and listened to - this player some time ago before 

it was available in this country. Highly rated in Germany, we found it 
was a superbly detailed player with a great sense of elegance well 
deservirg a place among top-ranking CD players. 
Contact Path Premier, Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, 
Desborough Park Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. HPI2 3BG. Tel: 
(0494) 441736. 

STEREO PLUS 
Lec;on Systems of Cambridge have introduced a new £289 inte-
p-rted amplifier. The Stereo Plus is based on the Lecson Stereo, bLt 
2.w offers 70watts per channel. Two sets of binding posts at the rear 
Le bi-wiring simple and the amplifier offers a headphone output 

i•ble through a high-grade relay. Five inputs, including MM and 
-)rr, are provided. 

e-son Systems Ltd., St Ives, Cambridgeshire. Tel: (0480) 

trade winds 
Hi-Fi World brings you all the latest 

news from the hi-fi industry 

JAI'. JAPN 1993 9 



jan '93 
SENNHEISER 
CAN 
Sennheiser have 
launched a successor to 
the HD 40 headphone. 
A new colour scheme 
of black and turquoise 
for the HD 44011 marks 
it out from its pred-
ecessor's yellow. An 
open-back lightweight 
design with a claimed 
frequency response of 
20-20,000Hz, the HD 440 II retails at £29.95. 
Sennheiser UK Ltd., 12 Davies Way, Knaves Beech Business Centre, 
Loudwater, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 9QY. Tel: (0628) 850811. 

DENON BUDGET AMP FOR THE NINETIES 
Six years after first venturing into changing the PMA707 "into quite a 
good silk purse" - so the press release says - with British design input 
Denon have come up with the £ 149.99 PMA-250/III. The latest amp 
to receive the treatment after the PMA-450 (reviewed this issue) the 
new baby has also been flown back and forth between here and Japan 
for fine-tuning. Power output is 30watts, with four line inputs and a 
moving-magnet disc stage. 
Contact Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, 
Bucks. SL9 9UG. Tel: (0753) 888447. 

STUDIO 6 
Latest offering from Monitor 
Audio is the prettily-finished 
stand- mounted miniature 
Studio 6 loudspeaker. Using a 
I 70mm alloy metal cone main 
driver and gold anodized alloy 
tweeter, the Studio 6 is a re-
flex design with power han-
dling capabilities of 20-
200watts and sensitivity of 
89dB. Price is £799 in pair-
matched Rosewood or Black 
Oak, £999.99 for Piano Gloss 
finish. 
Monitor Audio Ltd., Unit 34, 
Clifton Road, Cambridge, CBI 4ZW. Tel: (0223) 242898/246344. 

NEW THORENS 
TURNTABLE 
A new replacement forthe Thorens 
TD280/UK, the TD280/IV at 
£199.90 offers auto- lift off at the 
end of an LP side. Supplied with a 
new upgraded Thorens ami, the 
TP35, an Audio-Technica AT95E 
cartridge is an optional extra 
Portfolio Marketing, 67 New Road, 
Little Kingshill, Gt. Missenden, 
Bucks. HPI6 E I I. 
Tel: (0494) 890277. 

MOREL TAKE A 
STAND 
Afterthe launch of the 
Bassmaster loud-
speaker, drive unit 
manufacturer Morel 
has produced a stand. 
The ST50/20 costs 
£149. Designed for use 
with the Bassmaster, 
but suitable for other 
loudspeakers which 
will fit the very thick 
280mm x 190mm top plate, a pair of stands arnves in flat-pack form. 
The two thick mild steel top and bottom plates are bolted together by 
four threaded steel rods running through the two vertical MDF pillars, 
forming a rigid platform. Spikes are adjustable from the top of the base 
plate using an Allen key which is provided in the pack and locked by 
gold-plated knurled nuts. For the tweakily-minded, the steel rods can 
be damped using Black-Tak. First impressions - Hi-Fi World has already 
acquired a pair, of course - are that the ST50/20 is certainly rigid, easily 
adjustable and neutral sounding, but listening is still in progress. 
Morel (UK), 1 I Foxtail Road, Nacton Road (Ransomes) Industrial 
Estate, Ipswich IP3 9RT. Tel: (0473) 719212. 

TDK UP TO SCRATCH 
TDK are offering five hundred prizes to purchasers of Chrome and 
Metal tape multipacks. Inside the packs of SF, SA, SA-X and MA tapes 
is a scratchcard which will reveal whether the buyer has won. Top 150 
prizes feature Aiwa SX-N330 mini hi-fi systems, car radio/cassettî 
players, portables and personal stereos. There are also 350 £ 10 Cr; 
vouchers to be won. If you don't win, the packs all have a minimumd 
three CD tokens - twelve tokens will earn a free £5 CD voucher 1' 
offer closes May 3 1 st. . 
TDK have announced digital recording media - Digital ict 

Cassette and MiniDisc - to be available during the first quarte 
year. DCC cassettes will be available in 60 and 90 minute,' ,Lns, 
MiniDiscs in 60 and 74 minute lengths. 
TDK UK Limited, TDK House, 5-7 Queensway, Redhill, Sui 
I YB. Tel: (0737) 773773. 
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n '93 trade winds 

REVOX EVOLVE 
Revox have evolved a ' lifestyle' system called the Evolution, with 
spectacularly different looks, partly attributable to the company's new 
management head, Dr Ernst Thomka, the man who relaunched the 
Swiss watch industry with the 'Swatch'. Fully remote controllable, the 
LCD screen tnat makes the Evolution resemble a Supercomputer 
displays the system's operational status. The basic system includes a 
powerful I 50watt per channel amplifier. Radio Data System-equipped 
tuner and CD player. DCC and conventional cassette players are 
optional extras. SpeaKers are not included in the £2000 asking price. 
Studer Revox U.K. Ltd., 1 Berkshire Business Centre, Berkshire 
Drive, Thatcham, Berks. RGI3 4EVV. Tel: (0635) 876969. 

FULLER RANGE 
Fuller's Audio launched a range of electronics and loudspeakers 
recently including the three-way Sphinx which uses a Peerless soft-
dome tweeter, a 6in mid-range driver and downward-facing 8in bass 
driver. Retail price will be £999. Other speakers are the three-cabinet 
Pharoah at £2499 and the Sultan. which combines three full-range 
Bandor drivers at £649. Electronics include the £899 Mosfet bl and 
£999 Class A a I stereo power amplifiers, the £549 prel preamplifier 
and finally a i I integrated line amplifier at £399. 
Fuller's Audio, 20 Tonbridge Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6LT. 
Tel: (0702) 612116. 

A :'ORDABLE AUDIOGRAM FROM ITALY 
\A controls apart from a power switch on the amplifier itself, the 

Jdiogram MB1 integrated from Pisa in Italy s entirely remote-
coi ,c1. This 40watt amplifier utilises a aouble-sided circuit board, 
sele components and a custom-designed torodal transformer. 
Cor MPI Electronic UK Ltd., Wood Lane, Manchester M31 4BP. 
Tel: (Ot 777 8533. 

TDL ON THEIR METAL 
TDL Electronics have produced two new loudspeakers using alu-
minium metal-coned dnvers for both the bass and mid-range units. The 
first of the two new moaels is the Studio 0.75m at £749, with a I 3.5cm 

bass unit and a claimed frequency response of 30Hz to 20kHz. Also 
new is the TDL Studio 1m at £849, with a larger 16.5cm bass unit. Both 
designs use a 2.5cm black anodised aluminium metal dome tweeter. 
Finish is real wood veneer - walnut or black ash - with others to order-. 
TM_ Electronics, P.O. Box 98, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire 
HPI3 6LN. Tel: (0494) 441191. 

LINN'S KARTRIDGE AND 
KEILIDH 
Linn have announced the avail-ability of the 
new K I 811 moving magnet cartridge - dis-
tinguished by a red stylus-locking knob - 
and Keilidh loudspeakers. Linn say changes 
to the cantilever suspension result in im-
proved tracking and lower surface noise. 
Price is £ 169. The floorstanding Keilidh, 
supplied ready for bi-wiring, can also be 
used tri-amped. Linn call it a two-
way design, but there is a ceramic 
tweeter and two bass/mid drive 
units. Linn's new speakers car be 
placed near a rear wall. Price is 
£492. 
Linn Products Ltd., Floors Road, 
Waterfoot, Eaglesham, Glasgow 
G76 OEP. Tel: (041) 6445111. 

PINT-SIZE TITAN 
Titan loudspeakers have 
brought out the first loud-
speaker in a new range. The 
Titan Mini measures a mere 
350mm high, 255mm wide and 
285mm deep. A two-way 
speaker, it uses a 50mm alu-
minium cone tweeter and a 
100mm anodised aluminium 
bass driver. Made to order and 
guaranteed for five years, the 
Titans retail at £500 and are available in a variety of matched veneers. 
Titan Loudspeakers, Hockley, Essex. Tel: (0702) 206870. 
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sîm pI  
An overused advertising statement? 
After all, "Simply the best" is such a 
cliché in today's marketing run world. 
No, it is something we at DPA believe 
in and are justly proud of. 

Our revolutionary new Ti transport, 
DAC's, amplifiers and cables are the 

best for numerous reasons, which start 
at the design stage. Uniquely DPA 
designs are heuristic in nature - with 
each design an incredible number of 
factors is taken into consideration and 
carefully balanced to produce the 
most transparent 
performance. We believe 
everything can make a 
difference to the sound 
quality and everything is 
rigorously explored and 
examined to an 
unprecedented degree. 
This approach, of making 
no assumptions, leads to 
radically unique designs. 

This unrivalled passion and care are 
not just the province of the design 
stage; this passion is carried through to 
the production of the unit. Unique 
production methods with advanced 
surface mount technologies are 
employed again with the ultimate 
care. Final assembly is carried out 
unhurriedly by one technician, with 
fully automated testing of each unit, so 
that each parameter that can affect 
performance is tested. 

So why should you believe us? After 
all, we could be accused of bias. 
Throughout the world, fair but 
discriminating critics have been 
universal in their praise for DPA 
products. Take for example a recent 
review in Australia's High- End 
magazine Stereo Buyers Guide where 
the PDM2, in a group test of 27 DAC's, 
was quoted ...."you get a sound that 
can't be matched by any other. Only 
for those that demand the very best." 
Hi-Fi Choice Dec '91 also states that 
...."(the PDM2) goes on to redefine 

many areas of CD sound 
quality." 

However, rave reviews 
are not just the exclusive 
domain of DPA's PDM2. 
Hi-Fi World, on the PDM1 
S3 said "Any enthusiast 
who wants the best from 
CD at a reasonable price 

should consider (the PDM1)." What 
Hi-Fi, Nov '91 said ..."the Bigger Bit is set 
to destroy all its competition." Our 
amplifiers are equally well respected 
with HI-Fi Choice saying of the 50S 
pre-power ..."unmatched detail 
resolution, control and transparency." 

Why should you believe the Hi-Fi 
critics? After all, it's your money and 
your Hi-Fi. Visit one of our dealers and 
ask for a demonstration of DPA 
products. If you value music and not 
distortion we think you will agree with 
DPA - simply the best. 

dpa digital ltd 
Unit 7, Willowbrook Lab Units, Crickhowell Road, St. MelIons Cardiff CF3 OF 

tel: (0222) 795621 fax: (0222) 794267 
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CELESTION SOUND FOR VISION 
Ceiestion have produced two ' Home Theatre' systems. The HT One 
corsists of a processor which sits between the video or Laserdisc 
machine and a stereo pair. of Celestion I speakers. The HT Three has 
a more sophisticated processor with remote control and a third 
Celestion I forthe centre or ' dialogue' channel. The H Tone costs £299 
ana the HT Three £499. Both are available from Celes:ion Hi-Fi dealers, 
Dixons and Currys. 
Celestion International Ltd., Ipswich IP3 8JP. Tel: (0473) 723131. 

KENWOOD BUDGET FOR REMOTE CONTROL 
Kenwood have launched a budget remote-controlled amplifier for only 
£179.95. A 28-key remote handset will powerthis 55watt amplifier up, 
turn the motor-driven volume control up or down, mute the output 
and a low the user to select sources from the listening seat. It will also 
operate the main functions of other Kenwood separates. Sources can 
bypass tone controls and there are inputs for both moving magnet and 
moving coil cartridges. 

Also new to Kenwood's product range are two new cassette decks, 
both under £200. Both offer Dolby B and C noise reduction, track 
search and powered cassette doors. The cheaper of the two, the «-
3050 at £ 149.95, offers automatic peak recording level setting in 
conjtinction with Kenwood CD players. At £ 199.95, the K.X.-5050 also 
includes Auto Bias with a memory for three tape types. Both decks can 
be remote-controlled if linked to a suitable Kenwocd amplifier. 
Trio-Kenwood (UK) Ltd., Kenwood House, Dwight Road, Watford, 
Herts. WD I 8EB. Tel: (0923) 8 I 6444. 

HOME TAPING TAX 
An LC Directive may mean Bntish consumers paying more for their 
blark tapes. h Holland, where a tape tax is already levied, the Home 
Tap rg Rights Campaign say prices of Plank tapes have increased by 
30%. f you've been confused of late by what 'Subsidiarity' - the latest 
Euro rgon - means, it's the right of individual EC countries to make 

vn choice as to whether to accept some Brussels-originated 
1. HTRC are hoping that public opinion can be mobilised to 
.e British government doesn't implement a tape levy. 
ling Rights Campaign, Number r)ean's Yard, London 

IMF  IN BRIEF 

BR,TOL IS BACK 
The city didn't go away, but the Bristol Show did become 
homeless last year. It will be back in 1993 on Saturday 20th and 
Sunday 2Ist February at the newly renovated Marriott Hotel. 
Exhibitors already promised include most of the big names in 
British and Japanese hi-fi manufacturing. Hi-Fi World will be there, 
of course. 

SONY SOFTWARE 
With the tauncn of Sony's MiniDisc expected in December, the 
company has announced an initial launch catalogue of three 
hundred titles will be in the shops before Christmas. Record 
labels include EMI (including Capitol, Chrysalis and Parlophone), 
Factory, Sony (along with Columbia and Epic) and Virgin. Artists 
scheduled forthe launch are Bob Dylan, Erasure, Michael Jackson, 
George Michael, Gary Moore, The Rolling Stones and Simple 
Minds among others. The first MD players to be available are 
expected to be a record/playback Walkman, a play-only Walkman 
and a car stereo model. 

SHAMELESS INFIDELITY 
Braving the recession, Simon Byles, orce of Rega Research, 
Grahams and The Sound Organisation, has o ened his own shop. _ 
Called Infidelity, it nonetheless settS—real fidelity • Nairn, Rega 
and Roksa ues urday between 10 am and 
7p 
Infidelity, 9 High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Tha es, 
Surrey KT I 4DA. Tel: (081) 943 3530. 

VINTAGE WIRELESS '93 
The Bntish Vintage Wireless Society have set the dates for their 
1993 meetings. They will be January 10th, May 9th and September 
5th. 
Anyone interested in becoming a member should contact Alex 
Woolliams, British Vintage Wireless Society, 11 Norton Road, 
Knowle, Bristol. 

NEARER THE WODKA 
Acoustics are moving to wh odka comes from: 

Unit 5, Bewsey u s entre, Bewsey Road, Warrington, 
Cheshire WA5 5JU. Tel: (0925) 445600. 

NEW BRYSTON DISTRIBUTOR 
Systems Workshop in Coventry has been appointed UK and Eire 
distributor for the Bryston range of power amplifiers. 
Contact Systems Workshop, 24 Church Street, Oswestry, 
Shropshire SY11 2SP. Tel: (069 1 ) 658549. 

SATELLITE WARNING 
Philips have issued a warning to consumers about modifications 
made to their STU 902 BSB satellite receiver by Cheshire-based 
company Zeta Technology Ltd. The original receiver, designed to 
receive BSB transmissions, had full BEAB safety certification, while 
products modified to receive Astra signals do not. Zeta have 
been asked to remove Philips badges from the receiver and to 
point out to customers that Philips will accept no responsibility 
for the product or liability arising from its use. 

WHARFEDALE BACK IN ELECTRONICS 
After announcing the suspension of electronics manufacture last 
year, Wharfedale have come up with an integrated amplifier, the 
Wharfedale 2050A. The press release didn't say how much it 
would be, or offer any other details. 
For more information, contact Eurotrade (UK) Ltd. Tel: (0582) 
768560. 
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NOT FOR THE AMATEUR 
It was with great interest that I 
read Recorded Message by 
Richard Brice in the September 
'92 issue of Hi-Fi World. I 
applaud you for publishing this 
and the circuit diagram which 
accompanies it. 

There are, however, inaccura-
cies in the circuit diagram which 
make this design unworkable, 
and also in the text which could 
possibly cause problems to 
anyone attempting to implement 
the design. Firstly the heater 
supply must be earthed other-
wise nothing but a loud hum will 
be produced. An earthed centre 
tap on the transformer winding is 
the best means of achieving this, 
resistive taps and 'humbucker' 
potentiometers also work, 
although the finite impedance 
ground path can sometimes give 
rise to related feedback effects 
which can be unpredictable and 
downright frustrating to sort out. 

The control grid stopper 
resistors for the output 6L6's are 
shown in the wrong place and 
will not work. Also the grid 
resistors R20 and R2I are too 
low in value and can usefully be 
increased to 470k. This reduces 
loading and, therefore, distortion 
in the phase splitter, it extends 
bass response and very impor-
tantly it also reduces LF phase 
shift and stability. 

World 

The grid-stopper resistor RI 

prevents oscillation and is usually 

wired up hard against the valve 

base pin. 

The grid bias resistor R2 was 

100k in the original circuit, to 

prevent leakage from Cl, a DC 

blocking capacitor seeing the 

anode potential of the previous 

valve, affecting the bias voltage 

on the control grid of the 6L6. 

Increasing it to 470k is possible. 

The transformer heater 

winding should have a centre tap 

connected to earth. 

And, as always, remember that 

the voltages in valve amplifiers 

are lethal. 

In the text it is stated that the 
phase splitter is a conventional 
paraphase type, but it is not It is 
a cathode coupled phase splitter. 

Since the object of the article 
seems to be to give guidance to 

WIN FURUKAWA FA-1010 BALANCED ANALOGUE 

INTERCONNECT CABLES 

(I metre pairs) 

The writer of the most interesting or funniest letter will 

receive a free set of Furukawa FA-20 10 "balanced analogue" 

interconnect cables, worth £95. 

those wishing to learn about 
these things, such duff informa-
tion is counter-productive. Apart 
from these points I consider this 
an excellert article and I hope 
you publish more in the same 
vein. There's nothing like hands-
on experience for understanding 
such things. 

Personally I don't care for this 
type of circuit.1 have found 
better results can be obtained by 
using triode voltage amps rather 
than pentodes and, although I 
cannot quite put my finger on 
why, the split load phase splitter 
always seems to sound better 
but has little gain. 

Nor aml over the moon with 
6L6s; I find KT66 to be sonically 
superior for Hi-Fi, although 6L6s 
are indeed good guitar amp 

bottles as 
Richard Brice 
points out The 
requirements are some-
what different though. 

Ultralinear operation would 
be an improvement and cheaper, 
or triode operation if the 
fo-feited power is of no 
consequence. E. A. Sowter Ltd. 
can supply suitable output 
transformers with screen taps: 
43% taps are about right. 
1 can strongly recommend 

Sowter's products, they work 
really well. As I write this, 1 am 
listening to the CDSOSE playing 
Supertramp's 'Crime of the 
Century' - a well recorded CD - 
through my home-built valve 
amp, using the excellent Golden 
Dragon EL34S beam tetrodes in 

Letter r 
CLASSIC REVIVAL 
I was attracted by an article 
you published about Terry 
O'Sullivan's work on 
restoring old turntables. 

As a music lover, my 
interest is primarily in 
hearing relaxed but accurate 
reproduction. I want to 
enjoy the full colour of a 
symphony orchestra without 
having the distraction of 
thoughts about minor 
shortcomings, which in my 
view are greatly exaggerated 
by hi-fi buffs. 

Three years ago I was 
persuaded that my system, a 
Garrard 301, SME 3009 arm, 
Shure VIS cartridge, Quad 
amplification and the two 
Wharfedale omni-directional 
speakers, had been totally 
surpassed. Stupidly, 1 sent 
the speakers to the tip, put 
the rest of the equipment in 
the attic and bought a Linn 
system: LP 12, Lingo, lttok 
arm. Karma cartridge, LK1/ 
280 amplifier and top-of-the-
range Monitor Audio 
speakers. 1 suppose that, in 

all, the new system cost more 
than £5000. The sound proved 
analytical and dry. It lacked 
heart. I was deeply disap-
pointed. The reproduction was 
taut and the system didn't 
breathe easily, as had my 
previous set-up. 

Following advice in your 
article earlier this year. I 
retrieved the 301 and the SME 
3009 and commissioned Terry 
O'Sullivan of Loricraft to help 
build me a turntable unit. Both 
technically and aesthetically he 
made a superb job and could 
not have been more helpful. 
The SME/Garrard are now 
mounted on a really heavy base 
with Sorbothane damping. All 
are enclosed in a beautiful 
mahogany cabinet with a clear 
plastic cover. 

In my view the result is a 
front end which is equally as 
good as the Linn system and 
much more relaxed. Certainly, 
it has, to use Linn's own word, 
'musicality' in abundance. 
Furthermore, it is much less 
prone to going off song. The 
two decks stand side-by-side. 

Send your letters to: Hi-Fi World Letter 
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«need, 
ultra- linear on 450 

volts, courtesy of 
Sowter's output transformers 

with just I 4dB feedback. Playing 
into Tannoy DC 1000's (which I 
consider more musical than the 
609's), this makes a very 
satisfying little system. 
David K. D. Dick, 
Stockport, 
Cheshire. 

I am very grateful to Mr. Dick 
for his comments on my article 
on constructing a valve 
amplifier. Firstly my apologies 
are due for two inaccuracies 
which crept into my re-drawing 
of the circuit for publication. 
1. I omitted to show an 
earthed centre-tap on the 
heater transformer winding. 

2. The control grid stopper 
resistors were inaccurately 
drawn before, rather than after, 
the junction with the grid bias 
resistors. I do however disagree 
with Mr. Dick that as shown 
the stoppers will be ineffective, 
their function in securing h.f. 
stability in either position will 
be unaltered. 
I am also grateful to him for 

correcting my description of 
the phase-splitter. The type 
shown was indeed a cathode 
coupled type and not a 
paraphase as stated. 
1 do not agree however that 

a triode amplifier and split-load 
phase-splitter could be used to 
replace the first two stages 
unless (as in the famous 
Williamson design) this was 

The Month 
but generally 1 use the Garrard, 
clear proof of my preference. 
R. B. Conell, 
Alnwick, 
Northumberland. 

The notion of the revital-
ised Garrard generated a 
considerable degree of 
interest here. It is some-
thing which Japanese 
audiophiles have main-
tained over the years, while 
us Occidentals forgot about 
it. Those readers who have 

frequently asked us 
about the relative 
quality of Garrard and 
LP I 2 now have one 
man's answer, but not 
having made the com-
parison ourselves we 
cannot comment. It 
does seem however, 
that a Garrard 301 (or 
401) well mounted to 
prevent rumble can 
provide very respectable 
results. 

At left a Linn Sondek; to its right a Garrard 301. 

64 Castellain Road, Maida Vale, London W9 I EX. 

followed by a differential 
amplifier to increase overall 
gain. In any case, 1 have had 
unhappy experiences with high 
level split-load phase-splitters 
due to the very large difference 
in source impedance seen by 
either output valve and, more 
importantly, due to eventual 
failure of heater-cathode 
insulation even when valves 
were operated within manufac-
turers' limits. 

My cautious choice of 100k 
for the output stage grid bias 
resistors was based on similar 
real-world unhappy experiences 
where 1 have had to perform 
surgery on friends' amplifiers 
where, due to a choice of very 
high value bias resistors, the 
leakage across the coupling 
capacitors has dominated the 
bias conditions of the whole 
output stage. One particular 
patient was brought to me with 
both anodes glowing cherry-red 
due entirely to this reason! 

Richard Brice. 

GETTING WORSE 
Why is Hi-Fi World my favourite 
magazine? Because all the others 
are even worse. 
Richard A. Francis, 
Workington, 
Cumbria. 

Gee, thanks. EB 

(UN)REASONABLE 
QUALITY 
1 do not consider myself 
knowledgeable in Hi-Fi matters 
and have only recently invested 
in a budget system after many 
years without equipment. 
However, 1 am at a loss to 
understand some of the 
comments in Hi-Fi magazines 
which speak of certain items of 
equipment affecting the overall 
sound, e.g. "the amplifier has a 
deep and powerful bass", "this 
CD makes voices sound hollow", 
"the tape deck gives the piano a 
thin quality". 

It would appear to me that 
the main source affecting the 
final sound is the quality of the 
recording, that is, assuming all 
the equipment is of a ' reason-
able quality'. 1 have played many 
'sampler' CDs and the sound 
quality varies enormously from 

one track to another, depending 
on how well tney were engi-
neered and mixed and the actual 
location in which they were 
recorded. It is nothing to do with 
my equipment that the same 
group of musicians sound superb 
on one track and very poor on 
another. Perhaps you can 
enlighten me on the above, or 
am 1 on the wrong track? 
Michael Foden, 
Southport, 
Merseyside. 

Sorry, but, yes you're right and 
no, you're wrong. Our own 
systems reveal exactly the same 
effects. When we review 
equipment, however, we all use 
recordings of known quality. By 
and large, these are ones we 
have heard through a wide 
range of systems so we know 
them to be consistent. Hence, 
we can pronounce on the bass 
or treble quality of a single item 
of equipment. we hope, quite 
objectively. 

To give an example, one of 
the recordings I use is of a band 
I heard in the studio in which 
the recording was made. As it 
happens, I heard the live feed 
straight into the control room, 
a 20-bit master-tape playback, 
the final 16-bit master and the 
CD, all with the engineer and 
producer present as well as the 
band. Therefore, I know exactly 
the sound that they all intended 
to achieve; if equipment falls 
short of that, then its short-
comings can be perceived. 
Conversely, if it reproduces 
some elements of the recording 
well, then its strengths can be 
discerned too. I also heard the 
same recording in a different 
studio though with the same 
monitor speakers, amplifiers 
and control desk, heard the 
criticisms of the engineers 
there of aspects of its sound 
quality, so I know the short-
comings of the recording itself, 
too, so they can be taken into 
account. EB 

SOUND ENVIRONMENT 
Thank you again for your advice 
on all my problems. 1 am 
delighted to see that you started 
changing the configuration and 
content of your World Favour-

Continued on page 50... 
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It may not be a radical departure in styling, but Eric Braithwaite discovers a new 

type of sound in NAD's budget 302 amplifier. 

W
hatever novel develop 
ments may be hidden 
inside the sheet metalwork 

of NAD's new 302 amplifier, anyone 
hoping for a radical departure in 
external styling is going to be disap-
pointed. Even with the best will in the 
world, it's hard to describe the 
characteristic NAD style as much 
other than militarily workmanlike, with 
little relief from dark grey but for 
white legends and logo, darker grey 
control knobs and buttons and a dull 
green on/off button and power-on 
light. A friend who dropped in during 
the listening sessions felt it looked 
elegant beyond its price bracket all 
the same. 

Still, as my grandmother would say, 
always being one for the wise saw, 
you listen with your ears, not your 
eyes. In this direction, something 
interesting appears to be going on 
which is evident simply from manhan-
dling NAD's £ 159.99 replacement for 

the venerable 3020. Unprepared, a 
two-hand lift has it tilting alarmingly - 
there is a very hefty transformer 
indeed to be seen under the ventila-
tion slots on :he left of the casing. 
A typical NAD audiophile sense is 
already apparent; looking at the 
controls it becomes more obvious. 
Yes, there are tone controls for bass 
and treble: but they can be defeated. 
Round the back is a pair of speaker 
terminals, with switchable impedance 
between 4 and 8ohms and the typical 
NAD external link which can be used 
to separate pe- and power-amplifier 
segments. Also on the back plate is 
the equaay -ecognisable 'Soft-clipping' 
switch. 

Given the proliferation of sources 
these days. inputs are less extensive 
than some of:he amplifiers hailing 
from Far Eastern designers, but, given 
that Tape 1 has a monitor circuit, the 
low number is probably adequate all 
the same. Excluding the phono stage, 

there are two tape inputs and three 
other .ine level ones marked Tuner, 
Video and CD. NAD are not, since 
they are appealing to a mass-maket, 
donning a hair-shirt, since apart from 
the tone and volume controls there is 
a balance control too. 

So far, so NAD. Plugging in the 
sources brought about the surprise 
that the 302's looks had not. For a 
dozen years or more, NAD amplifiers 
have typically had a warm, gentle 
manner, a little soft in focus, a bit too 
subdued for some tastes. The new 
model is quite different: forward, 
pushy, up-front and noticeably 
brighter. In fact, it was one aspect of 
this brightness which brought about 
some doubt. Before I delve into this, 
let's deal with the 302's strengths, 
with which it is very well supplied. 

While the 302 may seem a little 
low-powered next to the Japanese 
Dower houses, it doesn't sound i:. It 
nas plenty of sinew and muscle, are 
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evenly spread over the full frequency 
range. Drummers display more than 
enough energy, for example, for even 
the deafest Rock fanatic not to feel 
short-changed in this department. 
Quite unlike earlier models, the 302 
has vocalists and soloists striding out 
big and beefy onto the carpet in front 
of the loudspeakers. 

It's this aspect - a credible 
impression of life- like size - 
that very successfully draws 
attention away from a failing 
that's minor in the context of 
a I 60 amplifier. Peering into 
a pleasantly deep, broad and 
well-extended soundstage it 
became evident that imagery 
was less precise than relaxed 
listening would lead you to 
believe. A flute in a Jazz 
quartet, for example, was a 
little hard to pin-point; 
rhythm and bass guitars in 
Paice Ashton Lord's live 
Hammersmith Odeon 
concert recording, clearly left 
and right, were less than sharply 
outlined. Stop concentrating, lean 
back in the chair, however, and the 
302 becomes a performer. Whether 
it's heavy Rock, ja77, or full-scale 
Classical, the music expands into the 
room filling every comer. 

This is one of the new NAD's 
greatest and most appealing aualities. 
Music - whether it's Mary Black, Lou 
Reed or the London Philharmonic - is 
involving and emotional. I listened to 
the Barbirolli recording of Otello. In 
the last act, Desdemona utters a 
spine-chilling scream as she suddenly 
realises Otello is about to strangle 
her. It should make you cringe in 
horror - like the approach of the 
unseen killer in Hitchcock's Psycho. 
With the NAD between my source 
and ESL-63s, both I and my fellow 
listener found we had shut our eyes 
trying to close off the vision the 302 
put in front of us extremely success-
fully. 

Street Cred 

For a budget amplifier to recreate 
powerful emotions is rare. For one to 
cope with sources and loudspeakers 
that are a dozen times its price and 
keep its street cred is astonishing. 

One problem, which is the blot on 
an otherwise supremely attractive 
landscape, however, will show up. It 
became noticeable at first on female 
vocals and later on violins. In the 
upper reaches of the scale, voices 
take on a sandpapery coarseness and 
violins a hard, shouty quality. Given 
that the rest of the tonal range is 
brightly coloured with a bass and mid-
range that's full and firm, it doesn't 
take long for this to become intrusive. 
If the wick is turned up, this colora-
tion can sometimes be almost painful. 
While Mary Black's 'Columbus' has all 

the intonation and nuances p-eserrt, 
her voice as a result is thinner than it 
should be. In orchestral recordings, 
the effect is to make first and second 
violins less distinguishable than they 
ought to be and flutes harder in tone. 
Switching on 'Soft-clipping' diminishes 
it apparent impact at high volume, 
but :he general effect of applying t is 

Behind the 302. Both impedance and 'Soft Clipping' 

switches are visible. Also to be seen are the links which 

separate pre and power sections of the amplifier. 

to unfocus the sound and harden the 
mid-range anc treble: best avoided. 

While you might expect that the 
upper treble would be sharp and 
bitter throughout - even spitty - that's 
not the case; even close-miked vocals 
don't display any obtrusive whistles or 
screeches. Woodwind is splendidly 
sweet and lower strings superbly 
resonant, which does mach to 
counteract the problem. 

Overall, the 302's strengths fa 
outweigh its weaknesses for its price. 
One of its particular strengths is its 
d sc stage, wh.ch is of a quality 
matched by few even at fifty pounds 
more. While there are some compro-
mises evident a degree of strain in 
the upper mid and treble when 
pushed - for tonal accuracy and 
veracity it comes very close indeed to 
the line stages. Focus is a little softer, 
depth of field flatter comparing the 
same recording off CD and vinyl. All 
the same, it shares all but the last 
fraction of vigour and definition of he 

line level inputs. 
stands up extremely well against 

the competition. It also has a point in 
its favour that the rivals lack. Remove 
the links joining ' Pre-Out' to 'Power 
In', find a power amplifier, and a 
magic wand is waved over the 302 
turning it into a very respectable pre-
amplifier, dispelling almost all the 

reservations about it as an 
integrated. It has to be one of 
the bargain potential up-
grades of the year. 

It was clear immedi-
ately that the coarseness of 
texture in the upper registers 
was much more a quality of 
the 302's power stage. As a 
pre-amplifier, the edginess 
was smoothed over. The 
music expanded, not in scale 
- it would be difficult for the 
302's staging to become 
wider - but in quality. A 
vocalist's or instrumentalist's 
key changes were suddenly 
unmistakeable; dynamic 

transitions gained an extra degree of 
control. The benefits were profound: 
Mary Black's voice was more realistic; 
Paice Ashton and Lord's concert 
snapped into much sharper focus. 
Whereas, as an integrated, the 302 
hac had a little difficulty in maintaining 
a driving rhythm and keeping a close 
eye on a melody as well, as a pre-
amplifier there was no difficulty in 
focusing on, and following, any 
individual player. Violins lost their 
scrapy quality; tonal colour every-
where bloomed and filled out. 

A Cleaner Window 

It was remarkable how much more 
fulflling it became. Still evident was 
the big presence of vocals and 
instruments that made the NAD 
sound so involving as an integrated 
amplifier. Also still there, but visible 
through a cleaner window, was the 
depth and breadth of the stage, the 
positions and movements of players 
recuiring less concentration to 

4 Inside the 302: 

note the large 

transformer 

and heatsink 

at right. 
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pinpoint. Even the bass end of things 

became tauter, a drummer acqu,ring 

that extra degree of whipcord in the 

wrist. Over its performance as an 

integrated the 302 as a pre-amp 

gained a distinct edge; even more 

coherent and a few per-cent more on 

the ball in the rhythm and timing 

department. 

Despite the reservations, in terms 
of insight into a recording, fine detail 

and credible tonal quality, the NAD is 

well up in the budget ranks. It takes a 

very brave stance. Whereas much of 
the competition has opted for a 

cooler sound, the 302 goes all out for 

full-frontal force and realism, refusing 

to opt out of hard-rocking bass, 
avoiding smoothing over potential 

cracks. It won't deafen the neigh-

bours, but for practical purposes it 

has more than enough dynamic range 

for a listener to believe it goes much 

louder than in fact it does. 

As a pre-amplifier, NAD's 302 

won't supplant pricier designs. It still 

shows signs of strain in the upper 

mid-range, and can still demonstrate a 

small degree of uncertainty when the 

music is complex, but it makes the 

upgrading path to a pre-power 

combination one of the most cost-

effective on the market. It's good 

enough, intrinsically, to partner power 

amplifiers well beyond its price. It 

brings out all its virtues and retains 

none of its vices. Buy it and the 

potential for an extremely satisfying 
future pre-power system will be 

sitting there waiting for the next 

decrease in interest rates. In the 

meantime, it's an amplifier that won't 

disappoint, as long as you are careful 

about choosing the speakers and 

sources to partner it • 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

In the welter of differing design 

philosophies used to justify and distinguish 

hi-fi products, NAD have consistently 

remained conservative; it's a stance that 

has served them well. From the very 

outset NAD amplifiers have turned in a 

high standard of measured performance. 

It's a source of satisfaction to their creator 
and NAD's chief designer, the retiring 

Eric Edvardsen, that this can be obtained 

from simple, elegant and inexpensive 

circuits. Their amplifiers manage to 

combine this with a sound quality that is 

distinctive and widely liked, especially by 

first time hi-fi buyers fleeing from the 

horrors of a decrepit midi-system. 

Superficially, the 302 doesn't depart 

from the NAD 3020 series I know and 

have tested over the years, yet inside 

there are some significant changes. In 

particular, the old and 'slow' output 

transistors, which had the advantage of 

being rugged, have been replaced by new 

Sanken output devices that are faster, 

yet even more rugged. NAD say. Being 

easier to drive, they put less stress on 

preceding stages too. These changes will 

affect sound quality quite significantly. 

Power output into eight ohms is now 

36watts on the standard '412' setting. An 

interesting and useful option is an 

setting for high impedance loudspeakers. 

This increases output to 52watts, I found, 

and since most British loudspeakers suit 

this setting, having a nominal impedance 

of I Oohms or more, it is an option that 
will be of practical value. 

Other improvements concern the 
line output of the preamp, which has 

been biased more into Class A, and detail 

tweaks to disc equalisation to improve 

accuracy. The power supply has a better 

transient capability NAD claim and there 

is a tone control defeat button, which 

improves response flatness. 

There are some notable 

characteristics in the measured 

performance of the 302, inherited from 

the 3020i, that do directly have a bearing 

on sound quality. Low levels of high 
frequency distortion under steady state 

measurement and very low noise (hiss) 

are two. Some bandwidth limiting 

remains, but less so than before. The 

practice comes from 'seventies thinking 

about a phenomenon termed 'transient 

intermodulation distortion', thought to 

be a major factor affecting sound. The 

cure was to bandwidth limit the amplifying 

chain early on, to prevent troublesome 

high frequency signals passing through. 

Practice has never accorded with theory 

though; Harman have consistently 

ignored this piece of theory and their 
amplifiers have not conspicuously 

suffered as a result. 

The CD input of the 302 reaches up 

to 50kHz before rolling off. Earlier designs 

rolled off just above 20kHz, but this low 

limit has been pushed upward. I suspect 

it is to help lighten the sound, because 

the consensus view was that NAD 

amplifiers lean toward sounding soft and 

warm, even a bit murky, in comparison 

to the best modern designs. Extending 

the high frequency limit can lessen this, 

as can using faster output devices. 

The low frequency limit remains a 

bit higher than the specification of CD: 

5Hz. The 302 reaches down to I 5Hz, 

which is plenty low enough for budget 

loudspeakers, whose output plummets 
below 80Hz or so. Bigger amplifiers do 

need to go lower, but the 302's role in 

life isn't to drive massive loudspeakers 

or subwoofers. With low noise, low 

distortion and plenty enough sensitivity, 

the CD input of the 302 measures well 

for its role. All the other inputs, except 

phono, share these characteristics, by 

the way. 

The disc stage is as quiet as ever; 

NAD don't use the ubiquitous 5532 op 

amp, but an all-discrete stage of their 

own design. It's quite a surprise to look 

inside an amplifier and not see op amps 

(silicon chips) these days. Equalisation 
has changed to alter frequency response 

slightly, reducing the lower limit from 

40Hz to 20Hz. This will add a bit of extra 

weight to bass from LP. The equalisation 

curve was accurately followed right 

through the audio band, ensuring correct 

basic tonal balance. The tone controls 

must be switched out however, since 

they do affect performance even when 

set to zero. With normal sensitivity, very 

low hiss and correct input conditions, 

the disc stage has no detectable problems. 

The bass control provides lift and 
cut below 200Hz at low-ish settings, so 

it doesn't upset frequencies other than 

those perceived as bass. The treble 

control is a little less discriminating, but 

in this it differs little from most. All 

frequencies above I kHz are lifted or 

lowered equally at low settings. At least 

it works at low settings, unlike many 1 

have tested on budget amplifiers. 

The steady state measured 

performance of the 302 differs little from 

the 3020i it replaces, both looking good 

on paper. I naturally listened to the 302 

and was quite surprised to find that it has 

a notably forward and bright midband 

presentation, quite unlike all earlier NAD 

amplifiers. I was taken aback and very 

impressed by the enormous apparent 

insight; this amplifier has tremendous 

depth of analysis and it writes up the 

stereo picture in hard etched outlines. 

However, after a period of listening I did 

detect a little coarseness in the sound, 

but as budget amplifiers go the NAD's 

strengths outweighed its blemishes. NK 

TEST RESULTS 

Power 36watts 

CD/tuner/aux. 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Noise 

Distortion 

Sensitivity 

dc offset 

Disc 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Noise 

Distortion 

Sensitivity 

Overload 

Distortion 
0. 1% 

0 
8k Ok 

Tee Tone 

I 5Hz-50kHz 

89dB 

-103dB 

0.002% 

200mV 

I I/10mV 

20Hz-55kHz 

58dB 

-78dB 

0.003% 

2.8mV 

250mV 

60k 

A little second and third harmonic 

distortion (0.008%) at 10kHz. 
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280 women i 
You wouldn't b 
We refer of course to the 

sound of our 360 series hi-fi. 

Which delivers 50 watts per 

channel of distortion free 

sound. You see, it's made and 

tested by 280 women because 

women have hearing twice as 

sensitive as man's. So the 

slightest buzz or hiss, and it's 

bye-bye hi-fi. We have to be 

fussy because you are. 

Some men, it seems, won't 
let a woman near their hi-fi. At 

Goodmans, we let 280 of them 

handle ours every day. 

You see, a woman's sense of 

touch is ten times better than a 

man's. And let's face it, when 

you're assembling the hundreds 
of delicate parts that make up a 
real hi-fi system like this, the last 

thing you need is ten thumbs. 
So when we tell you that the 

360 series hi-fi system, proudly 
displayed by our ladies above, 

sounds that little bit special, you 

know it's not all talk. 

It's made up of six 'separates' 

and each carries the series number 
360 (funnily enough because each 

is 360mm wide). 
Let's kick off with the ampli-

fier, which can deliver on demand 
a thunderous 50 watts per channel 

of completely distortion free sound. 

4 

At Goodmans everything we 
make relies on good sound. It's 

our lifeblood. 

After all, without it, what's 

the point of making the semi auto-

matic belt driven turntable, and 

the stereo digital tuner with 36 

presets, if they'll sound anything 
less than brilliant? 

The twin cassette deck with 
continuous play, automatic reverse, 

and high speed dubbing if it 



none 
elleve 

sounds like the local alley cat? 
The five band graphic equal-

iser, or the compact disc player 
with 20 programmable tracks and 

random play, if they don't sound 

just great? 
And of course we'll even throw 

in a remote control (for when 

you'd rather not get on up to get 

on down). Sound good? 

Well frankly, you haven't heard 

anything until you've heard the 

whole caboodle through a pair of 

Maxim 3 speakers. 

'What Hi-Fi' listened to the 
Maxims and promptly put them 
in their brochure 'Our Top 50 

Loudspeakers: 
At Goodmans, if we can't make 

it sound good, we just don't make it. 
That's why everything is tested 

and tested at every stage of man-

ufacture by the most discerning 

and exacting ears in the business. 

Only when they've passed do . 

they leave the factory. 

So if you're looking for a hi-fi 

separates system, don't look any 
further than a Goodmans. 

At around £600 for the lot, it 
won't just be the sound you can't 

believe. 

Goodmans 
Made by Goodwomen. 



Remember the best hi-fi 
equipment is only available 
from the best hi-fi shops 

o
ur job is to give you the best 
possible sound; so we choose the 
best sounding equipment You 

won't get better performance and value any-
where else. Our hi-fi is well built, 
with a long life and an easy path to further 
upgrades, if required. 

Our shops are staffed by music enthusi-
asts; we'll make you welcome and give you 
the experience of hearing what the best hi-fi 
can do, in comfortable listening rooms. Only 
you can decide how good a sound you need 
and we make the choosing easy. 

You will find us here: 

(110)Se the 01le th its 11 k.'11-US 

Ashford Farnborough 
Soundcraft Hi-Fi Farnborough Hi-Fi 
40 High Street 7 Queensmead 
0233 624441 0252 520146 

Banbury Guildford 
Overture PJ Hi-Fi 
3 Church Lane 3 Bridge Street 
0295 272158 0483 504801 

Bishops Stortford High Wycombe 
The Audio File Sound Gallery 
27 Hockerill Street 65 Castle Street 
0279 506576 0494 531682 

Croydon Ipswich 
Spaldings The Stereo Shop 
352/4 Lower 94 Norwich Road 
Addiscombe Rd. 0473 233832 
081-654 1231 

Leamington Spa 
Hi-Fi Experience 
44 Park Street 
0926 881500 

London N1 
Grahams Hi-Fi 
190A New North Rd. 
071-226 5500 

London SE13 
Billy Vee 
248 Lee High Road 
081-318 5755 

London SW5 
The Listening Rooms 
161 Old Brompton Rd. 
071-244 7750 

London W4 
Uxbridge Audio 
109 Chiswick High Rd. 
081-742 3444 

Newbury 
Newbury Audio 
2 Weavers Walk 
Northbrook Street 
0635 33929 

Norwich 
Basically Sound 
Old School 
Bracon Ash 
0508 70829 

Rayleigh 
Rayleigh Hi-Fi 
44A High Street 
0268 779762 
Chelmsford: 
0245 265245 
Southend-on-Sea: 
0702 435255 

Uxbridge 
Uxbridge Audio 
278 High Street 
0895 230404 

These retailers are the selected Linn dealers in the South-East 

You can sit back and relax, secure in the knowledge that we will provide the most vital part of any hi-fi system: 
the detailed preparation and carefid installation that is needed to achieve the best sound in your home; we can 
also connect your TV or video to the hi-fi so that you and your family get maximum benefit. Not to mention 
comprehensive back-up long after your initial purchase. Customer service has built our business and reputation, 
so you can be sure that we will look after you. 

Choose your Dealer, come & listen 
We take the risk out of buying hi-fi 
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 n the face of it, it is difficult to 
see why anybody should buy a 

budget hi-fi system, faced with 
the enormous opposition from 

the midi and component systems that 

dominate the market below £700. For the 

money the all-in-one system appears to offer 
many advantages over its specialist rival. 

At this price, budget hi-fi gear is generally 
pared down, trading convenience and extra 

features for sonic performance. At the same 
time, the design rationale of a midi system is 

such that the sound quality can be sacrificed 
in favour of the current favourite function. 

The two camps have become more polarised 
over the years; so much so that they are no 
longer fighting for the same marketplace. 

As the CD player-based system takes a 

hold, specialist separates look less and less 

attractive. Any decent midi or component 

system comes complete with full remote 

control that often controls cassette, tuner 
and even shifts the volume control from the 

comfort of the ! istener's chair. k will generally 

offer some kinc ofgraphic display of tle signal, 
have extensive signal processing controls and 

ALL,°) 
TOGETHER 

o 

A midi system includes everything from 

Compact Disc to loudspeakers in one 

package. Can it sound as good as budget 

separates? Dominic 

Baker and Alan Sircom 

find out. 

even two tape machines that can record 

automatically from the CD player, sometimes 
even at double speed. The specialist system offers 

none ofthese facilities and looks drab by comparison. 

It is only when you actually listen to the 

components system that the bargain starts to 

show its rough edges. Although it is a 

generalisation, it is still difficult, to find a single 

mass-market consumer electronics company 
that excels in every branch of audio 

manufacture - company A may produce superb 
amplifiers and cassette decks, but their tuners 

and CD players are not as good as company B. 
Lumping all the products from one 

manufacturer together can tend to bring the 
system down to a lowest common 
denominator. In addition, all the component 
amplifiers in this test use power ICs, while the 

majority of specialist amplifiers use discrete 

components in their power amplifier stages. 

This makes a drastic difference to 
performance, especially on demanding, 

dynamic music, where the power IC amplifiers 

sound blurred and fuzzy when they approach 

any form of transient. 
We have looked at four conventional 

 emgm 
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single-manufacturer midi systems and one of 
our own choice, compiled from popular budget 

separates. As a wild card, we have included 
one multiplay midi system from Pioneer, the 

N-52M. This is cheaper than any of the others 

in the test, but it does present an example of 
what the small midi system can do. Pioneer 

are also one of the market leaders in this field, 

so their inclusion is almost mandatory. 

The systems by Technics, Yamaha and 

Kenwood all compete in the sub-£700 arena. 

Technics' amazing digital, feature-laden SC-
CH700 system is reputed to be the market 

leader in this field, with Yamaha's Active 
Servo Technology in the CC-5 and Kenwood's 

space-age UD-700 styling closing the gap 
between the high street multiple and the 
specialist dealer. 

Finally, we look at our own system, using 

a Sony CDP597 Compact Disc player, the 

newest NAD 701 receiver and a pair of the 

latest Celestion One loudspeakers. Although 

sans cassette deck, this system offers much of 

the component system's user friendliness, 

allied to the flexibility and better sound quality 

of specialist separate systems. 
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KENWOOD UD-700 SYSTEM £699.95 

DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK 
(X-A9) 
Looking svelte with its moulded grey edges, 
and pretty little green LEDs at the centres of 
the tape hubs, nonetheless this double 
cassette deck is suffused with a plastic feel. 
Both auto-reverse transports clanked a bit, 
with controls lacking positivity, but it is well 
idiot-proofed and easy to use. High speed 
dubbing is incorporated - not only from tape 
to tape but from CD too - but the result, 
frankly is flat and quite poor, though no 
worse than others in this test. 

At normal speed, recordings fared rather 
better. Despite some undulation of pitch, 
tapes were clear with good imagery, if a little 
too ' hi-fi' with treble obviously pushed 
forward. Overall the deck performed ably. 

LOUDSPEAKERS (LS-A6) 
A masterpiece of contrived styling, with 
ports reminiscent of the air intakes on a 
jet fighter, the baffle disguises a 
conventional two-way speaker. Although 
not in the same class as a true hi-fi 
loudspeaker, they match the system well, 
more dynamic, detailed and coherent than 
many of their rivals. Although there is a 
slight tendency to boominess, their overall 
balance is pretty realistic, especially placed 
on decent stands. Replacing them with 
Mordaunt-Short's MS5.10's, or a similar 
design, would be a good move, their 
relaxed balance harmonising with the 
amplifier's comparative forthrightness. 

CD PLAYER (DP-A9) 
Sleek in styling, ergonomically handy, and 
economical in size, this CD player proclaims 
that it is single-bit with dual DAC's - potentially 
audiophile specifications. A link to tape 
machine and graphic equaliser allows the user 
to tape CDs at double speed and adjust the 
EQ settings for recording by sampling the disc 
for thirty seconds, a system Kenwood call 'Al 
Focus.' 

With or without Al Focus, the CD is this 
system's strongest point, with a reasonably 
clear, detailed presentation if slightly bright 
and forward, best suited to commercial Rock. 
Classical or acoustic Jazz tends to sound 
antiseptic or barren. With Al focus switched 
in, the player sounds a little clearer; the effect 
is generally quite subtle, however, and on 
certain discs almost indiscernible. 

RECEIVER (A-A7L) 
The nerve centre of the system, this also 
houses one of the most impressive timers 
around. When setting up, it prompts for year 
and date as well as time, and has a plethora of 
'smart' timer options like a video recorder. 
Even the tuner presets can display a four-digit 
'codename', but this is entered by the user as 
a memory aid, it's nothing to do with RDS. 

An honest performer, although a bit brash, 
a little on the steely side and short on depth, 
the amplifier has an even balance. It's a shade 
more exciting and lively than the Yamaha in 
this group. 

With a good aerial, the tuner copes with 
Classical, Jazz and Rock with equal aplomb. 
While there is no undue spitting or sibilance, 
it has a hard-edged quality on vocals and 
acoustic instruments. 

GRAPHIC EQUALISER (GE-
A7) 
With the 'Spectrum Analyzer' 
operating the Kenwood really begins 
to look flash. Many of its facilities are 
designed for Dolby Surround, but 
there are also self-explanatory 'Car' 
and 'Headphone' settings for making 
tapes. 'Al Loudness' boosts low and 
high frequencies for low volume 
listening. While the settings do alter 
the sound quite dramatically and it's 
possible to make a truly obscene 
noise, they can be used with a subtler 
hand for satisfactory enhancements. 

CONC. 
A daunting piece of equipment at first 
sight, with so many functions described 
in its 84-page manual, it takes time to 
learn to handle this Kenwood system. 
However, the time is well spent, as 
the UD-700 stands close to the 
pinnacle of current component system 
performance. There's still a massive 
quality jump between this and a pukka 
separates system, but Kenwood's UD-
700 closes the gap a little. 
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PIONEER N-52M SYSTEM £489.95 

COMBINED SIX-PLAY CD/ 
DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK (PDC-
520M) 
Pioneer have combined a multi-disc 
Compact Disc player with a double 
cassette deck in this system. Sporting all 
the functions common to the breed, the 
twin tape machine will automatically select 
bias for Ferric and Chrome tape only. 
Automatic recording level is set rather 
low, leaving a high noise floor. While this 
can be suppressed using either Dolby B 
or C. these also erase much of the treble 
content. 

This is nota deckfor piano enthusiasts, 
as pitch stability was a problem, making 
piano recordings sound as though the 
instrument had been transported to the 
bottom of a swimming pool. A melody is 
broken up into discrete components, 

making it impossible to follow a tune; on 
a Rock recording with a solid beat, the 
Pioneer just cannot keep time. Pre-
recorded tapes suffer the same fate. 

The single-bit Compact Disc player 
uses a removable magazine which holds 
up to six discs, interchangeable with 
Pioneer's in-car units. The CD unit has no 
display of its own, instead sending track 
and time information to the receiver, 
where it appears on a light blue LED 
display. 

Sonically, although the player has 
boundless energy, it all comes with a raw, 
unfocussed edge - the CD equivalent of 
an Irish wolfhound. There is little stereo 
focus or fine detail; the overall sound 
quality has an uneven character, brisk but 
brash, making it unsuitable for those with 
catholic tastes. 

RECEIVER (SX-P520) 
Split into separate tuner and amplifier 
sections, Pioneer's receiver sports three 
sound field settings: Disco, Hall and B.G.M. 
(Background music, for the 
abbreviationally-challenged.) At best none 
of these do little more than add a subtle 
bathroom quality. A Smart Operation 
control will memorize the settings. Though 
it's cheap, the Pioneer's controls are well 
laid out and every bit as positive to the 
feel as those on the more expensive 
systems. 

Some of the controls on the tuner 
section are small enough to make fine-
tuning and switching between presets a 

little difficult. It has a touch of the car 
radios in its sound; vocals have a pinched, 
cuppy and nasal quality. Generally, despite 
a relatively natural sound, the tuner 
sounded compressed and lacking in life, 
without much stereo focus. 

The amplifier section fared little 
better, sounding strained and beginning 
to boom through the loudspeakers if 
driven hard. Mostly undramatic, but with 
the occasional fire-cracker like peak, it 
effects a reasonably clear and concise 
appproximation of music, but is tainted by 
lack of timing, imagery, ambience and fine 
detail. With little or no grace, it barely 
justifies the title ' hi-fi'. 

LOUDSPEAKERS (S-P520) 
Small, thin, three-way designs with fixed 
grilles, the loudspeakers are a visual match 
for the system. The signal leads are captive. 
emerging from the rear panel, so no 
improvement on the thin cable is possible. 
Their sound adds credence to the 
suspicion that the principle design criterion 
was aesthetic, though the cost-paring that 
has been applied to conjure up a system 
as cheap as this obviously has its effect. 
They are glassy, bright and synthetic at 
the top, boomy and indistinct at the 
bottom and lack presence in the mid-
range. Stereo imaging was poor, almost 
to the point of being indiscernible. 

CONCLUSIOPe 
The cheapest system in this test, the N-
52M is typical of midi-system performance 
- the staple diet of high street multiples 
who would probably view the others in 
this group as 'high- end'. Although easy to 
use and well-constructed for the price, its 
sound quality leaves a lot to be desired. 
Sonically on the lowest rung of the ladder, 
it is firmly in the realm of 'audio' rather 
than hi-fi, sounding like a decent in-car 
system - without the engine noise. 
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TECHNICS SC-CH700 SYSTEM £649.95 

DOUBLE CASSETTE 
DECK (RS-CH700) 
Tape bias, equalisation and 
record level are set 
automatically on this twin 
cassette deck, though the 
latter is a little high, and the 
point of no return when the 
head saturates can clearly be 
heard. 

A Digital Signal Processor 
can be used to tailor the sound 
of the source for recording: 
except for tape dubbing, which 
can be performed either at 
normal or double speed. 
Recording and playback is 
quite clear, but with an 
element of brightness at the 
top, a boominess at the 
bottom and a touch of the 
wobblies on piano. Dolby B 
and C are offered. 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
(SH-CH700) 
The 'Spectrum Analyser' has three light-blue display 
modes to catch the magpie eye of passing trade: in 
one of them pretty quavers continually dance across 
the window. Behind the light bars, however, lives an 
even more impressive Digital Signal Processor. All 
analogue sources, including the signals from tuner 
and tape, are converted to digital, processed, and 
then re-converted to analogue for the amplifier, 
taking in a variety of special effects on the way. 

Six sound field settings add up to a total of 5.5 
seconds reverberation to the sound; long enough to 
remove the CD and put it back in its jewel case. Few 
of the effects do much for sound quality. While the 
'Car' and 'Headphone' presets may be useful for 
taping, the rest are about as useful as a chocolate 
fireguard. 'Stadium' moved a radio interview into a 
bathroom and 'Heavy' turned Mel Gibson's voice 
into a Kylie Minogue/Donald Sinden cross-breed. A 
'Karaoke' setting strips away much of the mid range 
to mute vocals so you can sing along to your 
favourite recording. 

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER (SU-
CH700) 
A true system amplifier, rated at 40watts, 
the SU-CH700 has controls only for 
volume, balance, source selection and 
timer operation, with sockets for a 
Karaoke mic and headphones. The 
loudness button is hardly subtle and is 
best forgotten. 

The display shows a multitudinous 
array of functions: time on the left, sources 
and graphical displays of volume and 
balance on the right. Its sound quality is 
rather steely and hard; it can sound 
impressive with Grace Jones, but image 
focus is poor and overall coherence is 
lacking. 

TUNER/CD PLAYER (SL-CH700) 
Combining a tuner and CD seems odd; the 
CD's converter lives in the DSP section, 
connected by an optical link. The loading 
drawer, hidden behind the control panel, 
bounces out rather jerkily, but while the 
controls themselves are also plasticky, they 
are easy to use. CDs take on a synthetic 
quality; this is fabulous for recordings of 
Grace Jones, but less so for Classical 
programme where such 'impressiveness' 
becomes wearing after a while. 

The tuner section covers the three 
wavebands and is complete with thirty 
presets. Programming is simple, but with an 
external aerial the stereo beacon is too 
sensitive: it's hard to accept that distant 
hissy minicab messages constitute high 
quality stereo! Given a good signal from an 
external aerial the tuner is quiet, but vocals 
are chesty and it sounds as though signal 
compression is being used even when it 
isn't. 

LOUDSPEAKERS (SB-CH700) 
A three-way design, with connectors for 
cables at the rear, these loudspeakers 
appear to have been designed with more 
regard for perceived value than sound 
quality. Turn the volume up and the boomy 
bass drivers crack as they hit their end-
stops and the tweeters are more than a 
little steely and bright. They are not 
especially coherent and create a vague 
image; while the sound they produce may 
be suited to over-produced pop music, 
anything more natural or refined loses out 
as they try to make even Kyung VVha 
Chung sound like Grace Jones. Quite a 
feat. 

COP, 71,17„ii 
A profusion of features, sleek 
styling and remote control has 
made this system a market leader. 
Digital signal processing is a bold 
step in this market, taken to its 
logical conclusion in Meridian's 
601 preamplifier. Since the sound, 
with the loudspeakers supplied, 
is vivid and exciting, but too 
intense and coarse for the 
audiophile market, Meridian 
probably won't be too worried 
about this competition! 
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YAMAHA CC-5 SYSTEM £649.95 

DOUBLE CASSETTE 
DECK (K-CCS) 
In a world of bright flashing 
lights and displays. this twin 
Dolby B and C deck, finished in 
light gunmetal, is remarkably 
restrained. High speed tape 
dubbing is possible, but there is 
no provision for manual record 
level adjustment. This is set 
low enough to prevent 
premature saturation on ferric 
tape, which makes it difficult to 
determine the difference 
between a pre-recorded tape 
and high speed copy. 
Differences in pitch stability, 
detail and timbre were instantly 
apparent on another tape 
player; sonically, neither the 
play/record nor the playback 
transports are particularly 
stable. 

TUNER/CD PLAYER 
(TCD-CCS) 
As with the Technics, the tuner and CD 
player are combined, though this time 
also sharing the box with the digital-to-
analogue converter and timer. It comes 
in Yamaha's standard gunmetal finish, 
with a dulled orange display. The tuner 
section covers the three wavebands and 
has twenty presets; programming is quick 
and easy. It produces a pleasant, dry 
sound, but also one that at times is 
sibilant and hollow, with cuppy vocals 
and a touch of cardboardy, tuneless 
bass. 

The CD player's character is broadly 
similar , with typical Yamaha dryness. 
More refined and restrained than might 
be expected, producing a moderately 
wide image with good stereo focus, it 
lacks image depth and gets in a bit of a 
mess with complex detail. Ultimately it 
is perhaps a little too bland and muted. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Unusually in a market where three or more 
drivers is the norm, the Yamaha AST system 
sports just two drivers hidden by a thick grille. 
Discreet this may be, but the same cannot be 
said of the 'air woofer' port which looks like a 
gaping grey mouth at the bottom of the speaker. 
The AST part of the equation means there is a 
kind of plateau between 1 1 o'clock and 3 
o'clock on the volume control where it is 
possible to hear the amplifier's growing strain 
but with no increase in volume. With the 
Mordaunt-Shorts in place, although the tonal 
balance was less even, the increase in volume 
was smoother. 

Stereo imagery was surprisingly good, with 
some of the sense of relaxation that Yamaha 
appear to inject into all their 'Natural Sound' 
products. At low levels, however, these 
speakers' relaxed sound becomes sleepy; when 
the music turns complex, the cones start to 
shake and high volume excites some sibilance 
and spitting. 

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER (A-CC5) 
Restrained in looks for a midi-system amplifier, no more than four small yellow LEDs are on 
show at any one time. A neat touch is the servo-assisted volume control and source selector. 

Unlike the heavy signal processing of the Technics, the Yamaha only sports three preset 
sound settings: Hall, Jazz Club and Rock Concert. Bass and treble controls are evident on the 
fascia, but there is no sign of a loudness button. The headphone socket, as usual on midi-
systems, takes a 3.5mm plug. 

Yamaha's amplifier uses their proprietary Active Servo Technology system to create 
deeper bass from the system's own loudspeakers, making upgrading potentially difficult. We 
tried using a pair of Mordaunt-Short MSS. 10's, but the 'forced' sound that resulted made it 
difficult to recommend a change. 

With the Yamaha speakers in place, the system sounds pleasant, relaxed and tonally even. 
It doesn't, however, take kindly to loud or dynamic passages. When stressed, it soon sounds 
raw, rattly, readily hardens voices and pushes instruments forward in the sound stage. 

coNcLusioe-
Although occasionally sounding 
cluttered and sometimes spiny and 
shouty, the Yamaha outfit was one 
of the most pleasant systems in the 
test. It was surprisingly pleasing 
with light, unstressful music. No 
single part of the system shines as 
superb. but conversely none sticks 
out as particularly poor. It's a pity 
that in the shining glitter of the 
midi-system world the Yamaha's 
laid-back nature and appearance 
may hold it back. 
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SEPARATES SYSTEM £527.95 

CD PLAYER 
(SONY CDP597) 
This Compact Disc player has to 
justify itself in order to get sales. A 
midi player is seldom thoroughly 
scrutinised in its own right:a separate 
item has to be good in itself or it will 
not be a success. 

A well-finished product, with a 
silky black finish and positive 
controls, the Sony has a 
comprehensive range of facilities 
including peak search to aid tape 
recording. 

Musically, it is a strong 
performer with plenty of detail and 
a good sense of rhythm, producing 
a big rich sound which needs no 
bolstering with effects from a graphic 

RECEIVER (NAD70 I ) 
This is a remote controlled AM/FM receiver 
which has just been launched by NAD. It has 
CD, video, and tape inputs and a phono source 
which can be switched to accept an additional 
line level input such as a Laserdisc player. 

The tuner section can store up to 30 FM 
stations and a further 30 from the AM band, 
which is more than adequate for most listeners. 
It also has all the standard features such as auto 
tuning and an FM stereo indicator. 

The NAD 701 combines good radio 
performance with a clear and confident amplifier. 
The amp has a smooth and powerful delivery 
belying its conservative 25w rating with an 
open and three-dimensional soundstage which 
makes it an involving amplifier to listen to. From 
a clean source such as CD, or its own competent 
tuner section, the NAD turns in a very 
commendable performance. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
(CELESTION I 's) 
The baby Celestions require 
very little introduction from 
us now, being a long time 
favourite of ours. For a little 
less than £ 100 they provide a 
level of performance that no 
midi system loudspeaker 
could ever dream of matching. 
Their presentation is lively 
and exciting with a strong, 
rhythmic bass which 
sometimes needed a little 
attenuation via the tone 
controls. Their treble is clear 
and extended but free from 
sibilance. 

NAO. 

SONY 

NM! 

no d SC • el» 

• ... 

INCLUS101., 
Sadly, the majority of the buying public have 
been conned into believing that a Japanese 
midi system is hi-fi. This simply is not the case. 
The dictionary defines high-fidelity as the 
"reproduction of sound with little distortion, 
giving a result very similar to the original." It 
also mentions that "the reverberation and 
spatial sound-pattern of the original must be 
reproduced too." All of the midi systems we 
listened to deliberately distort the sound in 
one way or another and thus present the 
music in a way that the artists had not intended. 
In addition the design quality of the systems is 

not good enough to produce the height, width 
and depth that is required to present a 
believable image. 

So professionally carried out has the image-
making of the midi-system been that most 
people have been led to think that they cannot 
hear the difference and that only a select few 
can. This again is not true. Go and listen - 
everyone can hear the difference - your ears 
are as good as any other hi-fi enthusiasts, and 
possibly better; all that is needed is a little 
guidance. 

From the moment play was pressed on 
the Sony CDP597 it was evident that this 

system was in a different class It was fast and 
dynamic with plenty of energy and life, breathing 
out a fresh and unpolluted sound in comparison 
to the smog that the midis belch out. The 
sound was powerful yet lucid and free from 
compression and colouration. Vocalists would 
speak out to you from a well defined position 
within the large soundstage created by this 
setup rather than mumbling in the background 

It does have its drawbacks, like requiring 
two remote controls instead of one, but these 
are far outweighed by the superior quality of 
sound it produces. 
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Kiss my Aura, Dora 
Frank Zappa, '74 

Aura 
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eor details and stockists of the Aura range of hi-fi 'phone 0903-750750 

< Distribution• B&W Loudspeakers (UK Sales) Ltd., Marlborough Road, Lancing, West Sussex, BN15 8TR 

PERFORMANCE ART 

VA100 EVOLUTION 



CONCLUSION 

I
t's strange. As the component system 
progresses, becoming smaller, cheaper 
and more technologically advanced, ;t 
seems that along the way the sound 

quality has been forgotten. There are 
exceptions, but the formula seems to hold 
true for many manufacturers. 

The component system is still infinitely 
better than the run-of-
the-mill all-in-one midi 
system. The Pioneer N-
52M is indicative of this 
breed. Such a system is 
small and lightweight, 
easy to put together 
and simple to operate. 
The overall flavour is 
cheap and cheerful. 

However, the 
Pioneer lives in a 
market far removed 
from the specialist hi-fi 
dealer, that of the high 
street multiple store. It 
is well finished and has 
a classic styling that 
would prove attractive 
to the less discerning 
listener and, while not 
garish, would not be 
out of place in a teenage bedroom. In 
these respects, the Pioneer fulfils its criteria 
exactly. 

Moving onto the component systems 
represents a substantial step forward. 
though of the ones tested in this issue. the 

mosttechnologically advanced is also one 
of the poorest, in terms of its sonic 
abilities. Technics' SC-CH700 system 
features some highly innovative concepts. 
All of the systems used some form of 
Digital Signal Processing circuit; in the SC-
CH700, this is taken even furtner by 
processing every input digitally, using an 
analogue to digital converter for the tape, 
tuner and external analogue sources. 

Unfortunately, such processing has a 
less than satisfactory influence upon the 
sound quality of the system. The fault 

probably lies with the analogue to digital 
converter, as CD performance is far better 
than analogue, in addition, the DSP system 
can be heavy-handed, especially with 
injudicious user programrrkig. It is not the 
most civilised performer around and the 
addition of some of the more aggressive 
DSP sources pushes this into the realms of 

- 

the brash. 
There are DSP settings on the Yamaha 

CC-5 as well, but they are all factory-set 
and are less overbearing than those of the 
Technics machine. Compared to the bells 
and whistles of the other systems in the 

test. the Yamaha is decidedly straight-
laced. The minimum of goodies does not 
compromise the Yamaha's sound. At bow 
volumes it is pleasant and warm, although 
it qulckly becomes harder, losing defintion 
and causing the bass cones to thwack 
when the volume is cranked up. This is the 
first system that does not make stereo 
sound like an artificial effect. 

It is fa- from perfect; there is a high 
degree of spit and sib- lance from the tuner 
and the twin cassette player is far from 
vice-free. Overall, the CC-5 system is 

undemanding and surprisingly refined for 
such a low cost player. This refinement 
could be its downfall, as it sometimes 
trades excitement for a patina of sophistication. 

Of all the component systems in the 
test, the Kenwood UD-700 has the 
healthiest balance. lt patrols the no-man's-
land between true hi-fi and audio. It gets 

surprisingly close to the 
music and can be 
recommended as a 
second system. 

While each 
component, taken 
singly, does not 
compete with true hi-fi 
products, they get far 
closer than might be 
expected. This, added 
to the tidy styling and 
convenience, makes for 
a product that can 
compete with 'pukka' 
hi-fi, without disgracing 
itself .... almost. 

Its prime strength is 
that it combines the 
politeness of the 
Yamaha with the 
excitement of the 

Technics. Although it is not as advanced in 
its digital signal processing as the Technics 
model, there are a variety of DSP settings. 
These share the restraint of the Yamaha's, 
but allow tor wild lapses of taste, if 
required. 

While the Kenwood UD-700 system 
may have been the best of the midis, 
when it comes to ' real' hi-fi even that can't 
compete with the line-up of separates. 
The Sony CDP-597 has all the power and 
dynamic ability the Kenwood lacks, leaving 
the midi system sounding reminiscent of 
an average-quality cassette deck. By 
comparison, the separates system has 
powerful but well-controlled bass, with a 
well-focused midrange and clean, sharp, 
extended treble. It is truly a breath of fresh 
air • 
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A 
PINK 

PINNACLE 
Pink Triangle are aiming high with a new, innovative 

digital-to-analogue convertor. Alan Sircom heads for 

the top with the Da Capo. 

T
he current crop of top-end 
convertors produced in this 
country have, until recently, 

used Philips' processing chips almost 
without exception. Now, looking for 
improvement, manufacturers are 
diversifying to alternative technologies 
from Burr Brown and Crystal, both 
American companies making inroads 
into high-end audio. Pink Triangle 
have opted to pursue another course 
altogether. They have designed their 
own one-bit convertor, rather than 
use a proprietary chip. By any 
standards it's a radical move, making 
their new £ 50 'Da Capo' digital to 
analogue convertor (DAC) a strongly 
individual product. Instead of being 

The essential II> 
circuitry of the 

Da Capo. Metal 

cans hide the 

discrete one-bit 

convertor and 

the plug-in 

cartridge. 

subservient to current chip fabricating 
techniques, it breaks away from this 
constraint in an attempt to raise standards. 

Pink suggest that their new 
discrete convertor is sonically superior 
to Philips' DAC-7 chipset because it 
reduces the number of in-line 
operational amplifiers to only one per 
channel. There are other reasons 
behind going discrete, but these are 
hidden beneath a sealed pot Pink are 
not revealing their secrets. The 
discrete one-bit convertor does 
increase the IC count within the Da 
Cap(); a comparable leading-edge 
DAC-7 convertor may have about six 
integrated circuits, while the Da Capo 
has thirty-two. 

External styling of the Da Capo 
has changed subtly from that of 
existing Pink Triangle products. Its 
lines are more curvaceous and the 
case is wider, but sleeker and leaner - 
similar to the new-look Volkswagen 
Golf. 
A silver-plated brass panel on the 

front sports a row of five small 
buttons. The leftmost four relate to 
rear inputs or outputs, while the last 
is a standby button, which also shows 
signal lock. 

Potential 

The main area of potential improve-
ment in digital reproduction lies in 
digital filtering and the digital to 
analogue conversion process. The Da 
Capo offers dealer-replaceable " 
cartridges that contain both the filter 
chips and the convertor. Currently, it 
is supplied with the Philips SAA 7350 
Bitstream processing chip with two 
preceding filter options: a standard 
I 8-bit Yamaha filter and also a 20-bit 
Burr-Brown/NPC filter. More will 
become available as digital technology 
develops. 

These offer a degree of fine tuning, 
to suit individual tastes and systems, 
bringing tweaking back into the heart 
of hi-fi itself. Our review sample was 
supplied with both 18 and 20-bit filter 
cartridges. The former had more 
richness, clarity and a natural presen-
tation but the alternative had greater 
authority in the time domain and a 
level of 'zip' and excitement that was 
alluring, although possibly less 
accurate. 
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In addition to a BNC co-axial 
digital input from a CD transport, 
there are also three further spaces for 
plug-in digital input and output 
options, known as Digital Interface 
Cards. This allows some flexibility. At 
present, most domestic users only 
need a convertor for Compact Disc 
reprocbctior. In future, however, the 
Da Capo could accept further digital 
signals, such as Digital Audio Broad-
casts, together with an actively 
reclocked datastream for output to 
any digital recording medium. 

Multiple Options 

All digital inputs and outputs can be 
specified. Currently, there is provision 
for RCA phono (Cinch) coaxial, fibre-
optic Toslir,k or AT&T connector, or 
even 110 ohm balanced connection, 
for those with professional needs or 
Proceed or Mark Levinson transports. 
Pink Triangle suggest that balanced 
connection is ideal. Unfortunately, few 
domestic transports possess a 
balanced output. 

Alf these user-selectable options 
are fitted onto a separate busboard 
within the Da Capo. Apart from easy 
interchangeability of inputs and 
outputs, it improves the 
motherboard's resistance to static 
damage. A DAC is most likely to 
suffer chip damage due to static 
electricity discharges introduced at 
the input/output stage. The busboard 
gives the Da Capo an extra line of 
defence against large-scale chip failure. 
There is also a diagnostic output fitted 
which allows the Da Capo to be 
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hooked up to a computer, for easy 
dealer servicing. 

Although there is a wide range of 
inputs, Pink Triangle say that the 
quality of trie digital input, or indeed 
the transport itself is immaterial. As 
long as the transport is funct;oning 
correctly, with decent error correc-

"The Da Capo 

shifts the goal 

posts, showing up 

just what digital 

is capable of" 

tion, the difference between transport 
mechanisms is eftéctively nil. DPA 
Digital, similarly, also claim that their 
Deltran cocking conversion overrides 
differences between transports. The 
Da Capo reclocks the datastream via 
three phase-locked loops at the DAC 
itself. It does not use sync-locking, like 
Arcam and DPA 

Internally, the standard Da Capo 
sports three separate RF filtered 
power supplies; a digital supply and 
analogue left and rignt. The digital 
power supply feeds the input/output 
bus and the filter. plus processor chip 
cartridge. The discrete one-bit 
convertor is treated as an analogue 
stage and is powered by the two 
analogue power supplies. These are 

mounted on a plug-in card, as the 
next upgrade is planned to be a 
separate battery power supply with a 
low impedance umbilical cabe. 

This battery pack. expected to 
cost around the £800 mark, will hold 
a dozen lead-acid batteries, two 
toroidal transformers and a hernia, 
but will be fitted into the standard 
new-look Pink Triangle wood case. 
The digital power supply will remain 
unchanged and still live within the Da 
Capo's case. 

High-Tech Sound 

If a convertor's sound quality does 
not match up to its technology, the 
highest of high-tech is pointtess. 
Fortunately, the Da Capo matches 
the level of performance Pink Triangle 
have achieved with their Anniversary 
turntable. 

That is not to say that it attempts 
to emulate the sound of vinyl, like 
some convertors. What it does is 
remove the artifice of ' digitalness' 
from the medium. 

The f rst reaction elicited from 
most who have heard it is to remark 
on its sheer smoothness and lop-to-
bottom integration. Compact Disc is 
often crticised by analogue enthusi-
asts as sounding 'disjointed'. The Da 
Capo ties all the parts of the -ecord-
ing together with that stunning 'sitting 
at the mixing desk' clarity. Take the 
BBC freebie CD of Tchaikovsky's 
Sixth Symphony for example. One 
can hear the instruments hanging in 
their correct locations in space, with 
all those coughs and foot shufflings 



SIX OF THE BEST 

FROM 

ortofon 

KEEPING MUSIC LIVE 

QUARTZ £ 139.95 

"Musically involving, its unrestrained, dynamic 
qualities may prove quite unforgettable." 

Paul Miller - High Fidelity 

-«1«me_QUATTRO £ 209.95 

"Sharp and crisply articulated without any hint of 
forwardness or exaggeration, good enough to tackle 
almost anything." 

Paul Miller - High Fidelity 

QUASAR £ 349.95 

"Outpeiforms many a more expensive moving coil." 
Jimmy Hughes - Audiophile 

"Excellent delicacy, highly competitive." 
Richard Black - HiFi Choice 

"Tracks like a dream." 
Jimmy Hughes - What HiFi? 

MC 2000 MK11 £ 599.95 

"Absolutely exemplary, a thoroughbred cartridge 
capable of the finest quality sound." 

Jimmy Hughes - What HiFi? 

"I thoroughly enjoyed the MC2000MkII. It breathed 
life into my records." 

Jason Kennedy - HiFi Choice 

MC 3000 MK11 £ 849.95 

"Quite outstanding, breathtakingly neutral." 
Jimmy Hughes - Audiophile 

Richard Black - HiFi Choice 

John Bamford - HiFi Choice 

"Must be heard to be believed." 

"An audiophile's dream." 

M C 5 0 0 0 £ 1499.95 

"The MC5000 was incredibly clean and focused, this 
much was evident from the very second it entered the 
groove . . . When the music started the cartridge 
threw open the shutters and afforded me a remarkable 
view of every element within the recording." 

Malcolm Steward - Audiophile 

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE SCHEME 
The Exchange Scheme is operated by our ' Premier' dealers and the following 
discounts can be obtained off the retail price of your new moving coil cartridge. 

OR TOFON UK L TD., CHI TERN HILL, 
CHALFONT ST . PETER, BUCKS. SL9 9UG. 

TELEPHONE: 0753 889949 

Trade in your old Ortofon moving coil - approx 25% 

Trade in any moving coil cartridge - approx 15% 



that tell you it is a live recording. Yet I 

never became aware of the imagery 

at the expense of the coherence of 

the sound. Although it is clear and 

detailed enough for a listener readily 

to listen into the recording, I never 

lost track of the living, breathing, 

orchestra - and coughing audience - 

flowing through the superb record-

ing. 

I have heard a number of the top 

Bitstream DACs in the past two 

years. To date, none could match the 

DPA PDM TWO for its insight and 

sheer detail, although I felt that there 

was a hardness, especially in the mid-

band. On the other hand, we have 

the likes of the top Micromegas, 

without the hardness, but without the 

razor-sharp imagery and clarity too. 
The Da Capo combines the 

smoothness and grace of the best 

Micromegas, with the insight of the 

PDM-TWO and then takes a step 
forward. Why? Because the Da Capo 

shifts the goal posts, showing up just 

what digital is capable of, leaving 

almost every other CD player I have 

heard sounding like a poor compro-

mise by comparison. 

Even those few exceptions that 

can compete have always had a 
signature, benign or otherwise. The 

Pink Triangle Da Capo is different; if it 

leaves a fingerprint, I have yet to find 

it. I am at a loss to find an area of 

musical reproduction on digital where 

it does not set the standard. Tonally, 

it is as neutral as I can think of, with 

spatial abilities only limited by the 

amplifier or the loudspeakers. In 

addition, the Da Capo has a powerful 

yet not overblown dynamic range and 

spot-on rhythmic qualities (when 

using the 20-bit filter). It also has 

precise detail and a coherent and 

deep bass that have hitherto lain 

undiscovered in the digital medium. 

With such a forthright perform-

ance, it is only to be expected that it 

lays bare poor recordings. On a disc 

that has any redeeming sonic qualities, 

however, the Da Capo will retrieve 

them. This is the first time that a 

digital product has inspired me to 

actively embrace the digital format. It 

is also the first time that I have had 

cause to regret my seemingly 

uncompromising stance toward 

Compact Disc; I wished I had more 

CDs - not to play to test the system, 

but for genuine enjoyment, for that's 

what the Da Capo provides • 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
We've been eagerly awaiting this 
convertor for some time now. It comes 
accompanied by some strong claims, the 
strongest being that the dedicated one-
bit DAC-7 (TDA- I 547) convertor chip 
produced by Philips - a highly specialised 
and dedicated audio device - has been 
improved upon! 

It's not a claim to be made or taken 
lightly, especially with the critical 
reception that such a product will get in 
the UK. The ability to test these claims 
exists, and so do deeply capable and 
impressive commercial alternatives that 
have already set a very high standard, in 
terms of both sound quality and measured 
performance. In particular,lhave in mind 
the most impressive DAC I have heard 
to date, the DPA Digital (once known as 
Deltec) PDM-TWO, based on the very 
Philips TDA- 1547 chip Pink claim they 
have improved upon. 

It was the green circuit board with its 
clusters of miniature surface-mount 
components and small, independent 
mains transformers that made us say 
"Deltec!" when the lid was lifted, but if 
the designer had been present I'm sure 
he would have cried. Pink, like Deltec, 
have decided that surface mount offers 
various benefits in terms of layout and 
component quality. Surface mount 
components are micro-miniature and lie 
on the surface of a circuit board. 
Developed for aerospace with light 
weight, low bulk and guaranteed high 
quality as a priority, the technology suits 
audio well. Used fluently, it helps reduce 
breakthrough between digital and 
analogue stages, avoiding correlated 
distortions. I couldn't help but notice 
how carefully Pink have screened their 
stages by putting them in metal cans - all 
a part of the strategy needed to avoid 
various insidious distortions that haunt 
true one-bit technology in particular. 

The Pink DAC showed itself to be 
ultra-linear, producing distortion figures 
at all levels that were as low or lower 
than any competitor. This amounted to 
around 0.005% distortion at -30dB and 
less than I% distortion at -90dB with a 
dithered signal. In fact, stripping away 
dither noise by synchronous time 
averaging showed that no real distortion 

components existed at all at -90dB, only 
noise. So Pink have successfully produced 
a highly linear, true one-bit convertor, 
justifying their claims to be able to match 
or improve upon Philips' own DAC-7 
chip. It's hardly an understatement to say 
that this is impressive. No one has yet 
sought to take on and improve upon the 
sophisticated digital processing chips 
designed by the world's largest 
electronics companies. And it's not as if 
DAC-7 is a mediocre or obsolete design. 
Quite the reverse: it's the best. Improving 
upon the best is no mean feat. 
I had to chuckle a bit when the impulse 

response averaged into a thin green line 
on the analyser screen. It possessed the 
same pronounced treble roll-off seen in 
Deltec convertors, as our analysis picture 
shows toward the right side of the trace. 
In every convertor 1 have listened to, 
except a Deltec, this sort of droop results 
in an obviously warm but smooth and 
cohesive sound. Why Deltec convertors 
always sound quite bright, in defiance of 
the usual outcome, is something of a 
mystery, but it may be due to the filters 
used. Quite how the Pink sounds can 
only be decided by listening tests. As I 
have said, normally, this sort of roll-off 
would be clearly audible, but it is unwise to 
make such an assertion.without first listening. 

In every other area of measured 
performance, the Pink DAC put up a 
near-perfect performance. It isn't alone 
in being able to achieve this, but that 
hardly matters. The important point is 
that this mould-breaking new convertor 
flies straight in to the top of the 
performance league, fully meeting all the 
performance claims made for it. New 
implementations of difficult technologies 
often suffer teething troubles - Pink's 
new DAC does not. That says a lot for 
the abilities of its designer. 

To me it seems wholly appropriate 
that Pink should decide to follow the 
same path as Deltec, tackling and 
overcoming the difficult underlying 
problems in audio that others would 
rather avoid. Pink's new one- bit 
convertor is something of a milestone in 
British audio design. It works superbly 
well, is unique, and will hopefully 
encourage others to be as bold and 
innovative. NK 

TEST RESULTS 

Frequency response 2Hz-2IkHz 

Distortion 
-6dB 
-30dB 
-60dB 
-90 
-90dB dithered 

Separation 
I kHz 
I OkHz 

Noise 
with emphasis 

Dynamic range 
Output 

0.006 0.006 
0.004 0.004 
0.37 0.4 
30 30 

left 
120 
112 

Frequency Response 

+0.5 • 

0. 

-0.5 • 

62100 203 SOO I kHz 2S 

Falling upper treble. 

Distortion 
0.03% 

o 
I k 10k 

No distortion. 

right 
120 
107 

-I I 4dB 
-1 I 4dB 

I I I dB 
2.3V 

Sk lOk 25k 

21k 
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W
e started out with 
high hopes and good 
intentions, feeling 

certain that the popularity of 
midi-systems must be justified. 
Hi-Fi magazines are commonly 
criticised for having their heads 
in the clouds and there's an 
element of truth in this 
accusation. Products whose 
cost is of little concern to a 
reviewer, since he will not be 
paying it and probably has 
plenty of alternatives in any 
case, get star billing, whilst 
those items that people 
commonly buy get allocated a 
page or two at the rear of the 
magazine. 

So with midi-systems we 

product, and that quality will 
win out in the end, the success 
of these systems leaves me a 
little perplexed. It seems to 
directly challenge my inbuilt 
ideas about the value of quality 
and the belief that people will 
recognise it, one way or 
another. Or perhaps there is a 
little more to it? 
I was collared recently by 

someone who wanted a 
decent sounding hi-fi for his 
wife and two teenage sons. 
Both he and his sons were 
aware that something better 
than the all-pervasive midi-
systems they had seen was 
available, but they simply 
couldn't get to grips with it 

Reflections from Noel Keywood 

kaleidoscope 
decided to clear away our 
prejudices in advance and 
welcome them in with all the 
attention and interest that 
products so popular must 
surely deserve. It wasn't long 
before all our fears about their 
sound quality came flooding 
back, however. Alan did most 
of the listening, aided by 
others, and he was left none 
too enlightened by the 
experience. 

These systems sport every 
facility possible, just so they 
look the part. Applicability to 
the purpose seems to have 
little to do with their design. 
The Technics system even 
possesses an analogue-to-
digital convertor (ADC), just so 
that Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) can be applied. This 
gives it almost as much signal 
processing power as Meridian's 
601 digital pre-amplifier (see 
p60). Yet ADCs are a notori-
ously difficult technology, those 
commonly considered good 
enough for real hi-fi costing far 
too much for a midi-system. 

Our conclusion has to be 
that appearance and facilities 
hold total sway over product 
design in this end of the 
market Sound quality has 
taken a back seat, put there by 
inadequate circuitry and, 
especially, cheap loudspeakers 
that sound no better than 
mediocre designs of the 
seventies (which is twenty 

years ago, no less!). It is a 
situation that says everything 
about marketing and, sadly, 
seems to make a nonsense out 
altruism as the motivation for 
an honest design philosophy. 
Surely, wrapping up cheap 
circuits and components ina 
glittering package is deception, 
isn't it? Or is it giving people 
what they want - lots of 
buttons and lights for not too 
much cash? 

What really hurts is that -eal 
hi-fi, as made by numerous UK 
manufacturers, as well as 
others around the world, costs 
little more Vlan any midi-
system, as we proved to our 
satisfaction by assembling a 
good sounding group of 
separates. Sure, none of the 
features are there; there are no 
double cassette decks, DSP 
units or what have you, but 
none of us have any qualms 
about this, because we know 
that most of them have little 
real worth. In their place, a 
budget separates system offers 
ease of operation, satisfactory 
styling, compact dimensions; ft 
all seems acceptable enough by 
everyday standards. Most of all 
however, a well put together 
separates system delivers 
superb sound quality, quite 
obviously superior to that from 
a midi-system. 

Brought up on the simple 
notion that people will always 
recognise and value a good 

(real hi-fi, that is). Specialist 
dealers gave conflicting advice 
and few seemed to have a 
really broad range on demo, he 
felt. The magazines needed 
prior knowledge before they 
could be understood; or in 
other words they were 
impenetrable to the potentially 
interested layman. 

Faced with this, and very 
worried about making a serious 
and expensive mistake, he was 
desperate for advice. With a 
budget of £600-aco, tailored 
by midi-system expectations, 
and a desire to get something 
that looked attractive, I steered 
him toward a Denon Lifestyle 
system with Mission loudspeak-
ers. It wasn't anything special 
by hi-fi standards, yet he was 
ecstatic about its sound quality. 
Just a week later, now appre-
ciative of the quality offered by 
separates, he was happy to 
spend around £50 on a pair of 
Beyer DT-411 headphones - 
and he remained happy after 
buying them! 

Cases like this lead me to 
believe that more people 
would turn to real hi-fi, if only 
they knew what it offered and 
how to get it. Midi-system 
possess few advantages; they're 
not even cheap any more. The 
specialist manufacturers have 
never made a good enough 
case for their products. The big 
battalions marched into the 
High Street, filling shop 

windows nation-wide with 
stuff, extravagantly labelled ' hi-
fi', that isn't. People talk about 
getting a ' hi-fi', as if it was as 
simple as that Well, of course, 
the big companies have made 
it as simple as that. They also 
made it look expensive whilst 
at the same time keeping the 
price down. 

Cut throat competition 
between them has squeezed 
out all other manufacturers and 
margins are reputedly very slim. 
Yet hi-fi is now a midi-system, 
or so most people believe. 
And that, it appears to me, 
seems to be more a failure on 
the part of real hi-fi manufac-
turers to inform people of their 
products and their presence 
than anything else. It's all down 
to marketing, and the budget 
needed to sustain it of course. 

The truth is that budget 
systems made up of separates 
have never sounded so good 
and they've never been so 
cheap. The midi-system in 
contrast is poor value when it 
comes to making music. We 
wanted to give them star 
billing, but ended up reaffirming 
our prejudices! 

SONY announce 
MINIDISC launch 
date. 

Sony have just told us that 
MiniDisc will be in the shops 
from December 15th 1992 
onward. This new recordable 
CD format - one that's likely to 
cause quite a lot of upheaval in 
future 1 suspect - has been on 
sale in Japan since 28th 
October 1992. 

I'm sure most of you will be 
aware of Minidisc by now. It is 
a miniature CD that sits inside 
a protective plastic case, or 
'caddy', much like a modern 
computer disc. The case 
measures just 68mm by 72mm 
and is just 5mm thick, so MDs 
can be jammed into pockets, 
handbags and car dashboards 
or what have you with ease. 

The first portable recorder, 
the MZ-1, possesses a formida-
ble amount of modern 
magneto-optical technology. 
Costing £500, it's the size of a 
bloated Walkman. Prerecorded 
discs will cost as much as a 
CD. 

MiniDisc will battling it out 
with Philips Digital Compact 
Cassette system over 1993. 
Few are certain who'll win this 
war, but most observers agree 
that MiniDisc appears to be a 
very attractive format • 
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Before the days of the 
analogue-digital schism, 
few debates raged more 

furiously than the class ques-
tion. Not the struggle of 
proletarian against capitalist, 
instead the controversy of 
whether to use Class A or 
Class B amplification. 

It is possible to have two 
types of amplifiers because of a 
demonstrable property of all 
musical sounds: that they are 
symmetrical. An oboe reed 
vibrates minutely back and 
forth when it is blown. The air 
inside a flute swells and 
compresses by an equal and 
opposite amount as it is played. 
A guitar string twangs back and 
forth. When a loudspeaker 
reproduces the sounds of each 
of these instruments, it too 
must vibrate back and forth 
exactly (or as nearly exactly as 
possible) following the con-
tours of the original sound. 
Similarly, the current at the 
output terminals of the 
amplifier must vibrate back and 
forth in order to drive the 
loudspeaker. 

Each vibration is termed a 
'cycle' but there is nothing truly 
cyclical about sound or 
electrical signals. Engineers talk 
about cycles of signal in the 
same way you or I might talk 
about Autumn "coming around 
again" in the "cycle of the 
seasons", when what we really 
mean is that a year has passed 
and the pattern of nature is 
repeating itself in the way we 
expect. 

Patterns and Cycles 

Any repeating pattern can be 
thought of as a cycle and any 
musical sound, or indeed any 
musical signal, comprises many 
of these cycles. Each starts 
from nothing, grows in one 
direction, reverses back 
towards the rest position, 
grows in the opposite direc-
tion, reaches a peak and finally 
dies away again to rest. 
Engineers often term the 
alternating directions the 
'positive' and 'negative' 
directions to distinguish them. 
When a designer chooses 

between a Class A and a Class 
B amplifier design he (or she) is 
choosing between how the 
amplifier deals with the equal 
and opposite nature of musical 
signals. Put simply, the Class A 
amplifier has a single circuit 
devoted to producing both the 
positive half and the negative 
half of the musical sounds. A 

Class B amplifier has two 
circuits, one devoted to 
handling the positive-going 
halves of each cycle, the other 
devoted to handling the 
negative portions of the signal. 

Each type of amplifier has its 
merits and demerits. The Class 
A amplifier, because it has a 
single output circuit, has the 
advantage of simplicity. But it 
pays for its straightforwardness 
with a lack of efficiency. The 
Class A amplifier works as hard 
when it is reproducing silence 
as when it reproduces the 

rival, the Class A. Whereas the 
Class A type dissipates power 
all the time waiting to produce 
that fortissimo chord, the Class 
B amplifier only dissipates heat 
power as - and when - it is 
called upon to produce 
electrical power and that is 
only significant for a very small 
proportion of the time. 

But there's a catch. Music is 
a fine, delicate art form and the 
structure of the electrical 
signals that rep-esent it are fine 
and delicate too. As anyone 
who has ever broken some-

recorded message 

most awe-inspiring orchestral 
crescendo. And, as in most of 
nature, a lack of efficiency leads 
to heat being generated. 
Indeed the one sure cachet of 
a Class A amplifier is that it 
gets hot! Valves are ideally 
suited to Class A amplification 
because they do not mind 
running hot and the elegant 
circuitry is appropriate to a 
technology where the amplify-
ing devices themselves remain 
relatively expensive and bulky. 

Transistor, on the other 
hand, loathe heat. All transis-
tors walk through the valley of 
death known as 'thermal 
runaway' because it is a general 
property of transistors that 
once they start to get hot, due 
to changes with:n their physical 
structure, they tend to get 
hotter still. Heat dissipation in 
the transistors of a Class A 
audio power amplifier must be 
very carefully controlled if the 
output transistors are not to 
self-destruct. This self-aggravat-
ing thermal runaway was such 
a very great problem in early 
transistor amplifiers using 
germanium devices that Class 
A amplification was not 
practically possible. Instead 
designers, who during the age 
of valves would never have 
considered a Class B circuit for 
hi-fi, were forced into using this 
more efficient, but more 
complicated, circuit. 

Class B amplifiers are more 

Left by Richard Brice 

efficient because of their split 
personality. Remember that 
the Class B amplifier has two 
circuits, one devoted to 
handing the positive half (and 
the other devoted to handling 
the negative half) of each signal 
cycle. The important feature of 
this type of schizophrenic 
circuit is that whilst one circuit 
is on (say the positive half-cycle 
circuit) the other is off. When 
Mr Hyde is awake, Dr. Jekyll is 
asleep. When Dr. Jekyll is 
conscious, Mr Hyde slumbers. 
Each has no job to do whilst 
the other is on. So half the 
amplifier always remains idle, 
consuming no power. Even 
more amazingly, when the 
amplifier produces silence both 
halves can effectively be off! 

Beethoven to the B52s 

Now, it would be a very boring 
piece of music indeed that 
remained permanently 
fortissimo - dynamic change is 
one of the key elements which 
make up any musical work 
from Beethoven to the B52s. 

Whilst it would be a silly 
exaggeration to say that most 
music is composed of silence, 
it's certainly true (as anyone 
who owns an amplifier with a 
power-meter will tell you) that 
for the majority of the time, 
the output power produced by 
an amplifier is very small 
'ndeed. It is in this way that the 
Class B amplifier scores over its 

thing intricate into two pieces 
knows, once broken it is very 
hard to put the object back 
together again without 
revealing a flaw where the two 
halves meet. So it is exactly 
with Class B amplifiers. 

Our electrical schizophrenic 
must switch personalities 
completely and instantaneously 
if it is to work correctly. Mr 
Hyde must fall asleep precisely 
as Dr Jekyll wakes. One circuit 
must not linger, dozing, as the 
other comes awake. Neither 
must it fall asleep before the 
other is fully conscious. If these 
conditions are not fulfilled, the 
Class B amplifier produces a 
very unpleasant form of 
distortion known, not surpris-
ingly, as crossover distortion. 
The complete elimination of 
this highly audible and unpleas-
ant form of signal mutilation 
represents the Holy Grail of 
the last twenty-five years of 
power amplifier design • 

n Class B one amplifying device handles 

the positive half cycle, the other the 
negative half cycle. If they do not work in 

perfect conjunction, spiky looking crossover 

distortion is produced, which sounds nasty. 

o 

o 
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p
eople have tried to cross 
the great divide between 
sound and vision many 

times. In the past, however, 
such endeavours have been 
doomed to failure. Those 
products that have looked to 
the future under the loose 
banner of 'home entertain-
ment' have inevitably found the 
future has passed them by. 

Until recently, that is. With 
the growth of NICAM stereo 
broadcasts, Dolby Surround 
and ProLogic video cassettes 
and the recent re-birth of Laser 
Disc, it can only be a matter of 
time before the 'home 
entertainment' system finally 
takes off in this country. This 
year's Penta Show, with its 
profusion of AV systems 
attested to this. 
Why has it taken so long to 

link the two media together? 
The first attempts at high 
quality sound from video, back 
in the late Seventies, suffered 
from a general lack of available 
software, sending the quality 
sound and vision systems of 
the day underground. 

More importantly, however, 
was resistance in the market-
place itself. This scared off 
software and hardware 
manufacturers, who waited in 
the wings until the time was 
right 

Thinking back to the days 
when colour television was still 
in its teen-age in this country, it 
is hardly surprising that such 
resistance was encountered. At 
the time, although stereo 
broadcast sound was on the 
drawing board, all programmes 
on television were mono-
phonic. 

Enthusiast's Toy 

The public at large were still 
unsure of adding things to their 
new-found colour sets. Most 
viewers still remembered the 
days of fragile black and white 
sets of the past, which is why 
the massive TV rental market 
appeared. I remember coming 
across my first ever domestic 
video recorder, a Philips 
device, in the home of a 
wealthy friend in about 1975 
or 1976. The video recorder 
remained a wealthy enthusi-
ast's toy until the boom times 
of the Eighties, when VHS won 
the format wars and the video 
rental shop became common-
place. 

The biggest problem in the 
early days was a lack of 
software. Until the format war 
settled down, the video store 

could not exist; it would be like 
stocking a library with every 
title in four different languages. 
This meant that there was 
early reluctance to release a 
title on video by the film-
makers, due to the plethora of 
formats. 

Stereo sound was still a 
distant ideal. Even in the 
cinema, Dolby souna did not 
become widespread until the 
end of the Seventies; it is 
difficult to think of a film before 
about 1975 that was originally 
printed in stereo, short of the 
biggest of big budget block-
busters. 

In the Eighties, things began 
to change. More and more 

Logic set-ups is anathema to 
the sales assistant in a high-
street multiple store. 

Although many correctly 
suggest that the TV/Video 
market is dominated by the 
uninformed purchaser, there is 
a greater potential market in 
specialist AN equipment than 
currently exists in the hi-fi 
market After all, how many 
homes do not have a televi-
sion? 

The next few years will be 
interesting with regard to 
matters Audio-Visual. Laser 
Disc now has almost 1,000 
titles under its belt; unlike the 
conventional video machine, 
many of these are compara-

Feedback from Alan Sircom 

sircom's circuits 

films were being made in 
stereo. The technology behind 
the television and the video 
recorder became cheaper and 
more reliable. It was only a 
matter of time before stereo 
sound could be introduced. 
Towards the end of the 
decade, the video had insinu-
ated itself into popular culture. 

By 1990, the infrastructure 
for home theatre was virtually 
complete. NICAM stereo 
broadcasts were in their last 
stages of testing in this country 
and hi-fi video had become 
established. Today, the ability 
to cope with stereo signals, 
NICAM or not, has become 
one of the principal factors in 
the purchase o- rental of 
television equipment, thought 
to be important in upwards of 
a 30% share of that market. 
And that figure can only rise, as 
stereo TV and video prices 
drop. 

Many audiophiles look on 
this as a gloomy prospect, 
suggesting that it is the 
beginning of the end of the hi-fi 
industry. I don't share their 
pessimism, but instead feel that 
it potentially expands the hi-fi 
industry in a way that simply 
could not have happened five 
years ago. 

Imagine a typical couch 
potato, one who buys their 
own equipment. They are keen 
to spend considerable amounts 
on their television and video, 
but still confine the ft-fi to lo-fi, 
a cheap midi system, for 
example. To get the best out 
of their video system. they 
need to seek specialist advice; 
the high-street multiples are no 
help, as such systems are 
outside their jurisdiction. 

To get the best sound out 
of their video system involves 
good equipment and the step 
up to hi-fi audio is only around 
the corner. When it comes to 
Laser Disc machines, which can 
play conventional CDs as well, 
this step is far closer than ever 
before. 

Suited to the Specialist 

Paradoxically, those who 
are best suited to selling good 
stereo or Pro Logic systems 
are the specialist hi-fi dealers; 
the very people who were 
most scornful of televsion 
systems in the past. Their 
experience in matching and 
installing hi-fi is well suited to 
making up high quality sound 
systems for television. The 
comparatively complicated 
cabling and installation of Pro 

tively 'high-brow', with audio-
visual recordings of classical 
and operatic pieces. Sound and 
vision quality is demonstrably 
better than VHS, although the 
same was also true of Sony's 
unsuccessful Betamax format 
I hate playing sooth-sayer, as 

pages of past magazines are 
filled with incorrect predictions, 
hailing Elcassette and Quadra-
phonic Sound as 'the way 
fonNard'.1 do think that there 
will be an increasingly large 
market for the all-in-one A-V 
system, as the sales of software 
start to diminish. It gives the 
baby boom market something 
to play with while the kids play 
Nintendo. 

Finally, this will be my last 
column for Hi-Fi World 
magazine. Before 1 hang up my 
keyboard, a few final pointers: 
1) Stay neutral. After all, look 
what it's done for Sweden. 
2) Keep everything level, 
especially your head when it 
comes to upgrading. 
3) If in doubt, buy more 
recordings. 
4) Forget what I said about 
Sweden. 

So long, and thanks for all the 
fish • 
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TANNOY 
Tannoy have tweaked a thousand 605 loudspeakers. Dominic Baker measures, 

T
annoy's Limited Edition version 
of the 605 loudspeaker, the 
605LE, is the result of the 

company's research into high quality 
crossover components. Though it is 
based loosely on the standard model, 
the drive units are inverted on the 
baffle, with the tweeter below the 
bass/mid driver, and specially selected 
polypropylene capacitors are used in 
the crossover. These are considered 
the best sounding variety of capacitor 
available for audio purposes. 

Experimentation, however, has led 
Tannoy a stage further. Wrapping 
these high-quality caps in Tan-Tak and 
then securing it with heatshrink, the 
engineers believe, radically improves 
the sound of a loudspeaker. There is 
more to the LE-suffixed 
605 than this, though. 
Externally, there are 
gold-plated bi-wiring 
terminals; top and 
bottom plates are 
damped with lead shot, 
and internally solid core 
cable is soldered to the 
drive units and crosso-
ver with silver solder. 
These extras are 
responsible for the 
thirty pounds added on 
to the standard 605's 
£159.99 price tag. A thousand pairs 
have been made for the UK, with a 
further 500 destined for abroad. 

The 605's use a I inch aluminium 
dome tweeter and a 6.5 inch 
moulded cone bass/mid driver hard 
wired to the minimalist crossover 
network where the Tan-Taked caps 
can be found. Steering away from 
tradition, the enclosure is six-sided, 
enabling individual panel size to be 
reduced, increasing rigidity and 
lessening panel resonance. The other 
main advantage of this shape is that 
standing waves easily set up in a 
rectangular cabinet are greatly cut 
down by its irregular dimensions. 

For listening Tannoy provided us 
with a pair of matching stands. These 
comprise a wooden top, a bottom 
plate and an extruded aluminium 
pillar. This has no pre-cut thread, so 
assembling them means forcing the 

self-tapping screws into the aluminium 
tube - which takes time, effort, and 
ultimately results in blisters. Addition-
ally, the upright is so thin that it ' rings' 
willingly when tapped; we filled it with 
dry silver sand to damp what is 
otherwise a large tuning fork. 

SOUND QUALITY 

My abiding impression of the current 
Tannoy range - including the standard 
605 - is that, generally, the speakers 
offer good apparent bandwidth, with 
satisfactorily deep bass and extended 
treble, a high level of general ability in 
terms of low colouration, sharp 
imaging and what have you, and quite 
strong dynamics. 

that they draw attention past such 
matters. 

The 605 has become much more 
lucid; it takes a listener closer to a 
performance. The contribution and 
sound of the two drive units has 
dirùnished, whilst the amount of 
music they convey has increased 
proportionally. This new insight - and 
a greater sense of coherence - is the 
605's greatest gain. It helps bridge the 
gap between the sort of well-etched 
outline representation of a perform-
ance a good loudspeaker in this class 
can provide, and the full and almost 
overwhelming analysis that a real 
monitor can offer. 
I started to notice how noise gates, 

artificial reverberation and similar 
effects were being used 
to enhance recordings: 
the initial crash and 
panned reverberant 
echo of a hard strike 
against a cymbal is the 
sort of event the 
605LEs highlight 
Normally, this sort of 
thing is just another 
constituent of a 
performance that 
passes by unnoticed; 
but the 605LEs put a 
magnifying glass onto 

such events, revealing them for what 
they really are, pushing them forward 
and into your attention. 

But there is a price to pay. In fact - 
a few. Firstly, the 605LE has lost the 
amenable character of the 605; it is 
now a more intense and demanding 
beast to listen to. Its improved treble 
definition sharply delineates individual 
events, making for a busier but also 
sharper and more incisive presenta-
tion. The impression everyone 
comments upon is how the speaker 
sounds brighter and sharper, a view I 
would agree with. I found it initially 
more demanding upon the ear. 

Another suspicion I have about 
this process, however, concerns the 
innate properties of Compact Disc. 
Some of the extra incisiveness and, at 
times, treble 'blasting' I heard was not 
a property of the speaker so much as 
its strengthened ability to convey 

a busier but also 
sharper and more 

incisive presentation. 

So what are the reservations? A 
slight raggedness is how I would put 
it, or conversely, some lack of 
smoothness and integration across 
the audio band. The old Planet Series, 
of which the Mercury was the finest 
example, sounded smoother. I've 
never been quite sure in my mind 
that these polygonal successors have 
established a clear lead over the 
Planets they replaced, although the 
baby 603 packs an unusually good 
punch for its size and price. 

The tweaks carried out on the 605 
to make it a Limited Edition model 
luckily help to address some of the 
blemishes - most especially integra-
tion. It's not so much, I felt, that the 
drive units or the speaker's response 
has become smoother, for the 605LE 
has not become silky sounding, it is 
that other important and engaging 
properties have been so enhanced 
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LIMITED 
and Noel Keywood and Eric Braithwaite listen to, the Limited Edition'. 

truthfully what exists on a disc. 
Where bog standard electrolytic 
capacitors smoothe over powerful, 
short term, high frequency events, 
polypropylenes of the sort used in the 
LE tweak let them th ,-ough. With CD 
in particular you don't always end up 
with a sweeter, more amenable 
sound, but instead one that is coarser 
and more aggressive. Gone is the 
gentle smoothing and concealing of 
CD treble; it's hello to CD treble in 
all its occasionally gruesome glory - 
gritty distortion and all. 
A general 

character I 
would attach to 
the 605LE is one 
of dry analysis; it 
has what I loosely 
describe as a 
'crackle' to its 
sound. "t is sharp, 
crisp, analytical, 
precise; it almost sprts 
out the information. 
Various souls not well 
acquainted with such a 
possibi'ity looked hare 
pressed when asked to 
listen to the 605LE. They 
were assailed as well as 
impressed; these speakers 
are in some war; an edge-
of-the-seat listenng, 
experience - they demand 
attention and almost force 
involvement. 

The 605LE is a fundamen-
tally balanced, wide-band 
design. It hasn't been tinkered 
with to possess a particular 
character, such as 'warmth' or 
'brightness'. I did feel that the 
speaker lacked deep bass extension 
and. I'm told by others, their bass is 
on the light side. But they are tuneful 
in the bass - there's no one-note 
effect - and have quite good speed 
and impact. Only before running in 

they demand attention and almost force 
involvement. 
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MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS 
THE SOUND OF EXCELLENCE 
_ 

Design & Development Studio 11 Penfold Cottages Penh)Id Lane 
Holmer Green Bucks HP15 6XR Tel & Fax: ( 0494) 714058 
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ANODISED SPUN ALUMINIUM CONED DRIVERS 

Cone Impedance Power Handling Frequercy Range Total Price 

50mm 8/16 ohms 25w cont. (Music Power 50vv) 100Hz - 20kHz £39.00 ea. 

50mm 4/8 ohms 35w cont. (Music Power 70w) 100Hz - 20kHz £39.00 ea. 

100mm 8 ohms 90w cont. (Music Power 180w) 35Hz - 6kHz £80.75 ea. 

100mm 4 ohms 100w cont. (Music Power 200w) 35Hz - 6kHz £80.75 ea. 

150mm 8 ohms CLOSED 100w cont. (Music Power 200w) UPWARDS' £96.35 ea 

150mm 8 ohms REFLEX 110w cont. (Music Power 220w) "UPWARDS' £96.35 ea. 

12d8 Passive Crossover 150 or 300Hz • 6dB/600Hz • 6d8/3000Hz £47.00 pr 

_ Active Crossover available 

35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • BUILT FOR RELIABILITY 
WARRANTY 

Trade Prices and brochures available on request. 
SUPPLIED ONLY DIRECT FROM 
BANDOR MANUFACTURING (UK? 

Music... the art of expressing or stirring emotion by 

melodious & harmonious combination of sounds. 

High Fidelity equipment deserves high fidelity 

interconnects, minimal signal loss, minimum colouration, 

maximum music. 

The Chord Company Connection... High quality 

components, gold and silver, nickel and copper. Din 

plugs, cannons, jack plugs, mini jacks, 

phono plugs 

gold plated 

Long runs 

for A/V 

probably 

scart to scart 

available. Gold 

plugs, wall sockets, 

way blocks. Craftsmanship, rigorous testing, and attention 

to detail. 
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and sockets, 

scart plugs. 

of cable 

systems, 

the best 

connection 

plated mains 

hard wired four 

Chord Company Interconnects and Accessories 

Built by Music Lovers For Music Lovers 

Make The Connection Today 

For more Information, call write or fax: 

The Chord Company, 

54 The Stables, Windsor Road, Salisbury, Wilts SP2 7DX 

Tel: 0722 331674 Fax: 0722 411388 

A NEW APPROACH 
Have you ever thought that many speakers 
you audition , apart from having to be used 
on expensive stands, have little bass exten-
sion , and look like a standard black box ? 

Our new SPHINX loudspeaker is none of 
these. Finished in real wood to your choice, 
they will blend perfectly to your home. 

The sound ? Clear, dynamic, and power-
ful. An internal bass unit extends the 
response deep enough for a church organ, 
without boom mess . 

The price ? A reasonable £999. 
We think you'll agree they are worth 
adding to your system. High sensitivity 
makes them a good match for valve 
amplification, yet there is enough head-
room for our bl Power Amplifier of over 
100 watts rms. 

fuller 's audio combining innovation with classic design 

if you would like further information , or 
your local dealer cannot arrange an 
audition for you , please contact us . 

[TWOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE 

NAME  

ADDRESS 

Fuller's Audio, 20 Tunbridge Road, 
Southend-on-Sea, Essex 552 6LT 0702 612116 
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did I find the LEs 
constrained by 
tightress. 

If you're wondering 
why i say "others" say 
their bass is light, it is 
because I seem to 
prefer a slightly light 
bass balance. Having 
modified and lived 
with Celestion SL-
6000 subwoofers and 
the REL subwoofer, 
both augmenting my 
own modified Quad 
ESL-63s, a preference 
for Lght-ish bass may 
seem curious, but it is 
borne of experience. 
Heavy bass soon 
becomes intrusive and 
tedious, overwhelming 
the music and weigh-
ing down the rhythm 
in an acoustic morass 
of continuing bass 
reflections around the 
room. So the light-ish 
but quite well defined 
bass of the 605LE was 
quite to my taste, but 
it may not be to others. Since Tannoy 
loudspeakers have always been 
incredibly robust, I wouldn't say this 
speaker wasn't for headbangers. Just 
don't expect to have your rib cage 
tickled by high impact bass. 
I found the 605,LE a dry, analytical - 

perhaps coolly featured- loudspeaker 
to listen to. It possesses little warmth 
or euphony, but enormous amounts 
of dispassionate analys,s. In the best 
sense, it offers ' hi-fi' levels of resolu-
tion and detail, if perhaps without the 
smoothness one might 'ike - but that 
costs more. NK 

ERIC ADDS . . . 

I had similar reservations to Noel. I 
listened with DPA Digital's new 
transport and PDM ONE Series 3 
convertor as a source and with 

mostly Classical programme. While 
the mid-range was startlingly vivid and 
revealing, the tweeter could also 
occasionally surprise a listener with a 
distinct zip on upper piano notes, for 
example, in comparison to those a 
;ittPe lower down the scale. Tannoy's 
LE version of the 605 is far more 
emphatic than the original, except, 
surprisingly, in the range broadly 
covered by the baritone register. 
Listening to some choral pieces. I 
couldn't help feeling that the bari-
tones and basses were overshadowed 
by the higher voices. 

Pa-adoxically, what I discerned as 
sornething of a 'ack of power or 
muscle behind the bass sections of an 
orchestra was much less evident on 
chamber works or solo pieces. 
Faure's Elegy, while softened in 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

A lot of people feel that measurement is 

invalid when referring to hi-fi products. 

For this reason I was very pleased when 

the problem that we heard with these 

loudspeakers was clearly shown in the 

response plot (below). The effects Eric 

heard were almost certainly due to the 

dip in the response at 800Hz. These 

sharp drops over a short frequency range 

are audibly less noticeable to the ear 

than a long shallow dip such as the one 

shown higher up the response (2.5-5kHz). 

The frequency response was plotted 

for the 605LEs with and without the 

small foam bung placed inside the reflex 

port. The response shown was taken 

with the bung in and has the smoothest 

roll-off, which is probably the reason 

why Tannoy chose to use it. Bass is good 

to around 60Hz in the analysis, which is 

quite respectable given this speaker's 

small internal dimensions, but treble is 

rolled off early at the top end. 

Sensitivity is above average at 86dB 

sound pressure level for a one watt 

input. Impedance, measured using a full 

frequency pink noise signal to give an 

accurate measure of what the amplifier 

will see, was a high I 2.3ohms. These 

figures alone would suggest that the 

605LEs should be a relatively easy 

loudspeaker to drive. However, the 

impedance curve shows steep gradients, 

indicating that the load is reactive. For 

this reason an amplifier of around 100 

watts will be required to realize the 

605LEs full potential. DB 

;mpact in the iower registers of the 
cello, didn't sound quite as loose in 
these regions as a full orchestra did. 
Perhaps tnis is niggling, but the whole 
picture in the mid-range is so vivid it 
throws this aspect of the speaker's 
performance into relief 

Perhaps I'm asking too much, but I 
would have liked more energy, 
control and detail - perhaps a kindlier 
bloom - among the lower strings 
equivalent to the clarity and tautness 
that could be heard in brass and 
violins. Tannoy's 605LE is certainly 
attention-grabbing; but sometimes it 
sfurs over some of the orchestral 
parts other speakers reach. Then, you 
can't have everything, can you, and 
what this Limited Edition does have 
puts it some way ahead of its 
competition. F Ft titt 

Frequency Response 

o 

12 

Some treble roll off. 

Impedance 

8. 

o   
0.5 10 20 50 ioo 

High impedance 

lk 20k 

The component 

parts of 

Tannoy's 

'Limited Edition' 

605 

loudspeaker. 

Note the 

attention to 

detail, damped 

Ansar 

Supersound 

crossover 

capacitors, 

Audioquest 

internal wiring, 

central bracing 

strut which 

clamps the bass 

unit via a piece 

of Bluetak and 

lead-massed top 

and bottom 

plates. 
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TURNING THE 
TABLES 

Conventional wisdom says top-quality arms don't mate with 

inexpensive turntables. Alan Sircom combines an SME 309 

arm with a Systemdek to test the theory. 

A
widely-held belief current 
held among turntable 
enthusiasts is that it is unwise 

to use an expensive arm on an 
inexpensive turntable. While there is 
some truth in the notion, like all rutes 
it has exceptions. 

The Systemdek IIX is one. Al-
though relatively inexpensive, it is a 
fully-suspended sub-chassis design like 
more expensive turntables such as 
Linn Sondeks, Voyds and Pink 
Triangles. With the acrylic platter 
fitted, the external similarity between 
the Systemdek and the Pink Triangle 
becomes even more apparent. 
Wth the instructions supplied on a 

single piece of AS card the turntable 
is simplicity itself to set up. It needs 
only the bearing filled with on from 
the syringe provided, the inner platter 
fitted into the bearing housing, the 
removal of the transit screw and the 
deck is virtually ready for play. The 
three point suspension is fully 
adjustable from the top of the plinth 
and is more than capable of handling 
all bar the heaviest or most difficult cf 
pick-up arms. 
When fitted with the separate 

electronic power supply, the IV 
becomes known as the IIXE. An 
electronic speed control does far 
more than simply turning the platter 

at 33 or 45 rpm. It adds a level of 
soph;stication and refinement to the 
IIX, delineating the spaces around the 
notes far better than before. 

Normally the Systemdek is fitted 
with a Moth RB250 arm, considered 
to be one of the finest budget 
tonearms and a worthy match. 
However, we felt it would suit the 
SME 309 pick-up arm, taking the 
combination into another class costing 
- at £868 - as much as the entry level 
Linn Sondek Bask, Akito arm and K9 
cartridge. We were obviously not the 
first people to have such an idea; the 
correct armboard was sent to us 
almost immediately. 
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Based upon the SME V, the 309 
uses an aluminium alloy armtube with 
a removable headshell. This differs 
from the one piece magnesium 
arrntubes used in the Series IV and V 
arms, reducing arm rigidity and 
strength, but at the same time cutting 
costs dramatically. The remainder of 
the components, such as the yoke, 
counterweight and mounting assem-
bly, look identical to those fitted to 
the Series V and the blend of black 
and silver gives it a purposeful a.r. 

As expected with SME 
arms everything is engineered 
to perfection, although a little 
of the luxurious feel of the V 
is lost. Arm adjustment is as 
simple as with the SME V. 
Removeable headshells have 
fallen from grace lately, but 
they allow for easy cartridge 
changes as well as precise 
adjustment of stylus azimuth. 

All the current SME arms 
are supplied with an optional 
finger lift. As the cueing lever is so 
accurate I see no reason to fit it and it 
is suggested in the manual that the 
purist would not. The manual is 
commendably laid out, in the marner 
of all SME literature and is a model of 
its kind. 

With a combination as unusual as 
the Systemdek/SME tested here, the 
choice of cartridges is wide. One 
school of thought would be to go for 
a low-priced moving magnet model 
and keep the system under the 
thousand pound price bracket. An 
alternative is a more expensive 
moving coil cartridge resulting in a 
high-end package, but still one on a 
shoe-string by comparison with 
others. 

Feeling patriotic, using a Japanese 
cartridge with a Scottish turntable and 
an English arm seemed out of place, 
so two Goldring cartridges were 
called into play: at the lower end a 
member of the 1000 series moving 
magnet cartridges, at the high end the 
Goldring Excel moving coil. If the 
turntable instils a character of its own 
it will be apparent with one of these 
cartridges. I also happened to have a 
Moth RB250 arm on a Systemdek 
armboard so that the more prosaic 
set-up could be compared directly. 

The more expensive deck/arm 
combination does have a lot going for 
it. They combine together well, the 
neutrality and broad dynamic scale of 
the acrylic-plattered Systemdek melds 
with the even-handed nature of the 
SME. They are not perfect; there is a 
touch of brashness and lack of detail 
in comparison to the super decks. 
This is most noticeable with the Excel 
cartridge, which sounds a trifle hard-
edged; quite unlike its normally polite 
character. 

This is not to say that the 
Systemdek/SME combination is 

lacking in detail, or brash. It is only 
when it is compared against one of 
the top decks, usually costing thou-
sands more, that it might be found 
lacking. For the price, however, it is an 
unusually detailed and civilised 
combination, never standing in the 
way of the music. It could readily act 
as a platform for a high end cartridge, 
but I feel that is not the point of the 
exercise; fitted with a low price, high 
quality cartridge such as a Goldring 
1042 or a Sumiko Blue Point, the 

with the most fearsome passages 
without difficulty. Even Previn's 
interpretation of Cari Orffs Carmina 
Burana sounded alive and natural, 
whereas normally the theme music to 
The Omen can sound less than 
demonic with any turntable short of 
the best. 

There is a fine sense of space 
around the very clear and coherent 
instrumental voices. Old mono 
recordings, such as those of Billie 
Holiday lose some of the life and 

verve the recordings were 
graced with in the Thirties 
and Forties. Such recordings 
can sound tired on cheaper 
decks, but with the 
Systemdek/SME combina-
tion there is no such 
problem. 

Going back to the 
same player with the RB250 
arm, a great deal of the 
detail and refinement in the 
sound is stripped away. The 

fundamental character of the turnta-
ble is still apparent but the level of 
sophistication that puts the player on 
a par with the top league is dimin-
ished. 
When one has lived with a 

turntable of the quality of the 
Anniversary/SME V combination for 
some time, cheaper turntables tend 
to lose their magic. The Systemdek 
IIXE is an exception. If the icy fingers 
of recession ever laid waste to my 
wallet so that I had to sell my Pink 
Triangle, the Systemdek IIXE AP 
would be my consolation; the SME 
309 would soon follow suit. 

There is a lot to recommend in 
the combination of Systemdek IIXE 
AP turntable and SME 309 pick-up 
arm. It questions the current thinking 
so successfully that it opens up a 
wealth of possibilities. It is sad that it 
has taken until the end of the vinyl era for 
such possibilities to be realised • 

"an unusually 

detailed and civilised 

combination." 

Systemdek/SME combination has the 
potential to be a giant killer 

Where the Systemdek is strongest 
is in its sense of balance. It has a great 
deal of the absence of character I find 
beguiling in my own Pink Triangle 
Anniversary/SME V combination, 
albeit in a diluted form. There is no 
area that is unnaturally fierce or band 
though perhaps fundamentally it lacks 
the absolute rhythmic integrity of the 
starter Linn. 
On tracks like The Orb's ' Backside 

of the Moon' the Systemdek/SME's 
timing was only slightly short of the 
mark, when compared to combina-
tions costing over twice as much. The 
spatial information produced by the 
combination is very three-dimen-
sional, o-eating an admirably wide, 
deep and high stage. Combined with 
this neutral presentation and the near 
tangible soundstage, the combination 
is also surprisingly dynamic, coping 

44 Underneath 

the 

Systemdek, 

showing the 

suspended 

sub-chassis, a 

rarity at this 

price-level. At 

left is the 

power supply 

(normally 

enclosed in a 

box which 

matches the 

plinth) which 

allows speed 

to be changed 

from 33 to 

45rpm without 

removing the 

platter. 
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TO 
Combining a 

high-quality arm like the SME309 

with a Systemdek leaves enough change from £ 1000 

to spend on a cartridge. Noel Keywood listens to four contenders. 

ARCAM P-77 

The Arcam P-77 is a magnesium-bodied 
cartridge with profiled stylus, costing 
£69.95. Its rigid metal body firmly anchors 
the generator assembly, improving sound 
quality. Interestingly, the headshell of the 
309 is magnesium too, meaning the two 
items interface perfectly. The P-77 tracks 
at around I .8gms. 

SOUND QUALITY 

Having turned in a mediocre measured 
performance, and having listened to a 
warm yet competent-sounding P-77 in the 
past, I wasn't expecting too much from 
this latest incarnation. I got a surprise. 

This new P-77 has the tightest, richly 
textured and deepest bass I have heard 
from a moving magnet cartridge. What a 
shock to play Clapton's 'Pretending' after 
the Ortofon and find that not only is 
there a bass line, but that it nicely under-
pins the track with an unpretentious yet 
fluent exploitation of the bass scale. 
When the notes went low, the P-77 
didn't flinch; it drove downwards with 
them, putting some real low-end power 
through the loudspeakers. After the other 
cartridges, it was impressive. 

E 
I noticed also an engagingly clean and 

precise handling of transients; the regular 
percussion of a wooden block on a Mink 
de Ville track beating out a clear time 
signature. .I strongly suspect that the 
magnesium bodied version of the P-77 I 
tested works especially well when bolted 
into the magnesium headshell and rigid 
arm of an SME 309. I heard a generally 
tight and controlled sound, expressive in 
its rhythmic ability. 

Unfortunately, the P-77 does also have 
weaknesses. It delivers a smooth and soft 
sound, if not a dull one. The stylus digs 
out little in the way of real detail and 
imaging was on the vague side. On 
complex performances, some muddle set 
in and a diffuse presentation was the 
nor-m. at high frequencies. Whilst the P-77 
excelled in bass reproduction, it was 
generally vaguer further up the audio 
band, although never offensive or unpleas-
ant. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The Arcam P77 differs from most modern 
cartridges in possessing an upper mid-
range droop, as the analysis clearly shows. 
This was once a common problem, being 
the result of high generator impedance, 
and it resulted in a warm sound, usually 
accompanied by ' spit' from a treble peak. 
The P77 had to be loaded by 350pF to 
tame the peak and raise upper mid-band 
output as much as possible to lessen the 
droop. All the same, it will have a 'warm' 
sounding tonal balance in comparison to 
most competitors. 

Tracking ability was very high, both at 
low frequencies where compliance affects 
behaviour, and in the mid-band where tip 
mass comes into the picture. The P77 
cleared a 25cms/sec torture track easily, 
where most other cartridges fail. In 
practice I doubt whether this unit would 
ever sound at all strained. It was tested at 
the recommended downforce of I . 8gms. 

The P77 rides high, which is good for 
warp and ripple clearance, but it produces 

more vertical distortion than usual (2.5% 
seconci harmonic compared to 0.7% for 
the Roksan) as a result. However, its 
vertical tracking angle was spot on at 22 
degrees. This was peculiar, as was 
generator asymmetry and incorrect 
alignment, which resulted in a poor I 8dB 
separation figure on one channel and a 
normal 25dB on the other. I'd expect this 
to contract stage width slightly. Output 
was high at 5.9mV at 5cms/sec RMS and 
channel imbalance satisfactory at 0.6dB. 

The P77 had blemishes, but these will 
not intrude much in practice, providing it 
is loaded properly and, of course, its warm 
sound is acceptable. In a bright sounding 
system, this characteristic could be 
beneficial. 

TEST RESULTS 
Tracking force 
Weight 
Load capacitance 
Vert tracking angle 
Frequency response 
Channel separation 
Tracking ability (300Hz): 
lateral 
vertical 
lateral ( I kHz) 
Distortion (45µm): 
lateral 
vertical 
Output (5cms/sec) 
Channel imbalance 

Frequency Response 

3 

o 

12.5 

Steadily falling treble 

I .8gms 
6.3gms 
350pF 

22° 
20Hz-20kHz 

2IdB 

90µm 
4511m 

25cms/sec 

0.8% 
/5% 

5.9mV 
0.6dB 

20k 
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GOLDRING 1042 

Goldnng make the impressive 1042 
cartridge, priced at £89.95, a model we 
could not ignore in this price bracket. 
Carefully honed over time, it is a conven-
tional design that offers a fine balance of 
properties. The long contact stylus profile 
tracks at around I . 8gms. 

SOUND QUALITY 

I was happy to re-acquaint myself with this 
cartridge, having used a 1040 for some 
time in the past. Goldring's 1000 Series 
cartridges have a generous strength to 
their sound, delivering plentiful bass and 
wide-scale dynamics. It's an ability that 
makes them seem unconstrained and 
realistic in contrast to some of the 'flatter' 
sounding moving magnet cartridges, and I 
strongly suspect their Pocan plastic bodies, 
plus a well-anchored stylus assembly, 
helps produce this impression. Whilst the 
1042 has generous bass, it is of moving 
magnet quality, having a certain air of 
softness and roundness that a good 
moving coil design would suggest was not 
necessarily the case. 

In the 1042 Goldring have smoothed 
out the treble, largely removing the 
brightness of the 1040. Yet this has been 
achieved without compromising the 
superb detailing that was available, the 
most delicate subtleties being lifted from 
the groove with admirable ease by the 
1042. This helps it sound both analytical 
yet sophisticated in the fulsomeness and 
complexity of ts rendition. It provides a 
beautifully tactle sensation to the repro-
duction of hand drums, for example, the 
initial 'thwack' coming with both speed 
and strength. Low distortion and superb 
tracking comb;ne to offer a smooth, fluid 
delivery f-ee from strain. Orchestras swell 
to a climax with no hint of uncertainty. 

The 1042 images very well, throwing a 
clear projection onto centre stage of most 
vocalists, something that is helped by the 
ability of the stylus to keep the compo-
nents of a performance, instruments and 
vocalists for instance, well apart. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The 1042 measures well all round, but like 
many finely honed designs, it needs to see 
certain operating conditions. In particular, 1 

found that load capacitance was critical; 
either too little or too much resulted in a 
treble peak Goldring recommend 150pF; 
this must be met within about 30pF for 
the flat frequency response shown in the 
analysis to be achieved, one that stretches 
from 20Hz to 20kHz within 2dB limits. 

Tracking was very good both at low 
frequencies, where hinge compliance 
matters, and at middle frequencies where 
tip mass enters the equation. At I .75gms 
downforce, as recommended by Goldring, 
this cartridge sails through even torture 
test tracks. 

To obtain low overall distortion, a 
vertical tracking angle approaching 22 
degrees is needed. The 1042 gets close at 
25 degrees. This does make it ride low 
however, ripples and raised disc edges 
sometimes catching the body. 

At 6mV output for 5cms/sec RMS tip 
velocity, the 1042 delivers quite a strong 
signal, a feature that helps keep noise 
down. Channel balance was perfect, but 
separation limited at 22dB. 

The 1042 is well engineered all round; 
it offers a high standard of measured 
performance. 

TEST RESULTS 
Tracking force 
Weight 
Load capacitance 
Vert tracking angle 
Frequency response 
Channel separation 
Tracking ability (300Hz): 
lateral 
vertical 
lateral ( I kHz) 
Distortion (45µ m): 
lateral 
vertical 
Output (5cms/sec) 
Channel imbalance 

Frequency Response 

+3 

o 

1.75gms 
6.3gms 
I 50pF 

25° 
20Hz-20kHz 

22dB 

901.tm 
45µm 

24cms/sec 

0.5% 
1.2% 
6mV 
0.2dB 

12.5 20k 

Falling mid-range, small treble lift 

ORTOFON 540 

Ortofon make a wide range of cartridges, 
including moving coils, and have a long 
history of doing so. Their 540 is priced at 
£99.95 and, being very compliant, tracks 
at around I . 25gms - a lower figure than 
that of the other three models. Tracking 
force does not determine record wear 
though; pressure at the tip face is what we 
are worried about and this is dependent 
upon contact area as well as downforce. 
Having said that, the 540 was a great 
tracker. 

SOUND QUALITY 

One of my favourite MM cartridges was 
an Ortofon - a black VMS40E that rode 
right down on the disc surface. It sounded 
wonderfully smooth, rich and detailed. My 
experience has shown me the later 500 
Series, of which the 540 is a part, offered 
no improvement over the VMS cartridges. 
I was hoping the 540 would change this, 
but sadly it only reinforced the view. 

Here's an obviously bright-sounding 
cartridge; it possesses a hard shimmer that 
can turn to harshness across the upper 
mid-band, tainting complex performances 
with a hard clatter I found a : ittle objec-
tionable at times. The worst manifestation 
of this came with Eric Clapton's ' Pretend-
ing', from the Journeyman LP. I found this 
sufficiently harsh and muddled sounding to 
get up and take it off. As part of the test 
routine, the other cartridges were obliged 
to show their mettle with this recording 
and whilst in places I might have wished 
for a little more from them, none became 
unpleasant. If they had sins, they were 
more of omission than commission. 

Superficially, the 540 sounds clear, 
detailed and forward, but it takes little 
time for the harshness to make itself 
known. Down at the other end of the 
audio spectrum I found bass weak and 
forced; it seemed not to want to play. 
Clearly the 540 is less than happy sound-
ing when pushed to produce a bass line. 
Unfortunately for Ortofon, Arcam's P-77 
cartridge, which has superb bass, followed 
it into the SME arm; it was a damning 
contrast. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The 540 is quite unlike earlier Or-totons. 
For a start it doesn't aim for correct 
vertical tracking angle and very low 
distortion, as they always used to. The 
cartridge rides quite high off a disc, giving 
it better warp and lip clearance than both 
previous models and the Roksan Cows 
Black in particular. 

The downside is a vertical tracking 
angle of 25 degrees, resulting in 3% 
second harmonic distortion, rather more 
than that from the Roksan and Goldring 
cartridges. 

Another departure from tradition is a 
reduction in capacitive loading from 400pF 
to I 50pF. Once upon a time, special clip-
on capacitors were available to 'flatten' 
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  little over 100 years ago Gianni Bettini became 
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things mechanical Lieutenant ttini began In tun r this 
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first realistic recordings of famous contemporary opera 
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cylinders' including his holiness Pope Leo XIII. Ills 'inicio-
reproducer' phonograph was first in a line of successful 
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fidelity. 
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Ortofons; now they work at what is 
assumed to be a typical and commonly 
seen capacitance (approximately 50pF for 
leads and I 00pF in the amp.). With such a 
load, frequency response stretched from 
20Hz up to 20kHz within 2dB limits, the 
analysis showing just a small peak of 
+ I .7dB at I 6kHz. I would expect the 540 
to sound just a bit brighter and more 
forward than the other designs because it 
has no upper mid-range dip. 

Tracking ability was superb, especially 
in the mid-band, where the 540 outper-
formed the others. Output was low-ish at 
4.3mV, which doesn't surprise me; more 
mid-band output is obtained by reducing 
coil turns, the trade-off being loss of 
output 

The 540 is well engineered, but it is 
unlike earlier Ortofons in needing a 
normal I 50pF capacitive load - and it is as 
sensitive to this load as the Roksai and 
Goldring. 

TEST RESULTS 

Tracking force 

Weight 

Load capacitance 

Vert tracking angle 

Frequency response 

Channel separation 

Tracking ability (300Hz): 

lateral 

vertical 

lateral ( 1 kHz) 

Distortion (45pm): 

lateral 

vertical 

Output (5cms/sec) 

Channel imbalance 

Frequency Response 

I .25gms 

5gms 

150pF 

25° 

20Hz-20kHz 

25dB 

90µm 

45µm 

25cms/sec 

0.6% 

3% 

4.2mV 

0.3dB 

12.5 20k 

Rising mid-range, plus treble lift 

ROKSAN CORUS BLACK 

Roksan's Carus Black is made by Goldring 
and bears certain similarities with their 
range - and shares their strengths. But it is 
certainly not the same. Even the price is 
different - £ 120. It has a Gygerll profiled 
stylus that tracks at around I .9gms. 

SOUND QUALITY 

I put the Cows Black on after the I 042 
and was met with much the same change 
I have encountered before, albeit this time 
a little more pronounced, my memory 
tells me. The chief difference between the 

two is a slightly lighter and drier presenta-
tion from the Roksan, which is almost 
certainly a function of its raised upper 
mid-band output. 

The Corus Black was noticeably less 
detailed in its treble reproduction though; 
I found it generally a little bland and vague 
after the 1042, but in smoothing over or 
submerging finer details it took a neutral 
stance, not offending by blatant distortion 
of truth - like the P77 for example. On 
the whole, I liked the basic presentational 
stance of the Corus, but felt it was 
compromised by the loss of fine detail. I 
wished to hear into the performance 
more, but could not; it was a little 
frustrating. 

Stereo images were less cleanly etched 
than is possible, yet the Cows still images 
well by moving magnet standards. A little 
vagueness about the exact position of a 
singer was quite well countered by that 
same singer sounding full bodied and real. 
The high tracking ability and low distortion 
of the Cows make for a clean, unstrained 
sound. There's just a little less prominence 
and a bit more speed in the bass, com-
pared to the 1042, but otherwise the 
Cows shares the same basic characteris-
tics, offering a great sense of dynamic 
scale, with the promise to shock at times. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Although manufactured by Goldring and 
superficially similar to the 1042, the Cows 
Black's measured performance is in fact 
sufficiently different to show that under 
the skin it is not the same. Less bass lift 
suggests higher compliance; a peculiar 
glitch in the response at I . 5kHz is 
indicative of structural resonance and the 
treble peak is more pronounced, probably 
because the tip has a different profile, 
contact area and, therefore, resonant 
behaviour. However, as with the 1042, 
the Corus Black is sensitive to load 
capacitance, needing I 50pF in all for least 
treble peaking. With this applied, the 
cartridge provides a frequency response 
that stretches from 20Hz to 20kHz within 
2dB limits - a good performance. 

Roksan have lowered the cantilever in 
order to get vertical tracking angle down 
to 20 degrees, in order to lessen distor-
tion. The cartridge rides very low as a 

result, but it does produce very little 
distortion, as intended. It also tracks well 
at low frequencies, where compliance is 
important, and at high frequencies where 
tip mass affects matters. 

The Cows Black is a very well engi-
neered cartridge that provides an excel-
lent measured performance, but ideally it 
should be loaded with I 50pF total - 
within about 30pF limits - to avoid treble 
peaking and sharpness. 

TEST RESULTS 

Tracking force 

Weight 

Load capacitance 

Vert tracking angle 

Frequency response 

Channel separation 

Tracking ability (300Hz): 

lateral 

vertical 

lateral ( 1 kHz) 

Distortion (45p m): 

lateral 

vertical 

Output (5cms/sec) 

Channel imbalance 

Frequency Response 

+3« 

0 . 

-3 • 

1.9gms 

6.7gms 

I 50pF 

20° 

20Hz-20kHz 

22dB 

9011m 

45µm 

23cms/sec 

0.6% 

0.7% 

6mV 

0.3dB 

2.5 20k 

Flat mid-range and treble peak 

CONCLUSION 
Both the Ortofon 540 and the Arcam 
P-77 ride at a normal height above a 
record's surface, making them reasonably 
resilient to varying circumstances of use. 
With Ortofon, this amounts to a change 
of heart since years ago they too used to 

produce compliant and low slung 
cartridges. Ironically, many of them 

sounded superb, rather better than the 
540 in this group, which I found 
unimpressive. Arcam's P-77 would be 
my choice from these two; it has superb 

bass, plus unrivalled transient attack and 
timing, even if it is a little vague and 
ordinary further up through the audio 
band. 

But perhaps your record collection 

is tightly packed between shelf dividers 
and warps are few and far between. If so, 
the Roksan Corus Black and Goldring 
I 042 won't be faced with vinyl hilIclimbing. 
They offer the best sound - and by a clear 

margin in my view. Whilst the Roksan is 
light, dry and clean sounding. I have to say 
that I preferred the wealth of treble 
detail and fine sense of analysis proffered 
by the Goldring. There is just a touch of 
warmth and softness in its sound, which 
defines its overall character, yet this 
cartridge has broad ability and, at the 
price, makes the most of LP. 
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...continued from page I 5 

¡tes, as it became boring to read 
these pages over and over, 
looking for something new 
without satisfaction. 

Room acoustics, a phenom-
enon that is part of a hi-fi system, 
has a definite influence on sound 
quality. Why don't you inform us 
more on the subject regularly, 
and give advice and hints on 
how to treat room acoustics to 
the advantage of sound repro-
duction. It surely deserves a page 
or two each month: what do 
you think? 
J. P. Haggar, 
Alexandria, 
Egypt. 

We think it's a good idea and 
we have penned some articles 
on the subject, primarily 
concerned with positioning 
loudspeakers. The reason why 
more hasn't been written is 
solely one of complexity; room 
acoustics is nightmare of 
eigentones, pressure modes, 
acoustic impedances, standing 
waves, flutter echoes and 
heaven knows what else. It's a 
science quite different from the 
ones we're acquainted with (i.e. 
electrical and mechanical) and it 
gets very complex very quickly. 
We could ask an acoustician to 
pen something, but you 
wouldn't find it exactly enter-
taining, we assure you! 

At the same time, room 
acoustics are important and 
they can be understood in a 
simple fashion and usefully 
improved, so perhaps we had 
better think a little harder 
about the possibility. In some 
respects, room acoustics is 
more important with the Quad 
ESL-63s which you own, I recall 
from your previous letters. 

We'd always seen World 
Favourites as reference 
material, which gets updated 
regularly, if not every month. NK 

CONNECTIONS 
I was very interested to read G. C 
Hewick's letter in the November 
issue. Interconnects can change the 
sound for better or worse, as 

the following will illustrate. 
My neighbour purchased a 

well-known, highly praised British 
integrated amplifier and as I was 
planning to replace my old A60 
with something more powerful, I 
was very grateful to be lent this 
new amp for a week. The results 
were disappointing. Whilst the 
sound through my neighbour's 
Tannoys was quite good, my 
Spendor BC Is produced a fizzy, 
grainy and occasionally fierce 
treble and were obviously a 
poor match. I subsequently 
bought a British Mosfet amp 
which has been around for five 
years, but after the initial rave 
review is seldom mentioned. 
We were both using Philips 

CD850/I players, with the 
maker's interconnect, but my 
neighbour was recently lent an 
expensive Audionote lead about 
50cm long and reported a great 
improvement The treble was 
sweeter and the trace of fizz, 
audible even through the 
Tannoys, had gone. Poor CDs 
were now more playable. On 
testing this interconnect on my 
Mosfet/BC 's, there was 
certainly an improvement with 
poor CDs, but none with good 
ones. Clearly this interconnect 
was modifying the sound by 
possibly attenuating the extreme 
treble and screening out RF. 
Martin Colloms has produced 
data on several interconnects, 
and the remarkably high 
capacitance and/or inductance of 
some could feasibly affect the 
frequency response. 

Assuming that the best 
interconnect is no interconnect, I 
made up a pair of very short 
(20cm) leads with good quality 
cable. The definition on my 
Mosfet/BC I is slightly improved 
and they remain in use. We then 
tried them with the other amp 
and Tannoys, and the result was 
worse than with the Philips 
interconnect. This speaker/amp 
combination seems to need the 
modification provided by the 
Audionote leads, but it would be 
interesting to make up and test a 
balanced fully-screened lead to 
see if RF pick up is the problem. 

My final point concerns 

High quality plugs 

and cables improve 

the sound. Many 

people have success 

experimenting with 

cables and making 

up their own using 

special plugs and 

cables. 

amplifier reviews. It is clear that 
speakers and cables affect the 
rankings of amplifiers. Reviews 
with a large subjective content 
are misleading unless a range of 
ancillary equipment is tested at 
the same time. The profitability 
and even the survival of 
manufacturers can depend on 
comparative reviews, so this 
point cannot be emphasised too 
strongly. 
D. Pearson, 
Dartmouth, 
Devon. 

Capacitance and inductance do 
indeed affect the sound, often 
quite seriously, but only the 
more extreme designs possess 
such characteristics. We use 
good quality, technically 
sensible interconnects that are 
reasonably representative of 
real-life types and not unduly 
influential in their own right. 
I wouldn't agree that 

"reviews with a large subjective 
content are misleading unless a 
range of ancillary equipment is 
tested at the same time." As 
reviewers with a considerable 
amount of very varied equip-
ment passing through our 
hands, we are aware of 
potential differences or 
anomalies caused by ancillaries. 
Readers will have noticed that 
we will sometimes point out 
that certain loudspeakers will 
work at their best with solid-
core cable, for example, where 
this has a noticeable effect. 
Unfortunately, with such a 
plethora of cable designs and 
types about, it is impossible to 
test each and every product 
with a full range. EB 

KEEN BUT NOT 
GREEN 
We recently purchased 
a Lasaway CD pen from 
a company called 
Innovations Ltd., 
Euroway Business Park, 
Swindon. 

In their advertise-
ment is a testimonial 
from yourselves and I 
am somewhat surprised 
by the comments. 

Myself, our Pro-
gramme Director and 
three other keen sets of 
ears set out to put the pen to 
the test. We took two brand 
new identical CDs and treated 
one with the pen as per 
manufacturer's instructions. We 
then played the two CDs 
simultaneously in two brand new 
identical CD players with the 
ability to switch from one to the 
other and compare like with like. 
We were most disappointed not 
to be able to notice one iota of 
difference whatsoever. 

I would welcome any 
comments that you may have on 
the product. 
Bruce Warburton, 
Chief Engineer, 
Beacon Radio, 
Wolverhampton. 

As you note, we do feel that 
the Green Pen offers a subtle 
but worthwhile improvement. 
Whether you will notice it or 
feel it is worthwhile is alto-
gether another and very 
complex argument over human 
cognition and perceptual 
psychology including precon-
ceptions, expectations, peer 
group outlook, listening 
experience and a variety of 
other factors, none of which 
are simply definable or really 
within the bounds of our full 
understanding. Then there are 
the listening conditions, 
exposure times, type of music 
and other matters to consider. 
We can't comment upon your 
experience, only that we can 
understand how you might 
come to feel this. 

What we look for is 
concensus amongst a broad 
group of people. Cables, like 
the Green Pen, do not offer 
measureable improvement, yet 
you'll see a letter before this 
describing differences (one of 
many). Similarly, most people 
we have questioned seem 
happy that the Green Pen does 
make a difference. If concensus 
had it otherwise, we would 
probably hesitate to recommend it. 

Finally, specialised measure-
ments made at Loughborough 
University show that the Green 

Green ink applied to the edge of the CD 

has proved to be a controversial tweak. 

Pen does affect light output 
from the laser. Amongst the 
many imperfections of CD 
being investigated, one is the 
workings of its optical system. 
Laser Illusions of Illinois have 
provided compelling evidence 
of its problems. I suspect we'll 
be learning more about all this 
and, in retrospect, will realise 
that the Green Pen was 
effectual, albeit for reasons we 
don't fully understand. NK • 
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FEELING JITTERY? 
Alan Sircom tries out a prototype digital signal processor, designed to reduce jitter. 

W e don't usually 
review proto-
types, but 

occasionally one comes 
along that is so interesting 
we feel duty bound to try 
it. The ESTi DPP digital 
signal processor, expected 
to be priced around £495, 
was just such an exception 

It is designed to lock 
onto the electrical digital 
output signal of a CD 
transport, clean up the 
leading and trailing edge of 
the pulses in the 
datastream and virtually 
eliminate jitter, before 
sending the essentially 
rejuvenated data signal to 
the processor. It is pow-
ered by rechargeable Ni-
Cad batteries, as any other 
voltage supply would cause unwanted 
ripples that would affect the data itself. 

Obviously, as the DPP is in prototype 
form, I cannot comment on its construc-
tion, layout or appearance. In addition, as 
the prototype was developed in the Far 
East, by Tsai Hong Jen, it is difficult to 

• 

An earlier Esti product Tsai Hong-Jens valve amplifier. 

easily talk to the designer about its 
features. P.M. Components, with whom 
he works, are more than helpful, but we 
had the only device in the country, for 
which there was little product data. 

Inside the prototype there are I 2 AA 
sized Ni-Cad batteries and a small circuit 
board. On the front fascia sit two small 
toggle switches - one to power the device 

Tsai Hong-Jen, designer of the Esti digital signal processor, at work. 

and the other to switch the signal 
processor into action. There are a series 
of yellow LEDs to identify different 
sampling frecuencies and two 
knobs which adjust the leading and 
trailing edge of the pulses in the 
transport's signal. 

When it sees a 
signal, the DPP 
automatically locks 
onto the correct 
frequency and the 
attendant LED glows. 
Once a locked LED 
shines, the volume can 
be turned up on the 
amplifier and the two 
adjustment knobs 
turned until the most 
focused sound is 
achieved. Obv:ously, a Ni-Cad 
powered device has only a 
finite playing time before it 
needs recharging All that is 
needed is to turn the volume 
down, prior to switching off. 
I found the ESTi produced 

a sound not unlike a smoother version of 
DPA's Deliran clock conversion to a CD 
transport. Musc played through the DPP 
is more tidy and coherent than that 
usually attributed to CD, with a focused 
imagery similar to that from LP. Most of 
all, the ESTi processor bnngs a more 
natural and correct feel to material, 
something that is not a natura' strength of 

The Esti processor, in rack-mount prototype form. 

the CD medium. 
There seems to be no 

down side to the improve-
ments made by the DPP 
device. It doesn't affect the 
sound of the transport or 
DAC. As such, the DPP only 
comes into its own when 
used with a good transport/ 
DAC combination. It would 
be pointless having the DPP 
sandwiched between a two 
hundred pound player and a 
two hundred pound DAC; 
although it would improve 
the sound of the CD 
system, it would stil not 
move the transport/DAC 
out of first gear. 
Fitted between two high 

quality components, the 
DPP transforms the sound 
quality of the player in a 

number of ways. It adds some of the zest 
to music that is often found lacking even 

'n good CD players. 
If some of these descnptions sound 

vague, it is because the DPP has no sound 
of its own, but merely optimises the best 
from the transport and DAC. Therefore, 
changes to the sound of a CD system 
appear to be dependent on the transport 
and DAC alone. The prototype DPP did 
not appear to colour the CD/DAC 
interface at all, just purify it. 

If the final production versions which 
will appear on the market affect the sound 
of a CD/DAC combination in as positive a 
manner as the prototype obviously does, 
expect a great many to be appearing in 
Christmas letters to Santa • 
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Golden Dragon 
Precision Audio Tubes 

To attain a premium tube, sonic quality must be designed in from the start. As with any fine audio 
component, vacuum tube design is both an art and a science. With the closing of the legendary tube 

manufacturers it seemed that the magic combination would be forever lost. 

Fortunately, a group of British audiophiles and engineers have worked diligently with the Shuguang and Beijing tube factories in 
China to create tubes of the highest sound quality and reliability. No aspect of design or performance has been neglected. Countless 
prototypes were auditioned in the creation of custom audio tubes that rival the finest ever made. The results of these efforts are 
now available as Golden Dragon precision audio tubes. 

Please enquire for any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock. 

RETAIL PRICE LIST 
Golden Dragon Pre-amplifier Tubes  Singles Golden Dragon Triodes ... Singles Pairs Quads Golden Dragon Power TubesPairs Quads Octets 
' 6AQ8/ECC85 £6.50 2A3 4PIN £22.50 £47.50 £95.00 EL84/6BQ5  £8.50 £17.00 £34.00 

12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81  £6.50 2A3 OCTAI £22.50 £47.50 £95.00 E84U7189A  £12.50 £25.00 £50.00 
12A U7A/E82CC/ECC82  £6.50 211  £28.50 £59.00 £118.00 KT66  £25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00 

12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.50 300B  £69.00 £140.00 £280.00 KT88  £49.50 £99.00 £198.00 
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88  £9.50 811A £11.50 £25.00 £50.00 KT88 SUPER £59.00 £118.00 £236.00 

845 £36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00 6L6GC £18.50 £37.00 £74.00 

Special Quality Golden Dragon Pre-Amplifier Tubes . Singles 6550A £39.50 £79.00 £ 158.00 
*E81CC-01 Gold Pins  £9.50 Golden DragonPowerTubes Pairs Quads Octets •Denotes New Design or New Type 
*E82CC-01 Gold Pins  £9.50 EL34/6CA7 £18.50 £37.00 £74.00 

*E83CC-01 Gold Pins  £9.50 EL34S/6CA7S .... £25.00 £50.00 £100.00 
'E88CC-01 Gold Pins  £12.50 

Carriage charge: £2.50 on any order. AD prices plus VAT 17.5%. 
Payment: Cash w'th order or Visa - Mastercard - American Express, 
24 Hour Answerphone Service 

Golden Dragon Select Tubes. A new range 

of tubes specially sourced from other factories, 
aged, tested and carefully selected to Golden 
Dragon standards and available in matched 

pairs and quads at no extra charge. 

ECL86 6.50 

EF86 6.50 
GZ34 8.50 

GZ37 8.50 
6CG7/6FQ7  7.50 
12BH7A  850 

We also have available ceramic valve 
sockets and holders for the entire Golden 
Dragon range. 
For further details please contact: 

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 8HD, England 
Tel: 0474 560521. Telex: 966371 TOS-PM-GM, Fax: 0474 333762 

The Golden Dragon range is available from 

the following list of specialist International 

distributers who provide an afficient 

distribution service to meet the growing 

worldwide demand for Golden Dragon 

Tubes 

GOLDEN DRAGON 

DISTRIBUTERS 
AUDIO TRADE GMBH 
Gartenstrasse 26 
4330 Mulheim/Ruhr 
Germany 
Tel: 49 208 44646 

STUDIO ANALOG AUDIO 
A-Oberdvembach 7A 
A-3721 Wien 
Austria 
Tel: 43 2958 8622 

MAGAVOX FRANCE 
34 Rue de Penthievre 
75008 Paris 
France 
Tel: 33 1 45634410 

DEJONG SYSTEMS 
Reggestraat 2 
5704 Mt Helmond 
Holland 
Tel: 3 I 4920 14661 

38 C AUDIO & MUSIC GROUP 
No 74 Sec. 2 
Chung Ching South Road 
Taipei Taiwan 
Rep. of China 
Tel: 886 2 3076420 

HI END AUDIO 
I Aminya Place 
P.O. Box 692 
Baulkham Hills 2153 
N.S.W. Australia 
Tel: 2 639 5374 

L H. FORSTARKARROR AB 
Skyttevagen 30 
S-134 37 Gustaysberg 
Sweden 
Tel: 46 76636430 

IB ANDERSEN ELECTRONIC 
Aegirsgarde 50 
2200 Kobenhavn N 
Denmaric 
Tel: 3 I 831450 

IMACUSTICA 
Rua Duque Saldanha 424 
4300 Porto 
Portugal 
Tel: 351 2 577319 

VALVE AMPLIFICATION CO. 
P.O. Box 4609 
Sarasota, Florida 34230 USA 
Tel: 813 377 7884 

LEPRECON JAPAN CORP. 
1402, 3-7-4 Namiki Kanazawa-Ku 
Yokohama City 
Japan 236 
Tel: 81 45 781 5502 

KINGSLEY COMPANY 
68 Orchard Road, 
03-36 Plaza Singapore 
Singapore 0923 
Tel: 65 3363907 

SARTE AUDIO SUITE 
Padre Jofre 22B 
46007 Valencia 
Spain 
Tel: 6 3510798 

ENSEMBLE AG 
H. Annonis-trasse 23 
CH. 4132 Mutten Z 
Switzerland 
Tel: 41 61 619191 

MOTRON 
Linnestad 
3175 Rames 
Norway 
Tel: 33 9656 

KIMMO SALMINEN 
Sammonkatu 33C 39 
33540 Tampere 
Finland 

ORPHEUS AUDIO 
Kleissovis 6 
Kanogos Sq. 
106 77 Athens 
Greece 
Tel: 30 1 3628932 

P. T. Salcon Sakti 
JI Manga Duo Raya No 39 cc 
Jakarta Barat 
Indonesia 
Tel: 62 679649 

J & W Bryant 
12 Camberwell Place 
Christchurch 
New Zealand 
Tel: 64 3 3429 565 

BAIK WOON ELECTRONIC CO. LTD 
1210 Sam Ku Building 
16-49 Han Kang Ro 3KA 
Yong-San-Ku 
Seoul 
Korea 
140-012 



NORTHERN IRELAND SOUND 

AND VISION EXHIBITION 

23-25 OCTOBER 1992 

I
t wasn't just the Guinness. The Belfast Show, sponsored by 
Zeus Audio and LRG Sound and Vision at the Stormont 
Hotel, was as friendly as ever. No-one was keeping them-

selves to themselves; there was a good deal of equipment-
swapping around the exhibitors' rooms. It lived up to its title, 
with audio-visual demonstrations side-by-side with a wide range 
of hi-fi: everything from AMC's new mid-price range to Audio 
Note's £ 11,500 Neiro. 

Revitalised, Sansui were back on the show scene, joining other 
Japanese companies Pioneer, Sony and Kenwood on the circuit. 
The Brits were well represented: Wharfedale showing their 
brand-new Diamond V loudspeaker and 2050 integrated 
amplifier SME their Model 20 turntable. Michell Engineering 
attracted much interest with the Alecto power amps we 
reviewed last month. 

Belfast also saw the launch of John Sheame's new £495 
integrated amplifier, making very good sounds in Room 148. 
Other attractive noises came from the Response One S in 
ProAc's room; B&W had their new loudspeaker range on show, 
including a curious 'Solid' design which looked like a Scandinavian 
reading lamp, but sounded like hi-fi. 

Highlight of Rob Debenham's stay - while he was representing 
Hi-Fi World around the show - was meeting Hank Marvin, he 
said. He's been wondering whether he can use an Ongaku for 
guitar practice ever since • 

Modern tubes from Tube Technology: Prophet pre-amplifier with 

power supply underneath and Genesis monoblock power amplifier. 

AMC's new Compact Disc player joins their growing range, beginning 

with a hyb-id valve amplifier and soon to include a remote-controlled 

preamplifier and matching power amplifier. 

Specially for Hank Marvin fans, re-vamped Quad and Leak designs 

courtesy of Peter Lindley, playing through stacked Quads. 

Up at the high-end in the Audio Note room. On display was the 

Neiro, which we had a sneak preview of some months ago. 

Demonstration record was a spectacular Decca test pressing. 

Mission were 

demonstrating their 

multiple-drivered 753 

loudspeaker. How 

many units was that? 

Their DADS package - 

Compact Disc player, 

Digital- to-Analogue 

convertor and lsoplat 

- was also on show. 
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DIAL-A-CD 
After repositioning my system 
recently, I discovered much to 
my initial distress that my 
cordless phone interfered with 
my CD player, so that it 
started 'scratch mixing' 
Clannad in an alarming fashion. 
However, despair turned to 
delight when I realised that by 
suitable positioning of the 
phone base unit I could get the 
CD to stop playing altogether, 
thus providing an auto-mute-
when-the-phone-rings-facility. 
This worked well until the phone 
rang while I was in the bath, and I 
had to drip my way around my flat 
to restart the player. 

Seriously, though, has 
anyone ever measured CD 
players' susceptibility to 
interference, because I suspect 
that my player is still being 
affected by the phone, but not 
in a way that is noticeable with 
it ringing! 

With an increasing amount 
of radiation from various 
sources buzzing around, 
perhaps the next trendy 
accessory/tweak will be a 
'Furukawa Functionally Perfect 
Lead Box'. 
David C. Robinson, 
Birmingham. 

We're not aware of research 
into this subject, although 
stringent new European 
Electromagnetic 
Compatability (EMC) Regula-
tions should prevent this sort 
of thing occurring in future, 
since all electronic products 
will have to be effectively 
screened, earthed and made 
resistant to RF injection 
through both inputs and 
outputs. It sounds like your 

Write in with your 

problems to Hi-Fi 

World, 64 Castellain 

Road, Maida Vale, 

London W9 I EX. 

Our panel of experts 

will endeavour to 

solve them or at 

least offer some 

practical advice. 

player is inadequately 
screened, or perhaps it is not 
earthed; some house earths 
are useless for sinking RF 
signals. An earthed metal case, 
or even fine steel mesh 
around an equipment stand, 
all earthed, like a Faraday 
cage, may help. NK 

MAINS POWER 
I am at the moment in the 
painful last throes of buying a 
house. The great torture that 
this causes me, with solicitors 
soliciting and estate agents 
being estate agents, is only 
alleviated by the knowledge 
that when my goal is reached I 
shall have a dedicated listening 
room. 

The major hurdle of getting 
my dear, sweet, loving, 
considerate (just in case she 
reads this) partner to agree to 
me having a room to play in is 
past. Now all I have to do is 
figure out how I turn a I 2ft by 
I I ft Edwardian room into a 
static-free, electrically and 
structurally isolated audio 

garden of Hesperides. (Found 
it next to Nirvana in the 
Thesaurus.) 

The house needs major 
renovation, so I have my 
starting point and I have my 
budget. (Scrap that, I had to 
buy this writing paper.) But 
where should my priorities lie? 
When I have the house re-

wired I can manage to slip in a 
dedicated circuit for my 
system, but should I use an 
audiophile mains cable such as 
Mr Russ Andrews might 
recommend right back to the 
fuse box or Didcot power station? 
I have each of my compo-

nents sitting on appropriately 
ridged and spiky objects, 
however, these in turn now 
have to sit on an early Edward-
ian timber trampoline that 
would make interest rates look 
stable. Any ideas on how I can 
convince the floor that it is not 
an oscilloscope? 

There are also mains filters/ 
conditioners to consider. 
Would one big filter before the 
sockets be better than a 
plethora of little ones after? 
What about RF interference 
suppression? Contact suppres-
sors? Gold-plated sockets? 
Rubber underwear? (Sorry, 
wrong magazine.) 

Does any of it matter 
anyway? In 2000 years' time W 
H Smith probably won't sell 
any format, just little green 
pens to stick in your ears. (It 
sounds better, honest.) 
Gary Kimberley, 
Reading. 

To my everlasting regret, 
when I had all my carpets up 
and furniture out for re-
decorating my own flat a few 

years ago, I didn't take the 
floorboards up and install a 
mains spur. I know from 
Malcolm Steward's experience 
it's well worth while. In 
theory, with a short spur, 
interference suppression 
should not be a problem, 
since buzzes bangs and clicks 
tend to be transmitted around 
a ring main from fridges and 
washing machines. 

The major problem is likely 
to be mains fluctuation; in one 
amplifier manufacturer's home 
in London, the discrepancy 
between the nominal 50Hz 
and what it actually is at 
different times during the day 
proved of the order of several 
per cent when measured. 
Dedicated power supplies to 
the hi-fi, I now feel, are a must 
when they are available. 
Audiophile mains cable I 
myself view as optional; 30 
amp cooker cable for the 
mains spur should do nicely. 
Gold-plated plugs and sockets 
do tarnish less than the 
normal kind; if you can afford 
the luxury, go for it; if you 
can't, unplug everything 
frequently and clean the 
contacts. 
I too have ageing and 

flexible floorboards; apart 
from replacing them, wall 
shelves are going to have to 
take up a chunk of your 
budget, I fear - there isn't 
really any alternative. EB 

Experiences of dedicated 
mains systems seem to vary. I 
had my own house gutted in 
those heady days of the 
property boom when skips 
outnumbered cars and 
'property developers' shouting 
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into portable 'phones out-
numbered both of them. The 
results weren't entirely as 
expected. 

The basic aim of a dedi-
cated mains system should be 
to improve the quality of the 
supply in every sense, includ-
ing safety. Do bear in mind 
that funny practices will be 
frowned upon by Electricity 
Board inspectors and that you 
need to get their approval of 
the installation to ensure your 
house insurance is not 
invalidated in the case of an 
electrical fire. Wiring should 
meet British Standards, which 
are available for inspection in 
the local library. 

Everything after the board 
fuse (60A) is your responsibil-
ity; everything before is theirs. 
I paid to have the board beef 
up their part of my supply 
from the street, using very 
heavy current, fireproof 'Pyro' 
cables. From the distribution 
box 1 have a dedicated hi-fi 
ring main with double 30A 
cables, the I 3A sockets being 
identified. There's a hard 
wired, non-switched IEC plug 
on a short flying lead for mega 
power amps like the Musical 
Fidelity SA-470. And to 
further improve safety a 
proper earth has been sunk in 
the garden, to which the 
mains earth is connected 
through a 30A earth cable, 
this being additional to the 
standard 'earth' connection. 

Trouble is, the system is so 
transmissive, that more 
rubbish now comes in - not 
less! My Quad ESL-63's shut 
down in protest at the tumble 
dryer being used, for example, 
even though the two are on 
separate lines. Electrical 
appliances should be sup-
pressed at source; I don't use 
suppression at the hi-fi 
system. Amplifiers do give 
their best with a ' stiff system 
like this, capable of supplying 
heavy current, but don't be 
surprised if opening the mains 
'window' wider lets more 
rubbish fly in too. Also, I get 
no less than 250V on all my 
sockets now, having banished 
transmission losses, and this 
increases amplifier power 
output slightly. 

At the end of the day, a 
sensibly improved mains 
system will be safer as well as 
more capable; it's something 
you'll have no cause to regret. 
Retain paperwork to prove 
that the house is especially 
safe, for insurers/future 

buyers. But don't forget the 
TV and VHF aerials while the 
boards are up. Lay down 
something like Uniradio 70, 
keeping TV and VHF aerials 
and feeds separate. NK 

DISTANT AND VEILED 
At present my system com-
prises Michell Gyrodec/PSU/ 
RB300, Pickering XEV/3001 
with 07500 stylus, Arcam 
Alpha 2, Mission 760 with Linn 
K20 loudspeaker cable and 
sited on Sound Organisation 
sand-filled stands. My listening 
room is 7ft high, 8ft 6in wide 
and 14ft long with roughly 2ft 
thick stone walls, suspended 

Tube Technology's Unisis; a leap forward. 

beamed ceiling and carpeted 
stone floor. The loudspeakers 
fire across the room. Listening 
tastes vary from female and 
male vocal to Folk, Rock, Pop, 
Classical and also Blues. 

lam at present in the 
process of saving for my next 
upgrade, the last being from 
Linn Axis to Gyro, and would 
appreciate any help and 
assistance you could possibly 
venture. The system now can 
at times sound distant, veiled, 
boxy and unmoving, although 
the opposite can also be true 
with certain tracks; but then 
with vocals I feel they're on a 
leash and with Pop the beat 
and attack just lacks something. 
It's as if you're on the edge and 
just can't jump. 

What I desire is to be 
drawn into and be surrounded 
by the music, for it to break 
free, to flow and for me to 
flow with it, to feel all the 
emotion, the highs, the lows 
that are contained within these 
grooves. 

To this end 1 have im-

mersed myself in the hi-fi press, 
as going for a quick dem is a 
major operation, living so far 
from civilisation or the nearest 
hi-fi shop, but what 1 have 
made out is that the valve 
sound is just what 1 am looking 
for - I think. 

Could you please give your 
thoughts on the following 
upgrades and any changes or 
alternatives you deem worth-
while: 
I. Tube Technology Unisis, 
partnered with (at a later date) 
Sonus Faber Minuettes. 
2. Copland CTA-401 
partnered with Sonus Faber 
Minima. 

Two very different amps,1 
know. The Fabers were chosen 
because they are small and can 
be placed against a rear wall or 
one side as is my case. 

Later my plans are to 
upgrade my arm and cartridge, 
also adding a head amp. Arms 
would either be SME 309 or 
Morch DP-6; which would suit 
the system I desire best? 
When searching for a 

system I had the opportunity 
to hear both the Cyrus One 
and Audiolab 8000A and some 
Royd speakers; all of these I 
found on the clinical, as you 
put it, side. In turntables I heard 
the Linn LP 12 - I found that 
too bassy - and also the Pink 
Triangle Export which 1 must 
admit to liking but the Gyro 
just got it 
Paul Stevenson, 
North Yorks. 

What a leap forward you're 
contemplating! I think it might 
be worth taking a step back, 
having a think, and analysing 
your system from the begin-

ning. Given my recollection of 
Pickering cartridges, I feel 
there are far better alterna-
tives which will inject more 
life into your vinyl. If you go 
for the Morch arm, the Morch 
da Capo moving coil is an 
excellent partner, as it is for 
the SME arms. Both Alan and I 
were impressed by the Lyra 
breeds, too. Somewhat 
cheaper, rounder and fruitier 
is Goldring's Elite moving coil. 
These will need a step-up 
transformer; from Ortofon 
starting at around £200, the 
Michell ' so at just under £400 
or EAR's The Head. 

At this point, it would be 
wise to get your abacus 
clicking. Almost certainly, the 
Alpha is also partly responsi-
ble for the lack of involve-
ment. Of the two amplifiers, 
on balance I think I would go 
for the Unisis in your case, 
even though my own prefer-
ence would be - using a 
similar front end to the one 
you are opting for - the 
Copland. 

There's no alternative to 
listening for yourself. But, I 
would like to add two 
suggestions of my own. First 
would be Tim de Paravicini's 
new EAR 834 integrated line-
level valve amp to be re-
viewed next month, which 
will cost around £ 1200. 
Secondly - though this might 
be creeping up beyond your 
unspecified budget - is the 
pre-power amplifier combo 
that took one or two valve 
aficionados by storm when it 
was in my flat. Having the very 
qualities you say you are 
looking for was Michell's 
Argo/Alecto, which I re-
viewed last month. This 
system comes out - in its 
basic form - at about £2,800, 
including Is°. It does have the 
advantage that you could, for 
a while, stick with your RB300 
and replace the cartridge with 
the Goldring or an Ortofon 
moving coil. EB 

The plan of your room shows 
that you are sitting close to 
the speakers (7ft or so by the 
look of it). Better bass will be 
heard if you can arrange for 
the speakers to fire down the 
room, with you sitting at the 
far end. If this is domestically 
acceptable, try it. I'd also add 
to Eric's valve amp list by 
suggesting you listen to the 
Audio Innovations Third 

Continued on page 71... 
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M
., first impression upon 
opening the Sony TC-
<490's box was that the 

wrong deck had been sent. Closer 
inspection confirmed that it was the 
correct model but I was still sur-
prised at the lack of buttons and 
switches cluttering up on the front 
panel. For a £ 170 Japanese three-
head cassette deck the fascia is 
surprisingly clean and free from 
excess gadgetry. 

Among the essentials are three 
heads, Dolby HX-Pro and bias 
calibration enabling the recording to 
be tuned to the source. This is done 

you need to make life as hassle-free 
as possible, including an optional 
remote control. If you have a Sony 
amplifier or receiver with remote 
control capability then it is possible to 
control the TC-K490 through one 
handset. I was most upset however to 
find that the Sony does not have one 
of their excellent powered door 
mechanisms and the cassette com-
partment is not back- lit. This does 
tend to imply that quality has been 
put ahead of unnecessary features, 
which must in the end be a better 
approach. 

The Sony offers 'punch-in' 

will find the next blank section of tape 
before the start of a track. If one of 
these cueing controls is pressed eight 
times the TC-K490 will skip eight 
tracks. If you change your mind whilst 
searching is in progress, the cue and 
review buttons can be used to modify 
your selection. All this is displayed on 
the attractive LED display. 
I made up several recordings on a 

wide range of tapes from a high 
quality Compact Disc source for the 
purpose of this review. These 
included TDK AR, TDK SA and 
Maxell XLI -S and MX-S. I found TDK 
SA gave the best balance between 

Cutting the 

by switching the monitor button to 
'tape' and rotating the bias control 
until the recording sounds close to 
the original. The setting you end up 
with will be the same for every 
recording you make on that particular 
type of tape. Dolby HX-Pro improves 
the linearity of the high frequencies 
when recording. 

On the convenience side of things 
the Sony has nearly everything that 

Sony's latest budget cassette offering is 

recording, allowing the user to go 
directly into record mode from ' play'. 
Tape type is automatically selected 
and appropriate record level guide-
lines are provided. Automatic music 
sensing (AMS) on the TC-K490 has 
been well thought out with the ability 
to skip tracks in a similar manner to 
that of a CD player. If the 'fast 
forward' or ' rewind' buttons are 
pressed during play mode the Sony 

tight bass and smooth treble and the 
most acceptable results. Of the metal 
tapes tried MX-S was the only one 
that the Sony could tame satisfacto-
rily, but full bias was required and 
record level had to be lowered to 
give the bass some degree of control. 
Though the dynamics that metals are 
capable of shone through, the treble 
was splashy and poorly focused as 
well as being still slightly bright. TDK 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The Sony's record and replay heads are 

siamesed together. which usually provides 

lower distortion and more extended treble 

- or so the theory goes. Another advantage 

of three- head cassette decks is their 

capability of monitoring a recording as it 

is made, allowing the effect of varying the 

bias to be heard immediately so it can be 

adjusted very accurately. 

However, the system was so badly 

adjusted it couldn't tune metal tape flat. 

Even at full bias, there was a treble lift 

above 2kHz that peaked to + 3dB at I OkHz, 

as the frequency response analysis shows. 

This is enough to give the deck an obviously 

bright sound - just the sort of effect that 

variable bias is meant to be able to tune 

out. With ferrics and chromes.the effect 

of bias adjustment is greater. With these 

the TC-K490 managed to provide a flat 

frequency response after tuning, with good 

treble extension up to 18kHz or so, from 

a satisfactory lower limit of 25Hz. 

The TC-K490 gets most of the way 

there with metal tape, then fails because 

of a silly error in its set up. Consequently, 

this deck gives best results with ferrics 

and chromes, which is something of a 

limitation in terms of quality alone, but 

perhaps not when price is considered 

too. I would be the first to admit that 

good, modern ferrics like TDK AR or 

Maxell XL-1S both produce pretty decent 

recordings. 

Separate heads are potentially able to 

get higher recording levels onto tape. The 

Sony managed quite well in this area with 

the record level capable of being taken 

right up to the top (+8) with metal tape 

and maximum bias applied, before 

distortion became too great. The deck 

alsogot high recording levels onto chrome 

and ferric tapes, Dolby HX Pro helping 

very much to raise the treble overload 

(saturation) threshold here. 

Even though the heads worked well in 

getting good mid-band and treble levels 

on to tape. they were less successful in the 

bass. With metal tape the Sony was 

producing 3.5% distortion at OVU on the 

meters (1EC OdB reference level), enough 

to result in soft or wallowy bass. In this 

respect. high quality ferric tapes generally 

give best results - especially TDK AR. 

When bass quality becomes a problem. 

reducing recording level is the basic 

solution. 

Noise levels were low in the replay 

amplifiers, hiss measuring -61 dB. Bias noise. 

the hiss you hear on recorded tapes. 

measured -57dB with Dolby out, a low 

level. Dolby B gave - 10dB hiss reduction 

and Dolby C - I8dB. With a quiet chrome 

like TDK SA or SA-X hiss comes down to 

-75dB with Dolby C engaged, at which 

level it is all but inaudible. 

The OVU record level has been set 

high at IEC OdB flux. A line of small red 

dots suggests peak record level for ferrics 

and chromes should be + 3: for metals the 

figure jumps to +6, both of which are 

about right. Here, in an area where 

manufacturers commonly give curious 

advice, Sony get it right. 

The transport was the other weak 

link in this cassette deck. The one on our 

sample suffered a lot of capstan wow, 

heard as a pollution of tonal purity (a fast 

7Hz warble effect), some drift and random 

wow. In practice, drift compromises 

stability, bringing sudden small and random 

changes in pitch. Wow dirties the sound, 

and flutter adds a peculiar colouration and 
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Cost of Cassette 
the TC-K490, tested by Dominic Baker. 

AR had an over-soft bass quality 
which tended to plod rather than 
play. Even using a quality tape such as 
TDK SA the sound was spitty in the 
treble and lacking in dynamic impact. 
The soundstage was flat and com-
pressed, sounding as if it was wrapped 
in cotton wool. 
On Steve Earle's ' Esmeralda's 

Hollywood' track from his album The 
Hard Way, the tight hollow drum that 

projects forward and bites the listener 
had too warm, and soft an edge to it; 
it was hiding amongst the rest of the 
music. You felt like reaching out and 
stroking it instead of wincing from the 
impact of wood on drumskin. 

The bass was reasonably control-
led - if recording level wasn't set too 
high - but still had a ponderous quality 
which had the effect of slowing down 
the whole sound. This hesitation or 

lack of timing in the bass is probably 
linked to the pitch instability which 
was shown up on a pre-recorded 
Classical tape I used. 

Overall the Sony provides reason-
able value for money. Sadly it is let 
down by less than average record and 
playback quality which is almost 
certainly due to the cost cutting 
required to offer this range of 
features for such a low price • 

reduces clarity. Sony's TC-K490 transport 

suffered all these effects to some degree, 

returning a poor total wow and flutter 

figure (weighted) of 0.15%. The speed 

stability analysis clearly shows capstan 

peaks ('shoulders') either side of the main 

test tone peak at right, plus random wow 

and flutter around the tone, seen as a 

steady broadening toward the base. This 

sort of performanc:e is the sort of thing I 

would expect from a budget recorder. 

The head was well adjusted for 

azimuth; replay frequency response 

reached from 30Hz up to I 8kHz within 

-2dB limits. A small roll off at higher 

frequencies will be amplified by Dolby B 

and is enough to introduce some dullness 

with prerecorded material, but since this 

is down to adjustment accuracy on the 

factory production line, individual samples 

will vary somewhat. Replay speed was 

correct, so the '490 manages well enough 

in its ability to handle prerecorded tapes, 

even though it is unexceptional. 

In trying to reduce costs, Sony have. 

inevitably it seems, run into problems 

with the TC-K490. In this they join nearly 

every other Japanese manufacturer, since 

I have yet to measure a budget deck that 

didn't have some quite severe weaknesses. 

I would say you get your £ 170's worth 

with this model - but no more. NK 

TEST RESULTS 

REPLAY (prerecorded tapes) 

Frequency response (-2dB) 30Hz- I 8kHz 

Speed accuracy 

Hiss (70uS, Dolby out) -61 dB 

RECORDING (blank tapes) 

Frequency response (IEC Primary Refs.) 

ferric (IECI) 25Hz-18kHz 

chrome (IECII) 

metal (IECIV) 

Separation ( I kHz) 

Distortion (3 15H) 

Hiss (70uS, Dolby out) 

Speed variations (DIN total) 

Flutter energy (3-3.I3kHz) 

MOL/SAT (IEC Refs) 

IEC 1 (ferric) 

IECII (chrome) 

IECIV (metal) 

25Hz-17kHz 

25Hz-20kHz 

-53dB 

1% 

-57dB 

0.15% 

-25dB 

315/10k 

+4dB/-8dB 

+3d B/-6dB 

+4.8dB/-2dB 

Frequency Response 

+2 

o 

-2 

SO 

Treble peak with metals. 

Speed Stability 
OdB 

-40dB 

-80dB 
2970 FLUTTER 

Poor speed stability. 

w  w 3170 

Test Tone 
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a.) 

Compact Disc transport 
named TI has just been 
launched by DPA Digital 
(formerly Deltec), to 

complement their range of conver-
tors. From now on, they can offer a 
complete CD player comprising the 
new transport. priced at £750, with 
any one of their four convertors, 
ranging from the budget (£395) Little 
Bit to the astonishing PDM-Two 
priced at £2350. 

The T1 transport is a cunous beast 
about which we all had - and could 
only have - reservations. Its construc-
tion is, er .... somewhat unusual. Yet 
it contains the Deltran sync-locking 
innovation which Deltec pioneered, 
and which Arcam have since taken 
up. This alone gives the new transport 
a special value, when used in conjunc-
tion with DPA digital-to-analogue 
convertors (DACS). 
A transport and DAC were always 

meant to run in perfect synchronism, 
but in practice RF noise and jitter 
corrupt it. The effect is to slightly 
smear and dirty the sound. The 
benefit of sync-locking is that every-
thing becomes cleaner and more 
precise. There is an emerging 
compatibility problem, though. The 
new DPA transport will work 
normally with any make of convertor, 
but will only sync-lock with a DPA (or 
Deltec) convertor which has a 
DELTRAN socket. While Arcam also 
have their own sync-locking system 
on their Delta 170.3, it's not compat-
ible with Deltec's. Combining an 
Arcam transport with a DPA conver-
tor might seem attractive, but the two 
won't sync-lock together. in the 
course of this review, 1 compared a 
170.3 against the new DPA transport 
and, without sync-locking it came off 
worst. But I'm getting ahead of myself 
here. Let me describe DPA's new 
transport in more detail and explain 
why we had reservations. 

Bluff Appearance 

At 460mm wide we found it too 
wide by about I cm to fit typical hi-fi 
shelves. The slab of a front panel, 
machined from I cm thickness of 
metal, attempts in simpler fashion to 
mimic the old Deltec cast fascias, with 
their unusual and distinctive curves. 
Apparently, they were difficult to 
make and finish well, which is a great 
pity. The new bluff appearance struck 
nobody in the office as being espe-
cially attractive, even though the deep 
gloss finish looks nice enough. 

Hewn into this slab are a couple of 
slots: one for the disc drawer, the 
other for the display and touch-panel 
controls. Unfortunately, the thickness 
of the metal obscures the identifying 
legends from above, and it also makes 
getting a (human) digit in difficult. Just 
as well the transport comes with a 

Marantz remote control unit, for the 
touch-buttons don't encourage their 
own use. They cover only transport 
functions too, like Stop and PEay. All 
other facilities are on the remote 
control. 

To the left of the buttons, nestling 
deep within the same slot lies a 
bright blue fluorescent display - and it 
is here that certain anomalies are 
found, together with their explana-
tion. A legend announces that DIG 
OUT (digital output) is ON. But 
there's no way to switch it off. And 
those big, blue numerals do look 
familiar. 

"Surely," a voice in the office piped 
up, "that is a Marantz display; it looks 
just like the one on the CD-52 Mk11 
which we have for review." The 
folded metal sleeve behind the fascia - 
a not insubstantial piece of metalwork 
itself, measuring 290mm deep and 
120mm high overall - was slid off. 
Inside lay a complete Marantz CD-52 
chassis (retail price £ 199), with audio 
stages and a back panel possessing a 
full set of output sockets. The only 
modification we spotted was the 

necessary 
addition of a Deltran board, 

to process the synchronising signal. 
This simple repackaging has a 

drawback. The Marantz disc drawer 
does not travel out far enougn to 
clear the thick DPA front panel, 
meaning a disc must be slipped ir rear 
first. It's not especially difficult. but 
then neither is it very welcome or 
appropriate at the price. Operation 
was slick enough, I felt. The drawer 
slides out smoothly and the thick 
metal casework tends to suppress 
mechanical noise. What a pity about 
the elephantine proportions, which in 
my view mar this package. 

Copious Detail 

Trying to judge the sound dually of 
the transport proved a frustrating 
business. We wheeled in a Deltec 
PDM One Series 3 convertor to work 
with it. This is a simplified and less 
expensive PDM Two. As such, it uses 
Philips' specialised DAC-7 true one-
bit convertor in one box, with its own 
power supply, and an SAA-7350 
digital filter/processor in another 

Our initial reaction to coupling the 
transport to a PDM One Series 3 was 
two-fold. Over most of the audio 
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A new Compact Disc transport from DPA Digital, 

the TI, creates the company's first two - box 

system. Noel Keywood assesses the Welsh 

combination. 

band we were greeted by the 
.;ort of copious detail and wondrous 
stereo that is a hallmark of DPA 
products. But a large problem 
DEcame apparent: peculiarly bloated, 
rolling bass threatened to overwhe!m 
everything It was with bass-heavy 
tracks that the problem got out of 
hand. Tracey Chapman's ' Crossroads' 
has an artikially emphasised bass line 
that went on and on, appearing 
unable to stop. The same problem 
made itself known we Billy Idol's 
'Prodigal Blues' and manifested itself 
in a different way on Scott Walker's 
'No Regrets', from the recent Walker 
B-others compilation CD. Scott 
Walker developed such an unusual 
boom to his baritone voice that I 
became convinced there was a 
measurable hump in the frequency 
response - but subsequent investiga-
tion showed there wasn't 

A Surprise 

Making comparisons with an Arcarn 
Delta 170.3 merely showed that 
aosence of a sync-link results in 
sightly -ough treble which has a 
tendency to glare. In comparison, bass 
cid seem a little less intrusive, but I 
wasn't certain that à had improved so 
much as become less obvious. 
A surprise came with the Marantz 

CD-52 MU player hooked up as a 

transport: the bass 
problem suddenly became a 

str ength. What had been rolling along 
uncontrolled snapped into line with 
the rest of the performance, becom-
ing part of it. The character changed 
from loose and bloated to strong and 
deep. I had heard a similar perform-
ance before from PDM Two, the unit 
from which PDM One Series 3 had 
been denved, so it ftted the picture. 

In truth, the change had come not so 
much from the CD-52 MkIltransport 
but from the use of an electrical 
rather than optical link Generally, 
electrical linking does give a harder, 
sharper sound than optical. 

Re-connecting the DPA transport 
using an electrical digital link, together 
with the optical sync-link of course, 
brought forward an altogether more 
impressive sound from this combina-
tion, easily good enough to be quite 
clearly ahead of the competition. But 
what I heard was PDM One Series 3 
working at its best, rather than the 
transport. Briefly, this convertor offers 
enormous scale, a picture painted on 
a huge canvas, with correspondingly 
large dynamics. Yet it isn't a crude 
representation. Within lies a wealth of 
fine detailing and a finesse and 
resolution at high frequencies that still 
defies more prosaic convertors - 
which means most on the market 1 
have to say. This is the convertor I 
would buy if I couldn't afford PDM 
Two - and there wouldn't be one 
moment's hesitation in my mind. 
Comparable products have, until the 
present, not existed. Only the Pink 
DAC, tested in this issue, appears to 
have been designed and constructed 
with similar skill and dedication. 

But back to the transport. It is 
almost obligatory for use with DPA 
convertors, so irrespective of price, 
appearance and the unusual construc-
tional technique used, it has value. 
Nobody on the magazine was 
especially impressed by the T1, yet at 
the end of the day it does its job 
pretty well. All the same, I look 
forward to seeing a smaller and 
prettier design in the future • 

The Marantz origins of the TI 

are visible within the case. The 

Deltran sync-locking board can 

be seen at bottom left. 
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DIGITAL DOMINION 
Meridian's 601 pre-amplifier is a digital processor with a complex array of 

facilities. Paul Miller takes a tour round a masterpiece of the future. 

J
udge this patticdar box by 
appearance and you'll be missing 
out on something very special 
indeed. But then Meridian are not 

doing themselves any favours, tucking 
what amounts to the UK's first 
genuine Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) preamplifier irside bog-
standard 600-series casework So 
pause awhile and take a tour through 
the maze of options provided by this 
unassuming but £2,759 dlgital 
wonder. 

For a start, Meridian's 601 will 
accept both the digital feed from any 
CD player, DCC or CAT deck, in 
additior to the analogue output of 
four lire sources (CD, turer. tape, 
video, etc.) plus either a moving 
magnet (MM) or moving coil (MC) 
phono cartridge. Nothing unusual so 

far, urtil you realise that every 
analogue input, including LP, is 
converted into a 16-bit aigital signal. 

Ail subsequent processing, 
including cartridge equalisation 
(RIAA), volume, balance, phase, tone 
and loudness controls, is executed in 
the digital domain, so in effect even 
LP is exposed to the benefits and 
possible drawbacks of digital process-
ing. All this is provided, plus compre-
hensive Deal Signal Processing for 
stereo, mono and Hafler-style output 
formats, together with an enormous 
range of possible equalisations for 
KEF-Kube loudspeakers, headphones, 
octave banc response modifcations. 
There's also a unique Archive section 
that'll cope with NAB, AES, STD, BSI, 
Blumlein. VVestrex, FFRR aria Decca 
78's plus Columbia, NARTB, EMI, 

FRR and RJAAPEC LP's. This is 
where the transformation cf LP into 
digital opens up a wide rarge of 
interesting possibilities. 

Every style of aisc can be accu-
rately equalised and suojected to 
scratch, rumble and notch filters 
before recording - n digital form - to 
DAT, DCC or even CD-R. Otherwise 
the digital signal. whether it originated 
from CD, radio or L.P and whether 
processed or not is converted back 
to analogue via a pair cf bitstream 
digital-to-analogue convertors 
(DACs). Lice 1 said, the 601 is a very 
special prearnp! 

This vast armoury ot features is 
accessed with just six furction keys, 
from +.,he front panel or from a 
remote control unit An eight-digit 
display helps guide the fuser oy 
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identifying the input or mode 
selected. 

All inputs can be selected from a 
single 'Source' key on the front panel. 
This routes the digital inputs (four 
coax electrical and two I 2MHz 
optical) to the 60I's Audio Digital 
Input Circuit block. 

Analogue inputs are sent via a 
different route to an intermediate 
analogue buffer amplifier which is 
under the strict control of the 60I's 
central microprocessor. This enables a 
user to pre-select or 'configure' the 
input sensitivity of the line (500mV, 
1 V and 2V into I 00kohm) and phono 
inputs to suit sources. Line adjustment 
caters for tuners, CD players and tape 
recorders. The phono input may be 
configured for MM or MC cartridges 
and pre-programmed for the respec-
tive 2mV-4mV-9mV or 120uV-
240uV-600uV input sensitivities they 
demand. 

The remote control and text 
display are invaluable during these 
'setup' operations, though more 
comprehensive on-screen information 
would certainly be useful. If the 601 
were a Far Eastern product, for 
example, I'm sure it would sport 
some vast multi-mode alphanumeric 
display! 

Anyway, after this buffer, the 
analogue signal is digitised through a 
new bitstream analogue-to-digital 
convertor (ADC), at which point it is 
nominally equivalent to any external 
digital input. The digital signal then 
runs to the main digital signal process-
ing (DSP) chip - a Motorola 5600 I 
running at a full 32MHz (see fig. 1). 

Digital Action 

This, as they say, is where all the 
action takes place. RIAA equalisation 
is performed on the digitised LP 
inputs in addition to volume and 
balance control, muting and overload 
detection. If you select an input that 
does not require processing (digital or 
analogue) then these may pass 
through the DSP chip in its ' bypass 
mode'. Otherwise the principal DSP 
options must be identified via the 
front panel, with sub-options selected 
via remote control. Then wait a 
second or so while the program is 
down-loaded from the microprocessor. 

Incidentally, Meridian's up/down 
volume control is rather unconven-
tional, operating first in the digital 
domain before addressing the 
datastream to a pair of bitstream 
digital-to-analogue convertors. 
Following conversion, the analogue 
output is either gain-locked to one of 
15 maximum settings (from 450mV 
to a theoretical I 8V) or rendered 
continuously variable over 99x1dB 
steps. Phew! 

Still with me? Great, so how does 
the 601 perform in practice? Well, 
having blown the dust off my trusty 

PT TOO/SME VNdH MC-Two 
record player, I was initially taken 
aback by the oddly processed sound 
of vinyl surface noise, particularly 
when there was no masking in 
between tracks. 

This is not a feature of low-level 
quantisation errors in the ADC. I 
hasten to add, but a side-effect of the 
potent impulses that constitute viny' 
noise. So, rather than adjust the LP 
input sensitivity for least noise, it's 
better to err on the side of caution 
and opt for a higher sensitivity figure, 
say 600uV 
instead of 240uV 
for the 'average' 
MC cartridge. 
This raises the 
overload 
threshold, 
preventing the 
sharp spikes 
caused by 'ticks 
and pops' 
causing trouble. 

After all, 
Meridian state 
that an LP's 
dynamic range 
may be accom-
modated with a 
quantisation 
accuracy of I I - 
bits while that 
provided by FM radio may require 
I 3-bits. Both clearly fall within the I 6-
bit window provided by the bitstream 
ADC's so there's really no need to 
push sensitivity settings to their brats. 

By way of confirmation, not only 
was the 'sound' of vinyl noise 
influenced by my choice of disc input 
sensitivity, so too was the 60I's 
modiUcation of subtle musical detail. 
This is an important point because 
the 601 does have a ' sound', one that 
brings a feeling of stop-start solidity to 
bear, regardless of the type or style of 
music. 

Without wishing to appear 
predictable, it's almost as if the 601 
made my records sound more like 
AAD Compact 
Discs! 

An old favourite 
like Marty Paich's 
'I've Never been in 
Love' certainly 
sounded closer to 
my CD copy, 
barring LP surface 
noise of course. 
The brass sounded 
squeaky-clean, its 
astringent tone 
piercing through 
the clubby 
atmosphere 
generated by the 
track as a whole. 
The plucked bass 
was not quite as 
deep or resonant 

as is possible but at least the 'feel' of 
this instrument kept the music roll'ng 
to a smooth and satisfying concluson. 

The vibrant bass line that under-
pins Peter Gabriel's ' Don't Give Up' 
was tempered by the 601 in similar 
fashion, yet this feeling of confiderce 
and CD-like solidity was equally 
prevalent. So prevalent, in fact, that it 
stilted what I had felt to be the 
natural ebb and flow of the music - 
the detail was all there, but in a consp.cu-
ously packaged or processed form. 

Other discs fared rather better. 

ANALOGUE SENSITIVITY 
SOURCE SELECT 
SELECT 

LP — 

TAPE I — 

TAPE 2 — 

VIDEO — 

RADIO — 

DIGITAL I — 

DIGITAL 2 — 

DIGITAL 3 — 

DIGITAL 4 

ANALOGUE 
TO 

DIGITAL 
CONVERSION 

 0 DIGITAL 
OUT 

ANALOGUE 
OUT 

DIGITAL 

DIGITAL DIGITAL TO 
SOURCE SIGNAL ANALOGUE 
SELECT PROCESSING CONVERSION 

Athena's fabulous recording of 
Rachmaninov's 'Symphonic Dances' 
was as thrilling as ever, even though 
its orchestral dynamics had lost their 
explosive edge. Strings and winds 
climbed en masse into the vaults of 
the auditorium yet the performers still 
seemed a trifle close, lacking the final 
thrill and vibrancy I know to be 
possible. 

Impressive and moving, to be sure, 
yet curiously restrained at the very 
times when the music demanded free 
rein. In almost every instance some of 
the colour, the richness and vibrancy 
of my LPs was sanitised in the name 
of accuracy. Was the 601 simply 
exposing the inherent 'sound' of this 

ill Fig. I From 

input to output. 

The signal path 

through 

Meridian's 601 

pre-amplifier. 

The crucial 

Digital Signal 

Processing 

(DSP) section is 

the heart of the 

unit (see text). 

Meridian's 

elegant 

remote control 

from which a 

multiplicity of 

processing 

functions can 

be accessed. 
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FV-10 SERIES 

FD- 10 SERIES 

FO- 1 I SERIES 

111 

FO- 12 SERIES 

FEATURES: 

• ALL PCOCC 

• GOLD PLUGS 

• DEDICATED 

• SEALED 

• SOLDERLESS 

10 YEAR 
GUARANTEE 

FURUKAWA 
AWARD WINNING CABLES, FIBRE OPTICS & INTERCONNECTS 

PCOCC 75 OHM UNBALANCED DIGITAL PV SERIES FOR CD-DAC. OR 
VIDEO. 

PH- 100S CD TO DAC OR VIDEO 

PV- 1010 CD TO DAC OR VIDEO 

FV-1015 CD TO DAC OR VIDEO 

PI- 3010 CO TO DAC OR VIDEO 

FV-3015 CO TO DAC OR VIDEO 

o SM 

1 OM 

I SM 

OM NEW 

I SM NEW 

50 00 EACH 

55 00 EACH 

60 00 EACH 

)5 00 EACH 

37 SO EACH 

PCOCC 75 OHM UNBALANCED ANALOGUE FO SERIES FOR CD TO 

PRE AMPLIFIER. 

FD- 1005 

F0-1010 

FD- 101S 

ED- 3010 

FID-3015 

CD TO PRE AMP 

CO TO PRE Are 

CD TO PRE AI,P 

CD TO PRE AI1P 

CD TO PRE Are 

0 5MM 

I OM 

SM 

1 OM NEW 

I SM NEW 

95 00 PAIR 

I OS 00 PAIR 

115 00 PAIR 

70 00 PAIR 

72 50 PAIR 

PCOCC FULLY BALANCED FA SERIES ANALOGUE INTERCONNECTS 

FOR PRE TO POWER AMP ETC. 
FA- 2010 

FA- 201S 

F0-2010S 

7N-1010 

FA- 1010 

FA- 301S 

PRE TO POWER ETC 

PRE TO POWER ETC 

PRE TO POWER ETC 

PRE TO POWER ETC 

PRE TO POWER ETC 

PRE TO POWER ETC 

FIBRE OPTICS 

F0-1110 PME-S4, SINGLE STRAND 

F0-1111 

F0-1210 

F0-1215 

F0-1310 

F0-1315 

PMMA SINGLE STRAND 

PCS SINGLE STRAND 

PCS SINGLE STRAND 

PCS MULTI STRAND 

PCS MULTI STRAND 

PCOCC SPEAKER CABLES 

FS-2T07 0.7 SO MM 

FS- 2F09 0.9 SQ MM 

PS- 2714 

FS- 2T2 OP 

FS-2T3OF 

PS-2T3SP 

FS-2TSSF 

PS-1TI S 

FS- 2715/7N 

FS- 2T SW 

14 SO MM 

20 SQ MM 

)0SOMM 

TS SO WI 

SS SQ MM 

1.S SO mm 

LS SO MM 

BI WIRING 

STRANDED 

STRANDED 

STRANDED 

STRANDED 

STRANDED 

STRANDED 

STRANDED 

SOLID 

SOLID 

STRANDED 

OM 

I SM 

OM 

1 OM 

OM NEW 

1 SM NEW 

1 OM 

I SM 

1 OM 

ISM 

OM 

I 5M 

120 00 PAIR 

125 00 PAIR 

295 00 PAIR 

705 00 PAIR 

82 50 PAIR 

92 50 PAIR 

50.00 EACH 

55.00 EACH 

120 00 EACH 

I 30.00 EACH 

I4S 00 EACH 

155.00 EACH 

NEW 4 50 PER M 

675 PER M 

750 PER M 

II W PER M 

1600 PER PI 

20 00 PER M 

32 SO PER M 

65 00 PER M 

340 00 PER M 

NEW 11 50 PER 

DISCOVER WHAT THOUSANDS OF USE RS,1N DUSTRY LEADERS 

AND JOURNALSIST KNOW, FURUKAWA MAKE BETTER CABLES. 

THE FOLLOWING DEALERS WILL BE PLEASED TO DEMONSTRATE 

THE MANIFOLD IMPROVEMENTS FURUKAWA WILL MAKE TO 

YOUR SYSTEM, CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT 

UCH WENTWOR AU060 0403 661141 

RUCKS AU010 BYRD. OM. 161110 
OIRSHIRÉ DOUG BRADY. Fl 01. 11/00. 

DiVERAND ACTION me.) 0441 00711 

O.VVVID ACTON GAYE AUDIO 0971 117400 

CUMINUA PI TIA TH044 0210 41744 

049004 CMALSTON t10 F1 am 400041 

EILEAX 111ENTWOOD MUSIC CENT. 0177 111110 

SIVIENOARS MI FI RODÓ 101 011 

GUMMAN AUDIO MADE 011.61S.1 

ffliArs ;LADLE T T £u000 .11 9144/7 
NUMILIALO4 MANDE. . DI 0471111M 

UNT SIVIMOAASH Fl 0711 419111 

ISIENT ILVINOAXI a FI 0091 Mao 
LAICO LEICESTER . Fl 4110 S39711 

LONDON BARTLE ITS NI FI II I60/ 4474 

LONDON SOUNDSIENS( 0/0 402 1100 
LONDON DOUG ISAADY FI 071 179 4010 

WA.04400004 ANEW INACTION CS al 079 6/11 
ILELADAIDON SAVIRIOAKS Ni FI OE; 0016 

BLIONDON BILLY YU al 110 DES 

HIER REVINOAall Fll FI 011 141 0971 
943110 RIV11.104 P4 FI al 9917611 

MIER POURCAL IMAGES 0011 149 160 
NORPOLK SOUND APPROACH 040) 411.1 

¿ALOI 111 FI 02)2 111021 
SUOMI Pj. OUA 0441104401 

SURREY ZIESAA III NI 0011 
SUEDES' IIRVIENOARS FI al 641 0141 
WARE" AUDIO ROUTE 0101714010 

SLAM% .6040 IMAGOS .00 S41101 
WEST MIDL. »MMUS ILUND L V111014 011 104 1110 

IOUS DOUG MACH. Fl 44 /at 
VDU. AUDIO REFLECTIONS m11126910 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, & 

FREE LITERATURE CONTACT: 

QUANTUM AUDIO LTD. 
PO BOX 26, 

KILMARNOCK KAI I BA. 

TEL: 0563 71122. FAX 0563 71133 

FO- 13 SERIES 

FS-2714 

rse.' 

111f11/11111 
140*191 

FS-2F09 

111 

FS-2T2OP 

RIC01111M0 

FS- 21-35P 

UMW° 

PUCE 

FS- 21-15S 

Why 
do we 
win 
these 
awards 

Because they are voted by the public! 
Satisfied customers are so impressed by 
the service, advice and ultimate quality of 
the hi-fi we supply, that not only do they 
recommend their friends but also take the 
trouble to nominate Grahams for these 
honours. Four air-conditioned dem rooms, 

ID 

e 

pop A PUBLIC 
i'DnDLER./-1 01 • ACCLAIM 
THE YEAR 1 9 8 5 

"SE3 

I/77,112,4,4 /CIA. r, 

Erren. 

THE ULTIMATE IN 
SOUND ADVICE 

SONY DEALER AWARDS 

FIVFI 1 9 8 9 
NEWS WINNER 
  GREATER LONDON 

SONY DEALER AWARDS 

HP-FI 1 9 9 0 
NEWS NATIONAL DEALER 

'Ili1oJç,r y OF THE YEAR 

"*ZPI 

probably the finest hi-fi facilities in Europe 
(most people are amazed when they visit 

us for the first time), lots of FREE parking, 
helpful, trained staff, 60 years trading, 

systems from £400 upwards. 
Ring for a chat, an appointment 
and a map! 

\Ate 
Come and 5ese why! 

• 

SONY DEALER AWARDS 

FIFFI 1 9 8 6 
NEWS WINNER 
EI(IOITh,I\;E\%GREATER LONDON 

cmy DEALER AWARDS 

HP-II  1990 
NEWS WINNER 

GREATER LONDON 

,Aket" eer-

" One of the 5 
best Hi-Fi shops 
in the world." 
High Fidelity mag. May 1990 

, 
Beee3re 
e,..%ef (".. 011 

. 
d "ed e 555 

111-1:news'esep 

eje ecie:,def 

GRAHAMS HI-FI 

Canonbury Yard 
190A New North Road 

London N1 7BS 071-226 5500 
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tumtable/LP/arm/cartridge combine-
ton? Or was this a consequence of 
the tight 20Hz-20kHz band-limiting 
imposed by the digitisation of a far 
broader analogue spectrum? Perhaps 
we should hold fire until other digital 
R1AA networks are generally available 
before passing any final judgement. 

By way of comparison, however, 1 
hooked-up the latest version of 
Meridian's 200 transport and listened 
to a mix of CDs, including a number 
of albums I had just auditioned via LP. 
This route avoids the ADC process-
ing chain that's necessary with any 
analogue input but does engage the 
same digital/analogue volume control 
and bitstream DAC. However the 
differences between the two sources 
was often quite startling. 

With the benefit of hindsight the 
extra crispness, the exquisite bite of 
percussion and vivid expression of 
vocals, for example, often rendered 
the analogue version dim and 
speaker-bound. So dramatic is this 
improvement that I'm tempted to 
suggest it's a function of the 601 and 
not a true reflection of the relative 
differences between LP and CD. The 
suggestion is, then, that the Mendian 
LP input is a little less impressive than 
I might have wished. I've certainly 
heard my analogue front-end sound-
ing more open, transparent and simply 
more 'musical' than this in the past. 

A Turn For The Better 

Back to tne 60 ; my listening via its 
digital inputs took a turn for the 
better. Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet 
(Decca) on Compact Disc seemed to 
provide all the elements missing with 
my LP source. The thrilling speed and 
commanding dynamics of 'The Fight', 
the deep and gloriously spacious 
soundstaging provided by 'The 
Balcony Scene' and the near-imper-
ceptible detailing that peppers ' Masks' 
combined to produce some genuinely 
spine-tingling music. The sort of music 
that's available from just a handful of 
CD transport/DAC combinations. 

So there you have it. The Meridian 
601 is an immensely versatile dgital 
preamplifier that'll facilitate custom 
digital recordings from virtually any 
source onto the likes of DAT, CD-R 
or even DCC. It is an upgradable 
processing centre that caters for in-
room speaker and headphone 
correction, Hafler surround and KEF-
Kube equalisation while accommodat-
ing the whims of every black disc 
stamped since the dawn of time. 

All this is on offer, plus state-of-
the-art digital-to-analogue conversion, 
with the benefit of a precise digital 
volume control that introduces no 
degradation. It's a unique and timely 
package aimed at the enthusiast who 
wants a toe-hold in 21st Century hi-fi. 

What more can I say? The 601 is an 
investment in audio's future. Today • 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

If Meridian has previously been 

associated with Philips' digital 

electronics then the 601 marks a break 

with that tradition. Here the CS5336 

ADC and CS5328 DAC are all sourced 

from the Crystal Semiconductor Corp, 

a change of heart that's reflected in a 

new bitstream fingerprint for the 601. 
Philips' SAA7274 ADIC (Audio Digital 

Input Circuit) is the only link with the 
past! 

Crystal's DAC is especially unusual 
because it performs a full 16 (or 18) to 

1 - bit truncation yet re-distributes the 

resulting quantisation noise over a 

relatively narrow 2.82MHz range. This 

range is restricted by the total 64x 

oversampling, significantly less than the 

256x or 384x employed by other PDM-

style DACs. Hence Crystal's application 

of a severe 5th-order noise shaping. 

Nevertheless this steep increase 
in ultrasonic noise also results in a 

slight reduction of the 601's high 

frequency dynamic range. It's typically 

5dB short at 20kHz relative to I kHz 

for instance. The ultrasonic spuriae 
then climbs to a peak at 75kHz beyond 

which Meridian's analogue filters begin 

to take hold. 

Fortunately this still marks a 

reduction of some 20dB in ultrasonic 

rubbish over Meridian's previous 

SAA7350-based DAC's, a peculiarity 
caused by its use of a low 1 I.3MHz 

clock. Unfortunately, however, the 

601's A-wtd Signal-to-Noise is also 

restricted to some 94-99dB via the 

digital inputs and just 84-90dB via any 
analogue (line) input. Of course, this is 

just as likely to be caused by cross-

coupling between the digital and 

analogue environments, if not via 

Meridian's sophisticated 6-layer PCB 

then through the DAC substrate itself. 

Another obvious feature of all its 

analogue inputs is the rapid HF roll-off 
beyond 18.55kHz. a consequence of 

the ADC's anti-aliasing filter. So any 
harmonic information (plus general 

grunge) that exists above 20kHz or so 
on your records will be rejected by the 
601 in precisely the same way that data 

is band-limited on CD. Otherwise 

Meridian's digital RIAA network adopts 
the standard IEC 20Hz bass roll-off 

while extending the line inputs to 

-0.46dB at 5Hz. 

Distortion, meanwhile, differs very 

little between inputs as this is a function 

of the digital rather than analogue 

processes. This is particularly true of 

the DAC whose peak- level THD 

increases by a factor of thirty or more 
from I kHz to 20kHz, reaching a 

maximum of some 0.04%. Distortion-

wise then, the 60 I 'looks' just like any 

competent outboard DAC employing 
Crystal technology. 

But the sound, as you'll discover, is 

something else altogether! 

TEST RESULTS 

Digital Freq Response (-3dB) 

2Hz-20.2kHz 

LP Freq Response (-3dB) 

20Hz-20.2kHz 

Radio Freq Response (-3dB) 
2Hz-20.2kHz 

THD @ IkHz: 

OdB 

-10dB 

-30dB 

-60dB 

dithered -90dB 

Digital Analogue In 

0.0012% 0.0018% 

0.0013% 0.0017% 

0.014% 0.019% 

0.36% 0.553% 

12.5% 15.6% 

THD @ 10kHz 0.012% 0.010% 

Stereo Separation 

1 kHz 95.0dB 1 I 0.0dB 

20kHz 68.3dB I 03.4dB 

Noise (A/wtd) 

(emphasis) (500mV in) 

98.5dB 84.3dB 

(no emp.) (2V in) 
93.9dB 89.6dB 

Peak Output 

(vol. at 80) (vol. at 92) 

2. I V 8.4V 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CD 

+0.5dB 

OdB 

-0.5dB 

60Hz 100Hz 1 kHz I OkHz 

Flat to 20.2kHz with CD. 

20kHz 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE DISC 

+1dB 

OdB 

-3dB 

5Hz I 0Hz 100Hz I kHz I OkHz 50kH, 

Flat to 20.2kHz with LP. 

DISTORTION 
0.03% 

OkHz I OkHz 

Negligible digital distortion. 

20kHz 
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Denon's new PMA-450 

amplifier was conceived 

in the U.K. in 

collaboration with Japan, 

Dominic Baker discovers. 

S
lowly but surely the Japanese 
seem to be taking over the up-
to-£300 separates market. 

Denon's launch of their £249.99 
PMA-450 amplifier serves to 
strengthen this bid for the middle 
ground. However, one thing that is 
becoming evident is that the British 
hi-fi buying public takes more notice 
of a foreign product if it can in some 
way be associated with a British engineer. 

The Denon PMA-450 takes the 
normal 'designed in Britain' idea one 
stage further. Denon's own UK 
technical team and UK consultants 
planned the new PMA-450 from 
scratch using high quality UK compo-
nents where they couldn't find a 
suitably good Japanese equivalent. To 
this end, in key areas inside the PMA-
450 you will find a scattering of Ansar 
super sound caps which are supplied 
from Wales. The prototypes of the 
amplifier were flown between here 
and Japan until they were built to the 
standard that Denon UK had in-
tended. 

Tone controls, loudness buttons 
and other such facilities that would 
normally clog the signal path have 
been banished, but strangely the NB 

BORN IN 
BRITAIN 

loudspeaker switching capability has 
been retained. However this does 
make bi-wiring easy, obviating the 
difficulty of cramming two cables into 
one plug. A 6.3mm headphone socket 
is installed on the lower portion of 
the fascia which switches the speakers 
off via a relay when connected. Both 
of these facilities point strongly 
towards Japanese design ideas and 
suggest that the Japanese company 
has had more to do with the PMA-
450 than Denon UK would like to 
admit. 

Simple and Silky 

The only other front panel controls 
are a volume knob and input and 
output selectors allowing monitor 
functions. These cater for five line 
inputs and MM phono. The Denon 
also has the facility to link two tape 
decks for tape-to-tape recording 
which is convenient for those who 
prefer the use of single recorders. 

Visually Denon's PMA-450 is not 
exactly stunning, looking more as if 
something has been forgotten rather 
than purposely left out. Finish, 
however, is up to Denon's normal 
high standard with a silky smooth 

appearance and neatly fitting controls. 
The Denon was inserted into a 

mid-priced British system as well as 
being used amidst some more 
forgiving equipment. To start with I 
used a Teac transport Deltran-linked 
to a Bigger Bit and Tannoy's 605LE 
loudspeakers. The 605LE's, although a 
little sharp, are very revealing and 
quickly showed the PMA-450 to be a 
squeaky clean and detailed performer. 
However, it does sound a little sterile, 
which may be due to the fairly high 
negative feedback employed in the design. 

From our own recent experiments 
we have noted that loudspeakers with 
polypropylene crossover capacitors 
are particularly sensitive to treble 
distortion. The Denon proved to be 
an ideal amplifier for such loudspeak-
ers, sounding sharp but without the 
harshness or grain which would be 
associated with distortion. The treble 
was remarkably free from sibilance 
but possessed an overdamped quality 
making the Denon sound a little closed-in 
at the high frequency extreme. 

Further listening revealed a 
restricted quality about the upper 
bass and vocal midrange which I 
found to be the Denon's weakest 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
We've long had a Denon PMA-350 skulking 

around the office. It is regularly pressed 

into service when good dynamics and 
plenty of power are needed, generally to 

inject some level and life into a tardy 

budget loudspeaker. The new PMA-450 

looks and feels as if it has been designed to 

extend this useful ability; it also measures 

so. The '350 delivers 70watts on the test 

bench, but the '450 takes this up to 98watts, 

+ I . 5dB power increase. It drives low 

loads well, increasing output to I 44watts 

for four ohm loudspeakers, of which there 

are an increasing number around. It also 

copes easily with heavily reactive loads, as 

most loudspeakers are in one part of the 

audio band or another. One of our dummy 

loads represents this problem; the Denon 

shrugged it off. 
Whilst the new '450 has plenty of 

power (voltage swing in fact) to cope with 
insensitive, high impedance loudspeakers, 

and enough current delivery to drive low 

impedance designs as well, my only 

observation is that subjectively it doesn't 

actually go very much louder than the 
'350. The '450 offers a little more volume. 

However, both are capable of producing 

a good wallop and are suitable for anyone 

who plays music long and loud. Overall, in 

the marketplace, the '450 is excellent 

value in terms of pounds per watt, like the 

'350. 

I was surprised to find the CD input 

reaches down to only I 4Hz before gently 

rolling off. It is not difficult to go lower 
with solid state amplifiers and CD is 

specified down to 4Hz, approximately 

two octaves lower than the Denon's lower 

limit. In most systems this won't be of any 

subjective consequence. but in the odd 

one or two with speakers that can go low 

(inc. REL's subwoofers) this absence of 
deep subsonics can and will be audible, if 

not detectable without a reference. 

The CD. tuner and tape inputs were 
all sensitive, needing just I 80mV from the 

amplifier for full output to be available. 

The dual-concentric volume/balance 

control provides excellent channel 
separation, even on phono, and noise was 

minimal at -97dB - a figure entirely 

compatible with CD. 

A characteristic of the PMA-350 was 

its bright and - with some loudspeakers - 

slightly coarse treble. Analysis revealed 

some treble distortion. The new '450 is 

free of this effect, having little distortion 

right across the audio band. The distortion 

analysis at I OkHz clearly shows this; even 

with a low full scale of 0.1%, distortion can 

barely be seen, measuring just 0.005%. 

Some designers believe that the high 

feedback invariably used to reach this 

standard of measured performance also 

suppresses dynamics. There are amplifiers 
that disprove this, so 1 tend to keep an 

open mind about it. What is certain is that 
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point The CD player and the 
loudspeakers are both very open and 
spacious, which made me feel as if the 
450 was strangling the sound in some 
way. To check I tried our Auctiolab 
pre and monoblock power amplifiers 
in the same system, which 
confirmed that the PMA-
450 appeared to be 
separating 
bass, mid 
and 
treble into 
bands and 
then 
squeezing 
them slightly. 
Having said this I 
must point out 
that the Audiolab 
combination is 
considerably more 
expensive; when 
compared to other 
similariy-priced amplifiers 
the Denon did well 
enough in this area to 
compete with all but the best 
few. 

What the Denon PMA-450 
does do very well for an 
integrated amplifier is to accu-
rately distinguish between left and 
right channels. Stereo separation was 
excellent with minimal obvious 
crosstalk between the two channels. 
Obviously the implementation of 
symmetrical circuit layout in the 
power amp section has paid ts 
dividend. On The The's 'Out of the 
Blue' track from their album Infected 
the stage is thrown outwards n a way 
rarely experienced from a one-box 
amplifier. 

Also to the Denon's credit is its 
big and dynamic bass which played 
even the more complicated lines in a 
positive and powerful manner. In fact 
in some cases the bass could be 

considered as ber-Ig too large 
and would become over-
powering but for 
its control. 
Un-

for-
tu-
nately 
the mid-
range could 
sound a little 
thin or weak on 
some recordings 
which tended to 
over-exaggerate the extent 
ofthe bass. However, the PMA-450 
will in most cases be used with either 
miniature or medium-sized loud-

speakers which will tend to 
benefit from this t ait. 

The Denon a clean 
and well-cont- 'ed 
performer v. • 
commend: le stereo 

separation, given 
that it is an 

integrated 
model. Well-• 
matched 
to 

smaller 

loud-
speakers 

which have 
metal dome 

tweeters or are highly 
transparent in the high 

frequencies, the PMA-450 is 
well suited to the market it is trying 

to win. 
Overall the Denon PMA-450 can 

sound a little ragged and lacks any fine 
degree of finesse; but then again it is a 
£50 amplifier and thus rates 
reasonably highly amongst its rivals • 

measured distortion can also be heard - as 

a slight coarseness, so low distort'on does 

have benefits. 

The disc stage caters for moving 

magnet cartridges only. Like most UK 

designs it follows IEC recommendations, 

rolling off deep bass below 40Hz in order 

to prevent warps flapping the cones of 

reflex loudspeakers. Equalisation was 
accurate, staying within 1dB limits right up 

to 55kHz. The dual-concentric volume 
control helps provide an unusually high 

channel separation of 85dB, ensuring a 

wide stereo stage. Hiss and hum were 

both very low; they would not be heard in 

use. Input sensitivity was conventional at 
3mV and overload high enough at 150mV. 

Denon have also ensured input conditions 

are right, at 45kohms in paraflel with 

around 200pF of capacitance. In all areas 

the disc stage measures well. 

Denon's new PMA-450 offers a little 

more power and volume than the '350, 

but at 98watts it will, all the same, make 

most loudspeakers go very loud_ Low 

distortion will keep the sound clean as 

well, removing the slight taint of coarseness 

the ' 350 suffers. Here's an amplifier that 

TEST RESULTS 
POWER 
CD/TUNER/AUX. 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
dc offset 
DISC 

Frequenc y response 
Separation 
Noise 

Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Overload 

98watts 

I 4Hz-60kHz 
78dB 
-97dB 

0.004% 
180mV 

-2/-2.5mV 

35Hz-55kHz 

85dB 
-77dB 

0.005% 
3mV 

I 50mV 

has enough voltage swing and current 

drive to cope with both high impedance 

and low impedance loudspeakers well, 

but without an astronomic price tag. In all 

areas, the new '450 performs well. NK 

Distortion 
0.i% 

o 
8k I0k 

Teo Tone 

Negligible distortion. 

60k 

CL.) 
• 
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I
n the October issue we reviewed 
Quad's new fully remote-
controlled 66FM tuner. This 
month, we are giving away a 

complete Quad system worth over 
£4000, comprising the superb ESL-63 

electrostatic loudspeakers, driven by a 
306 power amplifier. This is fed by the 
66 remotely controlled preamplifier, 
which receives signals from a 66FM 
tuner and 66CD player. 

Quad is one of Britain's oldest ni-fi 
companies. Established as the Acousti-
cal Manufacturing Co., their first 
domestic valve amplifier appeared in 
1951. Known as the Quality Unit 
Amplifier Domestic, it spawned the 
abbreviation Quad which has since 

664111111166 

become a brand name. Over the last 
forty years, they have possessed a 
reputation for innovation, producing 
the first electrostatic loudspeaker for a 
wide market in 1957. It wasn't 
superseded until 1981 when the ESL-
63 appeared on the market after 
more than a decade of development. 
This quickly established itself as a 
landmark design, with astonishing mid-
range and treble clarity and pin-point 
imaging. So much so that it became a 
reference speaker, used by Eric and 
Noel, among the Hi-Fi World staff, for 
example, and other reviewers 
throughout the world. It's used by 
recording engineers and Philips 
Classics as a monitor. 

The latest development in the 
Quad line-up is armchair control. The 
new 66 series pre-amplifier, Compact 
Disc player and 66FM tuner, which 
are all a part of the prize, can be 
managed from a stylish coffee-table 
remote control unit. There's no need 
to panic if the batteries run out after 
the shops have closed: a lead can be 
uncurled from a compartment in the 
base and plugged in to take its power 
from pre-amp or tuner. 

Finally, the power amplifier is 
Quad's slim- line and elegant 306, a 
perfect partner for the ESL-63s. It all 
amounts to a stylish system for the 
Nineties, with true hi-fi sound quality. 

TANN( 

GRFM 

COMPETITION 

WINNER 

The reader who will shortly 

be advertising his furniture in 

our Classified section to 

make room for a pair of the 

wonderful Tannoy GRFM 

loudspeakers is Mr T. E. 

Clements of London. Many 

thanks to everyone who 

entered and whose conclud-

ing lines to the 'pome' kept 

us all rolling in the aisles. 

Please send your entry form, com-
pleted in block capitals, to arrive by 
22nd January 1993, to: 
Quad Competition, 
Hi-Fi World Magazine, 
64 Castellain Road, 
Maida Vale, 
London W9 I EX. 

We will endeavour to publish the 
results in the April 1993 issue of Hi-Fi 
World. Audio Publishing Ltd. reserve 
the right to publish such entries as the 
company sees fit. No correspondence 
about this competition will be entered 
into and the Editor's decision is final. 
Employees of Quad Electroacoustics 
Ltd. and of Audio Publishing Ltd. may 
not enter the competition. 

• 
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R
ogers are justly proud of their 
new loudspeaker designer, 
Andy Whittle, who came to 

them from under Robin Marshall's 
Epos wing. In a press release, they 
write of the new revised £349.00 
LS6a/2 loudspeakers having under-
gone "the 'Whittle' magic". He 

seemed to work wonders with the 
LS2a, so we were more than keen to 
hear the LS6a after the magic wand 
had been waved. 

Though the new loudspeaker is 
still a two-way reflex design, a great 
deal has been changed. Both loud-
speaker use Rogers' own hard-wired 

205mm 
but the 
instead 
increasir 
26%. Th 
roughly 
The 19 
remains 

olypropylene mid/bass cone, 
S6a/2 has a I 05mm magnet, 
f the original's 90mm one, 
the surface area by around 
magnet is said to be 
ice the cost of the original. 
m aluminium dome tweeter 
nchanged although this unit 

SECONDS OUT 
Alan Sircom listens to the LS6a//, the latest Rogers 
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is now also hard-wired, unlike that in 
the original LS6a. Internally, the five-
element crossover sports an air-cored 
choke for the bass driver, as opposed 
to the cheaper, but less performance-
orientated ferrite core of the original 
model. 

This crossover circuit has allowed 
the provision of bi-wiring, and the 
LS6a/2 now sports four 4mm gold 
binding posts, spaced 19mm apart, at 
the rear panel. The circuit crossover 
point is at 3kHz and is also star-
earthed to minimise earthing interac-
tion between LE and HF units. 

The cabinet itself has been 
aesthetically 'tweaked' and stands 
508mm high, 272mm wide and 
280mm deep, made from particle 
board internally braced between 
tweeter and mid/bass unit with an 
MDF baffle. In common with most 
Rogers designs, the LS6a/2s are 
intended to be used with the grilles in 
place. 

During the run-in period, a sense 
of gloom and foreboding overcame 
me at the prospect of reviewing the 
LS6a/2s; they sounded truly terrible! 
One person passing through com-
mented There's no way they'll warm 
up. It's a shame, I used to like the old 
LS6a." Both of us were completely 
wrong. Once on stream, they 
sounded much better. In addition, I 
was using a heavy Target stand which 
added considerable sludginess to the 
bass. Moving over to open-framed 
stands, such as Rogers' own, or a 
lightweight wooden stand helped the 
LS6a/2 to perform far better. 

Scale and Power 

In conversation, the designer Andy 
Whittle admitted a predilection for 
the Snell/Audio Note loudspeaker 
sound and this shows in the LS6a/2, 
combining the positive attributes of 
both traditional Rogers and Snell/ 
Audio Note designs. There is much of 
their dynamic scale and power in the 
Rogers, especially when they are 
partnered with a suitable amplifier. 
Playing Croweed House's 'Woodface' 
LP, or the BBC Music Magazine live 
recording of Tchaikovsky's 6th 
Symphony on CD, the LS6a/2s coped 
with the level changes in the music 
without problem. 

This is an attribute of loudspeakers 
usually costing far more. Strangely, for 
a comparatively system-dependent 
loudspeaker, they are forgiving to 
musical programme - Chapterhouse 
aside. For the most part, the LS6a/2s 
played music with a healthy balance 
between life and refinement, regard-
less of musical genre. 
I feel that the Rogers LS6a/2s 

seem happier with vinyl-based 
sources, than with CD. With most 
CD players the speakers take on a 
bright and two-dimensional quality, 
although this is largely ameliorated 

when used with a high-quality CD 
source. These qualities do not seem 
as prevalent with LP, for some 
reason. 

In the right context, the Rogers 
neither add or subtract anything tc 
the music; they merely perform. 
Those looking for an up-beat, pace›,, 
performance may find the LS6a/2s 
lacking. They are more adept at 
making sense of a rich, melodic lento 
than a fast allegro. The LS6a/2 can still 
boogie, but it lacks some of the bass 
speed needed to keep up with the 
pace. 

Natural and Refined 

There is a good sense of stage depth 
and width, although with a slight soft 
focus effect to instruments within the 
soundstage. Stereo separation is good 
and natural, yet the instruments do , 
not focus sharply on even the most 
precise of recordings. Lee Morgan's 
'Candy' disc, for example, is a 
remarkably rich, ambient and well 
recorded piece. On the LS6a/2s, it is 
not possible to pin-point instruments 
with the kind of accuracy that I know 
is possible. For example, I found the 
subtleties in the Barry Adamson Soul 
Murder LP lost, making it sound like a 
James Bond theme to a Ska beat. 
Their excellent levels of refinemen: 
and coherence generally gloss over 
any apparent shortcomings in detail, 
however. 
1 have been reliably informed that 

this is also a function of the stand the 
LS6a/2 sits upon. Those who are 
habitual Rogers enthusiasts find the 
lighter the stand, the more focussed 
the imagery, in addition to the bass 
end becoming tighter. 

Rogers' closest rivals to the LS6a/ 
2s are probably the Harbeth HL-P3 
and Epos ES11. Of these, the Epos is 
probably nearest to the LS6a/2 in 
terms of balance. As a small near-field 
monitor, especially for Classical music, 
the Harbeth HL-P3 has no peer, 
although its small size leaves it light in 
bass compared to others. 
I like the Rogers LS6a/2s. I like 

them because they do nothing wrong. 
I like them because they will give long 
service and I like them because of 
their pure, natural sound. The longer I 
listened to them, the better they 
became; at the end of the reviewing 
period, I was aware that I missed 
them. On the other hand, their 
slightly uninspiring presentation may 
prevent them moving from the 'I like' 
category into the realms of 'I want' 
for many. 

The biggest difficulty with the 
Rogers LS6a/2s is that they fail to 
inspire and excite at first hearing. In 
the demonstration room, they may 
fall foul of lesser speakers that are 
more initially exciting. This is a shame 
for, like a fine wine, the Rogers LS6a/2 
matures with age • 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

As with all Rogers loudspeakers th4 

LS6a/2s are designed to be listened tc 

with the fine cloth grilles in place; thi 

is how they were measured. 

The LS6a/2s are a medium size( 

enclosure and are therefore suite( 

to stand mounting. However, in th( 

particular room I had available to mE 

for measurement purposes 1 fount 

that it was necessary to place them ir 

a position where the room war 

'excited' least by the injection of soun( 

from the loudspeakers. 

Even given this careful treatmen 

the response still showed a peak ther 

a trough in the lower bass which ir 

almost certainly a room reflectior 

effect. Ignoring this, the third octave 

frequency response is commendabl) 

flat over the greater part of the audic 

band. The only discrepancy is the 

smooth trough centred a rounc 

2.5kHz which will result in a lest 

forward midrange vocal performance 

than a flat response would produce 

Treble extends evenly up to 16kH; 

and is then sharply rolled off by about 

7dB at 20kHz. 

Sensitivity, measured at 1 metre 

from the loudspeaker, was 2 

reasonably high 88dB SPL for a lwati 

input which is above average b) 

today's standards. This is plenty hie 

enough to annoy even the most libera 

of neighbours and coupled with 

10.5 ohm overall impedance value 

indicates that the high levels needec 

to do this will be easily accessible tc 

most amplifiers. The impedance curve 

does show quite considerable rater 

of change, i.e. it is not flat, whict 

suggests the load presented to the 

amplifier will be largely reactive ir 

nature. A good quality, high-current 

British designed amplifier such as the 

Alchemist Kraken or the Audiolat 

8000A should prove a perfectl) 

adequate powering partner. DB 

Impedance 

o 
0.5 10 20 50 100 lk 

Impedance never falls below 5ohms 

Frequency Response 

- s 

o 

-s 

12 20 

Flat response over the majority ol 

the audio band. 
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WE'VE BEEN GIVING SOUND ADVICE 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

0% FINANCE 
AVAILABLE 
le Deposit 
10 Months to pay 

ask for details 
4„ 

• fe-, 
fib • .4 

Listen to some of the 
UK's finest hi-fi 

92A HIGH STREET equipment in our two 
TONBRIDGE 0732-353540 demonstration rooms 

AIWA 
ARCAM 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 

CREEK 

DUAL 
JPW 
KELVIN LABS 
KEN WOOD 
MARANTZ 
MERIDIAN 
MICHELL 
MICRO MEGA 
MISSION 
MORDAUNT-SHORT 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 

NAD 
NAKAMICHI 

ONIX 
PHILIPS ( CD) 
PINK TRIANGLE 

QUAD 
RADFORD (CD) 
RUARK 
SME 
SONIC LINK 
TANNOY 
TOI 

TOWNSHEND 

atiChell - Symbol of Precision 

ALECTO 1S0 

ARGO 

-dadat Amie 

tuu Luc v.« 

f1/4!) CD 04. 

Information on our full range of products available from:-
J.A.Michell Engineering Ltd., 2 Theobald Street, Borhamwood, Herts WD6 4SE 

ALECTO 

Tel: 081 953 0771 
Fax: 081 207 4688 
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...Continued from page 55 

Audios, which are supremely 
fluid and sweet. For me they 
are just about the quintes-
sence of the valve sound, 
£34,000 Ongaku's apart. NK 

SYSTEM DISORDER 
I am wnting for some advice 
on my Jekyll and Hyde system 
which is as follows. The 
turntable is an elderly LP I 2 
recently rebuilt, including 
Nirvana and Valhalla upgrades 

The 'wonderful' Sugden A48B amplifier. 

with Grace G707 and an A-T 
005 cartridge. Amplifier is the 
wonderful Sugden A48B. 
Speakers are a kit from 
Practical Hi-Fi, a design by 
Dave Berriman he called the 
DBS4. It is a ported speaker 
using SEAS drivers measunng 
25"x11"x I 2" deep. The Linn is 
on a Target wall shelf and the 
speakers on low castor stands. 
Cable used is Litz, a thick multi-
strand type. 

With certain artists, i.e. Pink 
Floyd, Dire Straits, Chris Rhea, 
Iron Maiden, the system 
sounds detailed, tight and 
musical, with a good, if lean, 
bass. But with Metallica and 
Judas priest it's very bright and 
spoils the listening session. Is it 
just bright recordings or the 
arm/cartridge combination? 
Would an Akito make a 
difference? (I can't afford a 
Naim ARO at the moment.) or 
would a change of speaker 
cable help? The Sugden and 
the 005 are recent additions. 
The speakers must be around 
fourteen years old. I'm very 
fond of them and have no 
plans (or funds) to replace 
them. 
S. Chapman, 
Ilkeston, 
Derbyshire. 

A bit of both, I would say. Litz 
speaker cable acquired a bit of 
a reputation for the attributes 
you describe, which is one 
reason it's seldom heard of 
any more. It's a series of 

twisted wires rather than 
simply multi-strand, although 
that's what it looks like, and it 
certainly doesn't suit some 
amplifier and speaker combi-
nations. Linn speaker cable I 
should think will smooth the 
occasional toppiness of the 
Linn/Grace/0C5 whistling 
through the Sugden. The 
Grace was good in its day, 
though it is also probably 
responsible for some aspects 
of the sound you are hearing. 
A change to an Akito would 

definitely be a good move. By 
the way, throw the castors 
away and use spiked stands. EB 

The Audio Technica OC-5 
cartridge we have found 
sounds weighty, but on 
occasions unpleasantly bright. 
An Akito arm will help, to 
which I would be tempted to 
add a Goldring 1042 moving 
magnet cartridge, or you 
could even consider the 
excellent Denon DLIO3 or 
Sumiko Blue Point moving 
coils. NK 

HMV RADIOGRAM 
At present I have a Philips 
CD624 hooked up via a Quad 
switching unit to an old HMV 
Stereogram with acceptable 
results. This has normal tone 

A different kind of tone control from Quad's 34 pre-amplifier. 

controls for bass and treble 
controls, as do modem 
amplifiers. I wish now to go 
ahead and get an amplifier and 
speakers and would like your 
advice on whether to get an 

equaliser, as 1 have some 
hearing loss and do not use an 
aid. I would have thought that 
with an equaliser adjusted to 
mirror my loss I would hear 
nearer to normal as far as 
musical appreciation goes. 

However,1 am strongly 
advised against the use of an 
equaliser at all as it degrades 
the results. This 1 can under-
stand, but surely this is for 
normal hearing. It also seems 
to me that one should start 
with as near perfect reproduc-
tion as funds will allow and that 
with minimal use of the 
equaliser to compensate, what 
I would actually hear would in 
fact be nearer to normal than 
listening without it. Your help 
would be appreciated as would 
your recommendation of a 
suitable amplifier for use with a 
Bitstream CD player. 
G. V. Pride, 
Dorchester, 
Dorset. 

I really don't think a Graphic 
Equaliser is the answer, even 
in this case, because their 
frequency bands are very 
unsubtle as a rule. Some years 
ago, a friend who had some-
what similar hearing loss - 
even using hearing aids - 
found, much to his surprise, 
that he heard an awful lot of 
music out of my system even 
so. It provoked him, for the 
first time, into taking hi-fi 
seriously - and he ended up 
with a much 'higher-end' 
system than mine had been at 
the time! I would, I think, 
audition a pre-power combi-
nation like a Quad with 
something like the new 
Rogers LS3's, Harbeth HL-
P3's or one of ProAc's range. 
The point about trying a 
Quad 34 pre-amp, for 

example, is its unique treble 
and bass 'tilt' and 'step' tone 
controls, which, with a degree 
of experimentation could well 
're-balance' the frequency 
spectrum much more subtly 

than a Graphic Equaliser 
without effectively removing 
chunks of music along with 
the adjustment. EB 

I think I'm right in saying that 
frequency dependent hearing 
loss may not necessarily be 
amenable to compensation in 
the way you imagine. We all 
hear differently - in fact we all 
perceive the world differently 
- and what we make of the 
information depends upon 
individual interpretation, 
shaped by expectations, past 
experience, etc. What you 
hear is, by definition, right, 
unless your loss is so serious 
that when your visual sense 
'sees' a sound, such as 
someone hitting a cymbal on 
TV or in a live performance, 
your aural sense registers 
nothing. Otherwise, how do 
you know that what you are 
not hearing exists? 

Or is your loss simply one 
of sensitivity, meaning you 
have difficulty hearing what 
people are saying? If this is the 
case, then simply using more 
volume may be enough. I 
strongly suspect you'll 
appreciate an ordinary, 
uncompensated system, just 
as Eric's friend did. A little bit 
of tonal tweaking is likely to 
be all you'll need. NK 

TIGHTER PLEASE 
Perhaps you could advise me 
about improving my hi-fi 
system. It is a Trio KDI500 
tumtable/Goldring Epic 11 
cartridge, Rotel RCD 965BX 
CD player, Yamaha KX330 
cassette deck, Denon TUI6OL 
tuner, Pioneer A400 amp, KEF 
C45 speaker on open-frame 
Apollo stands with 79-strand 
cable. 
I generally want to 'tighten' 

the sound.I have expansive 
tastes from Heavy Rock 
through to Classical music and 
everything in between. I want 
to concentrate on cabling and 
connections. The KEFs have a 
bi-wiring facility. Is this possible 
with the A-400, which only has 
one set of speaker terminals? 
I also want to upgrade the 

turntable. A local dealer 
advised me that a Linn LP 12 
Sondek/Basik/Akito/K9 would 
be the best choice since it is 
readily upgradeable.1 have a 
large record collection and 
would be prepared to find the 
'readies' but am concerned 
that my amplification would 

Continued on page 78... 
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Room Filler 
Powerful and fast, the Onix preamplifier power supply and 

amplifiers fill Alan Sircom's room with music. 

0 nix recently launched a pre/ 
power amplifier range, 
consisting of one preamplifier, 

a power supply and three power 
amplifiers. We decided to look at the 
new high end representatives from 
this small, specialist company based in 
Brighton, East Sussex. The units 
chosen were the £395 0A24 
preamplifier, the SOAP 2 power 
supply at £295 and the 0A80 I 
monoblock power amplifiers priced at 
£849 each. 

There are but three controls on 
the front panel of the 0A24 preamp: 
a source selector switch, tape 
monitor button and volume control. 
Surprisingly, there are are no legends 
on the front panel at all to identify 
them, though Onix supply an optional 
strip label that can be attached by the 
owner to the top plate. Sources 
catered for by the selector switch are 
Compact Disc, LP (phono), tuner and 
two tape machines. With Digital 
Compact Cassette becoming available 
shortly and people plugging stereo 
video machines into their hi-fi system, 
I feel that the Onix amplifier, like 
many English minimalist designs, is 
short of at least one line level input. 

The phono input is pretty flexible; 
it uses a pair of eight-way gold DIL 
switches located internally to set 

cartridge loading. Capacitance and 
resistance are adjustable for moving 
magnet cartridges, while on the 
moving coil stage, only the resistance 
is variable. The sensitivity is fixed at 
2.8mV for moving magnet cartridges 
and I 90uV for moving coils (their 
spec.). Given the number of disc 
stages around which offer no adjust-
ment at all, these options are a 
valuable extra. 

The preamplifier draws its power 
from socket A on the rear of the 
SOAP 2 power supply unit, which 
feeds it with a dual regulated, 24v DC 
voltage supply. The B socket on the 
supply is a high (reservoir) capaci-

A well-

executed 

design: the 

Onix 801 

monoblock 

power 

amplifier. 

monoblock power 

tance 36v feed for a 0A2 15 inte-
grated amplifier or the BWD- I tuner, 
making it possible to power both an 
Onix tuner and preamplifier from a 
single SOAP 2 power supply. Onix 
preamplifiers and power supplies 
come with comparatively short 
interconnecting leads, so they have to 
be placed close together, but there 
are no problems with hum. 

The 0A80 I power amplifiers are 
styled like stretched versions of the 
SOAP 2 power supply, with a red 
power LED above the gold Onix logo 
on the left hand side and an on/off 
button on the right hand side. At the 
rear each seventy-five watt 
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monoblock has two sets of 4mm 
sockets to allow easy biwiring, a single 
gold plated phono socket and an IEC 
mains socket. 

Build quality of the amplifiers is 
generally good, although the on/off 
buttons on the SOAP 2 and 0A80 's 
feel loose; not the sort of thing that 
you expect for the money. 

Starting with the line stages, it was 
clear that this Onix is very much cast 
in the Naim mould. Rhythm and 
timing were very precise, no matter 
how complex the music became. 
When playing complex African 
rhythms from the Virgin Sampler of 
World Music, the Onix amps were 
capable of presenting the interplay 
between horns, guitar, bass and pertus-
sion. h was easy to follow a melody. 

While it was easy to follow the 
various instruments within the layers 
of a soundstage, where the Onix fell 
down was in its ability to reproduce 
depth and an acoustic. However, in 
their favour, music tended to fill the 
room rather than hang around the 
loudspeaker, though to do this I had 
to run the Onix loud before it really 
got going. At low levels, it sounded as 
if the unit had not warmed up; at high 
levels the music became full of life. 
Life also came into the neighbours, as 
they waved their arms animatedly, 
telling me to turn it down. It is 
surprising just how loud seventy-five 
watts can be, when the amplifier is as 
controlled as the Onix 0A80 I. 

Bright and Engaging 

I found these Onix units bright and 
engaging, but a little too toppy for my 
liking, though possessed of masses of 
tight, clean bass. The Onix lent itself 
well to Rock music, but worked 
satisfactorily with Classical and Jazz all 
the same. 
I tried the phono stage with a 

number of cartridges. It coped even 
with difficult models like the exotic 
Ortofon MC-5000 without difficulty. 
The sound was slightly bright with 
certain loadings and was not ulti-
mately as transparent as I would have 
liked, but it would suit a tumtable like 
the Linn LP I 2 very well. Pace and 
timing was uppermost, the snare 
drum on The Fall's '0 Brother' being 
tight and easy to follow, for example. 
A good sense of clarity and fine 
detailing were also apparent. 

The Onix has a forthright presen-
tation, something it shares with Naim 
amplifiers. In this respect, it has an 
engaging nature. The Onix sound is 
very ' hi-fi' - the sort of sound that 
grabs a listener's attention; it is 
powerful and attractive. Distinctive 
amplifiers like this one generally 
gather a committed following. For 
those who want a fast, bright and 
tight amplifier that complements Rock 
music in particular, the Onix is an 
amplifier to be auditioned • 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The design rationale behind this British 
amplifier is a recognisable one, a sensible 
one and, in this case, it has also been 
diligently worked through to emerge 
successfully in final form. 

Superbly regulated power supplies 
have long been recognised as a 
prerequisiteforgoodness in British amps, 
giving them consistently better dynamics 
and control over weedier (and cheaper) 
imports. Nairn. Deltec and Linn have hit 
the theoretical goal of producing 
perfectly regulated amplifiers that don't 
sag in output irrespective of the nature 
of the loudspeaker load. Onix have 
pursued this ideal too; the 801 power 
amplifiers remain unaffected by load 
changes. 

One of the most obvious benefits is 
a perfect doubling of power output when 
load halves. The 801 produces 66watts 
of output power into a conventional 
eight ohm loudspeaker but double that 
amount ( 1 32watts) into a four ohm 
loudspeaker. The implication is that it 
may display an abundance of bass power 
and control. It will also give more 
volume into low impedance 
loudspeakers, such as some KEFs for 
example. 

The 801s also have uniformly low 
distortion, even at high frequencies. UK 
designed amps rarely display this sort of 
performance, one that results in 0.004% 
coming up on the analyser screen, with 
just a small amount of second harmonic 
being visible under magnification, 
although not in our standardised analysis 
shot published here, where no distortion 
can be seen. 

The big Japanese manufacturers have 
been producing amps with a similar 
immaculate measured performance for 
years of course, but it's got them 
nowhere. All that's needed is lots of gain 
and plenty of open-loop bandwidth, so 
enormous amounts of feedback can be 
applied, even at high frequencies. This 
knocks distortion on the head; it 
disappears. 

Trouble is, the final result never 
sounds very good. High feedback amps 
commonly sound flat, lifeless and, 
controversially, have even been 
described as "boring". The suspicion is 
that feedback suppresses dynamics as 
well as distortion, although this cannot 
be substantiated by measurement. 
Mindful of this and playing safe, UK amp 
designers usually limit the amount of 
feedback they use, trying to strike a 
happy compromise between dynamics 
and distortion. 

Not everyone thinks alike though. 
Deltec used a lot of feedback, their 
designer claiming that dynamic 
suppression was due to other factors. 
Onix, it would appear, pursue a similar 
outlook, since the 801 power amps 
possess both perfect regulation and near-
zero distortion. 

Onix have extended the low 
frequency response on CD - it reaches 
down to I I Hz - but they curtail high 
frequency gain. Since CD produces 
nothing except unwanted signals above 
21 kHz this seems very sensible. 
However, band limited amps do often 

sound 'warm': whether Onix have found 
a way around this can only be judged by 
listening tests. 

The 0A24 preamp has switchable 
disc input characteristics. I'm not 
convinced the numerous input 
resistance options available are 
necessary for moving coil cartridges; at 
most just two are needed: low (around 
I °ohms) and high ( I 00ohms or more). 
The MC stage is very sensitive though, 
needing just 0.14mV for full output; it 
has been designed to match high quality, 
low output cartridges. An input overload 
value of 4.5mV militates against using 
very high output types. Hiss was 
reasonably low, but I have measured 
lower values. 

The moving magnet input has 
switchable input capacitance and 
resistance. It is reasonably sensitive and 
possesses a satisfactorily high overload 
ceiling of 67mV. It is quieter than many 
rivals, if again not the quietest 1 have 
measured. Both phono inputs have a 
built-in warp filter, limiting low frequency 
extension to around 40Hz. High 
frequency response is limited to 30kHz. 

The Onix amplifiers follow a 
particular design logic. It has been very 
well executed and I can tell that quite a 
lot of attention has been paid to detail 
in these amplifiers. Their measured 
performance was promising; listening 
tests must decide whether the promise 
has been translated into good sound 
quality. NK 

AMPLIFIER 
Power 

CD/tuner/aux. 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
dc offset 

Disc (MM) 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Overload 

Disc (MC) 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Overload 

Distortion 
0.1% 

o 

66watts 

I I Hz-35kHz 
80dB 
-96dB 

0.004% 
200mV 
9/7mV 

43Hz-31kHz 
78dB 
-73dB 

0.005% 
2. I mV 
67mV 

44Hz-30kHz 
72dB 
-66dB 

0.005% 
O. I 4mV 
4.5mV 

13k10k 
reu Ton. 

Negligible distortion at 0.004% 

60k 
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ANTI-STATIC RECORD 
SLEEVES 
Translucent antistatic record 
sleeves from Nagaoka, according 
to availability. A surface treatment 
makes them anti-static, lessening 
dust attraction. This helps keep 
records pristine. They are supplied 
in packs of fifty. We suggest you 
regularly change sleeves in order 
to prevent trapped dirt 
contaminating records, especially 
after cleaning. The record label is 
clearly visible through these 
sleeves, an aid to easy 
identification. 
LP SLEEVES (SO) .... PRICE £7.50 

NAGAOKA 
CD CLEANING KIT 
As with cassette deck cleaning kits, 
we don't recommend the 'cogs 
ard wheels' cleaners and choose 
not to sell any of them. Tests we 
have carried out with a Cambridge 
CD- I CD Quality Control Unit 
clearly show that careful manual 
cleaning is the the most effective 
way of removing all types of 
surface contaminants without 
causing damage to the disc. 
Remember that CDs must not be 
scratched - even finely. Tests 
showed that the Nagaoka kit was 
the best all round cleaner. It has a 
solvent and a chamois leather pad 
which, together, bring the CD 
surface back to almost as-new 
condition. 
NAGAOKA 
CD CLEANING KIT  £ 10.50 

NAGAOKA ROLLING 
RECORD CLEANER 
The big drawback with most 
record cleaners is that they fail to 
remove all types of dirt. Brushes 
pick up fluff, but they redistribute 
fine dust around the grooves, 
causing noise build up. Nagaoka's 
rolling record cleaner actually lifts 
dirt from the bottom of the 

I•""""• «Am 

a.m.:rug CD 1100K 

groove - even tine dust. It uses a 
peculiar form of sticky coating on a 
soft foam back,ng. Dirt of all types 
- especially fine dust of the sort left 
by brush Es - is removed 
completely. It is lifted from the 
record's ssrface, ard no deposits 
are left behind This is an effective 
way to dry clean a record. 
ROLLING RECORD 
CLEANER PRICE £ 10.20 

AUDIO TECHNICA 
GREEN CD RING 
STABILIZER 
These are detachable green rings 
which are fitted roLnd the 
circumference of the Compact 
Disc. The ronA p material allows 
the disc to be picked up without. 
touching the playing side and 
leaving fingermarks. It also raises 
the disc slightly from any surrace 
it's placed on, avoiding scratches ,f 
you don't replace it directly in the 
jewel box, as you should! It also 
adds a tiny but sgnificant degree of 
mass to the outer edge of the disc, 
improving its stability and reducing 
vibration when it rotates at high 
speed inside the CD player. Green 
absorbs stray red laser light, so 
reducing random reflections with n 
the disc, much like a green pen. So 
the rings perform many useful 
functions - and they are 
removeable too! Improvements to 
the sound incIJ better focussed 
and firmer images, plus a generally 
denser and richer sound. 
GREEN RING STABILIZER 
(5)  £6.50 

AUDIO TECHNICA 
RECORD CLEANING 
SYSTEM 
The Audio Technica Record 
Cleaning System removes both dirt 
and static. \A/11. you lift the pad 
from the record, dirt comes off 
with it. A tny amount of cleaning 
agent inside the handle provides 
just enough humidity to dissolve 

fingerprints, oils, and film. A bottle 
of special fluid and pad brush are 
included. 
AUDIO TECHNICA RECORD 
CLEANING SYSTEM  £ 10.50 

AUDIO TECHNICA CD 
LENS CLEANER 
Here's a product for smokers in 
particular. However, seeing the 
peculiar haze that can coat 

windows even when there are no 
smokers about suggests this clever 
little gadget is a necessity for one 
and all. It is a laser lens cleaner for 
your CD player, beautifully made 
by Audio Technica. Contained in 
the pack is a disc with fine brushes 
on it Each brush takes one drop of 
cleaning fluid, then it is inserted 
and played. The brushes gently 
clean the laser lens, removing oil, 
grime, dust and other airborne 
deposits like nicotine (ugh!) Audio 
Technica recommend use once a 
month 
CD LENS CLEANER £ 16.25 

AUDIO TECHNICA 
ELECTRONIC STYLUS 
CLEANER 
Scared of damaging your stylus 
when cleaning it? Try this amazing 
little device - an electronic stylus 
cleaner that vibrates gunge right off 
the tip! Powered by a small AA 
battery, it's a doddle to use and 

safe too. Just rest the stylus on its 
high speed vibrating brush and 
watch dirt get driven off 
automatically. 
ELECTRONIC STYLUS 
CLEANER £19.95 

CD JEWEL CASE 
To house and protect your CD. 
CD JEWEL CASE £1.00 

AUDIOQUEST 
LASERGUIDE 
There are many factors that can 
undermine the process of 
converting the pits on a Compact 
Disc into a digital signal to feed 
your CD player's D/A convertor. 
How efficiently your player's 
transport can send laser light into a 
CD and then accurately read the 
reflections is crucial. 

The surface of the CD itself is 
often a problem. The clear 
polycarbonate may look smooth 
to the naked eye but viewed 
under a microscope it is quite 
rough. This leads to unwanted 
random refraction and reflection of 
the laser light causing additional 
jitter on the recovered digital 
signal. 

Laserguide is a carefully 
engineered silicone based 
treatment which has a reflective 
index close to that of the CD's 
polycarbonate surface. It helps 
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smooth out that surface resulting 
in a claimed 50% reduction in 
refracted stray light ft is suggested 
that this improves stereo depth 
and openness. Video Discs also 
benefit with a sharper picture and 
less noise. 

Just apply to the surface of the 
disc surface and wipe clean. One 
bottle treats approximately 300 
CDs. 
AUDIOQUEST 

LASERGUIDE £14.95 

LASA WAY GREEN PEN 
When red laser light hits the 
silvered reflective surface of a disc, 
some of it scatters and is later 
reflected back off the disc edges, 
causing optical interference. 
Because green is far removed in 
the light spectrum from red, an 
opaque green coating effectively 
absorbs this scattered light 
reducing interference signals 
reaching the laser and improving 
sound quality. The green coating is 
applied to outer and inner edges. ft 
has been formulated by one of 
Japan's largest companies, 
Mitsubishi, to be harmless to the 
CD itself 
LASAWAY GREEN PEN ... £8.50 

HI-FI WORLD 
DRY STYLUS CLEANER 
A method of keeping your stylus 
sharp and bright for perfect 

tracking without 
using fluid. We're 
offering a whole 
sheet of card with an 
aluminium oxide 
micro-abrasive 
coating. Cut a strip 
off, about the size of 
the striker on the 
side of a matchbox, 

  and draw ft gently 
under the stylus from the back to 
the front It removes the gunge 
that builds up. One sheet should 
be more than enough clean your 
stylus at least forty times. 
DRY STYLUS CLEANER.. £ 1.95 

PIXALL MK II 
RECORD CLEANER 
Simple in both function and design, 
and made in the U.K, this uses a 
roll of sticky tape which lifts the 
dust out of the record groove. 
Three or four passes will clean the 
record very effectively, and can 
reduce static at the same time. 
After each pass, the dirty length of 
tape can be peeled off and thrown 
away, reducing the risk of any gritty 
particles picked up being ground 
back into the vinyl. When the tape 
roller runs out, a replacement is 

simply clipped in. This is one of the 
most effective ways of cleaning an 
LP. 
PIXALL MARK II .. PRICE £ 10.75 

REFILL ROLLER PRICE £2.75 

ON STYLUS CLEANER 
Here's another simple but effective 

nyords semi better 
and ;au longer 

cleaning kft. It consists of a stylus 
brush and cleaning solution. Use 
carefully to keep your pickup 
cartridge stylus and cantilever 
clean. 
STYLUS CLEANING KIT .. £2.50 

TDK CLEANING KITS 
A comprehensive range from TDK 
for cassette decks, Compact Discs 
and even connectors. The CK-Al, 
head deaning kit includes two 
bottles of fluid for heads and 
rubber pinch wheel, and cotton 
buds for applying it The CK-TB 
pack has a single bottle of dual-
purpose liquid. 

TDK offer three cleaning pens. 
Each with a soft double-ended 
replaceable shaped tip. The Audio 
Head Cleaning Pen for cleaning 
cassette heads, the CD Cleaning 
Pen for removing finger marks 
from CDs, and the AN Connector 
Cleaning Pen for polishing up 
audio plugs and sockets. 

The CD cleaning kit contains a 
bottle of fuid and a cloth which 
can be used for removing grime 
and stains. Finally, a dandy CD 

cleaning tool for apçAying the 
cleaning fluid and drying the CD 
off afterwards. 
TOK HEAD CLEANING KIT 

CK-AI  £5.50 

TDK HEAD CLEANING KIT 

CK-TB £4.65 

TDK AUDIO HEAD CLEANING 

PEN CP-AH I  £5.00 

TDK CD CLEANING PEN 

CP-CD I  £5.00 

TDK AN CONNECTOR 

CLEANING PEN CP-CR I  £5.00 

TDK CD CLOTH CLEANING 

KIT CD-C2TP £6.50 

TDK WET AND DRY CD 

CLEANER CD CITB  £8.75 

RECORD STORAGE 
CUBE 
This cube has been designed by us 
to hold roughly one hundred LPs. 
it has an internal width of 37cms. 
Internal height is 32.5cms and 
depth 32cms. The cubes can be 
stacked or placed alongside each 
other to increase storage - and 
they can even be used as seats! 

Strongly made from 15mm 
medium density fibreboard (MDF), 

the panels are milled to have 
strong side joints. We have 
specified a durable black omit 
finish to give ft a smart, yet 
unintrusive appearance. The 
screws are self-starting, but 
clearance holes are pre-drilled. it 
comes in a flat pack with screws 
and Allen key for easy home 
assembly. 
RECORD STORAGE 

CUBE PRICE £42 EACH 

FREE! 
20 RECORD SLEEVES WITH 2 

CUBES 

50 RECORD SLEEVES WITH 4 

CUBES 

FOR 6 CUBES, 

JUST PAY FOR FIVE  (c210) 
FOR 8 CUBES, 

JUST PAY FOR SEVEN  (£294) 

GOLD PLATED 
SPADE CONNECTOR 
For ampl fiers with loudspeaker 
screw terminals, here is a heavy, 
duty gold plated spade connector. 
It has the same unique axial damp 
connector as the 4mm plugs 
descried above. 
SPADE CONNECTOR (41E10 00 
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AUTOMATIC CD 
CLEANER 
About the size of a portable 
Compact Disc player, this black 
battery-operated CD cleaner spins 
the disc while two sponges clean 
the disc with a radial motion. A 
bade of cleaning solution is 
supplied: simply spray the CD, 
insert into the CD Cleaner, p-ess 
the 'Start' button and in twenty 
seconds the cleaning cycle is over. 
An automatic shut-off facility 
operates if the lid is opened while 
the disc is spinning. The cleaning 
pads can then be replaced with a 
dry pair to dry the disc with 
another spin. 

The Compact Disc Cleaner is 
supplied with washable foam 
cleaning pads and cleaning solution. 
Batteries (two size HP I I are 
required) are not included, but the 
Cleaner can be powered through a 
standard transformer - like those 
for many personal cassettes - 
which has a 3v DC 350mA output. 
AUTOMATIC 

CD CLEANER £2I.95 

SWEATSHIRTS 
AND T SHIRTS 
A whole new range printed 
with "Hi-Fi World" and our 
slogan "The Magazine for 
enthusiasts" both front and 
back to prove to everybody 
you read proobably the best 
hi-fi magazine in the universe. 
SWEATSHIRTS £ 12.00 

HOODED TRACK-TOPS £ 15.00 

T-SHIRTS £7.99 

SORBOTHANE CD FEET 
Four big, round rubber feet, 
50mms in diameter and 18mms 
deep. Made from a soft, slightly 
sticky feeling form of artificial 
rubber known as Sorbothane, 
these feet have the peculiar ability 
to soak up vibrational energy, due 
to their high internal kinetic losses. 
Some people go nuts with them, 
swearing they improve everything, 
from the N to the fridge! We sell 
them for use (as intended) with 
CD players, turntables and various 
other hi-fi components that might 
be sensitive to vibration. They 
improve sound quality by providing 
a more stable platform. Well-nutty 
and a lot of fun. 
SORBOTHANE 

CD FEET £7.95 

AUDIOQUEST 
OPTICAL LINK Z 
This is a wide bandwidth, era high 
performance optical cable for 
digital links, made by Audioquest. 
The most common use is linking a 
CD transport to a digital-to-
analogue convertor. Ft is available 
in I metre and 2metre lengths with 
conventional TOS-link connectors. 
OPTICAL LINK Z 

(1M) £69 

(2M) £99 

AUDIOQUEST QUARTZ 
INTERCONNECT 
CABLES 
A fully balanced analogue signal 
cable with heavy duty, gold plated 
phono plugs and advanced Quartz 
Hyperlitz cables using 
polypropylene insulation. The 
Quartz cable we have chosen 
from our own experience as a fine 
sounding type. It uses FPC-6 ultra-
pure copper (99.99997%) and the 
plugs are welded. 
AUDIOQUEST QUARTZ 

CABLE 

IMETRE LENGTHS t79/PAIR 

2METRE LENGTHS ... t120/PAIR 

ARCAM 
RCA PHONO PLUGS 
Specially made in Japan to Arcam's 
specification, this heavy duty 
phono plug will accept audiophile 
cables up to 7mm in diameter. The 
36mm long body is nickel plated 
and the contacts gold plated. 
Superbly built we supply in 
polarised pairs with one/two ring 
end identity to allow send/receive 
ends to be established to take into 
account directionality. These plugs 
must be soldered with care to 
cables. 
RCA TYPE PHONO 
PLUGS (4) £15.50 

MICHELL 
ENGINEERING PLUGS 
Craftsmanship marks out Michell 
Engineering's range of gold - and 
rhodium plated - plugs from the 
competition. Simple, but elegant 
GOLD-PLATED SIDE ENTRY 

BANANA PLUGS (4)  £ 10.00 

GOLD-PLATED SURE-LOC 

BANANA PLUGS (4)  £ 14.95 

SURE-LOC RHODIUM-PLATED 

BANANA PLUGS (4)  £ 18.95 

GOLD-PLATED SPEAKER 

CABLE CONNECTORS  E I 0.00 

KONTAK 
Contact Cleaning Fluid 
Kontak is an effective two part 
cleaning solution that removes 
contaminants from electrical 
connectors of all sorts. It is applied 
with pipe cleaners supplied. Clear 
instructions list the most sensitive 
contacts that need treatment in a 
hi-fi system, ahthough items like 
fuses which are not mentioned 
should also be treated. 

The dirt that Kontak removes is 
clearly visible on the pipe cleaners, 
demonstrating just what degree of 
contamination contacts have 
reached and what Kontak is 
achieving. 

Users commonly express 
surprise at the amount of dirt and 

contamination Kontak removes. 
After application, a system regains 
its original life, sparkle and vigour. 
KONTAK PRICE: £21.20 

Amm.Z. 

IZMIR  

NEW! 
SOUND SWIVEL 

A rotating upright double-sided 
storage cabinet with space for up 
to I 60 Compact Discs, including 
space for 8 double jewel-cases. 
Mounted on an all-steel turntable 
it swivels smoothly through 360 
degrees giving easy access to the 
storage compartments either side. 
Manufactured in durable MDF in 
Black Ash effect finish, the Sound 
Swivel comes packed for self 
assembly with full instructions. 
SOUND SWIVEL.. £49.95 

GOLD PLATED 4MM 
BANANA PLUGS 
We have a new style, heavy duty, 
gold plated banana plug with a 
unique type of axial solder-less 
connection for loudspeaker cables. 
The wire is stripped back and 
pushed into a clamping collar, 
which is then screwed down tight 
ft will accept cables up to émm 
outside diameter and up to 4mm 
conductor diameter, holding them 
firmly and more evenly than the 
usual grub screw arrangements. 
They are supplied in a set of four. 
BANANA PLUGS (4) 
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HI-FI WORLD SPECIAL AUDIO ACCESSORIES 
Please send me: 

E CD sound swivel £49.95 

E Record storage cube £42.00 each 

Sweatshirt (state size and colour) (XL L M) £12.00 each 

III Hooded track-top (one-size)   £15.00 each 
E T-Shirt (state size and colour) (XL L M) £7.99 each 

Pixall Mk11 Record Cleaner £10.75 each 

E Pixall refill roller £2.75each 
Hi-Fi World Dry Stylus Cleaner £1.95 per sheet 

E Kontak cleaning fluid  £21.20 each 

E CD Jewel Case  £1.00 
E Nagaoka Anti-static record sleeves £7.50 (50) 
III Nagaoka rolling record cleaner £10.20 each 

III Nagaoka CD cleaning kit  £10.50 

III ON Stylus Cleaning Kit £2.50 

E Lasaway Green Pen  £8.50 each 
E Laserguide £14.95 

I: Audio Technica CD Lens cleaner £16.25 each 
E Audio Technica Record Cleaning System £10.50 

III Audio Technica Green CD Ring Stabilizers £6.50 (Pack of 5) 
E Audio Technica electronic stylus cleaner £ 19.95 

E Audioquest Sorbothane feet £27.95 (4) 

E Audioquest Optical link Z £69 ( 1m) 

E.  £99 (2m) 

Audioquest Quartz cable (pair) £79 ( 1m) 
E  £120 (2m) 
E TDK Head Cleaning Kit CK-Al (double bottle)  • £5.50 
TDK Head Cleaning Kit CK-TB (single bottle) £4.65 

E TDK Audio Head Cleaning Pen CP-AH I  £5.00 

E TDK CD Cleaning Pen CP-CD1  £5.00 

TDK AN Connector Cleaning Pen CP-CR1  £5.00 
TDK CD Cloth Cleaning Kit CD-C2TP £6.50 

TDK Wet and Dry CD Cleaner CD Cl TB £8.75 

Gold plated 4mm plugs £8.00 (4) 

E Gold plated spade connectors £ 10.00 (4) 
Arcam RCA phono plug £15.50 (4) 

EAutomatic CD Cleaner  £21.95 

Back Issues 

E Michel 

E Michell 

O Michell 

E Michell 

ORDER FORM 

Engineering Gold- Plated Side Entry Banana Plugs (4)£10.00 
Engineering Gold- Plated Sure-Loc Banana Plugs (4)£14.95 

Engineering Rhodium-Plated Sure-Loc Banana Plugs (4)£18.95 
Engineering Gold-Plated Speaker Cable Connectors£10.00 

All prices include postage & pocking in the UK only. 

I enclose cheque/PO for £ made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. 

1 wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my account no: 

Expiry date: 

Name  

Delivery Address   

N.B. If delivery address if different to the credit card holder's address please 
supply both. 

Tel:   

Please send completed order form 
together with your cheque/PO to: 
HI-FI WORLD, 
64 Castellain Road, 
Maida Vale, 
London W9 I EX. 

A cess 

À& 
VISA 

Credit Card Orders 
Telephone 071-266 0461 

Answerphone during evenings and 
weekends 

We are now offering back issues of Hi-Fi World. 
Unfortunately, all issues prior to September 1991 are completely sold 
out, but subsequent issues are available for £2.00 including postage and 
packaging. Issues with Compact Discs (Oct.'91, Nov.'9 I, Apr.'92) are 
available for £2.80. 

HI-FI WORLD BACK ISSUES ORDER FORM 

Please tick the box next to the issue(s) you wisn to order 

September 199 I  £2.00 
E October 1991 (incl. CD)  £2.80 
E November 1991 (incl. CD)  £2.80 
O December 1991  £2.00 
E January 1992  £2.00 
El March 1992 £2.00 
E May 1992 £2.00 
111 June 1992  £2.00 

August 1992  £2.00 
September 1992  £2.00 

Total no of issues ordered  

Total price 

1 enclose cheque/PO for £ made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. 
1 wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my account no: 
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...Continued from page 71 

not be suitable. What options 
should I consider? 

lam considering purchasing 
an Alphason hi-fi rack. Would 
the glass (as opposed to MDF) 
version help to ' Mana-ise' the 
system? 

My listening room is about 
I 5ft x I 2ft with parquet 
flooring laid on concrete. Any 
suggestions which will help me 
get the best from my present 
equipment would be gratefully 
welcomed. 
Mark Richards, 
Bristol. 

For a start,we'll clear up the 
bi-wiring. While some 
amplifiers do provide two 
pairs of terminals for bi-wiring 
cable to loudspeakers, it's not 
essential. Bi-wirable loud-
speakers have the crossover 
split between treble and bass 
sections, so it's the speaker 
end where one pair of cables 
goes to the red and black 
'Treble' sockets and the other 
pair is wired to the 'Bass/Mid-
range' ones. Both pairs lead 
back to the appropriate Left 
and Right speaker output 
terminals of the amplifier. Be 
sure not to mix up the leads 

KEF C45 loudspeakers. How 
are they bi-wired to a 
Pioneer A-400? 

at the amplifier end. Most 
users notice a discernible 
improvement with bi-wiring. It 
also lends itself to experi-
ment, using different types of 
speaker cable to the bass and 
treble. A common practice is 
to use multi-strand to the 
bass and solid core to the 
treble, and there are innumer-
able proprietary combinations 
available. 

While this is going to go 
some way to producing the 
improvement you are after, 

there are other opportunities. 
The cartridge, for example, is 
rather letting the side down 
and is overdue for upgrading, 
as is the turntable. While the 
Linn LPI2 is upgradeable, Linn 
arms tend to work best with 
a relatively small variety of 
cartridges, which in fact limits 
that upgrade path somewhat. I 
would also listen to Roksan's 
Radius and Pink Triangle's LPT 
in roughly the same price 
bracket. With a decent 
cartridge, a new front-end will 
make a much greater differ-
ence to your system than bi-
wiring. 

Glass shelves would not 
'Mana-ize' the Alphason 
equipment support since the 
two are designed differently. 
However, glass shelves under 
the Pioneer amplifier do seem 
to suit it more than Medite 
ones. EB 

DELTEC OR NAIM? 
I need advice on improving the 
CD section of my system. 
Currently it is an LPI2 Lingo/ 
AROTTroika/Naim 72/140 and 
Naim SBLs. 1 am currently using 
a Rotel 965BX CD player 
which sounds insubstantial, 
bass light and uninvolving. 

Obviously the Naim CD 
players would be on my shortlist, 
but I am also inter ebted in the 
Deitec PDM One or PDM Two 
using the Rotel as a temporary 
transport until funds allow a 
suitable transport to be purchased. 
My main queries are: 
I. Would the Deltec DACs go 
well with a Naim amp/speaker 
combination? 
2. If the Deltec is purchased. 
should I wait for the Deltec 
transport to be produced or 
should Igo ahead and pur-
chase a transport and, if so, 
what do you recommend: a 
Meridian, Teac, Roksan or Wadia? 
3. Would the Rotel suffice as a 
temporary transport, allowing 
me to hear a substantial 
improvement? 
I am mainly a Rock fan, but 

do buy some Classical and Pop 
and 1 am looking for a power-
ful, clear sound with excellent 
presence and realism. 
D. Whelan, 
Birmingham. 

The "powerful, clear sound 
with excellent presence and 
realism" is pure Deltec (now 
DPA Digital) in a nutshell. 
Furthermore, the PDM One 
Series 3 and PDM-Two both 
have strong bass, the latter 
being more dramatic, the 

former softer. But ideally you 
should Sync Lock the trans-
port to either DAC, which 
means using a Deltec trans-
port or a Deltran conversion 
of a Teac or Philips transport, 
or such like. 

The Rotel would be a good 
temporary transport, until 
you could afford to upgrade, 
but remember the purchase 
of a PDM Two requires 
serious amounts of wonga. It 
is easily the most dramatic 
convertor 1 have ever heard, 
all the same, and PDM One 
Series 3 is also very impres-
sive, both sonically being very 
much out on their own in my 
view. I believe they'll match 
into a Naim system very well, 
but surely you could afford a 
Naim CD player, of which 1 
have had little experience. I 
suggest that for this sort of 
expenditure, you listen carefully 
to these items first. NK 

Could Deltec's PDM I Series 3 DAC live 
with a Haim System? 

BACK HANDER! 
I'm not sure whether I should 
compliment you or not on 
your excellent publication. 
Before it came along, I knew 
no better, so here goes. 
1 have a dilemma or two. 

firstly, I would appreciate your 
advice on upgrades and order 
of same. System is Quad 33/ 
303 (recently serviced by 
Quad), electrostatics (c. I 982), 
a Garrard 301 (recently 
mounted on a very substantial 
plinth to a vast sound improve-
ment), an old and early Series 11 
SME with Linn K5 cartridge. 

After careful reading of 
reviews, 1 have recently 
invested in the Technics 520A 
CD player and BX707 cassette 
deck. (I tried a 606 and liked it 
better.) My tuner is an old 
Technics ST7300. 
I am pleased with the CD 

and cassette but slightly 
unhappy with the sometimes 

treble-heavy sound on vinyl. 
Since vinyl constitutes 95% of 
my listening matter, I would 
like to rectify this. Please 
advise. 

Secondly, in my loft I have a 
Leak Troughline tuner, but I get 
confused. Which is the one 
worth keeping, the model 
gathering dust is a brushed 
aluminium fascia type, circa 
1964-5. It goes with the Leak 
Stereo 30 amplifier, also in the 
loft. The tuner has an annoying 
and seemingly permanent hum. 
So it's been left for about five 
years. Is it worth servicing and 
would it sound better than my 
aforementioned Technics 
tuner? 
Andy Brittain, 
Frome, 
Somerset. 

Turning the tables, I don't 
know whether I should thank 
you for the compliment or 

not. Anyway, as 
they say in 
business a lot 
these days, 1 think 
some rationalisa-
tion is called for. 

First, the arm 
and cartridge. 
Neither suit the 
other particularly 
well; unfortunately, 
I can't make out 
from your descrip-
tion whether 
there's too much 
treble, it's too 
slow, or too dull. 
Recommending a 
change of cartridge 

for a 3009 is increasingly hard, 
these days, since the arm 
generally performs best with 
cartridges that track at I.5g 
or less and there are fewer of 
them about, Ortofon and 
B&O being among the few 
survivors. I would recom-
mend a change of arm to a 
Rega RB300, for example, 
which wouldn't do too much 
damage to the pocket, and 
will allow the K5 to perform 
more optimally. If you wish to 
replace that later, it will suit a 
very wide variety of car-
tridges. 

Next, the 33 pre-amp, 
which I think would benefit 
the system by being replaced. 
However, if you remove the 
plug-in disc board, you will 
find it fits either of three 
ways; one is marked for 
ceramic cartridges, so ignore 
that; alternate between the 
other two. The fourth edge 
can be customised to suit a 
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particular cartridge, but some 
electronics knowledge is 
required - or advice from 
Quad. It seems odd, but a 
Quad 34 pre-amp functions 
very well with a 303, and 
since a moving-coil board can 
be plugged in, it's worth 
considering. EB 

Ah! The 33/303 with electro-
statics; it warms my heart and 
brings a smile to my face! The 
architecture of the 33/303 I'll 
never forget. It's an amplifier I 
bought in its heyday and I 
loved every second of using it. 
If ever there's been a well 
designed and built hi-fi 
product, this is it. 

But times move on. As 
lovely as the 33/303 is, 
ultimately it should go, making 
way for modern solid state or 
valve designs. But first, as Eric 
says, attend to arm and 
cartridge. You could try a 
Goldring 1022 moving magnet 
in the Rega RB300 arm, since 
it is less bright than the K5. 

There's some misunder-
standing about what we have 
said on the Troughline. It is 
one of the best ever tuners, 
but only when working 
perfectly and when fed a 
really strong and clean signal 
of 5mV or more from a good 
aerial. Most need repair and 
re-alignment, plus a decent 
stereo decoder, all of which 
adds up to a few hundred 
pounds. However, you end up 
with a tuner that makes the 
very best modern designs 
sound woefully inadequate; 
the job's well worthwhile. 
Contact Radlett Audio at 141 
Watling Street, Radlett, Herts. 
Tel: 0923-856497. NK 

NOT PINKY AND PERKY 
I've got an Ariston RD I I 0 SL 
turntable with a Hadcock 220 
S/S tonearm. The bias adjust-
ment has broken. Would it be 
worthwhile upgrading to a 
Rega model or can you suggest 
a more suitable alternative. 

Also, I've just purchased a 
Rotel RCD-965BX CD player 
together with the Pioneer A-
400 amplifier. Would the 
Tannoy 609 or Rogers LS2a/2 
loudspeakers match my set-up. 
What would you suggest? My 
listening room measures 16' x 
12' and 1 listen to just about 
anything - apart from Pinky and 
Perky - but 1 have a slight bias 
to Classical. 
Chris Williams, 
Llanelli, 
Dyfed. 

Like many others who were, 
or are, in the retail business, 1 
have memories of the 
Hadcock. Your deck will 
almost certainly benefit from 
a replacement, but we hit a 
small problem here. As you 
may have read, Ariston are no 
longer in business; while to 
the best of my recollection an 
arm with a single lock-nut 
fixing like a Rega RB250 - or 
more ideally a Rega RB300 - 
should slot into the same hole 
as the Hadcock, it's always 
possible a little juggling may 
be necessary along with re-
adjustment of the suspension. 

If you have a bias towards 
Classical music, then I would 
try the Rogers loudspeakers 
on their own MDF stands, 
though the Tannoys would be 
more obvious partners for an 
A-400. Another with a similar 
balance to the Rogers would 
be the Castle Warwick or 
Durham (bi-wirable), and, 
perhaps more suited to the 
A-400, JPW's AP3. The A-400 
being as popular as it is, there 
shouldn't be much difficulty 
auditioning a range of speak-
ers with this amp in place. EB 

WORKING IT OUT 
lam in a quandary at the 
moment regarding my hi-fi set-
up. I'm sure that many of your 
avid readers - like myself - have 
the same sort of problems and 
lam writing to you in the hope 
that you can give me (us!) 
some solutions. 

Before 1 come to my 
specific problem it is necessary 
to explain that 1 am an ordinary 
working class man without 
unlimited funds, and for this 
reason 1 have always upgraded 
my system when funds are 
available, usually spending 
around £500 each time. I 
should also explain that Wales 
is very short on dealers 
(although Audio Excellence in 
Cardiff has served me well 
over the years) so getting to 
see and hear other equipment 
is difficult, and :hat 1 have no 
friends who share my interest 
in hi-fi so 1 can only compare 
my system to their midi-
systems - and without being 
conceited, there is no compari-
son! 

And now to my dilemma - 
'At last!' I hear you cry. My 
system comprises LP12 with 
Lingo power supply, Ittok LVII 
arm, A-T 005 cartridge, Linn 
Intek amplifier, NAD 4020A 
tuner, NAD 6155 cassette 
deck connected to AR18 

speakers (c.I 979) on Linn 
Index open rretal stancs via 
Linn cable. Tne zumtab e is on 
a Sound Organisation wall 

JPW's AP3 loudspeaker. A 
partner for a Pioneer. 

bracket (my maple floor is far 
too springy) and the rest of the 
equipment is on a Target table. 
The tuner is fed by a loft 
mounted aeiial. 
I now wish to upgrade 

again, and given the reasons 
outlined above, wish to spend 
about £500. So where's the 
problem? Well, the main one is 
that I live in a large-ish semi-
detached modern house which 
is quite unusual in design but 
bloody awful for siting hi-fi 
equipment, and a wife - whom 
I love dearly, who tolerates my 
love of music and who I wish 
to please in that my equipment 
doesn't intrude too much into 
the aesthetics of our lounge. 1 
have enclosed a diagram of the 
main living areas from which 
you will see that the room has 
very little in the way of walls 
upon which to site equipment. 
The alcoves are shelved with 
books; there are other 
occasional tables, plants, etc. 
(Perhaps I should have written 
to Ideal Home instead.) 

Bearing in minc my budget, 
I would be pleased if you could 
help me decice where my next 
improvemen: should be. I think 
the system as it stands sounds 
quite good and don't intend 
changing the arm or cartridge 
at the moment, the cartridge 
being only six rnorths old; also 
my record collection is only 
about 200 albums. 

My thoughts - in my order 
of priority - run as follows, but 
I would welcome your 
opinions. 
I. Change speakers - but bear 
in mind room placement, etc. 
Would small speakers like Linn 
Kans be compromised by 

placing them on wall brackets. 
Looking at my room diagram, 
what would you suggest 1 
audition. I think the AR's sound 
O.K., but have they been 
overtaken by new technology - 
again I've not got the opportu-
nity to hear other systems to 
compare. 
2. Buy a CO player - as 
mentioned, my record collec-
tion is not large and I will 
continue to buy records as 
long asl can. Ifl decide on a 
CO player, which ones should 1 
audition bearing in mind the 
sound from my present set-up 
- which I think you will 
probably know. 
3. Would there be any point 
in buying a Linn Powertek for 
use with the lntek to bi-amp 
any new speaker I bought. (I 
realise this might take me over-
budget, but I might be able to 
manage that in a few months.) 
T. L. Jones, 
Pontypridd, 
Mid-Glamorgan. 

First of all, the Linn Kans will 
have a very different sound 
balance to the AR's. Watch 
out for bright treble from the 
0C-5, since with new 
speakers this may suddenly 
become noticeable and 
intrusive. Believe it or not, 
you could well try listening to 
Goodmans Maxim 3s. These 
roll off above 15kHz, which 
will partially compensate for 
the +2dB rise in treble output 
of the 0C-5. Don't worry 
about them being a budget 
speaker; they're dynamite all 
the same, especially when 
modified with polypropylene 
capacitors, as advised in our 
December issue. And the 
price of £ 110 will be right up 
your street. Mission 760i's 
offer a weightier, more laid 
back sound and give superb 
results as well. 

Another smoothie is the 
Harbeth HL-P3, but at £399 
perhaps this looks less 
attractive to your wallet. 

Since DCC has just arrived 
and MD, at the time of 
writing, is just weeks away 
(Sony tell us), I'd advise 
against investing in CD right 
now. Software is becoming 
fearfully expensive at £ 14 a 
hit, and the new systems may 
just undermine CD. 

Bi-amping is effective and 
you could well consider a 
Powertek for this purpose, 
but try and get a demo first to 
make your own assessment NK 
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THE ZOMBIES 
The EP Collection 
SEE FOR MILES SEECD 358 

• Remember Colin Blunstone? O.K., 
remember 'She's .not There'? Well, 
you should, because it's only a year 
and a bit ago that Blunstone's remake 
was in front of your eyes - and ears - 
on the TV screen in a British Telecom 
commercial. It's a classic, that in its 
time, has been adopted by Vanilla 
Fudge, Santana and the UK Subs. 

The snag is, it's probably only the 
dedicated collectors of singles who 
will know the original, way back in 
1964; no-one will know the 
unreleased stereo version unless they 
buy this collection. Nor probably, will 
anyone really remember the show-
stopper of The Zombies' live act - 
Blunstone's version of Gershwin's 
'Summertime' - more than a bit 
breathless. 
No doubt the singles from '64 and 

'68 are too near the milk-bar and 
bouffant hair styles to justify much of a 
revival, and in those four years it's not 
easy to put your hand on your heart 
and honestly say that The Zombies 
produced anything earth-shattering. 
But then, these were the days when 
teen problems seemed to go more 
easily into simple words, simple beat 
arrangements and were definitely less 
lubricious. All the same, listening once 
more after more than twenty years to 
the ' 68 tracks, The Zombies did have 
something that we more readily 
attribute to the likes of Procul Harm 
or the Kinks - an honest outlook, 
competent wordsmithery and some 
good tunes. Worth the looking back. 

XTC LIVE IN CONCERT 
WINDSONG WINCD 026 

• Well, it took them long enough, 
didn't it?1 mean, for them to come up 
with Nonesuch. In the meantime, the 
Windsong label has been busy 
transferring the Beeb's live Radio I 
concerts at the Hammersmith. This 
was XTC on 22nd December 1980, 
the year after the third album Drums 
and Wires and just before Black Sea 
which none of my mates rated at the 
time, for some reason, but which I still 
think is their best. 

Down at the Pa.ais, XTC played 
their all for Auntie Beeb: ' Life Begins 
at the Hop', 'Are You Receiving Me?', 
'This is Pop', ' Making Plans for Nigel', 
all the late chart songs, and a gener-
ous helping of six from the yet-to-be-
released new album. 

It's different, sometimes wild and 
over-the-top, and reminds you that 
XTC were a class act live. Just how 
much on the edge the band could be, 
hyped up by a few thousand punters, 
Andy Partridge tells in a typically off-
the-wall note, whicn at least explains 
why there's no intro to ' Burning with 
Optimism's Flame' (someone threw a 
jumper at him) and the odd tuning of 
the Les Paul in 'Towers of London' 
(someone had knocked it over). Mind 
you, however much the band needed 
something more soothing around half-
time, likening ' Battery Brides' to Philip 
Glass is overdoing it. 

Maybe ' Love at First Sight' doesn't 
have quite the snap of the LP version 
- Partridge had a cold - but it didn't 
stop his lungs working hard on 'No 
Language in Our Lungs'. 

Not as polished as the albums, 
maybe, but it doesn't let up. Radio 1, I 
always thought, did a good thing 
mostly in putting bands like XTC on 
live, and Windsong's re-mastering of 
this one makes it a real treat. Tracks 
like ' Scissors Man really rip. 'We didn't 
improvise much on stage,' writes 
Partridge in the notes, 'but when we 
did it went for the throat via the 
spinal column.' Bliss, this one. There's 
nothing like a real, live audience to 
make a concert; by the end, XTC 
were buzzing - and Partridge's voice 
was going. A good night had by all. 
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THE SEARCHERS 

THE SEARCHERS 
The EP Collection Vol. Two 
SEE FOR MILES SEECD 359 

• Why bother with Volume Two, 
when there were thirty of the UK's 
Thirty-six EP tracks on Volume On& 
Why bother at all, when The Sea-ch-
ers only sang other people's songs? 
Well, not always, and the group did 
have a way with them - listen to 
'Sugar and Spice' or ' Needles and 
Pins'. At least when the Searchers 
picked something up they could 
usually tum it to their advantage; this 
was first recorded by Jackie de 
Shannon. The Number One, 'Don't 
Throw Your Love Away' had been 
the B-side of ' Bon-Doo-Wah' by the 
US girl-group The Orions, who The 
Sea-chers reckoned had thrown it 
away. Events proved them right. 

While they were replaying hits like 
Ben E. King's ' Stand by Me' or the 
Cr>stals"Da Doo Ron Ror' (they 
changed ' Bill' to 'Jill') their own pens 
were busy with 'This Feeling Inside' or 
'I Pretend I'm With You'. They had a 
knack of moulding R ' n' B and Rock r' 
Roll to a lively sound that appeared to 
be Digger than it really was, probably 
greatly due to producer Tony Hatch. 
The star rose - and then fell, effec-
tively inside just two years, rrom 1963 
to 1965, unsustained by original songs. 

This is one for collectors, though 1 
admit to a liking for the Searchers' 
cover versions; there's an added 
saccharine to them that I acquired a 
taste for. Real collectors wi I be 
intrigued by the addition of the four 
sorgs from the rare French EPs, 
though John McNally does See For 
Miles something of a disservice in the 
sleevenotes, often quoted disparaging 
the original Searchers' choices of 
songs and even their methods. I hear 
the squeezing of sour grapes: "We 
we-e fallen idols for many years," 
Frank Allen is quoted as saying. 
"We're living legends, now ...." I don't 
I:now I'd put it as strongly as that. The dog 
Fias had its day, but it wasn't a bad canine 
tr. those two years and it deserves to be 
let out of its kennd again. 

ULTRAVOX LIVE IN 
CONCERT 
WINDSONG WINCD 028 

• Caught in the very act of 
transition from Art-Rock 
Punk to New Romantic, this 
is Ultravox without the 
exclamation mark, minus 
John Foxx and plus Midge 
Ure. The Vienna album wa, 
launched on the Chrysalis 
label in summer 1980 and 
the new line-up followed it 
up with a low-key, short 
tour. Ure's strident guitar 
work, Warren Cann's 
Kraftwerk-style drum 
programming, and the lusher 

synth-based sound did its trick, 
nowever, and Ultravox six months 
later had regained some ground. 

There were howls of betrayal, of 
course; there was also some sniping 
Decause Ultravox (new style) had 
obviously been listening carefully to 
Bowie's Low as well as Kraftwerk. 
What couldn't be denied was that it 
all worked - even if it sounded as 
though a track like ' Mr X' was 
synthetic through and through. It 
turned the Hammersmith audience's 
ears, however, and succeeded by the 
squealing guitar-driven 'All Stood Still', 
Ultravox had obviously reconciled 
them with their sheer drive. 

Looking back on it, Ultravox 
(without the exclamation mark) have 
a hell of a lot to answer for, mostly in 
the degredation of synths and drum 
machines that's afflicted Dance Music 
since. Then they were innovative, they 
were Dristling with electricity and it all 
shows in this live concert. No matter 
that if you have the Vienna album you 
effectively have this one - the concert 
covered seven of the nine tracks of 
the album. It's worth it for the OMD 
precursor 'Vienna', the synthetic 
exercise live audiences transformed 
,nto the real thing, or the instrumental 
'Astrodyne' which ended the live 
shows. Twelve years on, Ultravox still 
sound fresh and fascinating. 

PAICE ASHTON LORD 
BBC Radio I Live In Concert 
WINDSONG WINCD 025 

• Last but not altogether least of the 
current crop of Windsong's raids on 
the BBC's live recordings. Yes, 1 have 
to admit I liked Deep Purple - off and 
on, I still do, but it's The Book of 
Taliesn I'm liable to go back to for my 
Seventies fix and certainly not that 
horribly pretentious Rock Concerto. 
When the group split, I couldn't seem 
to get the hang of Gillan any more, 
and the brief resurrection of Ian Paice 
and Jon Lord as P.A.L. (the A was 
Tony Ashton, vocalist and 
keyboardist) passed me by. Malice in 

Wonderland was recorded during the 
autumn of 1976, and the BBC taped 
their first gig at the Golders Green 
Hippodrome in March 1977. Malice 
was received with ... malice afore-
thought would probabfy be the best 
way of describing it Certainly, 'A 
Ghost Story' seems a mere shadow of 
jeep Purple, though maybe it's 
Decause the band hasn't quite got 
itself together, drums and guitars 
seemingly pulling in different direc-
tions. The funkier 'On the Road 
Again' is distinctly more together, 
though it's fairly clear that Martinez 
and Marsden aren't as much at ease 
with PA_ as Gillan and Blackmore 
were in Purple. The songs are looser, 
the style more relaxed - on occasion, 
like the middle eight of 'Arabella', in 
danger of losing direction altogether. 

There's also a degree or 
uni-naginativeness evident which 
reminds you that Deep Purple was 
greater than the sum of its individual 
Darts. All the same, PAL In Concert in 
retrospect is worth having to remind 
you of that interim period before 
Marsder Paice and Lord were 
recruited into Whitesnake. No prizes, 
la..rt worth the occasioral listen - the 
fake Blues ' I'm Gonna Stop Drinkin' is 
great fun, though ' Steamroller', which 
might be good R n' B rapidly disinte-
grates into wayward pastiche. PAL live 
might not have the style or value of 
X.TC or Ultravox, but it's one I'll keep 
on my shelves for when the mood 
strikes me. It makes a better concert 
than a record, that's for sure, 

eke ildietee ferie 
Ikag_p_Eadio 1 Live In Concert 
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Malcolm Steward 

The Blues feature 

heavily in this month's 

assemblage of above-

average recordings to 

savour and relish in 

your leisure hours. 

RORY BLOCK 
Ain't I a Woman 
MUNICH NETCD0038 

• Songwriter, singer and extraordi-
narily capable guitarist, Rory Block first 
came to my attention with her album 
Turning Poin:t, an outwardly more 
contemporary voicing of her talents 
than the bare-bones Blues for which 
she's most noted. The subsequent 
acquisition of her album Mama's Blues 
- an altogether more spartan, chaste 
collection of songs - made me realise 
that I much preferred her more 
frugally arranged work. Songs like her 
version of Robert Johnson's 
Terraplane Blues, where she plays 
with just an acoustic guitar (while an 
Amtrac train rumbles in the back-
ground), recorded in the austere, 
reverberant surroundings of a Chatham 
church, seem more intimate and emotive 
than her band-backed outings. 

This new album, 
however, is rapidly 
usurping Mama's Blues 
as my favourite Rory 
Block disc despite the 
fact that it sees her 
playing with a band for 
several numbers, one 
of which - perhaps the 
strongest - features 
Mark Knopfler, of 
whom I rarely say 
much that's compli-
mentary. 

There's plenty of 
her authentic guitar 
and voice driven rural 
Blues on this disc, 
more than enough to 

satisfy purists. 
But there's also 
a helping of rockier tracks, like 
the opener, 'Silver Wings' - a 
song that's highly reminiscent of 
contemporary Joni Mitchell, 
along with 'Faithless World' and 
'Sisters', both powerful and 
beautiful songs. It's not until you 
reach track five, Robert 
Johnson's 'Come On In My 
Kitchen', that you hear Ms Block 
take out a National Steel and 
slide her way - literally - into 
hard-core Blues. It's worth the 
wait. By the time you reach 
track ten, 'Cool Drink Of 
Water', Rory's well into 
whoopin' an' a-hollerin' gear, 

tackling a song that she admits 
seemed like it "didn't want to be 
recorded". It makes for an unusual 
intro into the closer, a moving 
rendition of the Gospel standard 
'Walk In Jerusalem', which Rory 

performs with her customary verve 
and commitment 

This provides a fitting 
debrouillement to a collection of 
songs that showcases Rory Block's 
striking talents. Do yourself a favour 
and buy a copy today. Albums of this 
quality, variety and all-round satisfying 
wholeness don't grow on trees. 
Ignore it at your peril. 

JOE ELY 
Love And Danger 
MCA MCAD I 0584 

• With the exception of bands like 
Little Feat and singers like Lyle Lovett, 
I remain happy to dislike ninety-nine 
percent of musicians who acknowl-
edge their music's country-based 
roots. Redneck bars and steel guitars, 
for the most part, suck wind. But 
stand by for another bout of excep-
tion-making. Joe Ely's an okay guy, 
even if his music veers more towards 
Texas than New York 
How could I - the champion of the 

clever rhyming couplet - fail to admire 
under any circumstances, such lyricism 
as evidenced in songs like 'Sleepless In 
Love': "He had hair...black as a 
fibreglass speedboat. The morning air. 
.. was as crisp as a brand new bank 
note. He swaggered... like a surfer on 
a Louisiana dirtbike. He swerved... 
like a trucker on the Dallas turnpike." 
And the killer lines - "She was calm .. 
soft as a K-Mart pillow" and "He held 
her close, tight as a Harley's drive 
chain." That, friends, is poetry, the like 
of which Wordsworth, stuck with his 
daffs, never had the imagery to call 
upon. 

Love And Danger also has fine 
tunes, excellent playing, tasteful 
arrangements and more than its fair 
share of intelligent wordsmithery 
spread throughout its ten tracks. It's 
well worth your investment And hell, 
Bubba, while you're out buying it get 
me a pair of cowboy boots, a pickup 
truck and a six-pack! 
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MARIA MULDAUR 
Louisiana Love Call 
BLACK TOP CD-BT- 08 I 

• As proof that there is indeed lite 
after Midnight At The Oasis, Mana 
Muldaur is back with an album to 
delight anyone with the remotest 
interest in femaie vocal and southern 
states music. This recording pays 
homage to - and ,ncludes - musicians 
from that most ferti'e of breeding 
grounds, Louisiana, and New Orleans 
in particular. 

The most dominant element 
throughout - with the exception of 
Ms Muldaur - is Dr John's mellifluous 
piano and voice. And here I have to 
admit to being a rabid fan - if Dr John 
provided the accompaniment for a 
double CD of Des O'Connor songs I 
would probably buy it and love it. 
You'll also hear Nevile Brothers 
various, Zachary Richard, Mark Kaz 
Kazanoff, Amos Garrett and other 
members of the New Orleans mafia 
scattered throughout this disc. 

There are songs here that I could 
live without - the title track, for 
instance - but others Pike ' Best Of Me', 
J. J. Cales 'Cajun Moan', 'Dem Dat 
Know'. and Leon Russell's ' Layin' R.ght 

Here In Heaven' 
(with lead vocals 
shared by the 
Doctor) are 
absolute must-
haves. 

The closing 
track, Southern 
Music, is another 
gem, albeit a touch 
too sentimental in 
places for my 
cynical tastes. It lets 
you hear Muldaur's 
voice at its best, 
soaring and 
plummeting over a 
sublime stripped-
down arrangement 
(for which read Dr 
John's piano). If 
your emotions are 

sensitive to female vocal music then 
this track will rase goose-bumps on 
your arms that'll make them feel like 
cheese-graters. 

JAY OWENS 
The Blues Soul of Jay 
Owens 
INDIGO IGOCD2004 

• I'd never heard of Isaac Jerome 
(Jay) Owens before I received this 
record. That's hardly surphsing as I've 
now discovered that this is his first 
outing on disc in his own right. He has 
worked with many of the great names 
ir American black music and has led 
bands of his own but no one has ever 
taken the trouble to park him in front 
of a tape recorder. Listen to his debut 
abum and, like me, I think you'll find 
that hard to reconcile. 

The title of the album describes his 
music perfectly. Owens is steeped in 
the Blues but his brand swings like a 
motorised pendulum. If you wanted 
to liken him to anyone I suppose that 
Walter Wolfman Washington comes 
pretty close. However, on up-beat 
tracks like ' Back Row' the soul 
element clearly predominates. Yet on 

'Why You Treat Me This 
Way' there's a strong 
southern, almost cajun, feel 
intruding. 

All the songs are his 
own compositions and 
what emerges is that 
Owens definitely isn't 
locked into one groove. 
This album contains 
songs to suit every mood 
and all persuasions of 
listeners. Add that to 
Owens' powerful voice, 
artistic guitar, sympathetic 
band and production, 
and you've got a recipe 
for hours of satisfying 
entertainment. When is 
his next album due? 

RECORD OF THE MONTH 

JOHN LEE HOOKEIR 
Boom Boom 
POINTBLANK VPBCD12 

• 

the at noT.e of the closing 
number, 'I Ain't Gonna Suffer 
No More', Hooker's guita 
st ngs, burrs, rips and sets a 
steam ng pace while his vc ice 
cEjole., declaims and chucKles 
wth knowing worldliness over 

is band's wholly appropriate 
ccompanirrent. Eve .hse he 
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PRAXIS 
Transmutation 
(Mutatis Mutandis) 
AXIOM/ISLAND 314-512 338 

• Corker number one; and a 
supergroup at that! A few months 
back I talked about a new record 
label, Axiom, started up by New 
York's famed eclecticist bassist-
producer Bill Laswell. Now, Praxis, a 
supergroup assembled by Laswell, and 
a supergroup for the Nineties and 
beyond to be sure: on bass Bootsy 
Collins, the king of funk bass, one time 
member of Parliament and Funkadelic, 
and the man who, aged a meagre 
seventeen summers, co-penned James 
"The Hardest Working Man In 
Showbusiness" Brown's massive 'Sex 
Machine'; on Hammond organ and 
synthesizers, another Parliament 
alumnus, the classically-trained and 
groovesomely-inclined Bernie Worrell, 
the Space Wizard himself; at the 
turntables Af Next Man Flip - Lord of 
the Paradox (yes, honestly), scratch 
and break-beats manipulator from the 
hugely underrated hip-hopsters The 
Jungle Brothers; on drums Brain, of 

cult San Fransisco band Limbomaniacs; 
and on electric guitar, also from San 
Fransisco; the little-known 
Buckethead. 
A motley crew, for certain, whose 

debut outing Transmutation is a 
massive cut-and-paste job assembled, 
meticulously, by Laswell. The net 
result is truly a soundtrack for the 
metropolis, from its opening police 
sirens bursting into rapid-fire heavy 
metal soloing, then fracturing into 
spacey dub-funk and on and on. Nat 
that it's anything like as random as I 
make it sound; Hakim Bey's anarchist 
sleeve notes exult the cause of 
entropy, but there's as high an order 
of organization at work 
here as in any through-
composed work, with each 
genre-byte giving the next 
(and previous) its real 

meaning: 
sound collage 
at its finest. 
There are 

real compari-
sons to be 
made here 
with altoist/ 
composer 
John Zom's 
large-scale 
collage works 
like ' Spillane' 
and 'The Big 
Gundown', 
and his small group 
work with Naked City; 
the approach, and, 
indeed, general philoso-
phy, are much the same. 
But Naked City and 
Praxis sound as different 

as Erasure and Extreme Noise Terror, 
not least because their respect.ve 
collage-constituents are so differert: 
Zom's obsession with hardcore and 
grunge is replaced here with Laswell's 
love of metal, in all its hybrid forms. 
(Laswell remains the only produce-
on Earth to have caught on wax both 
Motorhead and Herbie Hancock) Ir 
place of Joey Baron's swinging 
backbeat we have Eighties hip-hop in 
head-on collision with Seventies 
funkateering; and making up for Zorn 
AND Bill Frisell is the screaming, 
magnificent Buckethead. Of whom, ! 
have a few words... 
I have a penchant for guitarists, 

regulars may have noticed, and 
Buckethead is a personal hobby-horse. 
Word was out last year on this 21-
year old virtuoso avant-garde HM 
madman who plays live in full face 
paint with, naturally, a bucket on his 
bonce, but there have been precious 
few glimpses of his playing: a cameo 
role on a Henry Kaiser album, an 
appearance at last year's Company 
Week (British free jazz guitarist Derek 
Bailey's annual London-based improv-
fest), and the promise of a solo 

project on Zom's own Avant label. 
And now this. King Crimson's Roped 
Fhpp once remarked that KC was 
nothing but a means to finding out 
what Jimi Hendrix playing Ba-tok 
would sound like. Now imag;ne Steve 
Vai or Yngwie Malmsteen playing 
Albert Ayler. Buckethead. There are 
plenty of sterling performances or 
Transmutation, not least Bernie 
Worrell turning in a ten-minute organ 
solo that owes more to Stockhausen 
than to James Brown - but 
Buckethead, by sheer dint of being a 
newcomer, is worth the price of the 
CD alone. One of the albums of the 
year. 

PAINKILLER 
Buried Secrets 
EARACHE MOSH62CD 

• Painkiller is another supergrouo of 
sorts, but on a smaller scale: Zom on 
alto saxophone; Laswell on electric 
basses; and on drums Mick Harris, 
formerly of UK speed-metal/hardcore 
superheroes Napalm Death, and 
composer of sample-based ambient/ 
industrial soundscapes (check out his 
recently-released Lull, too un-jazz to 
be reviewed here, but a fine album all 
the same). On Buried Secrets the trio 
is augmented on two tracks ('Creed' 
and the title track) by Godflesh's 
guitarist Justin Broadrick and bassist G 
C Green - Birmingham's gods of 
grincore. 

Secrets is a massive improvement 
on last year's album, although, broadly 
speaking, it covers, and draws on, the 
same musical areas; extreme, grinding, 
churning rock, free improvisation, 
splatter movie soundtracks. Butthis 
time out, the whole thing seems 
somehow more polished (although 
"polished" improvised grindcore might 
seem a tad oxymoronic tc more 
pedantic souls than myself). Certainly 
the use of dub effects throughout is 
hugely enjoyable, and Zom's ircreas-
ing use of electronic effects on the 
alto are welcome. And the fact that 
the stand-out tracks are just the two 
with Broadrick's ferocious guitar on 
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them perhaps says something; l could 
definitely have lived with more of that. 

Not for- the faint-hearted, perhaps 
(the titles alone - 'One Eyed Pessary', 
'Black Hole Duo', ' Skinned' - give 
some indic.atior of what a gothic 
horror story of a record this really is), 
it's nonetheless a fine old slice of 
contempo-ary music. 

ELLIOTT SHARP 
Twistmap 
EAR-RATIONAL ECDI029 

• As much a composer as an 
instrumentalist (and if it's good 
enough for Ellington, then...) New 
Yorker Elliot Sharp has been one of 
the last decade's most consistently 
intriguing music makers and a highly 
innovative gusrtarist. A prolific writer of 
mLsic for theatre and ballet as well as 
for concert performance, he's the sort 
of artist who defines avant-garde, in its 
very best sense. His music ranges 
from the icy industrial onslaught of his 
ballet score ' Fractal' to the (arguably 
more accessible) post-punk/free jazz 
of his regular collective Carbon. 

This group, atong with David 
Soldier's Soldier String Quartet, are 
featured on Twil;tmap, a collection of 
pieces for standard quartet and 
custom, hand-built instruments. These, 
which include the Violinoid (a sort of 
electric violin with movable bridge and 
pickups), the Slab (a solid-bodied 
quasi-harp), and the Pantar (a multi-
necked sitar-come-guitar that Mad 
Max might play) have been standa-d 
in Carbon for several years, and place 
Sharp firmly in an American classical 
music tradit on that runs from Ives 
through Partch to Cage - and, those 
eager post-modernists among us 
would argue, right down to Sonic 
Youth. 

But, of cou-se, Sharp is as inter-
ested in the improvising of his cohoi-
as his own writing, and the harsh, 
driving collective music on Twistmap, 
for all its overt similarity to Seventies 
systems music owes much to the 
inventive playing of the whole group. 
One more piece in an excit.ng and 
essential canon of work. 

KEITH JARRETT 
Vienna Concert 
ECM 1481 

• Pianist Jarrett has become one of 
the most critically-lauded, influential, 
and at the same time popular, jazz 
musicians of the last twenty years, 
with an approach that easily blends 

composition with improvisation 
and romanticism with 
intellectuality. An artist at once 
warm and aloof. 
With hundreds of hours of 

solo and collective work in the 
can, he believes that Vienna 
Concert, recorded in July 9 I at 
the Vienna State Opera, just 
days after completing a record-
ing of Shostakovich's 24 
Preludes and Fugues, is very 
special indeed. "I have courted 
the fire for a very long time, and 
many sparks have flown in the 
past, but the music on this 
record speaks, finally, the 
language of the flame itself" It's 
certainly a very beautiful record, 

typically progressing from stately 
chording to frantic, technically dazzling 
polyrilythms, and evidently shot 
through with the austerity of 
Shostakovich; but, although Jarrett 
devotees will find it essential, I can't 
say with any honesty that this record 
stands out obviously from the rest 
(and there's a lot of it) of his excellent 
work 

STEPHAN MUCUS 
To the evening child 
ECMI481 

• Further vocal and instrumental 
cogitations from the pioneering 
"global village" multi-instrumental-
ist. As ever, evocative, charming, 
and always pure and ascetic 
enough to keep it one step ahead 
of his legion New Agey imitators. 

JOHN SURMAN 
AdventurePlayground 
ECM 1463 

• The first of a sterling two-
volume set of contemporary 
acoustic ja 7, recorded in Septem-
ber 1991 by a quartet never 
previously assembled: drummer 
Tony Oxley, pianist Paul Bley, 

bassist Gary Peacock and baritone/ 
soprano saxophonist Surman. A fine 
example of high-level communication 
and group interplay that's all-too-
seldom heard on countless post-bop 
records. Very highly recommended. 

DAVID DARLING 
Cello 
ECM 1464 

• The fifty-something American 
Darling is that rare thing, an improvis-
ing cellist, and at that one who 
specializes in playing a rare instrument: 
the 8-string electric cello. He's 
contributed to a whole bunch of 
essential ECM sessions with the likes 
of Jan Garbarek but this is his first 
solo disc for the label since 83's 
October Journal. Cello features a 
series of multi-tracked and solo 
pieces, all elegant, elegaic and largely 
tonal, in many ways comparable with 
the 'ambient' navel-gazing of many 
lesser musicians. Introspective but 
hugely enjoyable listening. 
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Specialist Hi-Fi Dealers 
LONDON & SOUTH EAST 

"One of the 5 
best hi-fi shops 
in the world" 

CHUMS HI-FI 

Canonbury Yard, 1 904 New North Road 
London N1 7BS, 1r 071-226 5500 

Ring for a chat, an appointment and a map! 

-681 Fairfax Road 
Swiss Cottage 
Lcncion NjW8-4 DY 
071 6248855/6 
eiongn 10-7•Sat 10-E) 

82111e1-1. Street 

Alort-Saigklosed Wed) 

1r 081-654 I 23 I /2040 

352/4 LOWER ADD1SCOMBE RD. 
CROYDON. SURREY 

THE CORNFLAKE SHOP 
(071)6310472 Fax(071)436 7165 
37 Windmill Street London WIP I HH 
(Just off Tort Court Road) 
3 Demo Rooms. Complete Installation Service, Multi-
Room Soecialists, Knowledgeable Fnendly Service 
Stockists of REG A NAIM, ROKSAN. MERIDIAN, 
ARCAM NAKAMICHI, ACOUSTIC ENERGY, ION, 
DNM, EPOS, ROTEL DYNAUDIO. 
MONITOR AUDIO. 

NEWBURY•AUDIO 
where music muliers mast 

Linn • Nano • Rokkan • Creek • Ion • Rod • Epos • Dual 

Ruark • JPW • Aura • Audiniech • Nakamichi • Denon 

Rote' • Dace Micromega • Beyer • Sennheiser 

Tripod • Can Opener 

2 WEAVERS WALK • NORTHBROOK STREET 
NEWBURY • BERKSHIRE RGI3 I At. 

TEI 10635 33929 

SOUTH 

STATION SOUNDS 
H I N 

FOR A SELECTION OF VALVE AMPLIFIERS 
AND OTHER OLDER QUALITY EQUIPMENT 

Valve amplifiers (combos and hl- fi) overhauled at sensible 
rates. Valve and other equipment always wanted. 

Mike Pointer 0903 239980 
DOWN PLATFORM WORTHING STATION SUSSEX 

e poweIeacfT 
BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP 

• Comfortable listening room 
• Knowledgeable and approachable staff 

66 Upper North Street Brighton. Telephone 0273 775978 
Roksan. Micromega, Musical Fidelity. Exposure. Audiolab. Ono,. 
Epos. Rote!. Marantz. Yamaha. Nakamichi. Heybrook, Rogers, 

Tannoy and other fine equipment. 

HOPKINS 111-71 
No.1 Specialist 

Best Advice - Best Prices - Naturally 
• LONG ESTABLISHED 

• SUPPLIES TO UNIVERSITY 

36-40 FRATTON RD. Tel. 0705 822155 

It & Vs. Bose, Dual, Kenwood, Maraint, Pioneer„ 
Philips. Sony, Tannoy. Technics. 
*Dem Room facilities *0% credit 

*Service Department *Free installation 
PIONEER REFERENCE POINT DEALER 
83B High Street Gillingham (0634) 513141 
117 Week Street Maidstone (0622) 661488 

SONY DEALER 

C4e'ee 

e ries 
69 London Road 
Brighton 
0273 609431 

4 Albert Parade 
Green Street 
Eastbourne 
0323 31336 

29 London Ro., 
Portsmouth 
0705 663604 

E l.hteninq Facilities 

LATE NIGHT - WEDNESDAY - 8pm CLOSED MONDAYS 

7 ST. PANCRAS, 
CHICHESTER, 

CI-111CIIIESTEIR WEST SUSSEX 
price Fluturry CLOSED ALL DAY 

MONDAY 
Tel: (0243) 776402 

Appointed stockists Of: A+R Cambridge, 
Castle Acoustic, Creek, Dual, Goldring, Linn 
Products, Monitor Audio, Naim, Nakamichi, 
Quad, Rega, Rogers, Royd Audio, Spendor 

Camiegete:9- 
ARCAM, CASTLE ACOUSTICS, CREEK, 

DENON, EPOS, EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS, 
JPW, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA, MISSION, 

MORDAUNT SHORT, NAIM AUDIO, 
NAKAMICHI, REGA RESEARCH 

0% Interest tree credit 

SPECIALIST AUDIO RETAILERS (0223) 
110 MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 60442 

art of music 
SPECIALISTS IN REFERENCE STANDARD 

HI-Fl EQUIPMENT 

CARY, COCAN HALL, C.A.T., DIAMOND ACOUSTICS, 
LUMLEY REFERENCE, MAGNUM DYNALAB, METAXAS, REL 

ACOUSTICS, SILVER SOUNDS, TRANSFIGURATION 
LAUNCESTON CORNWALL 

TEL: 0566 86649 

EAST 

Arriliato 
File 
E'rlY•71 

TEIIINDUee 

27 HOCKERILL 
STREET, BISHOP'S 
STORTFORD, HERTS. 
TEL: 0279 506576 
2 FOUNDRY WALK, 
MARKET HILL, 
ST. IVES. CAMBS 
TEL: 0480 66123 

WEST & WALES 

audio eX:ellence 
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS 

BRISTOL 
65 Park Street, 
Bristol 651 5PB 

Tel: (0272)264957 

CARDIFF 
134/6 Crwys Road, 

Cardiff. S. Glamorgan 
Tel: (0222) 228565 

SWANSEA 
9 High Street. Swansea 
W. Glamorgan SA1 ILE 

Tel (0792) 474608 

GLOUCESTER 
58 Bristol Road, 

Gloucester GL1 5SD 
Tel: (0452) 300046 

Tues -Sat 9.00 - 5.30 
Closed Monday 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 
; IN 

WREXHAM 
Aiwa, ARCAM, Audio Technica, B&W, Cambridge, 
Celestion, Cyrus, Hasler, Marantz, Michel, Mission, 
NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Proton, Quad, Radford, 

Rega, Rogers, Rotel, Sansui. Spendor, Teac, Tannoy, 
Thorens. Wharfdale. Yamaha etc... 

4 RUABON ROAD, WREXHAM 
TEL: 0978 364500 

MIDLANDS 

CREATIVE AUDIO 
9 DOCI'01.1:, SH RIA1 SHUR . 

SHROPSHIRE 
'ru: ¿074M 24192-1 
Cluved .II 

• Comfortable listening rooms 
• Honte demonstrations as aila hie 

• l'art exchange welcome 
• Free home installation 
• Interest Free credit 

relailur for: 
A S. R ..‘ 14CANI..AL Di01..1,11. 

CEI.Es'l ION, (1 RI S. DENON. 
IIkIIH %\, %USSR/N. NION1TOR 

Al .1110, QL % D. RE% 01,‘ ROKSAN. 
KOTEI..1.%%1AHA. EPOS, NAM. KIT. 

RUARK 
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Specialist Hi-Fi Dealers 
MUSIC 
MATTE RS 

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS 

for the most exciting range of equipment 

available in the Midlands which includes: 

Arcam, Aiwa, Alchemist, Alphason, Apollo, Arcam, 

Audiolab, Audioquest, Audio Innovations, Audio-

Technica, Aura, Beyer, Cambridge Audio, Canon, 

Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Deltec, Denon, Dual, Epos. 

Exposure, Heybrook, Impulse, Infinity, KEF, 

Luxman, Marantz, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, 

Mission, B+W, Mordaunt-Short, Michaelson Audio, 

Monitor Audio, Monster, Musical Fidelity, 

Nakamichi, NVA, Panasonic, Pink Triangle, Pro-Ac, 

Revox, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, 

Sansui, Sennheiser, Straitwire, Systemdek, Target, 

Technics, Thorens, Wharfedale, Yamana etc 

OPENING TIMES: 
Tues-Thurs 10.30-6.00 

Friday 10.30-8.00 

Saturday 10.00-5.00 

Demonstration by Appointment 

351 HAGLEY ROAD, EDGBASTON. 

BIRMINGHAM B17 1313L 

Tel: 021-429-2811 

INTEREST FREE 
(tor Ltd Period) APR 0%. 
Written details on request. 
Licensed Credit Broker. 
Switch card accepted 

NSA 

DEFINITIVE AUDIO 
For a carefully considered approach 

to building a true hi-fidelity audio system 
SYSTEMDEK • GOLDRING • RE VOX • VOYD • AUDI( 

INNOVATIONS • SNELL • AUDIONOTE • SME • IMPUI 
DELTEC • VVADIA • ORTOFON PREMIER DEALER 

(0602) 813562 
Please phone lor further details 
' closed WI ser 

NORTH 

MONITOR 
SOUND • TECHNICS U SONY • PIONEER II 

PANASONIC U KENWOOD U DUAL U QUAD 
• BOW U MARANT1 U SPENDOR 

THORENS U ARCAM • ROTEL U WHARFDALE U DEMON II YAMAHA NI 
TANNOY U PHILIPS CD U CELESTION al ROGERS U MORDAUNT SHORT 
FOUNDATION U MONITOR AUDIO • AND MANY MORE 

BIG DISCOUNTS • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-fl 
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTATIONS 

PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALIATION 

CHORLEY (0257) 271935 
54 Chapel St . Chorley 

ENGLISH 
audio 

95 WHITECROSS ROAD, HEREFORD 
TEL: 0432 355081 

Musical Fidelity - Arcam - Rogers - Systemdek - Rotel 

Denon - Heybrook - Micromega - Nakamichi - Pink 
Triangle - 

Tannoy - Marantz - NAD - Mission - Cyrus - Dual - 
Ruark - 

Celestion - TDL - Albarry - Stax - JPW & others 

ASTON AUDIO 

4 WEST STREET 

ALDERLEY EDGE. 

CHESHIRE. 

TEL 0625 582704 

DISCOUNT CD é TAPE 
EXTENDED GUARANTEE 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT 
WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST. 

HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

Et.t.EsTioN YAMAHA CREEK 
MONITOR AUDIO • B & W• AIWA 

AURA MUSICAL FIDELITY 
%KG TANNOY SENNHEISER • 
MARANTZ DUAL DENNON • 
LP AD SANSUI TECHNICS 
SPENDOR MISSION SME 

NAILANIICHI AUDIOLAB 
ROGERS Al ' DIOCH [EST 

MORDAUNT-SHORT 
MERIDIAN DELTEC • 

ROKSAN ARCAM 
KEE NAD CYRUS • 

THE HI-FI STUDIOS 
HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO, ART AUDIO VALVES, DUAL 

SUGDEN. ALPHASON, TDL, MICHELL. ACOUSTIC ENERGY, TEAC. 
ABR. AURA, ORIGIN LIVE, SYSTEMDECK EPSILOM, SHURE, 
AUDIO TECHNICA, GOLDRING, ALBARRY AND OTHERS FROM 

THE COMPANY THAT CARES FOR CUSTOMERS. 
DEMONSTRATION IN OUR LISTENING ROOMS OR AT HOME 

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER 

Tel: ( 0302) 781387 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

• 

LYRIC HI-FI 

161 / 163 STRANMILLIS RD BELFAST 0232 381296 
Mon-Sat 10-6 Late Night Thursday 

84 BRIDGE ST PORTADOWN 
Mon-Sat 10-6 Closed Thursday 

ARCAM CASTLE CREEK HARMAN KARDON KEF 
LINN NAIM REGA EPOS DENON ROTEL 

EIRE 

74 ceeeti,c Vieeeei/olt 
67 Mountjoy street. Dublin 7. Tel: 305839 

Ruark, TOL, Revolver, Heybrook, JPW. Ion Systems. 

Aiwa, Sony, Proak, Rotel and more. Straight Wire, 
Sonographe. 

Listening Rooms. Philips now available! 
Open Mon-Fri 9-6. Sat 10-6pm. After 6pm by appointment 

CLASSIC a AUDIO 
REAL HI-FI 

DOLBY PRO LOGIC AND SURROUND A. V. 

SPECIALIST 
4 l'athal Brugha Si., Dublin I. Tel: 745910 

REPAIRS & D.I.Y. 

If you like the hi-fi equipment you have but 
want a better performance, don't change it - 
UPGRADE ITI 

You can build better than you can buy and we offer 
kits, parts and instructions for everything from 
simple component upgrades to complete rebuilds, 
plus kits to build high end equament from scratch.. 

New upgrading service 
If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid 
off your prize possession, send d to us and we can 
upgrade it for you. We will advise on cost and 
feasibility before starting work and upgrade to the 
level of performance you require and can afford. 
We have a secure, low-cost door to door collection 
and delivery service covering the UK and Europe 
plus a collection/delivery point in Manchester. 

Upgrades to: Audio Research, Celestion, KEF, 
Krell, Linn, Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Quad, Leak, 
Radford ... in fact, EVERYTHING! 

SEND NOW FOR FULL DETAILS ANO A COPY OF OUR NEW 

1992 COMPONENTS CATALOGUE. 

Russ 
Andrews 

Russ Andrews Limited 
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, 
Westmorland, LAB 9AS. 
Telephone: 0539 83247 

111
 NEW IPL A2 RIBBON SPEAKER KIT Featuring. Superb S TPX bass unit with cast chassis and 
5' magnet, and the excellent Visaton Ribbon Tweeter 
Top quality components and terminals for hardwiring the 
biwired crossover and quality accessories and instructions 
to build a speaker to compete with the best, 
A2 PLUS KIT: 504mm x 294mm x 300mm 
£208 . f6.75 P&P 
A2 TOTAL KIT, With sturdy H.D.F. Flatpack Cab Kit 
£277 . E19.00 P&P 
Alternatively, send f 1 50 !or do- page Speaker BUllellg 
Catalogue with details of 8 kits and accessories and valuable 
adwce ce speaks- taeccu .1{,Warl ,,,Q acd s.st,eg to IPL 
ACOUSTICS, 2 LAVERTON ROAD. WESTBURY, WILTS BA 
13 3RS. Tel 103731 823333 

VALVE 
HI-FI 

Haden Boardman buys, sells, modifies 
& repairs all vintage hi-fi equipment. 
Complete rebuilds from £99. 

LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, all 
available from stock. Other quality hi-fi available, new 
and secondhand. Advice is free, 'phone if just for a 
chat. Credit cards accepted. Quick worldwide 
delivery. Callers by appointment. Audio Classics, 
8 Lowe Mill Lane, Hindley, Wigan, Lancs WN2 3AF 

Tel/Fax: (0942) 57525 7 days a week 

r1/42u (.3  We h aveBr s probarec o ,d9 el yd expertise thase woenl Ily asspeliesitaelnisetd Htio-F litvDeeamleunsic.who 

Z3With 

the following manufacturers: 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS, AUDIONOTE, DELTEC,FURUKAWA, IMPULSE, JPW, KENWOOD (Transpon t only) 

MARANTZ, M1CROMEGA, Q.E.D., ROTEL, SNELL, SYSTEMDEK, VOYD, YAMAHA. 

Dolby Pro Logic Surround sound through your Hi-Fi will give you cinema sound in your home. 

"What impressed me most was Audio South's obvious love of music, the demonstration was both a pleasure and an education; certainly 

well worth a visit." 

Audiophile with Hi-fi Answers October 1990 

EX-DEM AND SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL OFFER, RING FOR DETAILS 

24 (The WoolMead) East Street, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7TT. Tel (0252) 714555 
Open Monday-Saturday I I am-Apm. Closed Tuesday Demonstrations, preferably by appointment. 
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Gustav Mahler 

SYMPHONIE NO. 4 
Frederica von Stade 
Wiener Philharmoniker 

OM 

GUSTAV MAHLER 
Symphony No4 
Frederica von Stade, mezzo-soprano; 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra; 
conductor, Claudio Abbado 
DG ABBADO EDITION 437 011-2 

• Recorded over more than a decade, 
Abbado's Mahler cycle contains several 
towering performances: the First, 
Second and Third Symphonies together 
with the Sixth, Seventh and Ninth. This 
Fourth, however, just misses the mark, 
despite the advantage of having 
Frederica von Stade as its vocal soloist. 
It begins well enough, with a well-judged 
first movement and a spacious recording 
that does justice to Abbado's pin-
pointing of delicate detail. The magical, 
fairy-tale like quality is perfectly captured 
(this symphony was Mahler's last gesture 
towards innocence and childlike 
simplicity before the stark realities of the 
Fifth and Sixth). But the slow movement 
exchanges charm for a degree of self-
consciousness which seems quite at 
odds with Mahler's request for "sincere 
and serene expression". If any recording 
captures that, it is another Vienna 
version under the baton of Lorin 
Maazel, the pick of an otherwise 
disappointing Mahler cycle for CBS 
Masterworks. The VP0 play that much 
better for Maazel and, moreover, he is 
better recorded. Maazel's soloist, 
Kathleen Battle, sings just as sweetly as 
von Stade and, overall, the gains are well 
worth the extra outlay. PH 

WOLFGANG AMADEUS 
MOZART 
Piano Concerto No27 in B 
flat Major K595/Piano 
Sonata in A Major K331/ 
Piano Sonata in C minor K457 
Rondo in A minor K5I I 
Wilhelm Backhaus, piano; Vienna 
Philharmonic Orchestra; conductor, 
Karl Bohm 
DECCA 483 898-2 

• Born in 1884 in Leipzig, Wilhelm 
Backhaus grew up at a time when 
pianistic fireworks were far more highly 
valued than fidelity to the score, in sharp 
contrast to the tenets of today's 
interpretations of the classical reper-
toire. Both by upbringing and tempera-
ment, Backhaus was at odds with this 
approach to performance. In his playing 
of Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and 
Schumann, he set out to peel away the 
spurious accretions of history and play 
the music for what it was, not what 
generations of misguided pianists had 
elected it ought to be. It was described 
as a 'new objectivity'. 

That is undoubtedly why his playing 
of Mozart's last piano concerto, the 
wistful, smiling K595, sounds not at all 
dated. In some ways, it is very modem 
in its refusal to languish and the 
approach, while not lacking in poetry, is 
more about commanding the keyboard 
than caressing it It certainly meets the 
criterion of objectivity and the playing is 
well-considered, if uneven in places. 

What is dated, though, is the 
recording, which places the piano well 
forward in a bloated sound picture and 
does scant justice to the VP0 strings. 
Bohm's conducting doesn't always help, 
being heavyhanded at times, and despite 
Decca's ADRM transfer, the hiss level 
remains intrusively high. While the 
fullness of tone, the precision and colour 
that contributed to Backhaus's reputa-
tion can be appreciated, it is not enough 
to displace newer versions - Brendel, 
Perahia, Bilson, Uchida - in this most 
sublime of concertos; and, in the 
'vintage' stakes, Gilels on DG still stands 
supreme. As fillers, we are offered two 
sonatas (including a rather prosaic 
'Rondo a la Turque') and a fine 
performance of the Rondo K51 1; not 
enough for this reissue to transcend 
mere historical value. PH 

JAMES MACMILLAN 

THE CONFESSION OF ISOBEL GOWDIE 
TRYST 

BR( Scottish Symphony Orchestra 

Jerzy Maksymiuk 

KOCH. 

JAMES MACMILLAN 
The Confession of Isobel 
Gowdie/Tryst 
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, 
cond. Jerzy Maksymiuk 
KOCH/SCHWANN 3-1050-2 

• James Macmillan is a young contem-
porary composer, born in Ayreshire in 
1959. The Confession of Isobel Gowdie 
was a Prom commission for the 1990 
season, where it was performed by the 
BBC Scottish Symphony and conducted 
by Maksymiuk to a warm reception. 

The Polish connection is not entirely 
fortuitous; Macmillan's earlier work was 
serialist and based on the aleatory style 
particularly cultivated in Poland. While 
both Tryst and The Confession of Isobel 
Gowdie are much more approachable, 
there are discernible echoes of Panufnil<, 
or more so, Gorecki, in the first of the 
short compositions on this new release. 

Isobel Gowdie was a poor woman 
accused of witchcraft and executed in 
Naim in 1662. In that upsurge of 
persecution she confessed to visiting hell 
and a liaison with the devil; changing 
her shape into that of a hare, cat or 
crow: pace Macbeth, even boiling toads 
to make people in short, all the 
devilry that spell of hysteria made 
popular and turned eccentric or lame-
witted women suspect. She was 
strangled and burnt at the stake. 

Macmillan's piece is not program-
matic, though that is how it began. " It 
seemed gratuitous and voyeuristic. It 
changed into something more like a 
prayer for the dead." It is certainly 
atmospheric, with the slow, long chords 
of the beginning swelling and dying like 
the wind around Bimam Wood. 
Shimmering woodwind casts a distinct 
chill over dense string writing through 
which can just be discerned strands of 
Gaelic Psalmody, a Scottish ballad and 
plainchant Lux Aetema. Suddenly, 
trombones and percussion batter their 
way in, and an intense thirteen-fold 
chord repetition introduces the only 
programmatic element that remains, a 
barbaric, wild, Stravinskian 
Walpurgisnacht dance around the stake. 
After a series of tempestuous and 
shattering climaxes, the work ends with 
the gentle return of the strand of 
plainsong - the Requiem Isobel Gowdie 
never had - and the work ends in a 
mood of peace and reconciliation. It 
won't be to everyone's taste, but it's a 
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modem work well-deserving of more 
exposure. 

Tryst, for chamber orchestra, is a less 
rawly emotional piece, but also with its 
strongly rhythmical Stravinskian ele-
ments. Energetic, syncopated rhythms 
are superseded by slow homophonic 
wind chords interrupted by rapid string 
figures. First performed at the St Magnus 
Festival in Orkney in 1989, Tryst is in 
much the same melancholic strain, 
perhaps mxing elements of serialism and 
melodic strands too roughly and 
raucously together to be easily grasped. 
Good for fans of Maxwell Davies, 
perhaps, but less successful and 
developed than Isobel Gowdie. EB 

JOHN TAVENER 
The Whale 
EMI 7 96242 I 

The London Sinfonietta; The London 
Sinfonietta Chorus; Anna Reynolds, 
mezzo; Raimund Herincx, Baritone; 
Alvar Lidell, speaker; John Tavener, 
organ and Hammond organ, cond. 
David Atherton 

• Perhaps one of the most unexpected 
recordings on the Beatles' Apple label 
was John Tavener's The Whale, 
recorded in 1970 as a result of a 
meeting between Tavener and John 
Lennon at a dinner party in London 
where they swapped tapes. Apple's 
own studio was still being built, so :he 
recording took place in the church of St. 
John the Evangelist in Islington - a more 
appropriate place altogether for this 
'cantata' based on the story of Jonah 
and the Whale. Certainly it's doubtful 
whether the exuberant clamour of the 
percussion - indeed of the whole piece - 
would have come off with such 
vividness otherwise. 

The Whale is a kind of broken 
cantata - choral passages taken from the 
Vulgate interspersed and mingled with 
soft gentle orchestral passages repre-
senting the whale with raucous out-
bursts of chaotic sound from band and 
chorus as the storm approaches, Jonah 
draws the short straw and is swallowed 
whole. The ' Belly Music' stitches 
together fragments of liturgical themes 
and raw snatches of jazz as panic 
approaches; elsewhere, bells, brass, 
percussion and even Hammond organ 
set up a wild threnody of sound. 

It's perhaps less avant-garde than we 
thought twenty years ago - taking its 

direction more from Britten than we 
appreciated then - but while it's more 
approachable than some contemporary 
serialism, it still makes its demands on 
the listener. If you can make it through 
the Melodrama and Pantomime section, 
then you'll be well on course to achieve 
an exhilarating experience. 

Tavener's The Whale has been 
deleted for more than twenty years. 
Recorded in the early, vivacious days of 
the London Sinfonietta, its re-release is 
long overdue. I doubt if Beatles fans will 
be much taken with it - even if Ringo is 
to be heard shouting through a 
loudhailer seven minutes and forty-four 
seconds into the thirty-minute piece - 
but Tavener fans have every reason to 
be grateful to EMI. The digital 
remastering, done at Abbey Road from 
the original two-track mix-down by Ron 
Furmanek, has resulted in splendid 
clarity and the startlingly vivid dynamics 
this piece demands. EB 

THE GLENN GOULD EDITION 
SONY CLASSICS 

• It's ten years since the death of Glenn 
Gould, that unconventional and even 
eccentric Canadian pianist. Sony 
Classical are marking this anniversary 
and what would have been his sixtieth 
birthday with the first 
issues of a complete 
edition. Taken from 
the CBS catalogue 
(which Sony Classical 
now own) it will 
include some 
previously unreleased 
material and videos - 
on Laserdisc and VHS 
- of material originally 
recorded for Canadian 
Broadcasting. 

If anything, the 
Glenn Gould Edition 
has a two-pronged 
appeal to 
audiophiles: Gould 
himself abandoned 
live performances for 
the recording studio in 1964. " It is 
important to realize that if the demands 
and situations of the electronic age 
change the function and relevance of 
the composer to society, they will also 

change the categories of judgement by 
which we determine the matter of 
artistic responsibility... " he wrote. "The 
great paradox about the electronic 
transmission of musical sound is that as 
it makes available to the most enormous 
audience, either simultaneously or in a 
delayed encounter, the identical musical 
experience, it encourages that audience 
to react not as captives and automatons 
but as individuals capable of an unprec-
edented spontaneity of judgement." It's 
quite the opposite point of view to that 
of, say Michelangeli, who's barely set 
foot in a recording studio in the last 
thirty years. 

It's also one that caused a consider-
able stir at the time. One of the 
recordings in the Edition is the 1955 
mono recording of Bach's Goldberg 
Variations, which made his reputation 
and has been pretty much disliked on 
this side of the Atlantic ever since. 1 
have to say I find it wayward in tempo 

and insecure - or at least 
eccentric in development. The 
original recording was not of the 
greatest clarity, but this is where 
the second audiophile aspect 
comes in, 

While still on the wiry 
side, the '55 Goldbergs sound 
remarkably clear and clean, 
Gould's notorious sniffing and 
shuffling coming over loud and 
clear. There's a decent body to 
the piano sound, too; a result of 
Sony's 'Super-Bit Mapping' 
remastering process, whereby 
the original tapes have been 
remastered as 20-bit. 

Turning to the Haydn 
Sonata in E-flat major, where I 
find Gould still wayward but 

more approachable, the success of the 
20-bit approach is more marked. This is 
the stereo tape from 1958, and apart 
from some inevitable tape hiss, could 
well have been recorded a decade later. 
Sonic quality is quite startling and 
realistic, with the sometimes fierce shine 
evident on many CBS re-releases taken of 

On this evidence Sony's extensive 
Gould edition is well worth collecting, 
with the proviso that if you're a fan 
you'll want all of it; if you aren't, you 
should at least have some of it EB 
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RECORD OF THE MONTH 

Alfred Brendel, born in 
Austria sixty-one years 
ago, but a London 
resident since 1974, 
has had a long 
recording career. 
Collectors who were 
around in the heady 
days of LP twenty or 
thirty years ago will 
recall his name 
frequently appearing 
on the Vox Turnabout 
label, that saving grace 
for people like me 
when full-price 
recordings were at a 
price that made them a 
serious proposition. 

He wasn't always 
best served by the 
quality of the recording 
in those days, nor 
always by the accom-
panying orchestras and 
conductors; but the 
Beethoven Sonatas (a 
new recording of 
Op.110 is represented here) although a 
bit patchy overall, were among the most 
satisfying of the cycles at bargain price. 
The performances may not have had 
the overt stylishness of Barenboim's, say, 
of the same period, but exuded what 
we would probably now term a more 
appropriate air of authenticity to the 
composer's intentions. 

It's this that marks Brendel out, and 
where he has now, however late, come 
into his own. That somewhat owl-like 
aspect his spectacles give him suggest a 
professorial approach and indeed, 
Brendel is among the most considering 
and thoughtful of soloists. Yet for all the 
deep insight into the mechanics of a 
score he displays, despite his evident 
erudition, his performances are never 
dry and academic. He is one of those 
pianists whose study translates instantly 
into direct contact with the keys in 
performance and sweeps the audience 
into the interpretation. 

This was nowhere more evident 
than in the consecutive performances in 
the last two Proms seasons of Brahms' 
First and Second Piano Concertos which 
received considerable acclaim. They 
were both heady evenings, where 
Brendel's pianism shone through the 
orchestral textures with immense wit 
and feeling, rare occasions when both 
truly appeared to be concertos for the 
piano instead of the instrument being 
subsidiary to Brahms' intense orchestra-
tion. 

Last year, Brendel was in concert at 
The Royal Northern College of Music, 
where Philips recorded these four 
pieces - Busoni's arrangement of Bach's 
Chorale 'Nun komm der Heiden 
Heiland', two Haydn Sonatas and 
Beethoven's late Op. 110. The juxtaposi-
tion may seem odd at first sight, but by 

ALMED BRENDEL 

the end of the hour, I was in no doubt 
that :his concert - for that is how it is 
planned and performed - is one of the 
subtlest and fascinating illuminations of 
the context of Haydn's Sonatas I could 
nave wished for. 

ALFRED BRENDEL RECITAL 
BACH (transcr. Busoni) 
Organ Chorale Prelude "Nun 
Komm der Heiden Heiland' 
BWV 659; 
HAYDN 
Piano Sonata in G Minor, 
Hob. XVI:44; Piano Sonata in 
C Minor, Hob. XVI:20; 
BEETHOVEN 
Piano Sonata No 31 in A 
Flat, Op. 110. 
Alfred Brendel, piano. 
PHILIPS 432 760-2. 

• Busoni's transcriptions of Bach have 
after had something of a bad press, 
tinkering and re-arrangement of the 
'Celestia Sewing Machine' (as poet 
Pete- Porter called him) not being 
popular in some quarters. Brendel's 
perfomance redresses the baance 
somewhat, showing the Chorale 
arrangement as an exploration of Bach's 
tonalities and structures by a gifted 
pianist. While the 'walking bass' is 
retained as is the solemn stately 
polyphony of the middle voices, there is 
a floating cantus firmus like a blooming 
lower which takes us into ethereal 
twentieth century realms. Busoni's 
transcription in Brent:el% hands is a 
musical exploration of an element of 
Bach's psyche and fully justifies ts 
composition. 

The link between Bach and Haydn 
might not seem obvious, but Iirk there 
is. The two Haydn Sonatas date from 

the 'Sturm und Drang' 
period, the wave of 
expressionism which 
swept through musical 
life in the 1770's. 
Haydn's Sonatas have 
tended to be overshad-
owed and of the two, 
the C Minor is the 
lighter, the Moderato 
elegaic and rippling, the 
succeeding Allegretto a 
dance movement, 
bright and sparkling and 
not at all reminiscent of 
starchy crinolines. 
There's more of a folk 
element redolent of 
food, wine and 
celebration. 

Here we reach 
out to the ' Sensibility' 
or ' Music of Feeling' 
which C. P. E. Bach, 
second son of J. S. and 
a stylish performer in 
his own right, both 
wrote of and practised. 

He's been called 'the father of modem 
piano playing'; Haydn himself said 
'Anyone who knows me well must 
realise that I am indebted for a great 
deal to Emanuel Bach, that 1 have 
understood and industriously studied 
him.' 

Haydn's C Minor Sonata shows just 
how much he absorbed: the complex, 
exciting first movement followed by a 
deeply expressive Andante, both 
introspective and emotionally charged. 
Brendel's playing in this movement is 
consummate, not simply Sturm und 
Drang expressionism, but thoughtful and 
obviously forward-looking to the 
Romantics and not least of all 
Beethoven. The Finale is as virtuosic - 
and demanding as much skill - as the first 
movement, the elaborate development 
combining forcefulness with agitation: full 
of the ' sensibility' in Brendel's hands that 
C. P. E. Bach demanded. He is articulate, 
witty, sophisticated - and turns this 
Sonata into a great work, endlessly 
fascinating in its depth and colour. 

The culmination is reached in 
Beethoven's Op.110. No longer should 
this be seen, in Brendel's hands, as a 
work that goes beyond the limits of the 
piano. Contemporary with the Missa 
Solemnis, it stretches the scope of what 
is possible, with the traditional elements 
of the Sonata form combined with 
quasi-improvisatory elements which take 
an emotional response also to its limits. 
Brendel has complete control, with an 
astonishing power. By the time it 
reaches its ' radiant transfiguration' it 
appears to be the inevitable conclusion 
of C.P.E. Bach's theories and one of the 
ultimate expressions of them. 

The recording is clear without being 
too close and is as convincing as Alfred 
Brendel's playing. A superb disc. EB 
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Hi-Fi World 
record mail order service 
Hi-Fi World offers you a rich and varied selection of interesting artists, rare performances and very special 

audio recordings. We even have Digital Audio Tapes and gold Compact Discs both of which offer the best in 

digital audio quality. All these recordings are offered at very competitive prices! 

Zakir Hussain: Making Music 

SPECIAL DELIVERY 
TOPIC (CD ONLY) 
JUNE TABOR 
AIRS AND ,GRACES 

ASHES ANtIped IAMONDS 
MARTIN RTHY 
RIGHT OF PASSAGE 
JOHN KILPATR4CK 
PLAIN CAPERS 
PETER BELLAMY 
THE TRANSPORTERS 
RICHARD THOMPSON 
STP 
MARTIN CARTHY & DAVE 
SWARBRICK 

SKIN AND BONE 
TERRY ALLEN 
LUBBOCK (ON EVERYTHING) 
WOODY 'GUTHRIE 
STRUGGLE 
NICK JONES 
PENGUIN EGGS (CD ONLY) 
DICK GAUGHAN 
GAUGHAN (CD ONLY) 
RON KAVANA 
HOME FIRE 
PETER HOLSAPPLE & CHRIS 
STAMEY 
MAVERICK.; 
PATRICK STREET 
IRISH —1ME!, 
RORY BLOCK 
TURN NG POINT (CD ONLY) 
GREGSON/COLLISTER 
MISCHIEF 

A CHANGE IN THE WEATHER 

LOVE 15 A STRANGE HOTEL 

THE LAST WORD (C I 2.99 CD 

ONLY 
CLIVE GREGSON 
WELCOME TO THE WORK-

HOUSE 
JONATHAN RICHMAN 
JONATHAN GOES COUNTRY 

JONATHAN RICHMAN 
REBIRTH BRASS BAND 
REBIR—H KICKIN' IT LIVE 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
HARD CASH 
MARTIN CARTHY AND 
DAVE SWARBRICK 
LIFE AND UMB 
BLOVVZABELLA 
VANILLA 
WEBB WILDER 
&BEATNECKS 
IT CAME FROM NASHVILLE /LP 

ONLY 
BOBBY KING &TERRY 

EVANS 
LIVE & LET LIVE 

RHYTHM. BLUES. SOUL 
MIGHTY FLYERS 
UNDERCOVER (LP ONLY) 
SUGAR RAY & THE 
BLUETONES 

KNOC, 
ROBERT EARL KEEN JNR 
WEST T 
THE METERS 
THE METERS JAM 

GOOD OLD FUNKY MUSIC 
SD LPs £7.49, CDs £ 10.99 

VIRGIN CLASSICS 
ADAMS/GLASS/REICH/ 
HEATH 
MINIMA1ST. LONDON CHAMBER 

ORCH 
GIOVANNI AND ANDREA 
GABRIELI 
A VENETIAN CORONATION 

I 595 
MACKERRAS/ORCH. OF AGE 
OF ENLIGHTENMENT 
SCHUBERT: SYMPI-K-- ' 10 9 IN C 
MAJOR 
ENNIO MORRICONE 
THE MISSION (ORIGINAL 

SOUNDTRACK) 
YOUSSLOU N'DOUR 
THE LION 
STEVE HACKETT 
DEFECTOR (CD ONLY) 
JAPAN 
TIN DRUM 

KING CRIMSON 

INTHE COURT OF THE CRIMSON 
KING 
PETER GABRIEL 

VIRGIN LPS £ 7.99, CDS 
LI 1.99 

DELMARK (CD 
ONLY) 
ART HODES & BARNEY 
BIGARD 
BUCKETS GOT A HOLE IN IT 
GEORGE LEWIS & DON 
EWELL 
REUNION 
FRANZ JACKSON & JIM 
BEEBES CHICAGO JAZZ 
SNAG IT 
MALACHI THOMPSON 
THE JAZ LIFE 
JODIE CHRISTIAN 
EXPERIENCE 
TAB SMITH 
ACE HIGH 
SPECKLED RED 
THE DIRTY DOZENS 
MAGIC SAM 
WEST SIDE SOUL 

BLACK MAGIC 

GIVE ME TIME 
T-BONE WALKER 
I WANT A LITTLE GIRL 
DINAH WASHINGTON 
MELLOW MAMA 
SUNNYLAND SLIM 

HOUSE RENT PARTY 
Delmarlc CDs 12.99 

RAVEN 
RASCALS 
IN INTROSPECT (66-69) 
MARC BOLAN & T.REX 
SOLID GOLD RAPID ACTION 
THE FOUR TOPS 
SHAKE ME, WAKE ME (HITS FROM 

64-73) 
GRAM PARSONS 
WARM EVENINGS, PALE 

MORNINGS 63-73 
THE MONKEES 
TALK DOWN UNDER (LP ONLY) 
ARETHA FRANKLIN 
NOW (LP ONLY) 
ROY ORBISON 
COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN 
THE ANIMALS (CD only) 
THE MOST OF (ALL ERAS COMP) 

ROADRUNNERS (CD ONLY) 
THE BYRDS 
FULL FLYTE (CD ONLY) 
THE YARDBIRDS (CD only) 
OVER UNDER SIDEWAYS DOWN 
JOE COCKER (CD only) 
CONNOISSEURS COCKER '69-78 
Raven LPs £7.99, CDs £ 12.99 

Ann Peebles: Full Time Love. 

BULLSEYE BLUES 
ANN PEEBLES 
FULL TIME LOVE 
SUGAR RAY a BLUETONES 
DON'T STAND IN MY WAY (CD) 
CHAMPION JACK DUPREE 
FROM NEW ORLEANS (CD) 
LITTLE JIMMY KING & THE 
MEMPHIS SOUL SURVIVORS 
LI I I LE JIMMY KING (CD) 
OTIS CLAY 

SOUL MAN (CD) 
Bullseye CDs £ 11.99 

ROUNDER 
(AVAILABLE ON CD ONLY) 
ALISON KRAUSS 

I'VE GOT THAT OLD FEELING 
OTIS CLAY 
I'LL TREAT YOU RIGHT 
LEADBELLY 
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
ROD PIAZZA & THE MIGHTY 
FLERS 
ALPHABET BLUES 
TOM RUSSELL 

IURRICANE SEASON 
IRIS DEMENT 

INFAMOUS ANGEL 
SPANIC BOYS 
STRANGE WORLD 
MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT 
AVALON BLUES 1963 

WORRIED BLUES 1963 
AARON NEVILLE 
MY GREATEST GIFT 
DUKE ROBILLARD & THE 
PLEASURE KINGS 
TOO HOT TO HANDLE 
DUKE ROBILLARD 
YOU GOT ME 

SWING 

ROCKIN BLUES 
RORY BLOCK 

HOUSE OF HEARTS 

BEST BLUES AND ORIGINALS 

RHINESTONES & STEEL STRINGS 

IVE GOT A ROCK IN MY SOUL 

BLUE HORIZON 

HIGH HEELED BLUES 
JOHNNY COPELAND 
WHERE THE RAIN STARTS FALLIN 

AIN'T NOTHING BUT A HOUSE-

PARTY 'LIVE' 

BOOM BOOM 
JOHNNY ADAMS 

SINGS DOC POMUS - THE REAL 

ME (WITH DR JOHN/DUKE 

ROBILLARD) 
IRMA THOMAS 
NEW RULES 
REBIRTH BRASS BAND 
FEEL LIKE FUNKIN IT UP 
SOLOMON BURKE 
SOUL ALIVE 
WALTER WOLFMAN. 
WASHINGTON 
WOLF AT THE DOOR 
NATHAN & THE ZYDECO 
CHA CHAS 
YOUR MAMA DON I KNOW 
CLARENCE GATEMOUTH' 
BROWN 
TEXAS SWING 
Rounder CDs £ 11.99 

LYRICHORD 
WORLD MUSIC SAMPLER 
£7.99 
MUSIC OF THE RAIN 
FORESTS PYGMIES 
JAPANESE KOTO CONSORT 
PERU-MUSIC FROM THE 
MACCHU PICCHU (HIGH 
ANDES) 
INDIAN BAMBOO FLUTE 
GOUR GOSWAMI & SFAVEN 

GORN 
Lyrichord CDs £ 12.99 

MUNICH 
RORY BLOCK 
AIN'T I A WOMAN 

MAMAS BLUES 
CULTURE IN CULTURE 
CULTURE 
IRMA THOMAS 
LIVE - SIMPLY THE BEST 
Munich CDs £ 10.99 

AMALTHEA 
THE DUKE ROBILLARD 
BAND 
I URN U AROUND 

AFTER HOURS SWING SESSION 
(Amalthea CD [ 11.99) 

COOKING VINYL 
THE OYSTER BAND 
STEP OUTSIDE (CD ONLY £6.99) 

LITTLE ROCK TO LEIPZIG 

DESERTERS 
FOUR BROTHERS 
MAKOROKOTO 
MICHELLE SHOCKED 
TEXAS CAMPFIRE TAPES 

ARKANSAS TRAVELLER 
EDWARD II & THE RED HOT 
POLKAS 

'OLKASTEADY 
SWEET HONEY IN THE 
ROCK 

BREATHS...THE BEST OF 
DAVY SPILLANE 
ATLANTIC BRIDGE 
COWBOY JUNKIES 
TRINITY SESSIONS 
JUNE TABOR 
ANGEL TIGER 
JUNE TABOR & THE OYSTER 
BAND 
FREEDOM AND RAIN 
HAPPY END 
TURN THINGS UPSIDE DOWN 
BRUCE COCKBURN 
LIVE 
CLANNAD 
FUAIM 
BOILED IN LEAD 
ORB 
Cooking Vinyl 
CDs £ 10.99 

CROSSCUT 
CHARLIE MUSSELWHITE 
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE 
Crosscut LP only £7.99 

WORLD CIRCUIT 
BHEKI MSELEKU 
CELEBRATION 
JEAN TOUSSAINT 
WHAT GOES AROUND 
OLODUM 
REVOLUTION IN MOTION 
JOE ARROYO Y LA VERDAD 
REBELL ION 

Rory Block A,nt I A Woman 
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BLACK UMFOLOSI 

JALI MUSA JAWARA 

SOUBINDOOR 
LISANDRO MEZA 

LISANDRO'S CUMBIA (NOT ON 

I P 
ABDEL GADIR SALIM ALL-
STARS 

'GUM KINGS PLAY 

SO 405 OF LOVE (NOT ON LP) 
ALI FARKA TOURS 
ALIFU - 

OUMOU SANGARE 

MOUSSOLOU 
ABDEL AZIZ EL MUBARAK 

S 
World Circuit LPs £ 5.95 
CDs £ 13.99 

Carol Kidd: I'm Glad We Met. 

LINN RECORDS 
UDITEI AMANT 

I7THCENF AN LOVE 

SONGS 
BLUE NILE 
A WALK ACROSS TEtE ROOF rnps 

HATS 
CAROL KIDD 

CAROL KIDD 

ALL MY TOMORROWS 

NICE WORK 

THE NIGHT WE CALLED IT A DAY 

GLAD WE MET 
DAVID NEWTON 

VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCE 
MARTIN TAYLOR 

DON'T ERE - 
POLISH CHAMBER ORCH. 

MOZARTNIVALDI/BACH/BARI OK/ 

ELGAR ( DP, , P° (LP& 

CD) 
WILLIAM CONWAY 
& PETER EVANS 

CELLO SONATAS 
ENGLISH CLASSICAL 
PLAYERS 

MOZART 40TH & SCHUBERT 5TH 

(DBL)£1 1.99 (LP R 
Linn Records LPs £ 7.99 
CDs £ 11.99 

RECUT RECORDS 

BEETHOVEN 

5TH SYMPHONY £8 

LINN SELEKTRECORDS 

SOLOMON BURKE 

A CHANGE IS GONNA COME 
ELVIS COSTELLO & 
THE ATTRACTIONS 

ARMED FORCES 
ALPHA BLONDY & THE 
WAILERS 

JERUSALEM 
STEVE PHILIPS 

STEEI RAII BLUES 
MILCHO LEVIEV QUARTET 

11--IF • 

CRUSELL CLARINET 
QUARTETS 

,HG/ALL 
HILDEGARD OF BINGEN 

FEATHER ON THE BREA H 

GOD 
DEBUSSY/RAVEL STRING 
QUARTETS 

DART ET 
T-BONE BURNETT 

PROOF I HROUGH THE NIGHT 

J. B. LENOIR 

ALABAMA BLUES! 
MUSICIANS OF SWANNE 
ALLEY 

IN THE STRUT'S & TI-lEATRrS OF 

LONDON 
COLEMAN HAWKINS 

WRAPPED TIGHT 
BENNY CARTER 

FURTHER DEFINITIONS 
AL GREEN 
LETS STAY TOGETH. 

JUNE TABOR & THE OYSTER 
BAND 

FREEDOM & RAIN 
LONDON SYMPHONY 

BRAHMS SYMPHONY NC, 
HANDEL 
WATER MUSIC 
CORELLI 

CONCERTI GROSSI 
KAPSBERGER 

PIECES .FOR LUTE 
Linn Selekt LPs £.99 

MILES DAVIS 
PORGY AND BESS 

MILES AHEAD 

MILES SMILES 

ROUND ABOUT MIDNIGHT 

SKETCHES OF SPAIN 

SORCERER 

THE MAN WITH THE HORN 

IN A SILENT WAY 

MY FUNNY VALENTINE 

MILESTONES 

LIVE MILES (CARNEGIE HALL) 

COOKIN' AT THE PLUGGED 

NICKEL 
All Miles Davis LPs £.99 

HANNIBAL 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 

THE YOUNG FLAMENCOS CD 

ONLY 
R&L THOMPSON 

SHOOT OUT THE LIGHTS 

HOKEY POKEY 
RICHARD THOMPSON 
HANDS OF KINDNESS 

HENRY THE HUMAN FLY 
JUNE TABOR 

SOME OTHER TIME 
BALKANA 

MUSIC OF BULGARIA 
All Hannibal LPs £7.99, 
CDs £ 11.99 

HANNIBAL 
BOX SETS 
SANDY DENNY 

-9 KNOWS WHERE THE TIME 

GOES (3XCDS: E35.95) (4XLPS: 

E29.95) 
NICK DRAKE 
FRUIT TREE (4XCDS: 08.95) 

4XLPS: £29.95) 

GRAPEVINE 
MARY BLACK 

COLLECT ION 

BABES IN THE WOOD 

NO FRONTIERS 

BY THE TIME IT GETS DARK 

WITHOUT THE FANFARE 

COLLECTED 

MARY BLACK 
LPs £7.99 CDs £ 10.99 

DEMON 
DUKE ROBILLARD & THE 
PLEASURE KINGS 

DUKE ROBILLARD & THE 

PLEASURE KINGS 
CLIVE GREGSON 

STRANGE PERSUASION 

GEORGE THOROGOOD & 
THE DESTROYERS 

GEORGE THOP' GD & THE 

DESTROYERS 
T BONE BURNETT 

TRUTH DECAY 

' St, Moore Ordinary Man. 

CHRISTY MOORE 

RORY GALLAGHER 

DET ENDER 

IRISH TOUR '74 
JOHN LEE HOOKER 

THE DETROIT ! ION 
ELVIS COSTELLO & THE 
ATTRACTIONS 

THIS YEARS MODEL 

GET HAPPY 

TRUST 

PUNCH THE CLOCK 
JOHNNY WINTER 

JOHNNY WINTER 

SECOND WINTER 
STEVE NIEVE 

KEYBOARD IUNGLE 
ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE 
ATTRACTIONS 

TEN BLOODY MARIS AND I EN 

HOWS YOUR FATHERS 

BLOOD AND CHOCOLATE 
BILL HURLEY (WITH JONNY 
GUITAR) 
DOUR! F ACFNT 
IAN DRURY AND THE 
BLOCKHEADS 

SEX & DRUGS & ROCK & ROLL 

DO IT YOURSELF 
EARL KING & ROOMFUL OF 
BLUES 

GLAZED 
JOHNATHAN RICHMAN & 
THE MODERN LOVERS 
MODERN LOVERS '88 
GRAHAM PARKER 
THE MONA LISA'S SISTER 
HUMAN SOUL 
PERCY SLEDGE 
WANTED AGAIN 
OTIS RUSH 
TOPS 
RIGHT PLACE WRONG TIME 
THE BYRDS 
SWEETHEART OF THE RODEO 
SCREAMIN' JAY HAWKINS 
BLACK MUSIC FOR WHITE PEOPLE 
TIM BUCKLEY 
DREAM LETTER(LIVE IN LONDON 
1968) 
SEFRONIA 
LOOK AT THE FOOL 
BEN E KING 
HERE COMES THE NIGHT 
THE PARAMOUNTS 
WHITER SHADES OF R'N'B 
DEL SHANNON 
IGO TO PIECES 
JERRY LEE LEWIS 
KILLER COUNTRY 

Mary Black: The Collection. 

THE EVERLY BROTHERS 
TWO YANKS IN ENC 
PASS THGE CHICKEN - .3 LISTEN 
BO DIDDLEY 
THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF 
ROCK NROLL 
TOM WAITS 
THE EARLY YEARS 
NILSSON 
THE POINT 
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART & HIS 
MAGIC BAND 
THE LEGENDARY A&M SESSIONS 
GERRY RAFFERTY 
BLOOD AND GLORY 

AL GREEN 

COVER ME GREEN 
All Demon LPs £.99, 
CDs £ 11.99 

MOBILE 
FIDELITY 
24 CARAT GOLD 

PLATED COMPACT 

DISCS 

A unique opportunity to 

obtain the ultimate in 

CDs. For high resolution 

and immortality Mobile 

Fidelity plate these discs 

with 24 carat gold. 

Almost unobtainable 

elsewhere, they are not 

cheap - but what price 

excellence? 

Brian Adams: Reckless 

Mobile Fidelity Gold Discs 

offer better sound quality for 

many reasons, not least in that 

they are specially 

manufactured in Japan using 

real gold as a coating. 

The gold Ultradisc was 

developed in conjunction with 

the Ultech Corporation. It has 

fewer pinholes, better 

durability and a more 

extended life. Accelerated 

ageing tests have shown that 

these gold discs outlast 

normal types by a 

considerable margin. 

ERIC CLAPTON 

SLOW HAND 
ELTON JOHN 

TUMBLEWEED CONNECTION 
BRYAN ADAMS 

RECKLESS 
STING 

NOTHING LIKE THE SUN 
JOHN COLTRANE 

BLUE TRAIN 
B B KING 

LIVE AT THE REGAL 
EARL KLUGH 

FINGER PAINTINGS 
TOM PETTY 

DAMN THE TORPEDOES 
CHARLIE MUSSLEWHITE 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 
BELAFONTE 
RETURNS TO CARNEGIE HALL 
MAXINE SULLIVAN 

SINGS THE MUSIC OF BURTON 

LANE 

THE WHO 

QUADROPHENIA (DOUBLE) 

TOMMY (DOUBLE) 
SUPERTRAMP 

BREAKFAST IN AMERICA 

CRIME OF THE CENTURY 
FRANK SINATRA 

SONGS FOR SWINGING LOVERS 
ELTON JOHN 

HONKEY CHATEAU 

MADMAN ACROSS THE WATER 

GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK RD(DBL) 
BOZ SCAGGS 

SILK DEGREES 
ROD STEWART 

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY 
JEFF BECK 

WIRED 
JOE JACKSON 

NIGHT & DAY 
BLIND FAITH 

BLIND FAITH 
HUEY LEWIS &THE NEWS 

SPORTS 
JETHRO TULL 

çTHICKTA N A S A BRICK 

D UPTHE POLICE 

• -- ONICITY 
MOODY BLUES 

DAYS OF FUTURE PASSED 
ALLMAN BROTHERS 
EAT A PEACH (DBL) 
STEELY DAN 

AJA 

GAUCHO 
CAT STEVENS 
TEA FOR THE TILLERMAN 
DEF LEPPARD 
PYROMANIA 
BEACH BOYS 

SURFER C •RFIN USA (DBL) 
JOHN KLEMMER 

TOUCH 
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE 

CROWN OF Cr • • 

VOLUNTEERS 
CARPENTERS 

SONG FOR YOU 
THE BAND 

MUSIC FROM THE BIG PINK 
STING 

THE DREAM OF - BLUE TURTLE 
VHOAICLL& OATES 

Es  

HARRY NILSSON 

NILSSON I FILLSON 

AFTER THE HURRICANE 

SONGS FOR MONSERRAT 
PINK FLOYD 

THE WALL (08.99 GOLD CD) 

DARK SIDE OF THE MOON (C23.95 

GOLD CD) 

All Gold CDs: £22.95 

(single); 

£32.95 (dbl) 

Sting: Nothing Like The Sun 

NEW CLASSIC 
ROCK OM VINYL 
JEAN MICHEL JARRE 

OXYGENL 
DAVID LEE ROTH 

EAT 'EM AND 
DAVID GILMORE 

ABOUT FACE 
CAN 

SOON OVER BABALUMA 
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YES 

TIME AND A WORD 

CLOSE TO THE EDGE 

FRAGILE 

GOING FOR THE ONE 
NEIL YOUNG 

AMERICAN STARS N BARS 

TIME FADES AWAY 

FREEDOM 

DECADE (TRIPLE ALBUM) 
MORRISSEY 

VIVA HATE 
GONG 
LIVE AT SHEFFIELD '74 

BLUES BROTHERS 

BRIEFCASE FULL OF BLUES 
TEARS FOR TEARS 

THE HURTING 
TOM PETTY AND THE 
HEARTBREAKERS 

SAME TITLE 
THE BYRDS 

BALLADS OF AN EASY RIDER 
BOB MARLEY AND THE 
WAILERS 

CONFRONTATION 
VAN MORRISON 

TB SHEETS 
BLIND LEMON JERRFERSON 

ONE DIME - 

CAT MAN BLUES 
AC/DC 

74 JAILBREAK 
BLACK SABBATH 

BORN AGAIN 

SACRIFICE 
BLONDIE 

PARALLEL LINES 

PLASTIC LETTERS 

BLONDIE 
ALICE COOPER 

KILLER 

BILLION DOLLAR BABIES 
CHRISTOPHER CROSS 

CHRISTOPHER CROSS 
DEEP PURPLE 

LAST CONCERT IN JAPAN 
FLEETWOOD MAC 

GREATEST HITS 
JIMI HENDRIX 

ARE YOU EXPERIENCED 

CRY OF LOVE 

SMASH HITS 
CHRIS ISAAK 

SILVERTONE 
LINTON KWESI JOHNSON 

BASS CULTURE 
MCS 

BACK IN THE USA 

HIGH TIME 

KICK OUT THE JAMS 

VINTAGE YEARS 
VAN MORRISON 

TOM PETTY & THE HEART-
BREAKERS 

YOUR , - 
RUSH 

A FARE ; 
SIMON & GARFUNCLE 

SOUND OF SILENCE 
THIN LIZZY 

RENEGADE 

THUNDER & LIGHTNING 
STEVIE WONDER 

SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE (DBL) 
THE BAND 

ROCK OF A -)EL 
APFiRODITES CHILD 

666 
ROGER WATERS 

THE PROS & CONS OF HITCH 

HIKING 
STANLEY ORANGE 

CLOCKWORK ORANGE 
THE CHAMELEONS 
HE FAN AND THE BELLOWS 
THE SMITHS 

RANK 
litON BUTTERFLY 

LIVE 
YES 

GOING FOR THE ONE 

VAN HALEN 

WOMEN & CHILDREN FIRST 
CROSBY STILL 

SO FAR 
GRATEFUL DEAD 

THE GRATEFUL DEAD 

AMERICAN BEAUTY 

LIVE DEAD 

WORKING MANS DEAD 
TOM WAITS 

BLUE VALENTINE 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

BOUNCED CHECKS 
SANTANA 

LOTUS (TRIPLE) 
NEIL YOUNG 

DECADE (TRIPLE 

NEIL YOUNG 
VELVET UNDERGROUND 

VU 
RY COODER 

CROSSROADS(SOUNDTRACK 

FROM THE MOTION PICTURE) 

SHOVVTIME 

BORDERLINE 

THE SLIDE AREA 

PARADISE AND LUNCH 
JACKSON BROWN 

THE PRETENDER 
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART AND 
THE MAGIC BAND 

CLEAR SPOT 
LED ZEPPELIN 

CODA 
JIM MORRISON/MUSIC BY 
THE DOORS 

AN AMERICAN PRAYER 
GRAM PARSONS 

GREVIOUS ANGEL 
CROSBY STILLS & NASH 

DEJA VU 

4 WAY STREET 
LOU REED/JOHN CALE 

SONGS FOR DRELLA 
RICKIE LEE JONES 

PIRATES 

FUCKIE LEE JONES 
SLY AND ROBBIE 

LANGUAGE BARRIER 
OTIS REDDING 

DOCK OF THE BAY 
GRACE JONES 

SLAVE TO THE RHYTHM 
Single LP £8.99 
Double LP[12.99 
Triple LP £ 14.99 

LIMITED EDITION 
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS 

LIVE AT FILLMORE EAST 
DBL LP £ 12.99 

CLASSIC ROCK 
ON VINYL ONLY, FOR A 

LIMITED PERIOD WHILE 

STOCKS LAST! 

HUSKER DU 

SONGS & STORIES (DBL) 

CANDY APPLE GREY 

ZEN ARCADE (DBL) 

FLIP YOUR WIG 
RAMONES 

LEAVE HOME 

END OF THE CENTURY 
CAPTAIN BEEFHART 

TROUT MASK REPLICA (DBL) 
BLUE OYSTER CULT 

SPECTRES 

SECRET TREATIES 
JONI MITCHELL 

BLUE 

MINGUS 

HEJIRA 

LADY OF THE CANYON 
JANIS JOPLIN 

PEARL 
LOU REED 

TAKE NO PRISONERS (DBL 
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN 

TEXAS FLOOD 

EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER 

TRILOGY 

TARKUS 
NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY 
HORSE 

LIVE RUST (DBL, 

ZUMA 
IGGY POP (dbl) 

LIVE AT THE CHANNEL BOSTON 
BOB SEGER & SILVER BULLET 
BAND 

LIVE BULLET (DBL) 
TIM BUCKLEY 

GOODBYE AND HELO 
THE DOORS 

WEIRD SCENES INSIDE THE 

GOLDMINE (DBL) 
JONAS HELLBORG 

ELEGANT PUNK 

BASS 
CHRIS ISAAC 

CHRIS ISAAC 

HEAPT SHAPED WORLD 
LPs 03.99(single) 
CI 2.99(db1), LI 4.99(triple) 

RAMONES 

LeAve HOME 

END OF THE CENTURY 
THE STOOGES 

FUNHOUSE 

THE STOOGES 
KRAFTVVERK 

AUTOBAHN 

THE MAN MACHINE 

AKTIVITAT 
LPs £.99 

AUDIOOVEST 
Audioquest recordings are 

recorded and mastered on valve 

equipment - not only that, but 

using microphones, tape decks 

and amplifiers built or 

customised by our own 

favourite valve expert Tim de 

Paravicini no less. Combined 

with simple mic techniques, 

these releases have an 

unparelled pristine purity and 

clarity of sound. 

WORKS OF ART 

COMPILA DON 1CD ONLY) £7.99 
ROBERT LUCAS 

USIN' MAN BLUES 

LUKE & THE LOCOMOTIVES 
STRUNZ & FARAH 

MISTERIO 
TUXEDO COWBOY 
WOMAN OF THE HEART 
Audioquest LPs and CDs 
£14.95 

SHEFFIELD LABS 
DIRECT TO DISC 

THELMA HOUSTON 
& PRESSURE COOKER 

LUE GOT THE MUSIC IN L, 
HARRY JAMES & HIS BIG 
BAND 

THE KING JAMES VERSION 

STILL HARRY AFTER ALL THESE 

YEARS 
DAVE GRUSIN 

DISCOVERED AGAIN 
HARRY JAMES & HIS BIG 
BAND 

COMIN' FROM A GOOD PLACE 
THE SHEFFIELD TRACK 
RECORD 

& THE SHEFFIELD DRUM RECORD 
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD 
AND FRIENDS 

ROCK INSTRUMENTALS 

SHEFFIELD LABS CDS £ 14.49 

CHESKY RECORDS 
JAZZ SERIES COMPACT 

DISCS 

Oversampled x I 28 

Audiophile Quality, 

considered by some to be 

the finest quality jazz 

recordings. 
JAZZ SAMPLER 

& AUDIOPHILE LES I CD 
DAVID CHESKY 

THE NEW YORK CHORINHOS 

CLUB DE SOL 
JOHN PIZARELLI 

MY BLUE HEAVEN 
HERBIE MANN 

CAMINHO DF CASA 
JOHNNY FRIGO 
& JOHN PIZZARELLI 

UVE ..) 10 
PHIL WOODS 

HERE'S TO MY LADY 
LUIS BONFA 

NON-STOP TO BRAZIL 
PAQUITO D'RIVERA 

TICO! TICO! 
CLARK TERRY 

PORTRAITS (NOW AVAILABLE ON 

LP) 

LIVE AT THE VILLAGE GATE 
ANA CARAM 

RIO AFTER DARK (NOW ON LP) 

AMAZONIA 
NATASHA 

NATASHA 
Chesky CDs £ 13.49 

CHESKY CLASSI-
CAL 
RCA CLASSICAL 

CATALOGUE ON VINYL 

REISSUED 

RESPIGHI 

PINES OF ROME/FOUNTAINS 

OF ROME 
ALBENIZ, DE FALLA & 
GRANADOS 

SPAIN 
RAVEL/RACHMANINOFF 

THE REINER SOUND., 
RAVEL 

DAPHNIS ET CHLOE 
RIMSKY KORSAKOV 

SCHEHERAZADE 
GERSHWIN 

RHAPSODY IN BLUE/AN 

AMERICAN IN PARIS 
PROKOFIEV/ STRAVINSKY 

LT. KIJE/SONG OF THE NIGHTIN-

GALE 
LIZT/DOHNANYI 

PIANO CONCERTO NO.1 

VARIATIONS ON A NURSERY 

SONG 
MOUSSORGSKY 

POWER OF THE ORCHESTRA 

A NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN/ 

PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION 
Classical LPs £ 13.49 

NEW 
CHESKY 
CLASSICAL CDS 

EARL WILD 

PLAYS MEDTNER 

TRANSCRIPTIONS OF GERSHWIN 

CHOPIN: 4BALLADES. 4 SCHERZI 
GARY SCHOCKER (FLUTIST) 
BACH, HANDEL TELEMANN 
RACHMANINOFF 

PIANO CONCERTO NO.2/ ISLE OF 

THE DEAD (ALSO ON LP) 
SIBELIUS 

SYMPHONY NO. 2 (ALSO ON LP) 
TCHAIKOVSKY/DOHNANYI 

PIANO CONCERTO NO. I NAFU-

ATIONS ON A NURSERY SONG 
DVORAIUWAGNER 

SYMPHONY NO. 9/ OVERTURE 

FROM THE FLYING DUTCHMAN 
BRAHMS 

SYMPHONY NO. 4 (ALSO ON LP) 

MOZART/HAYDN 

SYMPHONIES 35 & 41/ NO. 104 
sTRAuss/RAVEU 
TCHAIKOVSKY 

DER ROSENKAVALIER/BOLERO/ 

ROMEO & JULIET OVERTURE 
BEETHOVEN 

SYMPHONIES 2 & 5/LEONORE 

OVERTURE NO. 3 

BRAHMS/STRAUSS 

PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2/ 

SALOME-DANCE OF THE 7 VEILS 
BIZET/TCHAIKOVSKY 

SYMPHONY IN C/FRANCESCA DA 

RIMINI (ALSO ON LP) 
RESPIGHI 

PINES OF ROME/ROMAN 

FESTIVALS, FOUNTAINS OF ROME 
RACHMANINOFF 

CONCERTO NOS 4 & I. 

RHAPSODY ON A THEME OF 

PAGANINI 
TCHAIKOVSKI 

VIOLIN CONCERTO 
BRAHMS 

SYMPHONY NO. I 
STRAVINSKY 

PETROUCHKA, LA SACRE DU 

PRINTEMPS 

Chesky CDs & LPs £ 13.49 

ORIGINA! 
CLASSICS FM11 
FANTASY 
SONNY TERRY 

SONNYS STORY 
LIGHTIN HOPKINS 

BLUES IN MY BOTTLE 
MEMPHISSLIM 

ALL KINDS OF BLUES 
JIMMY WITHERSPOON 

EVENIN' BLUES (LP ONLY) 
TAMPA RED 

DON'T TAMPA WITH THE BLUES 

(LP ONLY) 
OTIS SPANN 

THE BLUES NEVER DIE 
JOHN LEE HOOKER 

THATS MY STORY 

THE COUNTRY BLUES OF JOHN 

LEE HOOKER(CD ONLY) 
MEMPHIS SLIM/TAMPA RED/ 
LONNIE JOHNSON 

BAWDY BLUES(CD ONLY) 
LPs £7.99 CDs £ 11.99 

ORIGINAL JAZZ 
CLASSICS 
DAVE BRUBECK 

GREATEST HITS 
GERRY MULLIGAN 

MULLIGAN PLAYS MULLIGAN 

GERRY MULLIGAN/PAUL 

DESMOND 
BILLY TAYLOR 

BILLY TAYLOR TRIO WITH 

CANDIDO 
ERIC DOLPHY 

OUTWARD BOUND 
BILL EVANS 

NEW JAZZ CONCEPTIONS 

INTERPLAY 

SUNDAY AT THE VIII Anr 

VAN' 
ART BLAKEY AND THE JAZZ 
MESSENGERS 

CARAVAN 
CHARLES MINGOS 

TOWN HALL CONCE-
CLARK TERRY 

SERENADE TO A BUS SEAT 
CHET BAKER 

CHET 
WES MONTGOMERY 

FULL HOUSE 

SO MUCH GUITAR 

FUSION 
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COLEMAN HAWKINS 

A I LASE WI H COLEMAN 

HAWKINS 

CHARLIE PARKER 

BIRD ON 52ND STREET 

PAUL DESMOND QUARTET 

FEATURING DON ELLIOT 

EDDIE DURAN 

JAZZ GUITARIST 

STAN GETZ 

STAN GETZ QUART 

SONNY ROLLINS 

TENOR MADNESS 

JOHN COLTRANE 

LUSH LIFE 

BENNY CARTER 

JAZZ GUITAR 
LP'S [7.99 CD £ 11.99 

FANTASY 
A truly amazing catalogue 

of top flight artistes. These 

American LPs capture all 

the life and zest of the jazz 

scene in the post war 

years. 

DAVE BRUBECK 

BEST FROM THE FANTASY YEARS 

MILT JACKSON QUARTET 

MILTJACKSON QUARTET 

THE BEST OF MILT JACKSON 

THE MODERN JAZZ QUAR-
TET 

CONCORDE 

MILES DAVIS 

THE MUSINGS OF MILES 

FEATURING SONNY ROLLINS 

BLUE MOODS 

AND HORNS 

NEW MILES DAVIS QUINTET 

COOKIN 

RELAXIN WITH MILES 

STEAMIN 

WORKIN 

BLUE HAZE 

COLLECTORS ITEM 

STAN GET7JZOOT Sims 

THE BROTHERS 

ZOOT SIMS QUINTET 

ZOOT! 

ZOOT SIMS 

THE BEST OF ZOOT SIMS 

THE THELONIOUS MONK 
TRIO 

THE THELONIOUS MONK TRIO 

S.ROLLINSIMODERN JAZZ 
QUARTET 

S ROLLINS/MOD JAZZ QUARTET 

MILES DAVIS/MILT JACKSON 

QUINTET/SEXTET 
GENE AMMONS ALL STARS 

THE HAPPY BLUES 
THELONIOUS MONK 

MONK 

THELONIOUS MONK 

PLAYS DUKE ELLINGTON 

BRILLIANT CORNERS 

KENNY BURRELL 

KENNY BURRELL 

COLEMAN HAWKINS 

THE HAWK FLIES HIGH 

SONNY ROLLINS 

WORKTIM 

SOUND OF SONNY 

MOVING OUT 

FREEDOM SUITE 
WES MONTGOMERY 

WES MONTGOMERY TRIO 

INCREDIBLE JAZZ GUITAR 

MOVIN ALONG 

THELONIOUS MONK/ JOHN 
COLTRANE 

THELONIOUS MONK/IOHN 

COLTRA I 

CHARLIE PARKER 

BIRD AI 

PHILWOODS QUARTET 

WOODLOK 
MODERN JAZZ OUARTET 

DJANGO 
THELONIUS MONK/SONNY 
ROLLINS 

THELONIOUS MONK/SONNY 

ROLLINS 

JOHN COLTRANE 

COLTRANE 

SOULTRANE 

SETTIN THE PACE 

BILL EVANS TRIO 

EXPLORATIONS 

PORTRAIT IN JAZZ 

DUKE ELLINGTON 

THE BEST OF DUKE ELLINGTON 

COUNT BASIE 

THE BEST OF COUNT BASIE 

BENNY CARTER 

THE BEST OF BENNY CARTER 

Fantasy LPs £7.99 

ANTILLES 
BEN SIDRAN 

BOP CI 1 r 

OLD SONGS FOR THE 

DEPRESSION 

Antilles CD only £ 10.99 

ECM 
EDWARD VESALA/SOUND & 
FURY 

iNvISIBLL U Ortt1 

JON BALKE 

NONSENTRATION 

ARVO PART 

MISERERE 

PFTFR mAXWFI I DAVIES & PHILIP 

KENNY WHEELER 

MUSIC FOR LARGE & SMALL 

ENSEMBLES 

KEITH JARRETT 

J.S. BACH WELL-TEMPERED 

KLAVIER 

RECORD MAIL ORDER SERVICE ORDER FORM 
A1 EASE FILL IN THE DETAILS BELOW IN BLOCK CAPS 

ARTIST TITLE LABEL PRICE LP CD DAT 

E 

LI 

E 

Sometimes titles on vinyl may be deleted without notice. If you would like an alternative please use the space below. 

E D 

In the United Kingdom add £ 1.00 per item for postage and packing. Five or more items postage free. 
Overseas: add £2.00 per item P&P. Five or more items add £ 1.00 each. 

Total number of albums ordered: Total for P&P: £ Total Pnce: £ 

I enclose cheque/postal order for £  
made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. 

I wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my account no: 

Expiry date: 

A t  " 
visA 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

TELEPHONE 071-266 0461 

(24 HOURS) 

Send to: Hi-Fi World, 64 Castellain Road, 

Maida Vale, London W9 I EX. 

Name:  

Address:  

 Daytime tel. no.  

Delivery within 28 days subject to availability. 

Pnces are subject to alteration without prior notice E&OE 

JAN GARBAREK/MIROSLAV 
VITOUS/PETER ERSKINE 

STAR 

ELENI KARAINDROU 

MUSIC FOR FILMS 

SHANKAR 

MRCS 

ARILD ANDERSEN 

SAGN 

JAN GARBAREK 

WAYFARER 

EVENTYR 

THOSE BORN WITH WINGS 

PATHS AND PRINTS 

PAT METHENY 

TRAVELS (DBL) 

FIRST CIRCLE 

WATERCOLOURS 

AMERICAN GARAGE 

DAVID TOR 

CLOUD ABOUT MERCURY 
CHICK COREA 

TRIO N EUROPE 
RALPH TOWNER/GARY 
BURTON 

SLIDE SHOV. 

MARK JOHNSON 

SECOND SIGHT 

BASS DESIRE 

OREGON CROSSING 

ABERCROMBIE/ JOHNSON/ 
ERSKINE 

LIVE 

KEITH JARRETT 

PARIS CONCERT 

NUDE ANTS 

KOLN CONCERT 

STANDARDS VOL I 

PERSONAL MOUNTAINS 

DARK INTERVALS 

KEITH JARRETT TRIO 

STILL LIVE 

CHANGELESS 

Z.HUSSAIN/J.MC,LIN 

MAKING MUSIC 

RALPH TOWNER 

SOLSTICE SOUND & SHADOWS 

OLD FRIENDS NEW FRIENDS 

BLUE SUN 

CHICK COREA 

TRIO MUSIC (DOUBLE) 

LIVE 80/81 
GARY BURTON/CHICK 
COREA 

DUE 

ECM LP (single): £8.99, 
(double): £ 12.99 

ECM CD (single): CI 2.99 
CD (dbI): £16.99 

INDIGO RECORDS 
JAY OWENS 

THE BLUES SOUL OF JAY OWENS 

JIMMY WITHERSPOON 

THE BLUES, THE WHOLE BLUES 

AND NOTHING BUT THE BLUES 

LIGHTNIN" SLIM 

BLUE LIGHTNING 

HONEYBOY EDWARDS 

DELTA BLUESMAN 
Indigo CDs £ 10.99 

NATASHA IMPORTS 
MILES DAVIS, STAN GETZ 

TUNE h IN GERMANY) 

BILL EVANS 

LIVE IN EUROPE E 
Natasha CDs £ 10.99 

BLACK TOP 
ROD PIAZZA & THE MIGHTY 
FLYERS 

ALPHABET BLUES 

CAROL FRAN & CLARENCE 
HOLLIMAN 

SOUL SENSATION 

Black Top CDs £1 1.99 
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NOW OPEN 
Q e FOR THE FIRST L) TIME IN KINGSTON 
A VERY SPECIALIST 
HI-FI DEALER 

We aim to provide a well chosen selection of 

quality hi-fi and accessories. 

Our demonstration room is furnished to be 

representative of your home environment 
where you can enjoy listening in comfort 

and privacy. 

Call us now to arrange an appointment or just 
drop in for a chat and a cup of coffee. 

idelit 
indecently good hi-fi 

9 High Street, Hampton Wick, 
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1 41) \ 

Tel: 081-943 3530 
Open Mon - Sat 10.30am - 7.00pm. 

Buying 
hi-fi 
should be a 
pleasurable 
experience 

1:WNAUDIO® 
AUTHENTIC FIDELITY 

Dynaudio is considered one of the most distinguished manufacturers in 
audio. By means of untiring and successful research and exceptional 
solutions to questions of concept, design and construction 
Dynaudio has acquired this 
excellent reputation, yet 
success has not altered their 
independence and single minded 
concentration on creating 
products of the highest quality. 
Dynaudio continues to search for 
solutions to the basic problems 
of loudspeaker engineering and 
then puts these solutions to the 
test in loudspeakers of their own 
design. This is especially true for 
chassis technology. They have 
set the standards that others 
must follow. 
There are three new speaker kits 
available from Wilmslow Audio, 
each kit contains all necessary 
components to build a superb 
pair of speakers. 18mm M.D.F. 
flat pack cabinets are also 
available. 

Foccus 

Twynn 

Xennon 3 

Plus Kit 

£345.00 

£400.00 

£610.00 

Carr/lns 

£10.00 

£10.00 

£13.00 

Wilmslow 
Audio 
DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1 50 

post free (export £3 50) 

Open Tuesday to Saturday. 4 demonstration rooms available. 

Total Kit 

£385.00 

£485.00 

£685.00 

Carr/lns 

£15.00 

£18.00 

£20.00 

Wellington Close, 
Parkgate Trading Estate 
Knutsford, Cheshire 
WA16 8DX 
Tel: (0565) 650605 
Fax: (0565) 650080 

Telephone credit card 

orders welcome 
vi A 

vivacious, 
rewarding, 

precise' 

"Baby loudspeakers with a sound quality that 
positively trounces the opposition. Tight, fast, 
great stereo and good dynamics. Few little boxes 
come close." 

HI FI WORLD Sept 91 

"A compact two-way, the Neat PETITE is capable 
of tremendous rhythmic precision yet good smooth 
tonal balance with full, weighty bass.. But don't 
expect similar delights from too many other compact 

monitors." 

Jonathan Kettle, AUDIOPHILE Aug 91 

"A truly amazing and exciting musical 
performance.. it showed all the hallmarks of a 
speaker with a true audiophile pedigree." 

WHAT HI-FI? Dec 91 

"The way it breaks down the recording barriers 
between music and listener is its own substantial 
reward. This is a genuine giant-killer." 

HI FI CHOICE Jan 92 

Sound Organisation London Bridge The Listening 

Rooms South Kensington Audio T West Hampstead 

The Audio File Bishop's Stortford Pro Musica 

Colchester Audio Designs East Grinstead 

The Power Plant Brighton Chelston HI FI Torquay 

Dynamics Welwyn Herts The Right Note Bath 

Listen Inn Leicester Listen Inn Northampton 
Neat HI FI Darlington Co. Durham Action Acoustics 

Redcar Cleveland Audio Projects Leeds Congleton 

HI El Congleton Cheshire Peter Tyson Carlisle 

HI El Excellence Aberdeen 

Neat Acoustics 
62 High Northgate Darlington 
Co Durham DL! 1UW 

0325 460812 
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TEST EQUIPMENT 
by Mail Order 

Here's a range of equipment suitable for simple audio tests, for hobbyists, small repair shops 

and for simple basic research work. We have used and tested each item with a Hewlett Packard 

3561 A Fast Fourier Transform analyser to confirm specifications 

THURLBY-THANDAR 

1503 digital multimeter 

DC volts 
AC volts 
DC current 
AC current 
Resistance 
+ Diode test and Frequency to 4kHz 
10M0J40pF input. Accuracy 0.05% DC. 
Weight 1.4kgs. 
Size 250W x 80H x 230D mm. 
Battery powered 6 x C cells. 
Mains adaptor, 240V only, supplied. 
Price £188 (inclusive of VAT). 

10µV- 1200V 
100µV-750V 
I nA- 10A 

I 00nA- I OA 
lOmf2-32M12 

THURLBY-THANDAR 

1504 digital multimeter 

As above, but true RMS reading on AC, giving 
faster display settling with audio test signals. 
Price £223 (inclusive of VAT). 

KENWOOD CS-4025 

oscilloscope 

Dual channel, X-Y mode, Z-mod., I I cm x 9cm 
display with internal graticule. 
CHI & 2: DC-20MHz, 5mV-5V/division. 

(DC-5MHz, ImV,2mV/division). 
HOR: DC- 500kHz, I mV/div. 
TIMEBASE: 0.5µS/div - 0.5secs/div, 

+ x10 mag. 
TV sync., variable trigger, alternate/chop/add 
modes. 
Weight: 6.5kgs. 
Size: 290W x 170H x 430D mm. 
Mains only: 110/240V, 50/60Hz.. 
Price £340 (inclusive of VAT). 

KEN WOOD 
sea 

CO- 1305 oscilloscope 

Single channel, with 75mm round tube. 
VERT. AMP: DC-5MHz, I OmV/div. 

with attenuator. 
HOR. AMP: DC-250kHz, 300mV/div. 
TIMEBASE: 10Hz- I 00kHz. 

(10mS/div- I µS/div). 
Trigger: lot or Ext. 
Weight: 3.5kgs. 
Size: 130W x 190H x 280D mm. 
Mains only: 100-240V, 50/60Hz. 

Price £182 (inclusive of VAT). 

LEADER LMV-181A AC 

millivoltmeter 

100µV - 300V in 1 
-80dBV - +50dBV 
Bandwidth 
AC out 
Input 
Weight: 
Size: 
Mains only: 
Price 

2 ranges. 
(OdB= I V). 

5Hz-1MHz (- IdB). 
IV at full scale. 

10M12/50pF. 
2kgs. 

I35W x 160H x 290D mm. 
100-240V, 50/60Hz. 

£233 (inclusive of VAT). 

LEADER 27A audio 

generator 

I 0Hz-IMHz in five ranges. 
Output variable 
Sine or square wave. 
External synchronisation. 
Weight 
Size: 
Mains only: 
Price 

6V maximum. 

2.5kgs. 
238W x 170H x 160D mm. 

100-240V, 50/60Hz. 
£199 (inclusive of VAT). 

and accuracy. 

THURLBY-THANDAR 

TG210 sweep generator 

0.002-2MHz in seven ranges. 
Output variable 7V maximum. 
Sweep range 1000-1. 
External sweep input 0-3V. 
Variable DC offset. 
Sine, square, triangle waveforms. 
Variable symmetry. 
Weight 1.8kgs. 
Size: 275W x 95H x 240D mm. 
Mains only: 110-240V, 50/60Hz. 
Price £182 (inclusive of VAT). 

DENON AUDIO 

TECHNICAL CD 

(C39-7I47) 

99 tracks. 
Announcements for basic checks. 
Music for listening tests. 
Test signals for basic checks. 
CD player test signals, inc silence. 
Sine wave test tones. 
Sweep signals. 
Pink and white noise. 
third-octave and octave band noise. 
Special test signals. 
Price £ 15. 

POST AND PACKING, INCLUDING CARRIAGE 
INSURANCE, IS FREE WITHIN THE UK 
OVERSEAS DELIVERY IS EXTRA - CONTACT US 
FOR DETAILS. 

ALL ITEMS CARRY A ONE YEAR 
MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTY. 

ALL ITEMS CAN BE SERVICED AND REPAIRED 
IN THE UK 

Full specifications are available. For more details, contact - HITEST, 64 Castellain Road, Maida Vale London W9 1EX 
Tel: 071-266-0461 Fax: 071-289-5620 

ORDER FORM 
Please send your completed order form to: HITEST, 64 Castellain Road, Maida Vale, London W9 1EX 

MANUFACTURER 

Tel: 071-266-0461 Fax: 071-289-5620 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION 

THURLBY-THANDAR 

THURLBY THAN DAR 

KENWOOD 

KENWOOD 

LEADER 

LEADER 

THURLBY THAN DAR 

DENON AUDIO TECHNICAL CD 

NAME 

ADDRESS: 

1503 

1504 

CS-4025 

CO- 1305 

LMV-18IA 

27A 

TG2I0 

C39- 7I47 

POSTCODE   TEL   

Credit Card Orders Telephone 071-266 0461 (24 hours) 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

AC MILLIVOLTMETER 

AUDIO GENERATOR 

SWEEP GENERATOR 

TEST DISC 

QTY PRICE 

I enclose cheque/postal order for TOTAL 

made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. 

£188 

£223 

£340 

£182 

£233 

[199 

£82 

£15 

I wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my account no: 

Expiry date: VLSA 

e Obire MOM 
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LEADER LMV-18IA AC millivoltmeter THURLBY- THANDAR 1503 digital 

multi meter 

LEADER 27A audio generator THURLBY-THANDAR TG2I0 sweep 

generator 

KENWOOD CS-4025 oscilloscope KENWOOD CO- 1305 oscilloscope 

* COMING SOON * 
* FROM HI-FI WORLD! 
-"'UDSPEP r 

Comprising high quality, calibrated measuring microphone flat within 
+/- I dB limits from 20Hz-20kHz, preamplifier and phantom power 
supply, plus CD with third-octave noise bands and sine wave tones, 
together with full instructions. Provisional price is set at £380. 

This kit, in conjunction with an audio dB meter like the Leader 
LMV-18IA, enables acoustic frequency response measurements of 
excellent accuracy to be made on loudspeakers. Since professional 
measuring mics cost around £2,000 and third-octave spectrum analyers 
cost even more, our kit is something of a bargain! And from experience 
we can tell you how to get accurate results without an anechoic 
chamber. 

Still under development, but nearing completion, there will be 
more details in the next issue. 

030.1411{9 

1:011=1 DENO 

DENON AUDIO TECHNICAL CD 
DENON AUDIO TECHNICAL CD 

(C39-7I47) 
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Coming in our 
February issue! 

THE BRITISH ARE COMING! 

Reviews of some of the best, some of the newest - and one 
of the oldest - items of British hi-fi. 

NEW! From Audiolab, their long awaited 8000T tuner. 
Three years in the making, Hi-Fi World is first to put it 
through its paces. 

NEW! Creek's digital-to-analogue convertor, the DAC 60. 

NEW! A valve integrated amplifier from Esoteric Audio 
Research, Tim de Paravicini's EAR 834. Glorious shining 
brass, eight glowing EL34 valves. 

MISSION CYRUS I updated; we look at this best-selling 
its latest form. 

A CLASSIC: Harbeth's mini-monitor that's taking the prizes, 
the HL-P3. 

A VETERAN: Overshadowed by the Leak, Radford and 
Quad valve amplifiers of the Fifties, Rye's Mozart has 
languished, forgotten. Did it deserve its fate? 

ON SHOW: The modem British were out in force at the 
Yorkshire Hi-Fi Show in Doncaster. 

The British Vintage Wireless Society were also out in 
force with valve amplifiers in Tunbridge Wells. 
We report on both. 

PLUS 
Kenwood's budget beater KX-5050 - a two-head cassette 
deck with automatic tape biasing for under £200. 

SONY'S 
MINIDISC! 

A NEW DIGITAL 

RECORDING 

MEDIUM FOR 

THE NINETIES. 

FIRST REVIEW 

OF THE 

PORTABLE £S00 

MZ- I WALKMAN 

RECORDER. 

EXTRA! 
FREE 24-PAGE DO-IT-YOURSELF HI-FI SUPPLEMENT WITH THE FEBRUARY 

ISSUE. 

WE SHOW YOU HOW TO BUILD AND TVVEAK A MASSIVE FOUR-UNIT 

FLOORSTANDiNG KIT LOUDSPEAKER FROM AUDAX, THE £449 PRO 3 I 7. 

DO COMPUTER-AIDED LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN PACKAGES WORK7 AN 

EXPERIENCED DESIGNER WARNS OF THE PITFALLS. 

BUILD YOUR OWN DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTOR. A REALLY AD-

VANCED DESIGN IS TESTED BY US. 

PLUS TOOLS, BOOKS, SUPPLIERS AND MORE. 

ALL IN THE FEBRUARY ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD, 

ON SALE 7th JANUARY 1993. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
12 ISSUES FOR ONLY £22 

(UK only) 

HI-FI WORLD SUBSCRIPTION FORM 

Please send me the next 12 issues of Hi-Fi World, starting with 
the  issue 
1 enclose my cheque/postal order for £22 (UK only) made 
payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. 

Name 

Address   

Daytime Tel No:   

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS Card No: 

1 I I I I I 1 I 1 It 
Expiry Date: 

Tel: 07 I - 266-0461 

Send to: Audio Publishing Ltd., 64 Castellain Road, 
Maida Vale, London W9 I EX. 

Overseas subscription rates. Surface Mail: £29. 
Airmail: £42 (Europe & Middle East), £52 (USA, 
Canada & Far East), £62 (Australia & Japan). 

Airmail ii Surface Mail (tick as appropriate) 
VISA 

E&OE 
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The Legend Continues 

VALVE AMPLIFICATION AT ITS VERY BEST 

120, 250 AND 500 WATT MONOBLOCKS 
LINE AND PHONO PRE-AMPS 

ALL BRITISH • HAND/HARDWIRED • BEST COMPONENTS • NO PRINTED CIRCUITS 
2 YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE (VALVES 6 MONTHS) 

t74-,e4énzi9e-- e 
C_ 

PRICE FOR PRICE, SOLID STATE OR VALVE, NOTHING COMES ANYWHERE NEAR. 
DON'T JUST TAKE OUR WORD - CALL OUR DEALERS BELOW. 

THIS IS WHAT THEY SAY: 

"REAL POWER & DRIVE WITH SUBTLETY & 

FINESSE 
LISTENING IS BELIEVING." 
NIGEL BROWN @ CHANTRY AUDIO, TUXFORD. NOTTS. 
0777 870372. 

"POWERFUL. DYNAMIC AND MUSICAL. THE 
LUMLEYS SETA NEW STANDARD IN 
AMPLIFICATION." 
GABRIELLE GORNA @ THE ART OF MUSIC, CORNWALL. 
0566 86649. 

"BRITISH AMPS TO BEAT THE BEST SONICALLY 
WONDERFUL, AESTHETICALLY BEAUTIFUL." 
DAVE HARVEY @ PROGRESSIVE AUDIO, RAINHAM, KENT. 
0634 389004 

"POWERFUL, DYNAMIC & ACCURATE, SUBTLE & 
MUSICAL - YOU" VE NOT HEARD VALVE AMPS 
LIKE THESE" 

JEREMY BALDWIN @ THE RIGHT NOTE, BATH, AVON. 
0225 424334 

"FORGET VALVE PRECONCEPTIONS, LUMLEY 
REFERENCE WILL EXCEED YOUR EXPECTA-
TIONS ABSOLUTELY SUPERB!" 
MIKE GILMOUR @ HIGHLAND ANALOGUE, INVERNESS. 
0381 20655 

'A SOUND STAGE OF TOTAL REALISM THAT SETS 
THE LUMLEYS STREETS AHEAD OF THE REST . . . 
TONY LONG @ SURREY HI-FI, GODSTONE, SURREY 
0883 744755. 

WRITE OR CALL FOR DETAILS AND DEALERS LIST TO: 

REFERENCE IMPORTS 
PINERIDGE, SANDY CROSS, HEATHFIELD, EAST SUSSEX TN21 8BS 

Tel: 0435 868004 Fax: 0435 864481 EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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SYSTEM u 
TUNE" U 
Two tuner-based systems form this month's budget choices 

from Dominic Baker. 

0
 ur Budget Section has grown to 
include not only Recommended 
Systems and Queries but an 

additional section entitled Finishing 
Touches. This is a list and a description of 
products which will enhance the sound of 
your system. 

The recommended systems this month 
comprise two systems based around 
tuners. Radio was the medium responsible 
for the birth of the hi-fi industry. The first 
receivers were crystal sets - one of the 
earliest was made in 19 I 2, although all 
there was to hear were time signals from 
the Eiffel Tower or messages in Morse. 
In 1922 the beginning of entertainment 
broadcasting in Britain brought more 

sophistication and rapidly increasing sales. 
Seventy years on the radio is still going 
strong and remains the only high qL.ality 
way that a live performance can be 
received in the living room. 

AERIALS 

The aerial should be considered as 
important as the tuner itself. As a rough 
guide 20% on top of the price of the 
tuner should be set aside for a quarty 
antenna depending on your reception 
area. For example if your tuner cost £ 100 
then the accompanyirg aerial should be of 
the order of £20 in value, for a £200 
tuner a premium of £40 should be 

A normal mu ti-

element aerial gives 

much better results 

than the simple, 

basic dipole so many 

people use. 

Conversely, omni-

directional designs 

worsen performance 

significantly, except 

in areas of high signal 

strength. 

considered and so on. 
Aerials come in several shapes and 

sizes. A simple dipole (7. shaped) aerial i! 
suitable only for use near a transmitter 
where a strong signal can be received. 
The more elements (or cross-bars - the 
basic dipole has only one) the aerial has 
the stronger the signal it will send to the 
tuner. The diagram below shows the 
relative differences between the types of 
aerial available. 

The BBC Engineering Information 
Department will supply reception details • 
such as BBC radio transmitter locations, 
polarization and how to get the best 
reception from your aerial - on request. / 
similar booklet, ' Radio Advertising Facts 
and Figures', which covers the Independ-
ent broadcasters, is available from the 
Association of Independent Radio 
Contractors Ltd. for around £2. These an 
both very interesting and informative 
packs to have if you wish to get the best 
from your radio. 

BBC Engineering Information, 
White City, 
210 Wood Lane, 
London WI2 7TS. 
Tel: 081 752 5040 

Association of Independent Radio 
Contractors Ltd., 
Radio House, 
46 Westbourne Grove, 
London W2 5SH. 
Tel: 071 727 2646 
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SYSTEM I  

Denon's TU-260L tuner, 
iartnered with a good aerial, 
eceives a wide range of stations 
vith a very low level of accom-
ianying hiss. 

Additionally it is highly selec-
ive, able to reject a strong station 
vhile receiving a weak one close 
)y. This is a near ideal balance for 
[ny tuner and outstanding for one 
:osting only £ 109.99. 
The sound is warm and full - 

)odied with a sense of smooth-
less and lucidity. The Denon also 
nanages to convey both scale and 
[tmosphere well, which is of 
)articular importance when trying 
o capture the realism of a live 
woadcast. 

Tannoy's £ 124.99 
loudspeaker, the 603, is 
the smallest in their 
'Sixes' range. Bi-w[red, it 
has a tight bass and a 
clear forward presenta-
tion on vocals. More 
differentiation of tonal 
colour and an increased 
degree of depth and 
focus all add up to 
produce a result Lnex-
pected from a small 
budget loudspeaker. 

Denon's PMA350 amplifier 
(£169.99) is a particularly 
refined performer for the price, 
offering exceptional detail and 
focus. Its presentation is clean, 
which adds to the smoothness 
of the sound. The 350's bass is 
beautifully articulate albeit 
slightly lacking in weight. This is 
an amplifier with exceptional 
poise and control, ideally suited 
to CD and other line level 
sources. 

CONCLUSION 

On the end of a good aerial the Denon produces 

a clear and clean sound with plenty of detail. It 

could be r.riticised for being slightly two-

dimensional, but the sound from the whole system 

is deep, full, with a firm bass quality which is 

possibly due to the richness of the 603's. The 

characterfu nature of the loudspeakers perfectly 

balances the light yet warm and open sound of the 

front end p-oducing a near ideal match. I found 

that the sys:em worked best if the speakers were 

placed on heavy stands and bi-wired with cable 

such as Mission's stranded variety. This produced 

a clear and even presentation with a good degree 

of detail and life in the treble. The best interconnects 

for this particular system were The Chord 

Company's PP2 cables which come with well 

soldered gold phono plugs. 

Its smooth nature never offended yet was 

involving erough to keep listeners on their toes. 

Overall this grouping offers particularly good value 

for money. 
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For further Information 

call 

081 698 7386 

WILFRED AUDIO 

SUPERIOR SOUND AUDIO 
Bespoke Audio Engineers 

Listen to tnese remarkable amplifiers by AUDION 
300B MONOBLOCKS Probably the best amplifiers in the world" £1995.00 
EDISON S—EREO "The original pwr/line integrated" £399/499 
845 POWERBLOCKS "Handbuilt to order, finish 10 suit" £35,000.00 
CHESSELL REFERENCE " m/c input superb '93 spec" £2495.00 

(ALL POWER AMPS, ERIK ANDERSSON DESIGNED) 
-tubes-amplifiers-speakers-cartridges-

-REPAIRED-MODIFIED-REBUILT-SERVICED-SALES-
ORIGINAL SNELL LOUDSPEAKER UPGRADES 

Full Cartridge testing and rebuilding service 
TUBE TESTING STATION 

AUDIOPF-ILE COMPONENTS I CABLES I OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
GROOVE TUBES EDISON ORIGINAL GOLD DRAGON 

(main tubes agents for sussex 1000's in stock) 
FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

0273- 206327 RING NOW 0273-206327 
+AUDION+E DISON+ANDERSSON+AUDIONOTE+REFERENCE+JPW+COGAN 

HALL+SILVER SOUNDS+MAGNUM 
DYNALAB+MICHELL+TRANSFIGURATION+WILSON BENESCH+ 

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME FOR OUR NEWLY EXTENDED RANGE 
TAX FREE EXPORT SPECIALIST'S 

25 MONTEFIORE ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX. Tel:/Fax 0273 202637  

'MUSIC IN THE 
HIGHLANDS' 
On demonstration: the wonderful 

Transfiguration cartridge, Silver 

Sounds cables and Diamond Acoustic 
Loudspeakers. 

Silver Sounds cables manufactured 

here to your requirements, usually 
within a day. Balanced or unbalanced, 
any bi-wire/bi-amp configuration. 

Highland Analogue are agents for: 
Audiokits, Hailey Audio, Kronos 

Distribution, Moth Group, Reference 

Imports & Sonic Link products. 

Highland Analogue. 
`Lismore', Avoch (Nr. Inverness) 

Phone or Fax (0381) 20655 

Lockwood Audio 
Tel: 081-207 4472 Fax: 081-207 5283 

WE BUY AND SELL NEW, USED 
AND VINTAGE SPEAKERS, DRIVERS, 

CABINETS, PARTS. 

Authorised 

SPEAKER REPAIRS 

The 

TAN•10Y. Specialist 

:VOWAn 

IMPERIAL STUDIOS, MAXWELL ROAD, 
BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS. WD6 1WE 
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SYSTEM 2 

rhe tonal neutrality and 
)acious soundstage of Aura's 
U-50 are two of the reasons 
,hy this £229.95 tuner offers 
xcellent value for money. The 
,ura is an FM receiver only and 
eals with this frequency band in 
n admirably hiss free manner. It 
as a sensible range of conven-
:nce features including auto-
earch and 8 presets which make 
. simple to use. The sound is 
risp and well-etched with a 
ense of timing that all too often 
ludes many others. The Aura 
'U-50 represents the ultimate 
udget tuner. 

• 

9 5.8 0 

"C. 

Mission's 760i at 
£119.90 comes as 
something of a 
revelation. The 
quality of separa-
tion, depth, ambi-
ence and detail 
belies its modest 
price tag. Tonally 
uncoloured and 
with bags of rhythm, 
it is an eminently 
listenable loud-
speaker. The 
Mission makes 
supremely and 
consistently 
attractive music. 

Arcam's integrated 'baby' 
amplifier, the £200 Alpha 3, has a 
lean and lively character with an 
astonishing amount of detail. Its 
fast and clean presentation is 
ideally suited to line level inputs. 
The Arcam accurately reproduces 
the dynamics of CD with an ability 
to stop and start notes in a way 
most would find hard to match. 

CONCLUSION 
This is one of the most expensive budget systems 

auditioned for this section so far, but the extra 

expense is easily justified. The combination of the 

Aura's wide open soundstage and neutral 

presentation, the Alpha 3's fast and articulate but 

solid sound and the dynamic little Mission 760i's is 

worth much more than the sum of the parts. 

A system of this calibre will benefitgreatly from 

quality cabling and the combination of Audioquest 

Turquoise interconnect and the excellent Furukawa 

FS-2T07 loudspeaker cable proved ideal. With 

these cables the sound produced is dynamic, 
powerful and solid without being forced in any way. 

The tuneful bass and slightly bright treble add up to 

a very involving presentation full of excitement and 

energy. 
One of the ultimate budget tuner systems, this 

produces a quality of sound that cannot be bettered 
for under £ 1000. For this reason the Aura TU-50 

deserves the highest quality aerial that funds will 

allow. 
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Oxford Audio Consultants 

HI-FI SPECIALISTS 
'SONY .DEAUR.AINARDS. 
HP-
NZ 
im-ov&rvau 11161011A1 NORM' j 

Our superb service is the same, 
regardless of price. 

MARTIN LOGAN 
AERIUS 

GORGEOUS LOOKS & SOUND! 

NOW DEMONSTRATING 
THETA DATA 2/DS Pro Prime 
KRELL KST100 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 PREAMP 
LINEAUM LFX speakers 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B 
WADIA — latest range on demonstration . 
MARANTZ DCC MACHINE — see & hear what all the fuss is about 
LYRA LYDIAN CARTRIDGE — simply stunning! 
SONUS FABER LOUDSPEAKERS — Our favourites 
MICHELL GYRODECK — Still a Classic! 
MUSICAL FIDELITY CDT — Listen to the tubes!! 
CHORD 1000 POWER AMPLIFIER 
MAGNUM PREAMP & MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS 
PIONEER A300X AMPLIFIER — BEST BUY! 
MICHELL ISO/ARGO 
PROCEED MK 3 — CDfTransport & d/a Convertor 
REL STADIUM SUBWOOFER 
DENON DL304 CARTRIDGE 
CASTLE SPEAKERS 
HEYBROOK SPEAKERS 
GOLDEN DRAGON VALVES 

NOW DEMONSTRATING 

Ex Dem & P/ex Bargains 

JADIS JA30 power amp mint £2195 
REVOX HII cassette £735 
REVOX H2 CD PLAYER NORMALLY £958 NOW £735 
SD ACOUSTICS OBS LOUDSPEAKERS £495.00 
LINX Vega Preamplifier £250.00 
MAGNEPLANAR MG3A £1295 
MUSICAL FIDELITY CD1 £299 
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al £195 
ROGERS LS6a £200 
SPENDOR SP2i2 £345 
Please ask for details or our current list 

Agencies include: Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent, Koetsu, Krell, 
Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Audio Technica, Goldring, Marantz, 
Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, 
Kimber, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, QED, van den Hul, NAD, 
Nakamichi, SME, JPW, Revox, Dual, Monitor Audio, Pioneer, Proceed, 
Onix, Teac, Rotel, T.D.L., Ruark, Acoustic Energy, Audio Alchemy, Deltec, 
Musical Fidelity, Accuphase, Basis, Wadia, Theta, Sequerra, Castle, 
Heybrook, 

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE 
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS. 

Opening hours Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. 

Oxford Audio Consultants 
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE 

Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) 790879 

Facsimile: Oxford (0865) 791665 

TELEVISION SOUND 
IN STEREO 

With the introduction of stereo TV sound — ( Nicam) 
we announce our Mark 3 Tuner. Operating 
independently of a TV set its only requirements are 
a UHF aerial and mains supply. 
The sound outputs 
can be " piped" to a 
Hi-Fi system or 
directly to two 
loudspeakers. 

• Superb Stereo 

• Compact Disc Quality 

• Dual Language Mono 

• Frequency Synthesised 

Tuning 

• Channel and Programme 

"Read Outs" 

• Tape Recording Outputs 

• Composite Picture " Output" 

• Optional Remote Controller 

• Alternative Built- In 

Loudspeaker Amplifier 

For further details please write to 
Dept VW11 Motion Electronics Limited. 622 Tonbridge Road, Waleringbury, Maidstone, Kent ME18 Ft 

Tel: (0622) 812814 

'Ambient' Stands 
HI-FI FURNITURE 

MAXIMISE YOUR LOUDSPEAKERS' 
PERFORMANCE. 

EACH STAND HAS ADJUSTABLE 
SPIKED FEET TO MAINTAIN LEVELLING 
AND ALL ARE IMMACULATELY 
FINISHED IN BLACK. 

TOP SPIKES ARE AVAILABLE IF 
REQUIRED. 

TOP PLATES 
AMB 1 190 x 190mm 
AMB 2 200 x 200mm 
SIZES: 

AMB 1 12" 20" 28" £48 95 

AMB 2 12" 20" £59 95 

INCL. OF P&P UK MAINLAND 

TOP SPIKES £3.50 EXTRA 

AMB 

PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR 
DELIVERY 

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS 
CROSSED AND MADE PAYABLE TO 
'AMBIENT STANDS' 

Name: 

Address: 

Tel No: 

Please deliver: 

AMB 1 El 12" AMB 2 E 12" 

AMB 1E 20" AMB 2020" 

AMB 1E28" 

32A Shadwell St 
Birmingham 

B4 6HB 
021-236 2496 
021-428 2224 
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Hi-Fi World ,-cê 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
FOR SALE 

PRIVATE 

ACTIVE Naim SBL speak-
ers with four Ion MA400 
power amps, one Ion SPI - 
ex VAKII pre amp and power 
supply. Meridian 206-203 
Bitstream conversion CD 
player. As good as new, 
under warranty. £4,200. Tel: 
0273-556234. (Brighton) 

DELTEC DPASOS power 
amp plus cables £650, 
Meridian MLT Tuner £ 140, 
Rose RV23 Pre £200, Deltec 
PDM 1 DA Convertor MK I 
£150. All in good working 
order and at bargain prices. 
Call Ben on 081-542-5451 
after 6pm. 

LEAK Stereo 30 (restored 
by London Sound), Leak 
Stereo 30 Plus (wood-cased 
successor to the above) in 
superb condition with 
original instructions. £75 
each, o.n.o. Tel: 08 I - 360-
5041 (evenings). North 
London. 

PAIR Jordan 50mm units, 
£40. Pair Jordan-Watts 
Modules, £35. Four 6550As, 
£40. 207 x ECC83, 180 x 
ECC88, offers. Valves new, 
boxed, ex defunct business. 
Tel: 0792-465401 (evenings). 

PROAC RESPONSE 3, 
teak, mint condition. £ 1,850 
o.n.o. Tel: 081-854-6738. 

SINGLE ended triode 

amplifier circuit diagrams. 
Over 20 designs: 211, 2A3, 
300B, 845, etc. Send £5 for 
booklet. Also high quality 
transformers wound to 
customers' specification. 
Cheques payable to Retro 
Sound, 137 Blair Athol Rd., 
Sheffield, Si l 7GD. 

TEAC A-2300SD open-
reel, excellent condition, 
£45. IMF ALS 30 loudspeak-

ers, £35. 0933-56086 
(Northamptonshire). 

r HI-FI WORLD CLASSIFIED ADS 
Please write your advertisement copy on a separate sheet of 

paper and return with this completed form. 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Daytime Tel No:   

E] Private Advertiser Trader (Tick where applicable) 

Display (2cm box £ 15 inc. VAT.) 
1 enclose cheque/postal order for £  
Made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. 

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS Card No. 

Expiry Date:   

Send to: Hi-Fi World Classified Ads., 
Audio Publishing Ltd., 
64 Castellain Road, London W9 1EX. 
 .J 

VISA 

TVA 10 valve amplifier: 
Michaelson & Austin. Up-
graded by Mentmore Audio 
with KT77s. 2 x 60w. Good 
condition, £230. Meridian 
206B, mint and boxed. 
Superb detailed sound (new 
£995). 1 year guarantee, 
£550. Tel: 0628-822040. 

TRADE 

ACOUSTIC Energy AE I s, 
rosewood, £595; black, £525; 
stands £250. Pink Triangle 
LPT GTi's, £380. Rega RB250 
tonearm, £60. Audio Al-
chemy DACs, £295, trans-
port £610. Castle Chester 
speakers, £495. Pink Triangle 
Export, £585. SME 309 only 
£420. SME Series V, £950. All 
new and guaranteed. Credit 
cards accepted. Tel: 0582-
504560. 

SPECIAL OFFER! Now you can 
advertise in the Classified Section 
for only £ 10 ( incl. VAT). 
Maximum length is thirty words, 
each additional word 50p extra. 

NEW! Display ads - 2cm box, 
£15 ( incl VAT). 

Telephone and model numbers 
are treated as one word. All 
advertisement copy should be 
typed or written in block capitals 
and accompanied by the form 
on this page. 
Cheques should be made 
payable -to Audio Publishing Ltd. 

Please send your copy to: 
Hi-Fi World Classified Ads., 
Audio Publishing Ltd., 
64 Castellain Road, 
London W9 I EX. 

Classifieds will be published in 
the first available issue after 
receipt. If you wish your 
advertisement to appear in the 
March 1993 issue, copy and 
remittances should be received 
by Monday I 8th January 1993. 
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AMADEUS 
souND 8, VISION 

Arcam, Audio Innovations, 

Bang & Olufsen, Carver, 

Castle Acoustics, Hafler, 

Micromega, Mordaunt-Short, 

Musical Fidelity, Pioneer, Quad, 

Spendor, Technics. 

10 BOLDMERE ROAD 
SUTTON COLDFIELD 

WEST MIDLANDS 

Tel: 021-354-2311 

impulse 
leaders 
in horn 
design. 

' the Impulse -12 

is a superlative 

loudspeaker, quite 

the best I've 

ever heard:' 

irop. 

3 Stylish demonstration rooms 
including BANG + OLUFSEN 
and PRO LOGIC 

Stockists Of: 

Technics • Pioneer 4. Kenwood • 

Aiwa • Yamaha • Marantz • 

Sony • Mitsubishi • Panasonic • JVC • AR • Mordaunt-Short • 

NHT • B&W • Of • Bose • Sennheiser 

Wharfedale • Akai • Canon • Grundig • Hitachi • Philips • 

Toshiba • Alphason • Target etc. 

TWENTY 20 AUDIO VISUAL LTD 
UNIT 205 LAKESIDE SHOPPING CENTRE 
WEST THURROCK, GRAYS RM16 1 Da 
TEL: 0708 891818 FAX: 0708 891300 
Opening hours: Mon-Thurs 9.30am — 8.00pm, Fri 9.30am — 9.00pm, Sat 9.30am — 7.30pm. 

(11) plavec-iz 

RHEUM 
PO NT 
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AS PREVIEWED IN HI - Fl WORLD NOVEMBER 1992 ISSUE 

Marry your favourite tape to your tape machine with the BIASBU. 

and enjoy the following benefits LOWER DISTORTION 

BETTER FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

BETTER SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 

IMPROVED DOLBY TRACKINS 

BIASE3LJG 

catch " advance towards ultimate sound quality " 1 

now' 
" comes complete with a precisioi test tape for checking the health Pf your machine " 

BiaSbuc the rest of your system 

MATROW LTD 
INNOVATION IN ENGINEERING 

39 Penncricket Lane 

Oldbury 

West Midlands 

B68 8LX 

Tel : 021 561 2220 

Fax : 021 561 2262 

Contact MATROW for your nearest stockist / dealer. 

" BIASBUG THE TAPE, NUTS BEST FRIEND" 

go. Check out your interconnects. 

e Check out your replay chain quickly 

and easily. 

• Check out your loudspeakers 

for crossover faults. 

• Check out for failed drive units. 
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Jor1d Class 

* Arcam * Acoustic Energy * Creek 
* Cyrus * Denon * Heybrook * JPW 
* KEF * Linn * Mission * Marantz 

* NAD * Naim * Nakamichi * Quad 
* Rotel * Rega * Ruark * Rogers 
* TDL * Target *Tannoy * Yamaha 
* Woodside 

Fantastic! 

yes, we could devote a whole page telling you 
how wonderful we are, but with so many 

good products arriving every month we feel we 
just have to break the mould and say some of 
these are really fantastic! 

When you walk into our large display area you'll 
immediately see exciting new models from Naim, 

Rega, Linn and Marantz and you'll be more than 
welcome just to browse or chat about some of the 
new features these products offer. 

Should you wish to listen, our friendly and experi-
enced sales staff will be pleased to devote as 

much time as you require to demonstrate the 
advantages of new models such as the Mission 
753 or Linn Keilidh loudspeakers, Arcam 290, 

AMC3030, Linn Klout or Naim NAP 180 amplifi-
ers and the benefits they can bring. 

Understandably, as you are listening you may find 
yourself suffering more than a mild attack of 

enthusiasm and may want to take advantage of 
our 0% APR ,10% Deposit finance and full 
installation service. 

Some dealers are just happy to supply the equip-
ment and let you supply the interest, but that's 
where we start - not finish. 

SOUND SYSTEMS 

70deome he world el geed Xi-(71 

248 Lee High Road, Lewisham, London SE13 5PL 
Tel : 081 318 5755 or 852 1321 Fax 081 318 0909 

Mon to Sat 10.00am - 6.30pm (Closed Thursday) 
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FINISHING TOUCHES cr z 
• 

Even a budget system can be tuned for maximum performance with cables, tables, mains 

filters and plugs. Dominic Baker's guide to affordable accessories begins this month. 

LOUDSPEAKER STANDS 
Most important to the system, 
loudspeaker stands should be 
considered before anything else. 
They wi'l provide a solid support, 
allowing the loudspeakers to 
function properly: bass definition 
and midrange clarity will both be 
improved. Any box colouration 
may also be lessened by the stand 
effectively sinking energy into the 
floor. 

Target is probably the most 
widely-known equipment stand 
manufacturer. Their range 
includes the SP stands, which at 
£39.95 offer excellent perform-
ance for the money. 

EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS 
A steel-framed, spiked table provides a 
rigid, vibration-free platform for hi-fi which 
will improve the sound of the system. 

irt can easily be seen that if the record 
deck vibrates, so will the platter and tnus 
the record. This makes the job of the 
stylus unreasonably difficult and distortion 
sets in. A similar but not so drastic effect s 
evident in CD players which again use a 
spinning disc and read it through a moving 
head arrangement. Errors occur as the disc 
vibrates in and out of the laser's focus. 
A suitable hi-fi rack will reduce the 

problems associated with reading software 
and therefore improve the overall sound. 
Additionally electronic components 
themselves are sensitive to vibration and 
thus any piece of hi-fi will gain from being 
rigidly supoorted.Target's TT2 and TT3 
equipmen: supports are fully welded for 
rigidity and cost £69.99 and £99.99 
respectively. 

ISOLATION FEET 
With suspended floors, 
the main objective is to 
stop floor tremors 
coming up through the 
table into the equipment 
it is supporting. 
Sorbothane feet, which 
are made from a rubber 
material, decouple 
equipment from the table 
and isolate it from the 
floor. Mission's Isoplat 
combines vibration-
absorbing feet with a 
platform. 

HI-FI WORLD JANUARY 1993 
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ISOLATION CONES 
Isolation cones are designed to sink any 
vibrational energy away from the item 
they are supporting and into the mass 
below, If, for example, they are placed 
under a CD player, any small vibrations 
caused by the mechanical process of 
spinning the disc will be transmitted 
down through the cones into the 
support and away from the player. This 
will enable the laser to track better and 
isolate the circuits from unwanted 
excitation. This removal of unwanted 
energy is aided by the use of a spiked 
equipment support which functions in a 
similar manner, sinking energy into the 
floor. 

This arrangement works best on solid 
floors, i.e. concrete ones rather than the 
suspended wooden variety. 

Michell Engineering's Tenderfeet are 

machined from aluminium and retail for 

£l.95 for the small size and £2.95 for the 

larger cones. 
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TOP TAPE 

90 2 Pa'k 

UR 120 .„ 

SW 192 00 3P 

"" 192°0 

XLII  90 100 

XLII-S 90 
100 

MX 9° 
MX-S 9° 

Vert.. 9° 

Audio 

1.49 
1.39 

3 25 
1 69 
1 15 

1e9 
149 

1 69 

9A*.X 90 79 MS  9 
99 MP' x 90 
23 2456 x, -90 

10 95 

Du 46 6 75 50NY 

MAXELL 05e.60 5.95 

TDK 
ok,a 120 

90 5 p.ck 

DAR 69% 

coA 1°° 
90 

CD-I1 10° 

SA 6° 

3 pack 

3 I,e k 
3 price 

3 P4,' 

3 99 

0 99 
3 49 

45 

1.49 
1 49 
3 90 

489 
5 79 

2.45 
3 25 

545 

0T-60 916 
ox.90 8.25 

07.120 9-76 

R-90 
Al 20 896 

MAIL ORDER 
TOP TAPE 1 Crystal Way. Elrngrove Road. 

Harrow, Middx HAI 263 Tel 081-427 1404 

Postage L3 75 Orders over E60 POST FREE 
Mastercard and Visa Accepted Fad price hot on request 

LONDON: 

El7 Myers Audio 6 Central Parade. Hoe Street 

512 Arcade Music Grand Arcade, Tally Ho Corner 

NW6 Audio T 190 West End Lane 

SW15 Fotofast BR Station, 161 Putney High Street 

W4 Uxbridge Audio 109 Chiswick High Road 

E LSE WE RE : 

ALDERLEY EDGE Aston Audio 4 West Street 

ASHFORD Mont) Soundcraft 40 High Street 

BASINGSTOKE Audio T 4 Feathers Lane 

BATH Paul Green Harpers Furnishing, London Rd 

BEDFORD Tavistock Video 23 Tavistock Street 

BELFAST-7 Knights Records 33 Botanic Avenue 

BLACKPOOL NOrnliffl Audio 216 Church Street 

BOURNEMOUTH Sutton, 18 Westover Road 

BRIGHTON Jeffries Hi Fi 69 London Road 

BURY ST EDMUNDS Oliver Thompson St Johns St 

CAMBRIDGE Roll on Tapes la Gwydir Street 

CHELTENHAM Audio T 42 Albion Street 

COVENTRY Frank Harvey Hi-Fi 163 Medieval Soon St 

Open Reel 
MAXELL 

UD 35-90 
UD 35-180 

UD 25-120 
UD 18-180 

Back Coated 
XLI 35-9013 
XLI 35-1808 

AMPEX 
458 
456 

3600' L/P 

180e L/P 
3600 L/P 

2400' D/P 
3600' TIP 

7" 5.99 

1015" NAB 18.99 
7' 7.45 
7' 

2.95 

1800' L/P 7' 2.49 

1014• NAB 19 99 

1200' S/P r 010' 795 
2h00- SIP IOR'y 5' 16 955 

Camcorder 
VHS-C +-IS-VHS 
JVC EC30 EHG 2.79 

EC45 EHG 3 95 

EC45 (HG 3 pack with 11.85 
FREE EyerReady Alkaline barrenes 

JVC SEC 30XG 5 95 
SEC 45XG 8 45 

VIDEO 8 + Hi-8 
SONY P5-90 MP 4 pack plus 19 99 

FREE Carry Case 

P5-90 MG 695 
TM P5-120 EHG 7 99 

SONY E5-90 HME 15 95 
E5-90 HME-X 17.95 

DEALER NETWORK 

DERBY Spot on Sounds 9 The Spot 

EASTBOURNE Jeffries Hi-Fi 4 Albert Parade 

EDGWARE Musical Images 173 Station Road 

ENFIELD Audio T 159a Chase Side 

ESHER (Claygatel Aware 8 The Parade 

GLASGOW Music Roorn 98 Bath Street 

GUILDFORD PJ Hi-Fi 3 Bridge Street 

HARROW Harrow Audio 27 Springfield Road 

HERTFORD Ultimate A-V 22 Sr Andrews Street 

HITCHIN The Record Shop 35 Hermitage Road 

HOUNSLOW Musical Images 45 High Street 

ILFORD ( Gents Hall Audio T 442 Cranbrook Road 

IPSWICH Eastern Audio 41 Bramford Road 

LUTON Hobbs Components 11 King Street 

MANCHESTER-3 Music Room 50 Bridge Street 

MANCHESTER- 14 Shadoos 14 Wilmslow Road 

NEW MAIDEN Surrey Cameras 31 High Street 

OXFORD (Heedington) Audio T 19 Old High Street 

POOLE ( Parkstonel Movement Audio 588 Ashley Road 

TDA 

JVC 
FUJI 

MAXELL 

JVC 
FUJI 

Tr* 

SONY 

E180 PRO ° 

E180 SXG PRO 
E180 RX Flit) 

SE 2417XP PRO 

SE 180 XG 

SE 180 Super P ro 
SE 180 XP 

SE 240 XP- E1 

SE 180 XP PRO 

187350eZal 

L  

L750 HG 

EI8OHS 
E240 HS 5 pack 11.95 

E180 EHG 14.95 

6240 (H0 2̀ 0"' 6.15 

E180 HI-FI ; P."` 7 99 

E240 HI-FI ; 7 99 

E180 HD-X pat P." 9 99 
7.95 

5 95 
6 45 

95 

6 99 

8 95 
6 99 

8 99 
B 95 

10 95 

2 95 

3 75 

4 25 

PORTSMOUTH (North End/ Jeffries Hi-Fi 29 London Road 

ISouthseal CTV Maintenance 156 Eastney Road 

PRESTON Norman Audio 131 Friargate 

RAMSGATE F J Rogers 10 Grange Road 

READING Reading Hi-Fi Centre Broad Street Mall 

ST. ALBANS The Music Department 130 London Road 

SALISBURY Sutton, 3 Endless Street 

SHEFFIELD Shef Sound Centre 232 Abbeydale Road 

SHREWSBURY Avon Hi-Fi 12 Barker Street 

SOUTHAMPTON S'thampton Hi-Fi Centre 37 Bedford PI 

SWINDON Audio T 60 Fleet Street 

TORQUAY Chelston Hi -Fi 38 Walnut Road 

UXBRIDGE Uxbridge Audio 278 High Street 

WALLINGTON Surrey Cameras 53 Woodcote Road 

WATFORD Musiclend 90 Queens Road 

WELLING Volume One 41 Upper Wickham Lane 

WEYMOUTH Weymouth Iii-Fi 33 Maiden Street 

WORCESTER Johnson, Sound 43 Friar Street 

YEOVIL Mike Manning Audio 110 Middle Street 
Some dems may not be ayadabie tn all ShOp5 
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'Were you aware that most 

of the worlds most exciting 

digital electronics come from 

one manufacturer?' 

' For a full colour brochure,' 

The Musical Design Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 13, 

London El 8 1EG 

081 989 0692 - 0850 336501 

QUALITY HI-FI IN NORTH WALES 
Contact John Hodkinson for expert advice and friendly 

service. All equipment may be taken on home demonstration 

Main stockists of: 
ROTEL * YAMAHA * HARMAN KARDON * NAD * 
TEAC * MICHI * TANNOY * KEF * HEYBROOK * 
INFINITY * JBL * JAMO * HECO * KEF * TDL * 

INFINITY RENAISSANCE * ALPHASON * ARISTON * 
APOLLO * TARGET and more! 

ELECTRO TRADER 
THE Hi-Fi Centre in North Wales since 1978 

19COLWYN CRESCENT, RHOS-ON-SEA, COLWYN BAY 
Tel (0492) 548932 

Mail Order Specialists 
Opening Hours. 9.30-1, 2-5.30 

Demonstrations by appointment preferred 

VISA 

LOVCMFT AUDIO 
TURNTABLE SERVICE & REPAIR AND PRO-
FESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICES 

NEW RANGE of craftsman made plinths in solid Oak/ 
Mahogany. 18mm MDF substructure, machined in 
motor, board in various finishes. Resiliently mounted 
with cover and hinges. Suitable for Garrard 301, 401 
and Thorens TD 124. 

DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY for Garrard 301. 
Improves performance dramatically. 

S.A.E. for catalogue 
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, 

Lambourn, Berks. 
RG16 7XQ. 

Tel: 0488 72267 
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The Chord Company has a large range of high quality cables 

in the £ 25 to £40 range and the facilities to custom-

manufacture any interconnect that you could require. 

INTERCONNECTS 
Whe• • • 7 • . ,-ney towards the amplifier the signal from the 
source component should be high quality and clean. This relativel;, 
uncorrupted musical voltage has a number of obstacles to cross 
before it arrives. 

The first hurdle to overcome is the interface between output 
socket and phono plug. If the contacts are corroded, dirty or loose. 
then what is left of the signal after it has picked itself up will be in a 
sorry state. If it then has to crawl down a narrow passage - the kind 
of path a signal follows along a cheap patchcord - it will be 
knackered by the time it has to jump the final hurdle from the 
cable plug to the amplifier's input socket. 
A good quality interconnect enables the signal to be delivered in 

much the same form as it left, with nothing lost and nothing gained. 
A high-quality cable with tight-fitting plugs, preferably gold-plated to 
resist corrosion, with high purity cable in-between, will allow the 
signal to pass relatively uehirdei-ed. 

LOUDSPEAKER 
CABLE 
As with interconnects 
loudspeaker cables neeu 
to be of a reasonably high 
quality, if for slightly 
different reasons. As a 
general rule the cable 
should be of a large gauge 
and constructed from high 
punty copper such as the 

OFC varieties. The, will 
ensure that minimal 
power is lost between 
the amp and loudspeaker 
and additionally produce 
a more controlled sound. 
Cable runs to each 
loudspeaker should be 0' 
a similar length tc 
prevent channel imuai-
ance. 

Furukawa FS-2T07 at E3.50/m. 

is a recent addition to the 

loudspeaker cable market. It 

is made up from strands of 

high purity copper and 

terminated with high quality 

gold-plated 4mm plugs. 

LITTLE THINGS 
Pictured above are a few bits 
and pieces which can be 
purchased for less than ter. 
pounds. Arcam's gold-plate,' 
banana plugs have a large 
bucket for soldering the 
loudspeaker cable, so a strong 
joint is guaranteed. Arcam's 
Wonder solder, also to be seen 
above, is the one to use for the 
purpose. The third small item is 
Campaign Audio Design's 
'digital clamp', a 'shorting plug' 
which is inserted into an unused 
digital phono socket of a CD 
player and which many listeners 
feel improves the sound if 
you're using an alternative 

tput. 

Top left CAD's 'digital clamp'; 

top right, a gold-plated banana 

plug from Arcam; below, Arcam's 

Wonder Solder guarantees a 

strong joint. 

MAINS DISTRIBUTION 
up the Hi-Fi iacuer it is a sin to even 

consider a multiway mains block, but not 
everyone can afford or even justify separate 
mains spurs of heavy duty cable for each piecf• 
of equipment. One of the best alternatives is 
Campaign Audio Design's 4-way distribution 
unit which is hard-wired and soldered to aid 
mains transfer. A high quality MK plug - which 
even has a silver-plated fuse holder - is con-
nected with screened mains cable to reduce RF 
interference. 

Regular cleaning of the mains plug pins using 
wire wool will keep contacts clean and free from 
corrosion. 

The standard 4-way distribution unit with I m of cable is £28.96. With a voltage-
dependent resistor (\"DR) which smoothes out mains spikes, and I .5m of cable 
(necessary due to the VDR's I Ons response time) price is £34.46. 

Going one stage further to achieve a good mains supply to your equipment, the 
figure of eignt or IEC power lead can be replaced with a high quality screened 
version too. Campaign Audio Design manufacture both. 
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EXPENSIVE TUNER?? 
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL 
IT DESERVES 

You spend many hours and quite 
a lot of money choosing that new 
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect 
by fiddling with bits of wire or old 
aerials. Have the full benefit of the 
multipath-free, clean signal which 
only a well designed and properly 
installe dunit can achieve. If D.X. is 
your scene, then go for the ultimate 
in rotating high gain narrow beam 
systems like our G.23 with 19dB 
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc. 
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a 
"one off" special built, up to 32 
elements. GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO 

GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB L 74" 

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT 

* FM arrays from 4 to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element 
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather. 
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of 

masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for 
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting. 

* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200-mile 
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a 
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which is 
more than lust a list of our products and prices, and carries details of all 
our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys. 

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL 

RON SMITH 

AERIALS 
98 ASH ROAD, LUTON, BEDS 

Day — Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm 

5 Minutes from M1 Motorway . Turnoff No 11 

Iteista«, 
HI-F1 

STOCKIST OF: 
HEYBROOK, NAD, MERIDIAN, DUAL, ROTEL, PHILIPS, 

MARANTZ, MONITOR AUDIO, QUAD, 
PINK TRIANGLE, ACOUSTIC ENERGY, JPW, 

CELESTION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, PIONEER, AURA 
AND MANY MORE... 

38 WALNUT ROAD, CHELSTON, 

TORQUAY, DEVON TQ2 6HS 
TELEPHONE: (0803) 606863 

Come to us for the largest selection of surround sound systems 

in the South West 

ANDY'S AERIALS 
• TV & FM AERIALS SUPPLIED & INSTALLED 
• SATELLITE TVs SUPPLIED & INSTALLED 
• MULTIPOINT SYSTEMS REPAIRS 

• DIY SALES FULLY INSURED COMPETITIVE PRICES 
• ALL WORK GUARANTEED FREE SITE SURVEYS 

7 DAY SERVICE 
Areas Covered: 

HARROW, RUISLIP, NORTHWOOD, EALING, ACTON, HAYS, 
SOUTHALL, HEATHROW & ASSOCIATED AREAS 

CALL US FOR A PROFESSIONAL & RELIABLE SERVICE 

CE L L NET • 
SHOWROOM AT: 345c NORTHOLT RD., ( OPP. SAINSBURY'S) 

SOUTH HARROW, MIDDX. OPEN 9am-5.30pm MON-SAT 

THE FM AERIAL SPECIALIST 

SUBURBAN 
AERIALS 
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATION 

BY QUALIFIED ENGINEERS 

A NEW AGE IN BROADCASTING HAS BEGUN 

RADIO IN CD QUALITY 

111111ES R 
38 CM / 15 DISH 

TECHNISAT 5000 DSR 

RECEIVER 

DIGITAL - SATELLITE - RADIO 
lb CHANNELS 24 HOURS A DAY 

CLASSICAL, CULTURE, OPERA, ROCK, 
POP, LIVE CONCERTS ETC... 

AERIAL HOUSE, EBBERNS ROAD, 
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS 

0442 211511 

GET THE BEST FROM YOUR HI-FI 

100's OF AERIALS, 100's OF FITTINGS FOR HI-FI 

AERIALS, TV AERIALS & SATELLITE DISHES 

DIY OR FITTED BY OUR ENGINEERS 

THE AERIAL SHOP 

188 HALFWAY ST., SIDCUP, KENT 
(NR. ELTHAM SE9) 

(081) 300 5588/8990/7454 

SITELL AERIALS 
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF WITH OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

• RADIO, HI-FI & TV AERIALS 
• COMMUNAL SYSTEMS 

• SATELLITE DISHES & AERIALS 
• VIDEO LINK UP & MULTI-POINT SYSTEMS SUPPLIED & INSTALLED 

REPAIRED & SERVICED 

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE 
ALL AREAS COVERED DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL ENQUIRIESWELCOMED 

RICKMANSWORTH (0923) 770013 

ST. ALBANS (0727) 41861 

32 LONG LANE, RICKMANSWORTH, HERTS WD3 2YF 
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Why a Hi-Fi Tuner needs 
a Good Aerial 

For optimum sound quality, a hi-fi 
tuner must have a strong signal of 
around I mV. The question is: how 
do you get it? 

INDOOR V OUTDOOR 
AERIALS 
Simple wire types only provide enough 
signal within a few miles of a transmitter. 
Having limited directionality they are 
prone to receiving reflections from 
buildings that produce multipath distortion. 

Powered indoor aerials and expensive 
hi-tech designs costing up to £50 or so 
give no more signal than a simple, 
horizontal dipole. Their only benefit is 
smaller size. 

Indoor aerials that sit close to the tuner 
provide a signal strong enough for good 
sound quality only when a transmitter is 
within a few miles. The wire dipoles 
supplied with tuners are only intended to 
get you going. 

LOFT AERIALS 
Loft aerials have the advantage of height 
and, if there are many elements, gain as 
well, so they provide a stronger signal 
than a simple dipole indoor aerial. In areas 
of reasonably high signal strength - which 
usually means within ten miles or so from 
a transmitter, a loft aerial may be satisfac-
tory. 

Usually with three elements, a director 
rod, reflector rod and dipole element in 
between, loft aerials are also directional; 
they must be pointed toward the trans-
mitter. They reject interference and 
reflected signals better than dipoles, giving 
a cleaner signal to the tuner. 

The best mounting position is high up 
in the V of the roof, away from metal 
objects like water tanks. A long downlead 
will be needed, preferably of good quality 
to minimise signal loss. 

BALCONY & WALL 
MOUNTING AERIALS 
Balconies s of flats have the great 
advantage of height, which can allow a 
much stronger signal to be obtained. 
However, the balcony needs to have an 
unobstructed 'view' of the transmitter, 
meaning it must point in the right direction. 

It is sometimes possible, if a little 
difficult, to wall-mount an aerial on a stub 
mast attached outside a window. This is 
useful in flats where planning permission 
or freeholders' consent is not necessary. 
Hanging out of a window with a power 
drill can be dangerous however. Consider 
using a professional installer. And make 
sure the window wall faces toward the 
transmitter of course. 

OUTDOOR AERIALS 
In most locations, only an outdoor aerial 
will a give a signal strong enough and 
clean enough ( i.e. free from interference 
and multipath reflections) to provide true 
hi-fidelity from a good tuner. Its main 
benefits are height, crucial for obtaining a 
strong signal free of reflections, and size. 

Multiple elements increase gain 
(relative to a dipole) and directionality. An 
outdoor aerial will commonly have four or 
six elements. Surrounding the basic signal 
collecting dipole, to which the downlead is 
connected, are directors in front and 
reflectors behind. 

Multi-element aerials are used in areas 
of medium to weak signal strength, 
meaning up to around forty miles from a 
transmitter. Any further away is judged as 
a 'fringe' area and will demand even more 
elements. 

ALL-ROUND AERIALS 
AND WHIPS 
Whip aerials, vertical dipoles and all-round 
aerials (curved horizontal dipoles) provide 
less signal than a simple, straight dipole, so 
they are suitable only for areas of high 
signal strength. 

Although whips and curved dipoles 
offer all-round reception, this means they 
provide little rejection of reflections, 
interference and distant stations, so they 
are not especially suitable for hi-fi use. 

AERIAL AMPLIFIERS 
AND ROTATORS 
Aerial amplifiers are useful to compensate 
for losses in a very long downlead or to 
provide enough signal for distribution 
around a house. Otherwise, amplifiers 
merely boost noise and rubbish from an 
aerial by the same amount they boost 
wanted stations, giving no gain in quality, 
even though the signal strength meter of a 
tuner might go up. 

Rotators are used to swing a directional 
aerial around, to receive more stations. A 
better solution in many ways is to have 
two aerials pointing in different directions, 
with their outputs diplexed together or, 
for more signal but less convenience, twin 
downleads with an aerial switch at the 
bottom. 

ATTENUATORS 
When it's necessary to use a directional 
aerial to cut down reflections from tower 
blocks, an in-line attenuator can be used 
to cut down an over-strong signal ( lOmV). 

AERIAL INSTALLERS 
The best and overriding reason for getting 
an aerial installed is personal safety; roof 
work is very dangerous. Installers are also 
very quick and well equipped; DIY may 
take the best part of a day. Local installers 
should know about area-specific prob-
lems, the location of repeat and fill-in 
transmitters, and such like - all matters that are 
likely to be a mystery to most people. 

Finally, good installers should have a 
Field Strength Meter that not only enables 
them to see whether an aerial is giving the 
required result, but can prove this to the 
satisfaction of the customer. Around ImV 
is wanted, meaning powerful stations will 
come in higher (say 3-5mV) but weak 
ones a bit lower (0.3- ImV). If for no other 
reason, knowing that the aerial works 
properly is enough reason for using an installer. 

Discuss this matter with them first 
though. In some areas, it may be impossi-
ble to obtain such a strong signal, no 
matter what aerial is used; get a variety of 
opinions if necessary. 

CONFEDERATION OF AERIAL 
INDUSTRIES 
The CAI has a countrywide list of aerial 
installers who are members that abide by 
the rules below. 

To find a local service, contact - 

CAI Ltd., 
Fulton House Business Centre, 
Fulton Road, 
Wembley Park, 
MIDDLESEX HA9 OTF 
Tel: 081-902-8998 
Fax: 081-903-8719 

CAI members must be competent for the business 
conducted. They must follow strict codes ofpractice, 
agree to investigation, examination or test at any 
time. They must guarantee any aerial, equipment 
and/or installation work for a minimum period of 
twelve months and carry minimum levels of Public 
Liability Insurance • 
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SAL: 
Treat yourself to a Pre-
Christmas bargain at the 
KJ 'Sunday' Sale 
Reductions strictly for one day old)  

Massive reductions on selected boxed' 
new stock and most of our dern' and 
display stock with individual items at 
50% of the original price. Our popular 
one day sales offer a unique opportunity 
to get the best' hi-fi at the lowest 
prices. Come and see for yourself! 

Sunday parking around the store is very 
easy. You can park 'free' on meters and 
single yellow lines. 

Established brands stocked by KJ 
Accuphase • Acoustic Energy • Albarry • Apogee • Arcam • Audio Alchemy • Aura 

Audiolab • Audio Research • BBAP • ChordiliCroft • Dahlquist • Dali • Deltec 
Epos • Gradient • KEF • Krell • Maranta • Martin Logan • Meridian • Micromege 
Michell • Mission Cyrus • Mod Squad • Morch • Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity 

Nakamichi • Nitty Gritty• Pink Triangle • PS Audio • Pro- Ac • Ousel 0 Rogers 
Roksan II Rose • Rotel • Ruark • Siltech • SME • SP Audio • Somas Faber 
Sound Audio • Stan Ill Spendor • Systemdek 0 Tannoy • Teac • Theta 

k .. KJ WEST ONE J 26 New Cavendish Street, London W1M 7LH 
(Close to Marylebone High Street) 

Tel: 071 486 8262/8263 • Fax: 071 487 3452 
Open: Mon-Sat 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m. Thurs until 7.00 p.m 

MAIL ORDER 
Carriage Free Hi-Fi 

To Your U.K. Address 
Hi-Fi Separates 

Amplifiers 
Denon PMA250 Ill 
Rotel RA930AX 
Arcarn Alpha 3 

Mus.Fidellty Tempest 
Mission Cyrus 1 

Denon PMA450 New 
Audiolab 8000a 

A&R Delta 290 New 

Receivers 
Denon DRA335 
Denon DRA435 

Nakarnichl Recur 2 

Tuners 
Denon TU260 
Denon TU560 
Mus.Fidelity 11 

Mission Cyrus FM 
A&R Delta 280 New 
Audiolab 8000T At Lashl 

Cassette Decks 
Yamaha KX260 
Yamaha KX360 

Denon DRS610 Drawer 
Denon DRW650 Double 
Denon DRM710 3 Head 

Denon DRS810 3 Hd Orwr 
Nakamichi 2 
Actant Delta I 00 Dolby-S 

14999 
16995 

19990 
19900 
24990 
249 90 

429 90 
449 90 

239 99 
289 99 
599.95 

Speakers 
Acoustic Energy AEI 
B W DM600 

DM610 
Acoushtune Sub Woofer 

DM805 
Epos ES11 
Mission M7601 

M761, 
M7621 
M7631 

Cyrus 780 
781 

782 
753 

Mon.Audio MA 1 
MA7 

119 99 MAS 

159 99 MA11 
270 00 MA14 
299.90 Tennoy 603 

349.90 605 

599.90 6o5 L/Edmon 

607 
6o9 

149 95 611 
179.95 Wharfedale Diamond V 

199.95 2130 Satellite/Sub Sys. 
199.95 Turntables 
249 95 Dual CS505 4 

299.95 Thorans TD180 NC 78rpm 
349 95 Thorens TD280 IV 

849 90 Thorens TD166 VI/Rega 

695.95 
159.95 
199.95 

209.95 
799.95 
350.00 
119.90 
169.90 
229.90 

349.90 
199.90 
249.90 

349.90 
599.90 
149.95 

179.95 
209.95 
329 95 
399 95 
124.99 

159.99 

189.99 
199.99 
269 99 
399 99 

129.90 
299.90 

179 95 
14990 
19990 
279 90 

NEW 
A range of unique 

loudspeakers from 

ORIGIN LIVE. 

Find out why music en-

thusiasts are investing in 

these superb high per-

formance speakers. 

Get ahead of the game 

and send for information 

plus dealer list. 

ORIGIN LIVE, 87 CHESSEL CRESCENT. BITTERNE, 

SOUTHAMPTON SO2 4BT. 0703 442183 / 671237 

A & R • Audiolab • Audio Technic. • B & W • Beyer • Creek • Cyrus • Denon • Duel • 

Hi-Fi Separates 

Compact Disc 
Yameha CDX460 

Denon DCD590 
Yarnell. CDX560 
Denon DCD690 
Denon DC0890 
Marant: CD52 II Se 
Mission DADS' 

Yamaha CDC625 - 5 Discs 299.95 
Rotai RCD965BX 
Denon DCC1290 
Mus.Fidelity CD2 
Arcarn Alpha + CD 

Arcarn Delta 70.3 
Amain Delta 170.3 

Nakernichl CD2 M/Bank 599 95 

CD Specials 
Mission • CD Package comprising 
DAD5 CO. DA Converter & Isoplat 
Total Value (630.00 499.90 

Denon DCP100 Portable CD Package 
FREE Max& Car-Cassette Adaptor 

OR H055 Headphones 249.90 

D-A Convertors 
GED Digit MB52 125.00 
Mission DA 
Arcane Delta Box 3 
Amour Delta Box 5 
Aucliolab 8000DAC 

17995 

179 90 
19995 
19999 

269 99 
299 90 

299 99 

31995 

32999 
350.00 
449 90 

699 90 
699 90 

299.90 
299.90 
449 90 

699 00 

A- V Systems 
Yamaha 
Rear Chan. FX Amps  

OSP-E200 3 Channel 349.95 
OSP E1000 5 Channel 599.95 

Surround Sound FX 
DSP A500 5 Ch. Amp 449 95 
RX-V660 5 Ch. Recvr 449.95 

DSP-A1000 7 Ch. Amp 799 95 

Effects Sers  
NS-090 Centre Spkr 119.95 
NS- E100 Rear Spkrs 139 95 
YST SW50 Active 

Sub Woofer 199.95 

Magenta SP50 Add-on Amp 209.90 
A.V on Permanent Demo 

e, FREE Into Leaflet •••• 

Denon Mini Systems 
070. Ex.Spkrs 589 99 
D100 Ex.Spkrs 769 99 

D250 Ex.Spkrs 929.99 

Target Accessories Audioquest 

Speaker Stands Interconnects 1 Metre 42.95onnects Per Pa, T20 or 730 51.95, Turquoise 1 Metre 32.95 
T40 or 150 53 95 .T.  

160 or 170 55.95 Ruby 1 Metre 59.95 
HS12 or HS16 66 95 Quart, 1 Metre 

17899.9955 HS20 
HS24 or HS28 7647i995 s 5 Ermeearkaeld, cae/e . pr 1 Me, Metre 

eve 

HJ17/2 Heavyweight 99.95 F14 1 95 
Hi Fi Stands & Tables Type 2 2 0 
112 Table 
TT4sa Flat Pack 10.9 T 
TT5sa Flat Pack 114.95 Indigo 

1p 4 
69195 5 Fy8 e 3 30 

1264i 09260 
AER3 127.95 NIldnight 05 

AER2 DeLuse 109.95 Crystal 

18.00 
AAEE,R45 155.95 Cobalt 

Audio Technica 
.. - Check for full range e•. Video X 1 Metre 

169.95 Video & Optical - each 
Video Z 1 Metre 4237.76 990055 

Headphones Digital Pro 1 Metre 79.95 
ATH L 1 A Lightweight 19 .95 Opt/ink X 1 Metre 

• New 7399 .' 9955 ATH-308 25 .95 Opt/ink Z 1 Metre 

ATH-910 Closed Back ATH 70 Electret Coed 19659.9955 HSeeeninûhhei'seesr 8' Uics 
'  

ATH 900 Electret Coed 249.95 HO 55 
MrcroDnoneS HD 440 II 
AT 9100 Dynamic Mono 24.95 HD 450 II 

AT 9350 Uni Shotgun 69.95 HD 48011 

CartridgesOmni Clop 59.95 HD 520 II 
31.95 HD 48011 Classic 

AT- 9740 Stereo  
HD 530 II 

AT- 101P P-Mount 

AT 95E 9,-radial 

96i9955 
HD 25011 Closed Back 

AT 110E LC-OFC 24.95 HD 56011 MKE 300 Camcorder Mic 

AT 0C3 Moving Coil 94.95 
AT 005 Mov ng Cod 129 95 

•• e, Check for full range • . 

24.99 
29.99 
39.99 
49.99 
59.99 
79.99 
89 99 

109.99 

119.99 
89.95 

TOP TAPE Bargains 
Send for our Mail Order List over 
200 different tape lines in stock at 

the lowest prices  

All goods insured against loss or damage in transit. Prices correct ot time of 
going to press 15 Weeks prior to pub ' canon). Prices incl. VAT and are valid 
for current month. Ne t Day FREE delivery on cleared payments. E&OE 

Merl Orders to: 

Harrow Audio 
27 Springfield Rd. 
Harrow 
HAl 4OF 

Credit Card Line: 

081 863 0938 

Fen Orders.. 

081 863 2443 

I enclose Cash/ Cheque/ Card o Expiry Dane .... 1.... 

1111111 11111 
Name 

Address 

Daytime Tel. N. 

Please Send Me 

Musical Fidelity e Nagaoka • Nakamichi • Ortofon • QED • Clued • Rey« 

I 1 4 

HFW 1 
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At Hi-Fi Experience we try to 
ensure that you make the right 
choice by offering a wide range 

of quality equipment. 

By having separate Listening 
Rooms (8 in London), where you 

can compare in relaxed 
surroundings. 

By having friendly, profesional 
staff who are, themselves, 

enthusiasts able to help and advise 
when needed. 

By offering a 14 day exchange 
if you should have second 

thoughts. (Although we pride 
ourselves that in the vast majority 
of cases we help you 'get it right' 

the first time.) 

By offering a FREE Delivery 
and connection service within a 
25 mile radius of our shops. 

By our membership of BADA 
which ensures minimum 

standards of service and that our 
2 year guarantee goes with you 

to most parts of the UK if 
you should move. 

Westmilister 
AN 

Hear the 
Westminster Royals 
at Hi-Fi Experience 
London W1 
"...having lived with the Westminster TWs for a month, I remain 

utterly gobstnacked." 

"It would be fair to say that I'm head over heals in love with these 

speakers..." 

JONATHAN KETTLE 

MANAGING EDITOR AUDIOPHILE 

September 1992 

"The Westminsters are an acoustic volcano; they produce a fierce 

eruption of sound then fall ominously silent." 

NOEL KEY WOOD 

EDITOR HI-FI WORLD 

September 1991 

"By the third day I'd fallen in love, and several mouthwatering 

weeks further down the road I'm still convinced that this 

(Westminster Royal) is the best loudspeaker I've yet encountered." 

PAUL MESSENGER 

CONSULTANT EDITOR HI-FI CHOICE 

May 1992 

EXPERIENg 
227 Tottenham Court Road, London VV1P OHX 

Tel: 071-580 3535 Fax: 071-436 4733 
BADA member 
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111+1 SURPLUS HI-FI SOUNDS 
ST011 I:. MUNDMeee:!. • 

62 Weymouth St., WI 071-486 9981 
Access. Visa welcome. Mon-Sat. 9.30-6pm Late nights till 6.30 on Thursday 

193 KILBURN HIGH ROAD, LONDON NW6 7HY 

Tel: 071-3 72 6731 FAX: 071-624 3923 

OPEN MON-SAT 

COMPACT DISCS 

SONY 
CDPM44 £ 127.95 

CDPM54 
CDP397 
C DP497 
CDP597 

CDP797 
CDPC42 

CDPK I 

£144.95 
£119.95 
£136.95 
£154.95 
£169.95 

£169.95 
£169.95 

TECHNICS 

SLPG320 
SLPG420 
SLPG520 
SLPG620 
SLPS700 
SLPS900 

£119.95 
£139.95 
£172.95 
£189.95 
£219.95 
£289.95 

' ALL OF OUR 
GOODS ARE BRAND 
NEW IN SEALED 
CARTONS WITH FULL 
I YR GUARANTEE. 
CERTAIN ITEMS 
CARRY A 2YR FULL 
GUARANTEE. WE DO 
NOT SELL ANY GREY 
IMPORTS. 

CASSETTE DECKS 

SONY 
TCFXI70 £79.95 
TCK370 
TC K470 
TCK520 
TCK590 
TCWR490 
TCWR590 
TCWR690 
TCWR770 
TCWR870 

£101.95 
£127.95 
£154.95 
£169.95 
£119.95 
£136.95 
£169.95 
£209.95 
£254.95 

TECHNICS 
RSBX404 £ 119.95 
RSBX606 £ 149.95 
RSBX707 
RSBX808 
RSTR232 
RSTR332 
RSTR5 I 5 
RSTR555 

£182.95 
£249.95 
£129.95 
£149.95 
£207.95 
£249.95 

AMPLIFIERS 

TAFI70 
TAF240 
TAF270 
TAF3 I 9R 
TAF440E 
TAF540E 
TAAV501 
TAAV670 

SONY 
£84.95 

£119.95 
£144.95 
£152.95 
£159.95 
£204.95 
£254.95 
£549.95 

TECHNICS 

SU6 I 0 £86.95 
SUZ320 
SUVX500 
SUVX600 
SUVX700 
SUVX820 
SUVX920 

£119.95 
£139.95 
£164.95 
£214.95 
£249.95 
£414.95 

TUNERS 

STS170 

STS370 
515570 
STS770 

ST610 £86.95 
STG470 
STG570 
STG70 
STG90 

SONY 
£84.95 

£129.95 
£174.95 
£239.95 

TURNTABLES 

SONY 
PSLX1OOB £59.95 

PSLX I 50 £59.95 
PSLX43 I B £99.95 

TECHNICS 
TECHNICS SLBD20 £82.95 

SLBD22 £99.95 
£116.95 SLDD33 £ 107.95 
£149.95 SLQD33 £ 132.95 

£189.95 
£274.95 

WE STOCK A FULL RANGE OF HI-FI SEPARATES 

AIWA - AKAI - B&W - BOSE - DUAL - JVC - JAMO - KENWOOD - MARANTZ - 

MORDAUNT SHORT - MISSION - NAD - PIONEER - ROTEL - SONY - TECHNICS 
- TEAC - THORENS - TANNOY - WHARFDALE 

FULL RANGE "TARGET" SPEAKER STANDS ALWAYS IN STOCK 

SLATE AUDIO 
HI-FI Design & Cable Services 

The Speakerstand The Turntabletable 
The Ampstand The Tableslab Custom Designs 

Equipment stands and shelves 

THE FINEST SYSTEM SUPPORTS 
IN THE WORLD 

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, LU7 BUD. Tel: 057.5 384174 

SAVE t& ENJOY 
YOUR RECORD COLLECTION 

Diamond Cantilever MC Cartridge 

17-d2 Mk II £298 
inc. VAT, P&P 

Solid diamond is the hardest possible material and is supreme 
for cantilever use. All musical information is transferred from 
the record with great speed and accuracy, with minimum loss 
of signal. 
The 17D2's superb sound is appreciated by not anly the 
domestic user but is installed in many manufacturer's 
laboratories. 

"The clarity and precision of sound that the 1702 MO can 
produce are about the best have ever come accrosr. 
-Richard Black, HI-Fi Choice 

'This cartridge has all the hoped-for virtues in the best moving 
coils' 
-John Borwick, Gramaphone 

Take this copy to your local Hi-Fi dealer or contact us directly. 
For a full refund, the cartridge should be returned in good 
condition within 14 days. 

DYNAVECTOR SYSTEMS LTD. 32 READING ROAD, 
WOODLEY, READING, BERKS,. RG5 3DB 

Please send me further information on Dynavector 

cartridges, and 14 days home trial 

Name  

Address  

 Postcode  
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OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
We can supply any requirement for impedance or power by special order. write for quote. We 
offer a design service, where we will design almost any output transformer for a standard fee 
of £200.00. Prototype cost will be quoted on an individual basis 

Common stock stems include 
15 watt for EL84/ECL86PP 9K-60hm 34.00 15 watt for EL84PSE 2K6-4/80hm 79.00 
15 watt for EL84/ECL86PP 9K-4/80hm42.00 15 watt for 300B/2A3SE 2K5-4/80hm 91.00 
15 watt for 2A3/300BPP 5K-4/80hm 57.00 25 wan for 211/845SE 10K-4/80hm 111.00 
25 watt for EL34/6L6PP 6K-4/80hm 51.00 25 watt 300B/2AEPSE 1K2-4/80hm 96.50 
50 watt for KT88/6550APP 6K-4/80hm69 00 25 wt1 for EL34 /66550PSE 1K5-4/80hm96.50 
50 watt for 845PP 11K-4/80hm 119 00 
All the above have frequency response well beyond audible range. PP=Push Pull, 
PPP=Parallel Push- Pull, SE-Single Ended. PSE=Parallel Single- Ended. All are for Class A 
operation 
Trade and Export enquiries welcome. 

AUDIO NOTE COMPONENTS PARTS PRICE LIST 
We have decided to offer a range of the ultra high quality components used in most of the 
Audio Note amplifiers to the discerning do-it-yourself valve amplifier enthusiast. These 
components include specially made valve bases, paper- in-oil and save foil coupling 
capacitors, Black Gate and Ceratine electrolytics. acid-free silver solder, output transformers 
and valves. In addition to this we can supply various silver cables and wires for internal wiring. 

Ceramic VaIvebases 0.56µF/200v DC 4.95 
Type £ 0.015µF/400v DC 2.25 
4 pin UX4 gold plated chassis 6.60 0.022µF/400v DC 2.95 
4 pin Jumbo silver plated chassis 126.00 0.18pF/400v DC 3.45 
4 pin Jumbo gold plated chassis 152.80 0.22pF/400v DC 3.95 
5 pin UY5 gold plated chassis 7.60 1.4µF/400v DC 9.60 
7 pin silver plated chassis 5.40 0.0015pF/630v DC 2.15 
8 pin silver plated chassis 4.50 0.082µF/630v DC 2.50 
8 pin gold plated chassis 6.80 0.22µF/630v DC 4.27 
9 pin silver plated PCB 2.95 0.33µF/630v DC 5.65 
9 pin gold plated PCB 4.65 0.39µF/630v DC 6.05 
9 pin silver plated chassis 3.25 0.22µF/1000v DC 5.20 
9 pin gold plated chassis 5.20 0.39µF/1000v DC 8.25 
Toecap silver plated 7.60 1.2pF/1000v DC 11.80 
Paper In 011 Signal Capacitors 0.22pF/1600v DC 6.45 

0.22pF/2000v DC 8.80 
Other values available by special order 

AUDIO NOTE SILVER FOIL CAPACITORS 

0 05µF,400v 270 00 0.15µF/400v 845.45 
0 1µF 400v 540 00 Other values availabie by special order 

AUDIO NOTE ACID 6 CHLORIDE FREE SILVER SOLDER 

50grammes 24 50 

BLACK GATE ELECTRON TRANSFER, HIGH PERFORMANCE, 
ELECTROLYTICCAPACITORS 

These electrolytes will greatly improve any amplifier or loudspeaker, when used as a 
substitute for any other type of electrolytic 

Type/Value £ 10µF/50v N Series b polar 2.88 
220µ.F/16v Standard type 1.85 47pF/50v N Series bpolar 6.70 
4700µF/16v Standard type 11.30 100pF/50v N Series °polar 8.10 
100,100e/500v SK type 58.55 10pF/50v Bipolar 7.80 
220*220µF/350 SK type 54.30 22µF/50v Bipolar 13.85 
220pF/16v F type 5.00 47µF/50v Bipolar 20.77 
220pF/I6v FK type 5.55 Many other values available by special mail 
22µF/350v VK type 7 10 order please enquire about values and prices 

AUDIO NOTE CO, Unit 1, Block C, Hove Business Centre, 
Fonthill Road, Hove, BN3 6HA, Sussex, UK. 

Tel 0273 220511, Fax 0273 731498 

LYNWOOD MAINS CONDMONER 

Price:- Basic £49.95 

Advanced £195.00 

Mega £295.00 

For further information and dealer list 
send SAE to: 

LYNWOOD ELECTRONICS 
Coley Lane Farm 

Wentworth 
Rotherham 

South Yorkshire 

MAGoAUDIO 
MAG AUDIO have produced a brand new two-way full ' ibbon panel speaker 
based on the magnestatic principal, but by using new technology the cost 
has been substantially reduced - without changing the quai ty which will 
satisfy the most demanding music lover. 

MAG AUDIO A90 is able to reproduce the finest details which will disap-
pear in a traditional speaker. This is due to the extreme light weight of 
the membranes which are driven over the whole arec by 18.4 single 
magnets. The result is unique low distortion. 

MAG AUDIO A90 is built without compromise, from first class com-
ponents. 

MAG AUDIO A90 has been placed in the TOP CLASS by the 
German hi-fi Magazine HI- Fl VISION, which also gave it the 
verdict " very fast, very understandable and extremely trans-
parent." 

MAG AUDIO A90 can be delivered in Mahogany, Ash, Pine, 
Pear tree or Oak natural or stained. Rare woods are avail-
able at extra cost. 

For further information contact: 
MAG AUDIO UK, 
43 Henniker Point, Leytonstone Road, 
Stratford, London E15 1LG 
Tel/Fax: 081-555 1222 
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HI-Fi World's revamped, comprehensive, selection of preferred products out of those we have reviewed 
in the last eighteen months, with the issue in which the test appeared. 

COMPACT DISC 
SONY CDP-497 
DENON DCD-580 
TECHNICS SL-PG500 
MISSION DADS 
PIONEER PD-8700 

ROTEL RCD-965BX 
PIONEER PD-9700 
ARCAM ALPHA 
CREEK CD60 
CARY CAD-855 
MARANTZ CD-94 11 
SONY CDP-X77ES 
MICROMEGA SOLO 
NAIM CDI 
TEAC X- I 
NAIM CDS 

PLAYERS 

L160 
£180 
£200 
£300 
£300 

£300 
£400 
£420 
£500 
£900 
£900 

£1000 
£1350 
£1598 
£2300 
£2937 

Superb starter CD. Packed with facilities. 
Advanced Interpolative 20-bit based player. Rather 'grunty and rough-edged, but with a good sense of rhythm and fun. 
MASH player. Simply one of the finest CD players on the market, packed with life and detail. Astonishing value. 
Bitstream based player. Very even handed, with forceful bass. Some lack of spaciousness. 
Single- bit player, with 'stable- platter' CD turntable. Fast and pacy, with good dynamic range. 
Soon to be replaced with ' Legato Link' version. 
Bitstream based player. Calm, open and sophisticated performer. 
Advance on the PD-8700 listed above. Very smooth and sophisticated sound, tonally even. Well built. 
Offers a warm, full-bodied sound with a big, rich bass. 
16- bit player. Excellent rhythmic properties and a superb bass performance. 
I 6-bit Rotel player, with Cary-designed valve output stage. Packed with ambience and musicality. 
I6- bit player. Superbly built, with deep bass and extremely full instrumental colour. 
Low-bit player. Very clean, smooth and analytical. Well built, but lacks enthusiasm. 
Philips Bitstream chipset, with distinctive transport mechanism. Very light and musical, but with a deep, well controlled bass. 
Single box, 16- bit player. Close to the two box CDS, very disc dependent, has vital tingle factor. 
Superb 20-bit player. Convincing, idiosyncratic and characterful. Has plenty of flair. 
Two box, sixteen bit player. De rigeur for Naim-based systems. Musically informative, has both punch and delicacy. 

COMPACT DISC TRANSPORTS 
ARCAM DELTA 170 3 
TEAC P-500 
MERIDIAN 602 
MICROMEGA DUO 

£650 Smooth. Draws the listener into the performance. Improves on all the strengths of the 170. 
£650 Can be too restrained for some tastes, but subtle and highly detailed. 
f 1500 Well built, near silent in operation. Strong sound, but tends to blandness with the wrong DAC. Matches 606 DAC. 
£1745 CD-ROM based transport. Defines refinement and air, but without sacrificing impact. 

DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTERS 
QED DIGIT 
MICROMEGA MICRODAC 
MISSION DAC 5 
ARCAM BLACK BOX 3 
AUDIO ALCHEMY DIGITAL 
DECODING ENGINE 
SUGDEN SDA-I 
AUDIOLAB 8000DAC 
MERIDIAN 606 

TURNTABLES 
SYSTEMDEK IIX-900 
(NO ARM) 
PROJECT 2 
REGA PLANAR 3 
THORENS TD I 66N1/UK 
MICHELL MYCRO 
PINK TRIANGLE 
LITTLE PINK THING 
ROKSAN RADIUS 
THORENS TD-300 I BC 
PINK TRIANGLE EXPORT 
VOYD VALDI 
ROKSAN XERXES 
PT ANNIVERSARY 

TONEARMS 
MORCH DP-6 
SME SERIES IV 
SME SERIES V 

CARTRIDGES 
GOLDRING 1012 
ORTOFON MCI5 
ROKSAN CORUS BLACK 
SHURE VST-V 
GOLDRING ELITE 
GOLDRING EXCEL 
LYRA LYDIAN 
MORCH DA CAPO 
AUDIONOTE 10 

£125 Based on Philips Bitstream. Excellent value, with no rough edges. Co-axial input for CD only. 
£299 Philips Bitstream-based. Typical Micromega sound. very musical and refined, lacks the cutting edge of detail. 
£299 DAC7 based. Clean, forward mid-range, capable of portraying real subtleties. Bass lacks firmness. 
£360 Fine sounding DAC. Now looking a bit tired against stiff opposition. 

£376 Tiny Philips Bitstream-based DAC. Very broad and smooth presentation. 
£650 I 6-bit Philips based. A wide open window for the transport to flow through. Very neutral. 
£695 Philips Bitstream-based. Well built and flexible. Typical Audiolab sound. very silent and neutral. 

£1221 New DAC7 version. Rather laid back, but also easy going and possessed of a very natural sound. 

Aug 92 
Dec 91 
Aug 92 
May 92 

Dec 91 
Oct 91 
May 92 
May 91 
Apr 92 
Feb 92 
Feb 92 
Feb 92 
May 92 
Apr 92 
Jun 92 
Sep 91 

Jul 92 
Feb 92 
Mar 9 I 
Nov 91 

May 92 
Mar 92 
Jul 92 

May 91 

Feb 92 
Jun 92 
Jan 92 
Jan 92 

£190 Suspended-chassis turntable, easy to set up. Surprisingly natural sound, if not as detailed as some. Suits Rega, Moth and Helius arms. 
Aug 91 

£245 Czech built turntable with much to offer above the Systemdeks and Regas. Very coherent. May 92 
£250 Built to last. Transparent and lucid, although can sound bass light. Sets the standard to beat. Aug 91 
£270 Fitted with Rega RB 250 arm. Good basic deck, with tweakability. Jun 92 
£397 (with RB300 arm, £539) Falling between the Syncro and the Gyrodec, the Mycro has superb mid-band clarity and poise. Apr 92 
£449 Neutral sounding turntable with excellent soundstaging and decent bass. Best with a Linn, Rega or Roksan arm. 

Improved GTi version also available. May 91 
£550 (with arm) Isn't tripped up by unsettling music, the Radius acts a good mid-price turntable. Nov 91 
£650 Arm- less Thorens, good match for Rega RB-300 or Naim ARO. Easy to use turntable that gets very close to the Linn LP 12 Apr 91 
£676 Terrific soundstaging properties, good bass and a neutral performance that considerably improves upon the LPT. Jun 91 
£699 Similar to the Pink Triangle, the two-motor Valdi is an expressive performer, best suited to Audio Innovations equipment. Jul 91 
£785 Highly analytical and exciting turntable. Can be almost CD-like in its presentation. May 92 
£1200 Very neutral turntable, but with a lot of magic. Excellent imagery and detail. A natural partner to the SME V. Sep 91/May 92 

£665 ' Unipivot plus' tonearm. Plays music with a silken and rich quality. Perfect match for the Da Capo cartridge. 
£828 Scaled down version of the legendary SME Series V. A precision measuring instrument only bettered by the V. 

£1232 A masterpiece of precision engineering. with a confident sound. 

£45 Excellent value. Well balanced performer, rich and full without warmth. Very spacious and clear. 
£100 Moving coil cartridge at moving magnet price. Has a tight grip on rhythm. 
£110 Moving magnet cartridge, based on Goldring design. Exciting and detailed, with great speed. 
£150 One of the finest moving magnets currently available. Excellent tracker. 
£200 British made moving coil. Good value, smooth and detailed, but can sound a trifle brittle at times. 
£499 British made high-end m-t. Refined and lyrical presentation, slightly dull at times. 
£500 Scan-Tech designed moving coil cartridge. Magical sound, even better nude! 
£500 Scan-Tech designed moving coil cartridge. Musical and accurate, without any flaw. 

£1295 Very low output cartridge. with high silver content. Needs step-up transformer. Very musical, can show up how poor 
most cartridges are. 

CASSETTE RECORDERS 
TECHNICS RS-BX404 
TECHNICS RS-BX606 
SONY TC-K570 
SONY TC-K677ES 
JVC TD-V54 I 
DENON DRS-810 
NAKAMICHI 
CASSETTE DECK 2 
CASSETTE DECK 1.5 
CASSETTE DECK 1 
PIONEER D-500 
TEAC V8000S 
ARCAM DELTA 100 
NAKAMICH CR-7 

TUNERS 
DENON TU-260L 
NAD 4225 
AURA TU-50 
YAMAHA TX-950 
KENWOOD KT-7020 
MUSICAL FIDELITY T1 Mk II 
ARCAM DELTA 80 
NAIM NAT-02 
NAIM NAT-01 

Jul 92 
Mar 92 

Sep 91/May 92 

Apr 91 
Jun 92 

Sep 91/May 92 
Jul 92 

Apr 92 
Oct 91 
Aug 92 

Feb 92/May 92 

Nov 91 

£130 Terrific value and good sound for the money. 
£170 Three head deck. Superb value, capable of seeing off much more expensive machines. 
£200 Three head deck. Difficult to tune tapes, but prerecorded tapes reproduce with clarity; excels with premium tapes. 
£240 One of the first low-cost three head decks. Can be grainy and slightly bright, but makes for stable recordings and playback. 
£280 Three head deck. Good for both recording and playback, especially of prerecorded tapes. Easy to use. 
£300 Drawer loading cassette - just like CD. Sweet sounding, but a bit expensive. 

£350 
£500 
£600 
£600 
£699 
£850 

£1500 

Makes fine recordings with metal tape. Excellent with pre recorded tapes. One of the finest two head machines about. 
Scaled down version of the Cassette Deck I. without rivals at the price. 
In the light of the 1.5, this fails to be such good value, but still a sound three head deck. 
Very smooth sounding DAT deck, but still slightly coarser than the original source. 
Dolby 'S' deck. Easy to use. Very stable sound, with instrumental textures close to perfect. 
Dolby 'S' deck. Excellent sound quality, close to the original source. The best Dolby ' S' deck around. 
No 'S', but auto tape tuning that copes with anything. Probably the best analogue recorded sound available. 

£110 Excellent budget AM/FM tuner. Easy to operate, good all-rounder with a fine sound. 
£160 Warm sounding, but detailed budget AM/FM tuner. AM poor, looks dated. 
£230 Superb FM-only tuner. Produces a delightful, three-dimensional sound. A cracker 
£260 Fine all-rounder, with a good AM section. 
£270 Silky smooth sound, but very insensitive and needs a good aerial. 
£270 Sweet, delightful FM performance. Distintive sound, lags behind on insight and can be too warm. 
£340 AM/FM analogue tuner. Realistic sound quality, but slightly insensitive. 
£853 Little box, big money, dead good. Try and find better unless it's a ... 

£1377 The best tuner currently available. All else is mere artifice. If you want better radio reception, go and live in the BBC's studio 

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS 

NAD 30201 
HARMAN-KARDON HK61 50 
DENON PMA-350 
PIONEER A300 
SUGDEN A25B 
ARCAM ALPHA 3 

£150 Budget classic, although its crown has slipped a bit of late. Typical warm NAD sound. 
£159 Good sounding starter amplifier. Great dynamic range. Excellent bass. 
f 170 Packs a lot of punch for the money. Phono stage lags behind the line inputs. 
£180 Slimmed down A-400. Poor phono stage, bit brash, but exciting and glossy. 
£203 Surprisingly warm and well rounded for the price. Worth seeking out. 
£200 Lean and lively, with an astonishing amount of detail. Excellent line stages. 

Sep 91 
Nov 91 
Feb 92 
Sep 91 
Dec 91 
Jan 92 

Mar 91 
Jan 92 
Apr 91 
Apr 92 
Jun 92 
Apr 92 
Aug 92 

Mar 92 
Jun 92 
May 92 
Jul 92 
Feb 92 
Oct 92 
Jan 92 
May 91 
Mar 92 

Aug9 I 
Jun 92 
Mar 91 
Apr 91 
Dec 91 
Oct 91 
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MISSION CYRUS ONE 
CREEK CAS 4140 S2 
PIONEER A-400 
AURA EVOLUTION VA- 100 
ION OBELISK 100 
MISSION CYRUS 2 
AUDIOLAB 8000A 
SUGDEN A48B 
AMC CVT-3030 
AUDIO INNOVS. SERIES 500 
AUDIONOTE OTO 
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS 
COPLAND CTA-401 

£200 An excellent all-round performer. Equally good on disc or line stages. 
£230 Bit soft and rounded, but with a pleasant character. Easy on the ear. 
£240 The amplifier that shook up the UK hi-fi industry. Very hi-fi sounding, but can sound good with high-end equipment. 
£270 Full of refinement, although not the best measuring amplifier around. 
£299 Plenty of detail and ambience. Good imagery but not the warmest sound. 
£380 Best with PSX power supply (BOO). More powerful, dynamic and well balanced than almost any of its price rivals. 
£430 Very neutral and superbly built. Good bass, great imagery, but can be sterile. 
£460 Gentle performer, but never masks the music with warmth. Tonally very even. 
£500 Valve hybrid amplifier. Has valve and transistor virtues in a reasonably priced package. 
£990 Sweet sounding valve design. Good looking, but a little system dependent. 

£1250 12w valve amplifier. More in tune with music than hi-fi. Superb dynamic range. 
£1299 Superbly built chrome valve amplifier. Pacey and musical. 
£1495 Solidly built Swedish valve amplifier. Very refined and unfatiguing sound. 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
NAD 1000 £180 
QUAD 34 £336 
AUDIO INNOVS. SERIES 200 £349 
AUDIOLAB 8000C £375 
CROFT SUPER MICRO A £649 
MICHELL ARGO+ISO £687/(.393 

CONCORDANT EXCELSIOR 
JOHN SHEARNE PHASE ONE 
ALCHEMIST FREYA 
LINN KAIRN 
FINESTRA 
E.A.R. G88 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
NAD 2100 

£900 
£1099 
£1150 
£1295 
£1399 
£5246 

£290 

QUAD 306 £395 

CONCORDANT EXULTANT £500 
AUDIOLAB 8000P £545 
CROFT SERIES 5 £548 
QUAD 606 £570 
LECTERN £699 
MF PI80/CRPS £799/£499 
JOHN SHEARNE PHASE ONE 
AUDIOLAB 8000M 
ART AUDIO TEMPO 
ALCHEMIST GENESIS 
AUDIO INNOVS. SERIES 1000 
ART AUDIO MAESTRO 
E.A.R. 549 

£1199 
£1190 
£1398 
£1400 
£1499 
£1927 
£4372 

MUSICAL FIDELITY SA-470 £6000 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
GOODMANS MAXIM 3 
MISSION 761i 
MISSION 780 
B&W DM6I0 
ROGERS LS2a2 
HEYBROOK HBI Mk Ill 
TANNOY 609 
NAD 8100 
EPOS ESII 
TRIANGLE COMETE 
WILMSLOW FOCCUS 
KEF 101/2 
CELESTION 100 

NEAT PETITE 
PENTACHORD 

PROAC STUDIO 1 MK 11 
KEF Q90 
REL STADIUM SUBWOOFER 
B&W MATRIX 805 
AUDIOPLAN KONTRAPUNKT 
AUDIO NOTE AN-J 

HEYBROOK SEXTET 
PROAC RESPONSE ONE 'S' 
KEF 103/4 
MAGNEPLANAR MGI.4 
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR 
ATC SCM-20 

CELESTION 700SE 
TDL STUDIO 4 
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.8 
PENTACOLUMN 

QUAD ESL-63 

TANNOY GRFM 
NAIM DBL 
MERIDIAN D6000 

Mar 91 
Nov 91 
Nov91 
Jul 92 

May 92 
May 92 
Apr 92 
Apr 92 
Aug 92 
May 91 
Jun 92 
Aug 92 
Feb 92 

Wonderful value. Relaxed, smooth and easy on the ear. Best with 2100 power amps. Jun 91 
Civilised, smooth and unintrusive. Not especially transparent, but relaxing and built to last. Clever tone controls. Jun 91 
Valve preamplifier. Good value, rather colored but very dynamic. Best with Innovations equipment. May 92 
Superbly made solid state pre, without flaw. Clean sounding, if a touch sterile. Excellent all-rounder. Jun 91 
Valve preamp. Great mid-band, Good soundstaging properties, a bit warm & euphonic. Oct 91 
(+£155 for optional Hera PSU) Pure detail, incisiveness and the beauty of the highest of high end,at a median price, 
especially with the Hera power supplies. Line-level only, hence an Is° required for vinyl replay. Oct9 I /Jul 92 
Valve preamplifier with MM phono + 2 line stages. Magical and tealistic sound quality, deep soundstage. Superb for recordings. Dec 91 
Attractive preamplifier with matching power amplifer. valve-like lucidity and sweetness. Suits neutral equipment. Aug 91 
Line level preamplifer, with distinctive styling. Detailed and commanding sounding, may sound too bright in some systems. Oct 91 
Remote control preamplifier. Flexible, but can sound too forward. Best suited to Linn equipment. Aug 91 
Very transparent op-amp based pre, which features absolute phase integrity in design to produce superb imagery. Feb 92 
Exceptionally solidly built valve pre, with a 'bolted down' sound to match. Can sound awesome. Nov 91 

Matches 1000 pre above. Powerful ( 150 watts), yet relaxing sound with big bass. Easy to bridge by adding another 2100. 
Very good value. 
50 watt stereo solid state amplifier, well suited to the ESL-63 loudspeakers. Beautifully built, smooth sound, but can lack bass 
and transparency. 
Modified Quad 11 mono amplifiers. Colder sounding than the original. Good value. Good match with Excelsior preamp. 
Powerful solid state stereo power amplifier. Clean, natural sound with a slick styling to match. Very well made. 
Stereo 25 watt valve amplifier. Can be bridged. Rich, warm sounding. Good with ProAc loudspeakers. 
100 watt stereo solid state amp. Very smooth and civilised. Similar to 306, but with more power and deeper bass. 
50watt solid state power amplifier, designed to match the Finestra. Superbly transparent. 
Stonky power amplifiers. Powerful and refined, especially with CRPS supply. 
Matching power amplifier to Phase One preamp above. Attractive finish, sweet sound. 
150 watt solid state monoblocks. Typical Audiolab look, build and sound; crisp and clear but can also be clinical. 
20 watt triode monoblocks. Attractive looking, vibrant sounding, ambient and subtle. 
100 watt valve monoblocks. Powerful sound. Very cable dependent but with plenty of dynamic range. 
50 watt valve monoblocks. Great looks, powerful sound. Shows just how loud fifty watts are! 
Pentode/Triode switchable valve monoblocks. Beautiful looking, sweet and involving. 
Massive 200watt valve monoblocks, designed for studio use. Awesome sound can be too intense for some, but can 
produce uncanny solidity of images. 
Massive powerhouse that appears to have no limits whatsoever (unlike those who try to lift it). 

£110 Excellent budget small box. Forward sound, without undue box coloration. 
£169 Not a perfect loudspeaker, but is full of bass and a lot of fun and entertainment for the money. 
£180 Not without flaws, but the accent is on the music. Good small design. 
£200 Very competent and musical. Loads of life and energy. 
£209 So far the most correct loudspeaker we have discovered at the price. Sweet and even-natured. A bargain. 
£249 Powerful, efficient loudspeakers. Loads of welly, loads of bass, but smewhat unrefined. 
£250 Cheapest Dual Concentric loudspeaker in the range. Fast and fun, but occasionally a bit unsubtle. 
£300 Fine floorstanding loudspeaker that goes deep and loud. Terrific sense of fun. 
£330 Two way reflex loudspeaker with a civilised but giant-killing sound quality. Excellent imagery. 
£375 Highly efficient small box loudspeaker with a superb mid-band. Great for valve amplification. 
£400 Kit loudspeaker, based around DynAudio drivers. Very transparent and detailed for the price. 
£495 The baby of the KEF Reference range. Very system dependent. 
£499 Two way box, with metal dome tweeter. Need powerful amplifier and careful positioning, but has insight and good 

tonal accuracy. 
£525 Baby two-way. Tight, fast, great stereo and good dynamics. Few little boxes come close. 
£534 (£ 1059 with subwoofer) Finished in real wood, these Elandor-based units are superbly transparent. With the sub-woofer, 

they go deep too. 
£612 Two-way reflex loudspeaker. Easy to listen to and well-balanced, although somewhat colored. 
£649 Uni-Q design with ABR. Efficient, dynamic and capable of going very loud indeed. 
£695 Mono, self-powered subwoofer that works! Very flat frequency response. 
£795 High quality small monitor loudspeaker. Detailed and fast and capable of playing very loud. Used at Abbey Road. 
£799 Small box loudspeaker. Very smooth and sophisticated sound, great with a valve amplifier. 
£799 (£999 for silver wired version) High efficency loudspeakers using paper cones. Good soundstaging with a very 

convincing, natural sound. Derivative of Snell design. 
£899 Revealing, lucid floorstandings. Not smooth, but tight and fast-paced. Need careful partnering. 
£918 Excellent small box design. Can convey the spirit, drive and passion in music in a small room. 
£995 Capable of showing up every detail and defect in hi-fi or rcording, the I 03/4s image well and go very loud indeed. 

£1190 Electro-magnetic planar design. Needs long room. Can create an open, relaxed and easy musical performance. Lacks detail. 
£1200 Hybrid ribbon design. Great imaging and detail, good value for panel fans. 
£1388 True monitor loudspeaker. Requires powerful, high quality amplifier but virtually indestructable and full of high speed 

insight. Could be too intense for some listeners. 
£1399 Small box, carved from Aerolam. Excellent imagery, transparency and detail. Needs power and careful positioning. 
£1499 Need a large room, but can move a lot of air. Best with organ music, the 4's can sound impressive, awesome and frightening 
£1589 floorstanding two way ABR design. Highly detailed, studio monitor sound. Need a big power amplifier. 
£1795 Active floorstanding loudspeaker using Bandor metal drivers. Best with valve amplification on treble. Stunning imagery, 

excellent detail. Speakers that excell at everything. 
£2072 (Pro version, £2240) Legendary electrostatic loudspeakers. Can lack bass, dynamic range and volume but have detail 

and imagery impossible to better. 
£3500 Giant horn loudspeakers. Capable of awesome sound. Need good valve amplification. 
£6127 Huge active loudspeakers, capable of producing immense sound pressure levels. Not for the squeamish. 
£7500 Meridian's statement in active loudspeaker systems. Effortless power and dynamics, but can sound bright. 

Jun 91 

Jun 91 
Jan 92 
Jun 91 
Oct 91 
Jun 91 
Feb 92 

May 9I/Jul 91 
Aug 91 
Sep 91 
Dec 91 
Oct 91 
May 92 
Jun 91 

MISCELLANEOUS 
AUDIOPLAN DIGITENNA £55 
AUDIOPLAN MUSICABLE [VARIOUS 
BEYER DT4 I 1 £54 
CELESTION DLP 600 £349 
FRANCINSTEIN £79 
FURUKAWA FD- I 1 CABLE £85 
FURUKAWA 7N PC-OCC £900/£350 
KONTAK £22 
LASERGUIDE £15 
MANA TABLES £VAR1OUS 
SONY 1CF-5W7600 £ 150 
SONY WALKMAN WM-0D33 £90 
SONY WALKMAN WM-D6 £260 

SONY WALKMAN TCD-D3 £500 
TECHNICS SL-XP700 £200 
TDK NF-009 £10 

High-tech coaxial cable, for CD to DAC connection. Highly focussed sound. 
Superb, high quality cables that represent the finest in European cable. 
Excellent 'studio' quality headphones. Deep bass, powerful sound, if a bit splashy at times. 
Digital signal processor for the Celestion 600 series loudspeakers, sounds like a £400 upgrade. 
CD stereo enhancer, which adds crosstalk to make the sound more 'analogue'. 
Coaxial cable, for use between CD and amplifier. Good quality, utilitaian cable. Safe choice, easy sounding. 
per mono metre. Very expensive cables. Highly detailed, sounds like an equipment upgrade. 
Space age contact cleaner. Upgrades your system at a single bound. 
Coating for a CD surface. Is said to improve clarity, focus and spaciousness. 
Unique glass and L-section frame supports that can transform a system. 
Superb 'world' radio. Good reception, simple to use, even has a clock! 
Simple to use, high-quality playback only Walkman. Excellent, stable sound quality. 
The famous 'Pro' Walkman. One of the finest cassette recorders at any price, but portable. Superb value, if a little 'touchy' 
at times. 
Better known as the 'DATMAN', this small, sophisticated DAT portable is a technological wonder. 
Portable CD player. The thinnest and most stylish of the breed, just happens to sound the best. 
Designed to lessen Radio Frequency Interference in cables.Works too! 

Nov 91 
Jun 91 

May 92 
Feb 92 
Sep 91 
Sep 91 
May 92 
Apr 91 
Jan 92 
Aug 91 

Apr9 I /Jan 92 
Apr 92 
Feb 92 
May 91 

Dec 91 
Aug 91 

May 91 
Aug 9I/Jan 92 

Jan 92 
Jun 92 
Jan 90 

Apr 92/May 92 

Jun 91 
Oct 9I/Feb 92 

Jul 92 
Oct 91 
May 91 
Jul 92 

Jan 91 
Mar 92 
Jul 91 

May 92 

Dec 91 

Apr 91 
Jul 92 

Mar 91 
Aug 91 

Jul 92 
Mar 92/May 92 

Jun 92 
Jun 92 
Jan 92 
Jan 92 
Jul 92 

Mar 91 
Dec 91 

May 9I/Jul 91/Feb 92 
Aug 91 
Aug 91 

Mar 91 
Aug 91 
Nov 91 
Feb 92 
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COMING SOON! 
UK RELEASE - NOVEMBER 

DETAILS AVAILABLE FROM:- J.E. SUGDEN & CO LTD., 
VALLEY WORKS, STATION LANE, HECKMONDWICKE, 

WEST YORKSHIRE. WF16 ONF 
TELEPHONE 0924 40408?t, 

10%4VORTH OF ACCESSORIES 

FREE 
WITH ANY SALE OVER £200 

(NOT AVAILABLE ON DISCOUNTED ITEMS) 

HOME DEMONSTRATION AVAILABLE 

FREE DELIVERY + INSTALLATION 
ON MOST PRODUCTS 

CAR PARKING ADJACENT TO BOTH SHOPS 

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS 

FOR ADVICE CALL US NOW! 

Northwood 
AUDIO 

126 PINNER ROAD 
NORTH WOOD 
MIDDX MA6 1BP 

0923 820877 

20% OFF 
SELECTED 
ITEMS 

* Not all products 

available at 

both branches 

Ring for details 

e • HI-FI SPECIALIST S 

ENTW etb  RTH 
AUDIO 

81-83 HIGH STREET NORTH 
DUNSTABLE 

BEDS 
0582 66 33 83 
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Main Dealers for: 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY 
AIVVA 
AKAI 
AKG/AR 
ALBARRY 
ALPHASON 
APOLLO 
ARCAM 
ARIS TON 
AUDIO ALCHEMY 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 
AuDIOQ_UEST 
AUDIO rECHNICA 
AURA 
11 W 

DEMO 
ROOMS 

173 STATION ROAD, EDGWARE 

MIDDLESEX. HA8 7JX 

TEL: (081) 952 5535 

FAX: (081) 951 5864 

BANG & OLUFSEN 
BUYER DYNAMIC 
BOSE 
BOSTON 
CAMBRIDGE 
CASTLE 
CELESTION 
CYRUS 
DENON 
GOLDRING 
HAFLER 
HECO 
HEYBROOK 
INFINITY 
JAMO 
JPW 
JBL 
KEF 
KEN WOOD 
Koss 
LUXMAN 
MARANTZ 
MICHELL 
MICROMEGA 
MISSION 
MITSUBISHI 

PART EXCHANGE 

Mini Systems 

Midi Systems 

In Car Hi-Fi 

Insurance Claims 

Repairs 

Service 

Accessories 

toe,°  • • • • o • Ks 

gee* 

01_ INTFERREEEST 

10 CREDIT 
A.P.R. AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL 

CALLERS. ASK FOR DETAILS 

HOUNSLOW 569 5802 (081) 

KEN WOOD 
AWARD WINNING AN 
AMPLIFIER KAV8500 

YAMAHA 
BEST A/V AMPLIFIER 

DSPA1000 

+ OTHER A/V PRODUCTS 
IN STOCK NOW 

TAKE OFF 

WITH US FORA 

A GREAT 

AUDIO/VISUAL 

EXPERIENCE 

MAIL 
ORDER 

Main Dealers for: 
MONITOR AUDIO 
MORDAUNT-SHORT 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 

MICIIAELSON 
NAD 

NAGAOKA 
NAKAMICHI 
ORTOFON 
PANASONIC 

PHILIPS 
PIONEER 
PROJECT 
PROTON 
QED 
QUAD 

45 HIGH STREET. HOLINSLOW 

MIDDLESEX. TW3 1RH 

TEL: (081) 569 5802 

FAX: (081) 569 6353 

The BEST Selection 
The BEST Service 
The BEST Prices 
The BEST Staff 
The BEST Choice 

EDGWARE 952 5535 
17-:> (081) 

QUART 
REVOLVER 
REVOX 
ROGFRS 
RoKSAN 
ROTEL 
RUARK 
SANSUI 

SENNHEISER 
SHERWOOD 

SHURE 
SOUND 

ORGANISATION 
SME 
SONY 

SPENDOR 
SYSTEMDEK 
TARGET 
TAN NOV 

TDK 
THORENS 
TRISKOM 

W HARFEDALE 
YAMAHA 

AND 

MANY MORE 
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QUINTET 25w Stereo 

CONCERTO 40w Stereo 

TEMPO 30w Mono  
All Class A with hard wired P.C.B. 
and Star earthing (the best of both 
worlds). 
IN THE NORTH 
Doncaster HI- Fl Studios, 
Sunnyfields (0302) 781387 

HI-FI Experience 
Glasgow (0411 226 4268 

IN THE SOUTH 
Vinyl Tube Audio 
43-45 Fortress Road 
Kentish Town 
London 
071-485-4854 

Paul Green Hi- Fi 
Bath. Avon 
(0225) 316197 

What do the critics nay: 
QUINTET 
The Art Audio gives you music with a sense of rightness 
that you don't really question but simply get on and 
enjoy. Sweet, open and lucid, the music is produced 
with an easy sense of naturalness which makes long 
term listening fatigue free and especially rewarding. 
Roy Gregory, HI-Fl Choice. 
TEMPO 
I feel that the Art Tempo amplifiers are among the finest 
valve power amplifiers currently available. The imagery 
that the Tempos create is vivid, lifelike and full of space 
and air. 
Alan Sircom, HI- Fl World 
MAESTRO 
... they are just so stunningly gorgeous and open to 
listen to. I can barely imagine anything more alluring. 
Noel Keywood, Hl-FI World 
...the Maestro is part of that rare breed of hi-fi that 
makes you forget about the equipment and think about 
the music. In all, unlike the car. the Maestro lives up to 
its name. 
Alan Sitcom, HI-Fl World 

A -IFICT'efujia-7/' 
130 MAIN STREET, CALVERION. NOTTINGHAM NG14 61.11 Tel: 0602 653604 

KIMBERLEY HI-FI 
"A Sound Investment" 

DENON 
LIFESTYLE 

HI-FI SYSTEMS 
on demonstration 

DENON • TECHNICS • KENWOOD • AIWA • DUAL • 

WHARFEDALE • CASTLE • MISSION • TANNOY • HECO • PIONEER 

• MONITOR AUDIO • B&W • 

193, BROADWAY, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT. 

TEL: 081-304 3272 

SPALDINGS 
Celestion, Denon, Dual, Epos, 

Audiolab, Nakamichi, Revolver, 

Quad, Linn, Naim, Meridian, 

Target, Kef, Rotel, Ruark, 
Mission Cyrus, Marantz, 

Arcam, Rogers, Yamaha 

Newly Refurbished Listening Rooms 

All Alterations and Refurbishment 

Completed 

352-354, Lower Addiscombe Road, 

Croydon, Surrey, CRO 7AF 

Tel: 081 654 1231/2040 WSA 

PRECISION CABLES LTD 
We really do stand alone for UNBEATABLE SERVICE both in QUALITY and 
REALISTIC PRICES making our customised cable service simply the best available 
TODAY AND TOMORROW. 

OLYMPIC RANGE OF HI-FI CABLES 

BRONZE QUALITY 
Precision Neutrik XLR. Jack Plugs 
Musiflex cable is well known throughout 
the Professional Music Industry for its 
neutral transparent sound. 
DESCRIPTION LENni 
Phono-Phono pair 0.25m. £12.75 
Phono-Phono pair 0.5m. £13.50 
Phono-Phono pair 1m. £15.00 
Phono-Phono pair 2m. now £17.00 
Phono-Phono quad 0.25m. £27.00 
Phono-Phono quad 0.5m. £28.50 
Phono-Phono quad 1m. £30.00 
Phono-Phono quad 2m. now £34.00 
Jack-Jack patch lead £6.00 
Jack-Jack 0.5m. £7.50 
Jack-Jack 1m. £8.00 
Jack-XLR mic 1m. £8.50 
Jack-XLR mic 2m. £9.50 
Jack-XLR mic 5m. £12.50 
XLR-XLR 1m. £8.50 
Scart-Phono pair 1m. £10.00 
Scart-Phono pair 2m. £12.00 
Scart-phono quad 1m. £16.00 
Scart-Phono quad 2m. £20.00 
SILVER QUALITY 
Neutrik ProFi Connectors possibly the 
best quality Phono connectors available. 
DESCRIPTION LEPMII DUCE 
Phono-Phono pair 0.25m. now £26.00 
Phono-Phono pair 0.5m. now £27.50 
Phono-Phono pair 1m. now £29.00 
Phono-Phono pair 2m. now £31.00 
Phono-Phono quad 0.25m. now£41.00 
Phono-Phono quad 0.5m. now £42.50 
Phono-Phono quad 1m. now £44.00 
Phono-Phono quad 2m. now £48.00 
Muni« cable 
Please add £1.00 per extra m. single 
Please add £2.00 per extra m. pair 
Please add £4,00 per extra m. quad 
Scart-Phono pair 1m £17.00 
Scart-Phono pair 2m £19.00 
Scart-Phono quad 1m £26.00 
Scart-Phono quad 2m £30.00 

LINN K20 CABLE USED 
Unterminated per m. £2.00 
Gold plated 4mm banana plugs std 
J. A. Michell available. 
DESCRIPTION LENGTH PRICE 
4mm-4mm 2m. £16.50 ea. 
4mm-4mm 4m £20.50 ea. 
Jack-Jack 2m. £12.50 ea. 
Jack-Jack 4m, £16.50 ea. 
Jack-XLR 2m. £13.00 ea. 
Jack-XLR 4m. £17.00 ea. 
XLR-XLR 2m. £13.50 ea. 
XLR-XLR 4m £17.50 ea. 
Prices are for single cables ( per channel) 
not pairs. 
PC SCREENED MAINS CABLE 
16 amp 1.5mm per m. £4.50 
20 amp 2.5mm per m. £6.20 

To. PRECISION CABLES LTD. 53 
EFFINGHAM ROAD. LEE GREEN, LONDON 

SE12 8NT. 

TEL: 081-297-0255. 

Flease send me 

I Enclose Cheque/Postal Order (Made 

Out To Precision Cables Ltd.)/Cash 
For 

Name:  
Address: 

Post Code*  
tel:  
Please Phone for FREE catalogue 

All Prices Include V.A.T. 
Please add £5.00 for postage. 

Personal Callers only by apointment 

Retailers of Fine 
Audio 

NAD, PINK TRIANGLE, DNM, ROTIKL, MUSICAL 
FIDELITY, CREEK, NAKAMICHI, 
MORDAUNT-SHORT, SD, CYRUS, EPOS, ROKSAN, 
KENWOOD, DENON, REVOLVER, THORENS 

d 4. niMir• lialemiteirlific-11411 
dim, Scene 

, Telephone (0246) 204005 
132 Chatsworth Road, Brampton, CHESTERFIELD 

campaign audio design 

LOVE HERTZ 
*Pure silver interconnects 

from £8.99 to £ 107 

*Silver tone arm wires & digital interconnects 

*Silver speaker cables & mains leads 

We will improve your Hi Fi or give you your money back 

Campaign Audio Design 

Llandudno Road (HW)Cardiff CF3 8PG 

Tel: 0222 779401 

TRADE & INTERNATIONAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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offilt 18 

— a new reference standard DAC 

(as reviewed Nov HFN/RR '92) 

a sonic breakthrough at £499. 

We are convinced that you will 

find the Orelle DA 180 musically 

satisfying that we will make you 

this offer: evaluate the DA180 in 

your system for 10 days. If you are 

not completely satisfied, return 

the unit. No strings attached. 

Call to arrange your in home audition 

081 698 7386 

WILFREDAUDIO 
Ultimate Product & Ultimate Value 

NOTTINGHAM 
ANALOGUE 

STUDIO 

N 
A 
S 

If, like us, you believe in the superiority of 

Analogue reproduction and, in particular, the 

ability of vinyl to convey the maximum in lis-

tening pleasure - you need to visit our studio. 

Here we can offer you what we consider the ulti-

mate in domestic musical reproduction. No shelves 

of flashy boxes or flavours- of- the- month, just a 

wealth of the finest hi-fi we can find. 

CROFT • ALBANY • EAR • TUBE TECHNOLOGY 

SPACE DECK • SPACE ARM MENTOR • MENTOR 

REFERENCE • KLIPSCH HORN • BRITISH HORNS 

THE DANISH POSSELT speakers • DECCA fitted 

with extended contact area stylus • MAGNEPLANAR 

ANALOGUE TRACER • THE CARTRIDGE MAN'S 

AKG CARTRIDGE 

For a musical experience you will remember, please 

contact us on: 

0773 762947 

The 
spEAMER 
Company 

For all your needs in MY speaker and crossover 
construction 

We offer a large range of speaker chassis and crossover 
components for hi fi, car audio, public address & studio uses. 
The Speaker Company also offers a range of specialist services. 

Hi-FI chassis speakers, crossover's, cabinet kits, cable, 
cabinet damping materials, spike kits etc 

Car Audio chassis speakers, crossover's, sub bass cabinets 
and amplifiers. 

Public Address chassis speakers, crossover's, mixers. 
amplifiers, cabinets, microphones and stands. 

Plus a comprehensive range of accessories 

Chassis speakers by 
At.dax. Seas, Morel, Rcf, Kef, Elac, Rcl, Richard Allan, Fane, 

McKenzie, Celestion, Eminence, Peerless, Volt, Altai, Soundlab, P.H.L. 
Please phone or post for a copy of our free comprehensive catalogue 

and price list which includes hints and tips on DIY loudspeaker 
construction. 

Unit 9, Waterside Mill, Waterside 
Macclesfield, Cheshire SK 11 7HG 

Tel: 0625-500507 
Fax: 0625-500508 

All goods dispatched within 24 hours subject to availability 

Open 9 am to 6 pm Monday to Friday 8( 9 am to 5 pm Saturday 

A 
111100CRUT 

(0895) 253340 UXBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX 

SA ACOUSTICS 
(0626) 67060 NEWTON ABBOT, DEVON 

THE SYSTEM BUILDERS 

A&R LTD - AUDIO TECHNICA - AVI - CHORD - 
IMPULSE - 1.A. MICHELL - LEVINSON - LURNA - 
L.F.D. AUDIO - MICROMEGA - ORTOFON - OCM 

TECHNOLOGY - PROAC - SD ACOUSTICS - SUMIKO 
- SEISMIC SINK - SOUND AUDIO - SUGDEN - 

SUPERPHON - SANSUI - TARGET AUDIO - VOYD - 
WILSON AUDIO (RECORDINGS) - YBA - CABLES - 

STERLING - LFD - CANARE - ORTOFON 

STOCKIST OF GOLDEN DRAGON TUBES 
PLUS OTHER FINE EQUIPMENT 

EX-OEM AND USED EQUIPMENT SOMETIMES AVAILABLE 
PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS 

THE MUSIC IS THERE, THE SPEAKER ISNT, 

THAT IS THE ART OF HIGH FIDELITY 
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283 EDGE WARE ROAD, 
LONDON W2 1BB. 
ENGLAND 

Fl VIDLO, ( °MPH rE Rs, FAX, MOBILE/TELEPHONF INCA12 Fil F I ',PCCIALIST 

MIIMICPMEWENWINIEr 
TEL: 071-402 6666 (3 LINES) 

071-723 4630 / 4426 
FAX: 071-724 2135 

MAIL 0 Ft ID E IR. 
071-4-02 SSG 
( PLEASE NOTE ALL CREDIT CARD FRAUD VVILL BE PROSECUTED) 
INORLDWID P E EXORT: 24 HOURS DELIVERY FOR MOST OF EUROP 

MARANTZ - FULL RANGE IN SACK 
.„,.  

OPEN UNTILL 8PM 
ON EVER T R AY 

CHRISTMAS OFFERS 
PHILIPS 
CD 604 

WHAT HI-FI BEST BUY 

FULL WIDTH CD PLAYER 

PHILIPS 
CD 634 

FULL WIDTH 
REMOTE CD 
PLAYER 

MARANTZ 
PM50 

AMPLIFIER Ter QUM Or 
70 WATTS X 2 (RMS 8 OHMS) 
GOLD PLAT-ELI 
CONNECTS. neuvinvic. 
SOURCE DIRECT 

REMOTE AMP 

MO I 
85 WATTS X 2 

PHILIPS 
FC 660 TWIN DECK 
• TWIN • HIGH SPEED 
• DOLBY B&C 
• AUTOREVERSE 
• MANUAL RECORD LEVEL 

CD 5 2MK2 

CD PLAYERS 

AWARD OF THE YEAR 

CD 52SE 25,r £199.99 

C012 £ 00 £1799.95 

C062 £ £249.95 

CD75MK2 3ôO £244.95 

PHONE 
NOW IN 
STOCK 

AMPLIFIERS 
MA 22 

PM3OSE 

PM40 

PM4OSE 

0 £999.95 

£109.95 

£199.95' 

£299.95 

PIONEER - FULL RANGE IN STOCK 
S137T (OR M), 
D2T (OR M), D3M 

10% OFF ON EVERY TECHNICS 

MG 100 129.95 

SLPG 320 PHONE 

SLPG 400 PHONE 

SLPG 420 PHONE 

SLPG 500 PHONE 

SLPG 520 PHONE 

SLPG 700 PHONE 

SLPG 900 PHONE 

760 1 
7601, 7611, 7621, 
7631, 7641, 7651, 
780 (IN STOCK) 

PHILIPS CD-1 

ON DEMO 
COME AND LISTEN 

CD1i05 

CANON 

ON DEMO 
COME AND LISTEN 

FREE STAND ONLY 

PIONEERLASERDISC 
AIWA FULL RANGE IN STOCK CLD1450 

PHILIPS 
FC 567 TWIN DECK 

Go TWIN • HIGH SPEED 
• CONTINUOUS PLAY 
Go BOTH DECKS AUTOREVERSE 
• QUICK AUTO REVERSE 
• DOLBY B&C 

£6995 
INC VAT 

NSX 055, NSX 350M, 
NSX 990, NSX 330, 
NSX 220 

ADF 410, ADF 810, ADF 880 GE950 

(REFLECTIONAL)'' 
FULLY 
GUARANTEED 
MULTI 
STANDARD 
LASER DISC 

[gin] 
CLD700, C1.01750, C1.02700 

\BARGAIN  



• PHILIPS SONY IN CAR HI-FI SALE IN CAR BARGAINS 

IMITteltiT 
RC790 

envers& remote. 350 function 
1 KI programmable system 
battons. LCD screen. CD. tape 
ode°, limer, lest tuner. 
g aphic. TV. Liable. 

£59.95 
INC VAT 

PORTABLE MINI SYSTEM 

AZ 8904 Yàte 
vJ 

f;fçji . 

EXCLUSIVE  

100W/11R 

CD/TWIN 
CASS RADIO 

£179.95 
INC. 

eu» 
SURROUNDSOUND 

MARANTZ 
SP50 

MARANTZ 
AV95 U SET 

rejm 

KENWOOD 
KAV8500 
AV DOLBY PRO-LOGIC PHONE 

KENWOOD 
KRV7040 
KRV8040 

TECHNICS 
SAGX505 

£119.95 

PHON 
DOL3Y, PRO-LOGIC. 100W 

PIONEER 
VSA740 
DOLBY PRO LOGIC PHONE 

SANSUI 
AV700 PHONE 

EXCLUSIVE Top Quality "CD 
Auto-Changer 

SONY control Function" 

XR7201 r uzu, 

Clea'ance Sale 

XR5801RDS )3£3( 
XR 7081 )3et( 

£21995 

£19995 

SONY AUTOCHANGERS 

SONY 
CDX15 

TEN DISC HOT 
AUTOCHANGER 

ON 
PURCHASING 
THE XR7201 
YOU CAN 
BUY A CDX15 
AT £184.95 

KENWOOD XMAS OFFER 

MINI SYSTEM 

Lad 
UD300, UD50. 
UD73, UD90 

AMP, KA1030, KA3020, 
KA4020. KA5040, KA7020, 
KA9010. KT1030L. 612030, 
616040, K1W5640 

MIDI SYSTEM 

M26 M45, M65, 
M65G, M85, M850 

JVC FULL RANGE IN STOCK 

ICilü SUU COPACIS'ISIi 
MX90 

UXA5 mx7i 

UXAn MX66 a MX55M 
MX44 

\I SUIF 
W95CD 
W76CD 
W56CD 
W37CD 

I 

PHILIP 
VR50 

PHILIPS 
VR713 

£999s 
£99 

POCO HI•FISTEREO, STARETEXT, LONG PLAY, JOG SHUTTLE 

TOKAI TK701 A/Reverse £29.95 
SHARP RGF558 £34,95 
PHILIPS AC648 (CASS DECK) £39.95 

MANY MORE FURTHER REDUCTIONS 

TOKAI ETR1105 H/P DIGIT £49,95 
SHARP RGF284 £49.95 
PANASONIC CO 823 £69.95 
PHILIPS DC421 £59.95 

MANY MORE FURTHER REDUCTIONS  

TOKAI ETR 1107 DIGIT/GRAPHIC/HP 
(REFURBISHED) £79.95 
SHARP RGF558 ( REFURBISHED) £69.95 
HITACHI 452 £79.95 
JVC KSR 330 £79.95 
PHILIPS DC562 £89.95 
ROADSTAR RC732 £69.95 

PHILIPS DC652 
CLARION E940HP 
SHARP RG816 
PANASONIC C0877 
CLARION E950 

£99.95 
£79.95 

£129.95 
£99.95 
£99.95 

MANY MORE BARGAINS 

SONY CDXA30 AUTOCHANGER 
(DISPLAY) 
CLARION CDC952 
PIONEER CDXM40 
PHILIPS DC980 £249.95 
PHILIPS DC984R 

£199.95 
ON SALE 
ON SALE 
£249.95 
£399.95 

AUTOCHANGER SYSTEMS FROM 
PIONEER 
CLARION CDC 9250 
CLARION CDC600 
KENWOOD KDC401 
PANASONIC CDXP15 
PHILIPS AUTOCHANGER 

ON SALE 
ON SALE 
ON SALE 
ON SALE 
ON SALE 
ON SALE 

CLARION SPECIAL OFFER 

THE ULTIMATE IN QUALITY. 
POWER AND VALUE FOR MONEY 

BARGAIN! 

CLARION 
CDC 6000 

CD PLAYER WITH FM-
STEREO/MW TUNER. 
HIGH POWER 2x2 SW. 
Quick release, 
night illumination £19995 

WORLD WIDE EXPORT 
MAIL ORDER COUPON H/W JAN 93 

man 

_ ri, I -jr  
/ 

283 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1BB 
HOTLINE: 071-402 6666 FAX: 071-724 2135 
Name  
Tel:   
Address  

PLEASE SUPPLY  

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE ( PAYABLE TO DEANS) 
Please allow 7 days for cheque to clear 
L.  
VISA/ACCESS, Exp. Date  

We reserve the right to change terme & conditions without prior notice, 
all new poco 8. stock availability are correct at the time of release. 

please phone for availability 



SPECIAL OFFERS 
We have a limited quantity of these world renowned 
Meridian Cl) components to offer at a remarkable reduction. 
You can save up to £200 on each component 

M QDEI. & DESCRIPTION fri6e 
203 (DA(°7)D TO A CONVERTER 
200 CD TRANSPORT ONI £895 £699 
20611 CD PI.AYF.R £995 £799 

'Special Veucherptf! - We will give a £50 voucher to any 
customer purchasing' 203 (Dae7) which can be used against 
the purchase of other hi-fi equipment with a minimum value 
of £400 before 3111 March 1993. 

DIGII.INK INTERCONNECT - The 203 (Dac71 is not 
supplied with an interconnect cable to link what ever BOOTHROYD STUART 
transport you are using. We can supply a wide range of 
different makes but the Deltec (£25) offers excellent /14 E 
performance at an economical price. RIDIAN 
Mail Order - Carriage & Insurance £7 (UK only). Overseas 
y =ictation. 

AUDIO chemy 

,nr• fl veluov Um much unn aloe, and well 
von Provo:eel ' our pl•yre Au • 

(0, „,.. xl eerroal LO to A Co..cen [' DE 
I opuod Ovoliedo LAbk. Normally (as lot 

(316 
oNonologolink oble to,flocell 

KJ PRICE £276 

ELL'S FREE Lee.e_U 
Ineludod on eon &Nor prve Ae ouprey • hook ' I Cl) elevoung flood plus 
• •et of opecoAl toe prrloorenanox ontaloon p•oto 
o Pe. lo• ge value amend ( 15 OM 

hi 

SAVE 
£100 

ACCESSORIES ( reelable spotter 

00.Pre StlItell I • Elighcarrent power lartaply putt out 
etteleC ernen dr power of Cr clubs! ODP. poquer 

apply reauloug [n the eat-neon of boo 

trequeocriti r ater defer.= and deta 

Nweau, il KJ PRICE £49 

Ckantream Ace aztal cable relator In kerb 
deep= to Improve rite Oar= dataatrearn berreen 

CD tramper, and external D to A nnn 
Noonan) F70 

KJ PRICE £49 

Marl On • No ova for carrogeunttrance when 

=drone de DDE Iota or andaran accescran 

Accession, c£ ,1 ,..itubzet .to oue,tr.nc,e rnal cbarte  

Package Deal ()nitrate= am the DDE toe 
FREE been package) rho Power %teal and 
Clcaratnearn far a aatql town of 

£349 

KJ WEST ONE 
26 New Cavendish Street, London W1M 7LH 

(Close to Morylebone High Street) 

TM: 071 486 8262/8263 • Fax: 071 487 3452 

Open Mon-Sat 10 00 a m -6 00 p m Thurs until 7 00 p m 

vrs." 

MANTICORE MAKE MORE MUSIC 
Turntable Servicing - all makes - please ring for details. 

WE ARE APPROVED THORENS SERVICE AGENTS 

Arm rewiring - Manticore standard cable £80.00 
£160.00 
£160.00 
£50.00 
£54.00 

Arm rewiring - Van den Hul or Isoda 

Arm rewiring - Cardas 
Silver plated mains cable with IEC socket 
Aerolam equipment support 
Fibrelam equipment support - superior performance£130 

Mantra replacement belt - supplied in twos £22.00 

Logic DM101 belt - supplied in twos 

£25.00 
Logic DM101 spring sets £22.00 
Rega armspacers - polished aluminium 1mm increments £ 11.00 
Impex motor, pulley and PCB £65.00 
Manticore Mantra - no tonearm £460.00 
Manticore Madrigal with Musician £570.00 
Manticore Magister with 12" Magician £3,800.00 

Manticore Musician tonearm £320.00 
Manticore Magician tonearm £650.00 
Manticore 12" Magician tonearm £720.00 

Part-ex available against all other tonearms 

MB5 off-board power supply 

MB6 off-board power supply 

Motor rebuild 
RIAA and preamplifier 

£250.00 

£490.00 
£150.00 
£490.00 

Please telephone or write for more information and a copy 

of Mumbo Jumbo. 

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL 
The Courtyard, 56c Shortmead Street, 

Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP 

Tel: 0767 318437 

Altbetnist Prointeb 
KRAKEN: 
Every now amd then a product 
comes along that causes a stir in the 
Hi-Fi industry . I feel the Kraken well 
built and with a superb sound 
quality has this patential" 

GENESIS: 
The genesis amplifiers express 
dynamic contrasts so dramatically 
that few British built power amplifi-
ers can match them 

It is refreshing in the realm of the 
big Krells, heavyweight musical 
Fidelitys and gigantic thresholds 
that the Alchemist amplifiers are 
diminutive by comparison" 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 

CONTACT 

ALCHEMIST 
PRODUCTS 
Tel: 081 883 3008 
FAX 081 883 1160 

KRAKEN INTEGRATED  £399 

KRAKEN/PRE £395 

KRAKEN/POWER £380 

FREYA PREAMPLIFIER £ 1020 

BRAGI PHONO STAGE £495 

ODIN STEREO AMPLIFIER .. E1020 

GENESIS MONO AMPS £ 1525 

OPTIONAL UPGRADES: 

KRAKEN MM MODULE £45 

KRAKEN MC MODULE £55 

UPGRADE P.S.U.  £45 

UK DEALER 
LONDON 
KAMLA ELECTRONICS W1 
HIFI CONFIDENTIAL SW1W 
BRADYS WC2H 
CORNFLAKE SHOP W1 
KJ WEST ONE W1M 

KENT 
SEVENOAKS 
STANDENS 

HAMPSHIRE 
AUDIO GALLERY 

WEST MIDLANDS 
MUSIC MATTERS 
WEST MIDLAND AUDIO 

WILTSHIRE 

SALISBURY HIFI 

MILTON KEYNES 
AUDIO INSIGHT 

NORTHERN IRELAND 
ZEUS AUDIO 

LIST 

(071) 323 2747 
(071) 233 0774 
(071) 379 4010 
(071) 631 0472 
(071) 486 0552 

(0732) 459 555 
(0732) 353 540 

(0730) 895 194 

(021) 429 2811 
(0905) 58046 

(0722) 322 169 

(0908 561 551 

(0230) 332 522 

MIL 
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TANNOY TOO BRIGHT 
I recently purchased a pair of 
Tannoy 605 loudspeakers. In the 
beginning of the 'bum-in' period 
everything seemed OK They 
were being used on audio stands 
of an unknown brand. The 
sound from them did seem to 
be a little thin and bright, but 
nice. It was now time to get a 
new pair of stands to fit the 
hexagonal shape; I had been 
looking at the ones that Tannoy 
manufacture - the 655 stand. I 
noticed that the tops and bases 
were made from Medium 
Density Fibreboard and the 
centre pillar of aluminium, priced 
around £80. I decided to make a 
pair myself with some help from 
the local DIY shop. I came up 
with a pair of stands of the same 
quality for around £45. 

It was now time to cable up 
the Tannoy 605s to my JVC 
RS33L 'Super A' receiver. I was 
using QED 42 strand cable, non 
bi-wired at that time. 

Bolting the speakers to the 
stands made the mid-frequency 
sound poorly integrated with 
distortion in the higher frequen-
cies. After some experimentation 
I found that the 3.3 MFD 
polypropylene capacitors 
mounted on the crossover were 
the cause. Tannoy also recog-
nised this problem and sent me 
a new pair of capacitors which I 
fitted. 

The speakers now sound 
more integrated and without the 
distortion when they were 
bolted to the stands though the 
Tannoy 605s still sounded bright 
To reduce this and improve the 
integration I've now bi-wired 
using QED 79 strand for the 
bass driver and QED 42 strand 
for the treble drive unit fitted 
with 4mm banana plugs. I even 
had to experiment with the way 
they were connected to the 
banana plugs. The strands of 
wire were untwisted, but are 
kept straight going into the 
banana plugs and around the 
terminals on the amplifier. Why 
should the Tannoy 605 be so 
sensitive? Is it because of the 
frequency in the 30kHz (sic) 
region or is it its resonance? 
I would appreciate your 

comments or any suggestions. 
Paul Rowe, 
Camborne, 
Cornwall. 

Building your own loudspeaker 
stands may have saved you £35 
in outlay but when you consider 
the time it took it probably 
works out that they cost you 
considerably more than the £85 
that Tannoy ask. Additionally, 
building a pair of stands is not 

BUDGET 

ORES 
as easy as bolting two pieces of 
MDF either side of an alu-
minium tube. If you talk to any 
competent stand designer they 
will inform you that they are 
designed to resonate at a 
particular point. They are a 
carefully balanced piece of 
engineering and difficult for the 
average person to copy with 
any success. Assuming that your 
stand does not have any serious 
resonance problems you will 
find filling the aluminium 
uprights with dry sand and lead 
shot is beneficial, as Ken Weller 
of Tannoy suggests below. The 
best way is to pour small 
amounts of lead shot in first 
followed by the dry sand to fill 
in the gaps. 

The attention to detail that 
you have shown with your 
loudspeakers is highly com-
mendable but unfortunately a 
lot of it is lost due to your JVC 
receiver. This model was one of 
the bottom of JVC's 1980-83 
range and as such is long 
overdue for replacement. 

You do not mention any 
front end other than the tuner 
part of your receiver so I will 
have to assume that this is your 
primary source. If this is the 
case then you will be in need of 
both a new tuner and amplifier. 
An excellent tuner at a very 

Write in with your 

budget-level prob-

lems or queries to 

Hi-Fi World, 64 

Castellain Road, 

Maida Vale, London 

W9 I EX. 

reasonable 
price is Aura's 
TU-50 which 
at £230 is an 
absolute steal. 
This is an FM 
only tuner; if 
you require 
AM the 
Denon 
TU260L is an 
ideal alterna-
tive. 

The 
Tannoy 605s 
are a very high 
performance 
loudspeaker 
and thus 
deserve a 
quality 
amplifier. The Audiolab 8000A, 
Harman Kardon 6550 and the 
Mission Cyrus 2 would all 
provide suitable driving 
partners. The 8000A will give a 
neutrally balanced sound, the 
Cyrus 2 a very detailed 
presentation and the 6550 the 
most controlled and tight 
result. 

Bi-wiring your loudspeakers, 
as you will have noted, brings 
about a worthwhile improve-
ment in sound quality; however 
I would suggest that you use 
the same type of cable for both 
the bass and treble units. Each 

has its own character and the 
mixture in the bass and treble 
makes the speakers sound 
disjointed. The cables I would 
recommend would either be 
Furukawa's very smooth and 
detailed FS-2T07 at £3.50 per 
metre or Mission's solid core at 
£2.50 per metre. DB 

In response to your 
enquiry about the sensitiv-
ity of the Tannoys to their 
surroundings we spoke to 
Ken Weller of Tannoy Ltd. 
who has written the 
following reply. 

The sound from the 605 has 
the virtues of both transpar-
ency and a lack of colouration. 
Because of this it is always going 
to allow you to hear any 
upgrades that you might make 
to your system. Conversely of 
course, it is also going to show 
up any problems in the signal 
that is being fed to it. 

The greatest problem in the 
system is likely to be the JVC 
receiver, which I understand is 
five years old or more, and my 
experience of such products 
from that time is one that tells 
me it may well be responsible 
for the thin and bright aspects 
of the system's sound quality. 

However, by experimenting 

Tannoy's 605 loudspeakers are capable of excellent 

results, but care must be taken when selecting 

stands, cables and accompanying equipment. 

with the stands and cables you 
may well be able to modify the 
sound for the better. 

Obviously 1 am unfamiliar 
with your stands so I don't 
know what effect they may be 
having on the sound quality of 
the system. Either way they 
should have downward-facing 
spikes and be filled with dry 
sand or preferably lead shot. 

Before you bolt the speakers 
to the stands place four small 
'peas' of Blu-Tak on the small 
feet 'bumps' on the underside 
of the loudspeakers and just 
do the bolts up enough to 
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hold the speakers in place, but 
no more. 

Better speaker cables would 
clearly help, but in particular a 
thin solid-core cable for the 
treble units would provide an 
overall smoother sound for the 
system. 
1 understand that we 

provided replacement capaci-
tors at Mr Rowe's request, but 
feel this unlikely to be the cause 
of the problem as sample 
variations with the types 
specified are extremely small. 

It's easy to blame the 
speakers for any problems with 
the overall sound quality of a 
system - there they are, sitting 
in front of you, making horrible 
noises. But it's worth remem-
bering that when a problem 
occurs in a hi-fi system the 
effect is always heard through 
the loudspeakers, even though 
they may not be (and probably 
aren't) the source of the 
problem, although high-quality, 
wide-bandwidth may emphasise 
any such problems. 
Ken Weller, 
Tannoy Ltd. 

MORE THAN FOUR 
WAYS 
I would be grateful if you could 
advise me on where I could get 

QED'S DU6S is designed specially for hi-fi and 

protects equipment from mains-borne interference. 

a six-way mains distribution 
socket for my Hi-Fi in black. 1 
have seen one made by 
Bandridge but it is only 4 way. 
Peter Meer, 
Bradford, 
Yorks. 
The problem is mains adaptors. 
There must be thousands of 

people who have the same 
question. What does one do 
where it's impossible to wire 
each component to the mains 
and has to use adaptors? What 
type of 4-way 13 amp or, as 1 
have been recommended to use, 
a QED 6-way? 
Donald W. Neill, 
Greenock, 
Strathclyde, 
Scotland. 

To answer both queries, QED 
Audio Products make a 4-way 
DU4S and a 6-way DU6S 
distribution unit in black. These 
QED distribution units also 
have the additional benefit of 
having built-in protection 
against symmetrical and 
asymmetrical mains-borne 
interference. For this reason 
they are ideally suited to Hi-Fi 
equipment. QED audio 
accessories are available 
through nearly all Hi-Fi 
retailers, but in case of diffi-
culty, their address is: 
QED Audio Products, 
Ridgeway House, 
Ridgeway Close, 
Lightwater, 
Surrey 
GU18 5XU. 
DB 

DUAL PURPOSE 
1 have a Dual CS 6170 turntable 
fitted with the Dual TKS 55E 
(Ortofon) cartridge. Unfortu-
nately, the cartridge has devel-
oped a fault and needs replacing. 
Can you please let me know the 
present Dual importer so that I 
can enquire about a replace-
ment 

Or, could you suggest 
alternative cartridges suitable for 
use with this arm - to include 

MC if possible - 
to be as high a 
quality as 
possible within 
the limits of the 
arm. 
P. Hill, 
Leicester. 

The present 
importer for 
Dual equip-
ment is Ram 
Projects Ltd. 
whom 1 
contacted 
about the TKS 
55E cartridge. 

This model is apparently no 
longer in production so a 
replacement is not possible. 
However if it is only the stylus 
that is damaged the Diamond 
Stylus Co. do manufacture a 
suitable replacement, the DSC 
433 which retails for £25. 
Diamond Stylus Co. replace-

ments are stocked in Lewis' of 
Leicester or the local Sony 
Centre. 

If a replacement cartridge is 
needed then either the Ortofon 
OMIO or the Arcam E77 would 
make ideal replacements. These 
are both moving magnet 
cartridges which have a high 
compliance. Most moving coils 
are, by comparison, low 
compliance and in addition 
there is no decoupling of the 
body from the tonearm. Much 
of the 
vibrational 
energy 
created by 
the playing 
of a record 
is therefore 
transferred 
through the 
cartridge 
body and 
into the 
arm. Thus 
the 
tonearm for 
a moving 
coil 
cartridge 
should be 
as rigid as 
possible. In practice something 
like the Rega RB 300 tonearm 
on the Rega Planar 3 deck is the 
absolute minimum requirement 
for the correct application of 
M.C. technology. DB 

The Ortofon OMIO has long been a favourite amongst 

Dual turntable owners. 

NOT MOTORING 
Please could you help me by 
providing a small amount of vital 
information. 1 owo a Thorens 
TD I 66 MKII record deck which 
has given me years of good 
service. Unfortunately the motor 
has ceased to work, therefore 
could you provide an address or 
telephone number of a Thorens 
distributor so that 1 can get my 
beloved machine working again 
with the much needed part? 
R. Kassa', 
Hastings, 
E. Sussex. 

Portfolio Marketing, who carry 
stocks of all Thorens spare 
parts, are the people that you 
need to contact. The address is: 
Portfolio Marketing, 
67 New Road, 
Little Kingshill, 
Great Missenden, 
Berks. 
HPI6 OEU. 

A new motor for your TD 166 
will cost approximately £50, 
depending upon the exchange 
rate with Germany. You might 
also be interested to know that 
Portfolio Marketing can also 
supply a series of upgrade steps 
for your TD 166. These range 

from a felt mat at £ l2 to a new 
armboard at £20 which enables 
a Rega tonearm to be fitted. 
The Rega RB250 is £99 and 
would extend the performance 
of your turntable enough to last 
the best part of the next 
decade. DB 

GONE UNSTABLE 
1 have a Technics RS-BX404 
cassette deck which I have been 
very pleased with until just 
recently. However, I have 

noticed that on some tapes 
there is a pitch instability at the 
very start of each side, but if the 
tape is wound on for about a 
minute or so, the sound is fine. 

The tapes which give 
problems are Maxell XLII C90, 
MX C60, TDK MA C60 and 
BASF CEII CI00. 1 have cleaned 
the capstan and pinch roller very 
thoroughly but the problem still 
exists. 
Ian Bishop, 
Cardiff. 

This is the second letter we 
have received about pitch 
instability problems at the 
beginning of tapes played on 
Technics cassette decks. 

Last month we explained 
what we thought the problem 
was and upon phoning Alan 
Ainslie at Technics' Technical 
Department our suspicions 
were confirmed. The problem 
you are experiencing is due to 
the lack of synchronisation 
between.the pinch wheel and 
hub drive. This fault was 
present on a very small number 
of 404 and 606 cassette decks; 
most have already been 
rectified by the replacement of 
a diode on the control circuit 
which is similar on both decks. 

Technics advise anyone who 
suspects that they have one of 
the few decks that experience 
this problem to return it to the 
dealer they purchased it from. 
The repair will be quickly 
carried out at no charge. DB • 
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The new Naim CDI 
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Getting things right the first time is 

a tradition at Naim Audio. 

Which is why our first CD player, 

the CDS, has received such world-

wide acclaim. 

We are now d'elighted to introduce 

a second model, the Naim CDI 

(shown here). 

The Naim CDI incorporates all of 

the technological innovation and 

expertise gained from the develop-

ment of the CDS. Designed to be the 

best in its class and devoid of 

gimmicks, here is an affordable player 

capable of providing true musical 

enjoyment. 

Our efforts are bearing fruit. 
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Now you know what's in a Naim. 

_ 

Naim Audio, Southampton Road, 
Salisbury SPI 2LN, England. 
Telephone: ( 0722) 33.2266 

nairn audio 






